Beastiary/Pokedex
BETA
How to Read the Pokedex Entries:

At the heart of Pokemon: Tabletop Adventures are the monsters that the trainers capture and train. Their Tabletop Ordering, detailed at the end of this guide, lists the Pokemon entries.

The entries are listed as such:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabletop Number</th>
<th>SPECIES NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Picture of Pokemon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vital Information

Type(s):
Abilities:
Evolution:
Stages – Species Names

Size Information

Height: Feet’ Inches” Meters
Weight: Pounds Kilograms

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio: % Male % Female
Egg Group(s):
Average Hatch Rate: Hours Days

Biology:

Habitat:

Capabilities:

Move List
Level Up Move List
TM/HM Move List
Egg Move List
Tutor Move List

Tabletop Number

The Tabletop Number is a Pokedex reordering that places evolution lines that spanned different franchise generations next to each other in a sensible way. Three-stage evolution families are placed in the front of the Tabletop Pokedex, followed by two-stage families and one-stage families last. After these, Fossil Pokemon and Pseudo Legendaries are listed. Pokemon with a Tabletop Number that starts with the letter L are listed in the Legendary Pokedex, located in the Game Master’s Guide.

Species Name

Each Pokemon is part of a Species grouping. Individual stages of a single Pokemon’s evolutionary line are not part of the same Species, but are part of the Species’ family. When talking about a specific evolutionary line, or branched evolutionary tree, it is common to refer to the line or branch by the Species name of the first Stage of the line. For example to talk about the Pichu, Pikachu and Raichu evolutionary line, you can call it the Pichu evolutionary line. Likewise, to refer to the Riolu and Lucario evolutionary line you can call it the Riolu evolutionary line. The refer to the Eevee, Jolteon, Vaporeon, Flareon, Umbreon, Espeon, Glaceon and Leafeon evolutionary branch you can call it the Eevee evolutionary line.

Picture of Pokemon

In every Pokemon entry in the Pokedex, a picture is provided to show what the average Species member looks like. However, various minor differences can be seen between individual members of the Species. Sometimes, a Pokemon can look drastically different from the norm of its Species in color. These oddities are known as Shiny Pokemon and are rare treasures sought out by collectors and coordinators all around the world.

Vital Information

Type

There are seventeen different Elemental Types in the world of Pokemon that are commonly separated into two archtypes; Physical and Special. The Physical Elemental Types are Bug, Fighting, Flying, Ghost, Ground, Normal, Rock and Steel. The Special Elemental Types are Dark, Dragon, Electric, Fire, Grass, Ice, Psychic and Water. Each Pokemon belongs to a specific Elemental Type and some Pokemon belong to two Elemental Types. Types affect how much damage a Pokemon takes when hit by Attacks and are very important factors to keep track of while battling. The Type Chart, on the following page, depicts effectiveness of attackers and defenders. The attacking Type corresponds to the attacker’s Move’s Type and not the attacker’s Type itself. The defender’s Type refers to its Type, disregarding any Types found on it’s Moves.
Abilities

Pokemon Abilities are special natural born gifts that a pokemon can utilize. Pokemon have access to at least one of their abilities from birth but, once matured to level 40, can learn the other one of their abilities if they choose to. The glassary of Abilities are located in the Player’s Handbook.

Evolution

When Pokemon mature and age, their body drastically changes in mass and shape to reach a new Stage of their Evolutionary Line. Some Pokemon do not Evolve while others do and other can Evolve twice in their lifetime. Aside from learning more about the world and physically maturing, Pokemon need a great deal of emotion to urge their Evolution. Sometimes, confidence and happiness is enough for a pokemon to evolve and other times, it is a Pokemon’s frustration and hate that pushes it to change. Not all Pokemon can naturally evolve without foreign aid. Some Pokemon require the radiation found in Evolutionary Stones to mutate themselves into their next form. There are also Pokemon who require the attachment of a keepsake to promote their evolution. Next to these various ways to evolve there are even more ways for a Pokemon to meet their next level of maturity.

Detailed in the Evolution section is the Species Names of the Pokemon that can be attained by the Species in question as well as the requirements to evolve. Remember, just because a Pokemon has met their minimum requirements does not mean they will evolve. Sometimes there are personal reasons for a Pokemon to not want to evolve.

Size Information

Height and Weight

The Height and Weights given for each Pokemon Species are averages determined by Pokemon Researchers around the world. It is not uncommon to see Pokemon who are up to 10% heavier or larger then the average or 10% lighter or smaller then the norm. When capturing Pokemon be sure to note their individual Heights and Weights. Be sure to note their changes if they evolve as well.

Breeding Information

When a female Pokemon is mature enough, it can produce eggs and if a male Pokemon is mature enough, it can fertilize them. When given some time alone, Pokemon of the opposite sex and appropriately matching Egg Groups can produce oval Eggs that are approximately 5.5 pounds or 2.5 kilograms. The Species of the newborn Pokemon is determined by the mother of the Egg and the Abilities, Moves, and Gender Ratio

Not all Species of Pokemon have an equal distribution of male and female children. When finding a pokemon in the wild, knowing the gender of a particular pokemon may make or break your desire to capture the target.

Egg Groups

Pokemon are mysterious since they can cross breed between Evolutionary Stages and even Species, but not any Pokemon can mate with any Pokemon. There are limits and these limits are defined as Egg Groups. Pokemon can only produce Eggs when mating with a Pokemon that shares an Egg Group. The Egg Groups are Bug, Dragon, Fairy, Flying, Ground, Humanshape, Indeterminate, Mineral, Monster, Plant, Water 1, Water 2, Water 3. There is also the Ditto Egg Group, exclusive to the Pokemon Species Ditto, who can breed with any other Pokemon to produce an Egg while acting as either the male or female.

Average Hatch Rate

Depending on what Species the mother of the Egg is, the baby will be the lowest form of that Species’ Evolutionary Line. Each Species takes a different amount of time to hatch so the Average Hatch Rate covers how quickly the Egg should hatch. The Average Hatch Rate however is only an average. Sometimes the Egg may take twice the length of time or only half of it, depending how well the Egg is kept.

Biology

Pokemon look different from one Species to the next. The Biology entries give a short summary of how a particular Species works and what they require to work. The Biology entry lists common trait across all members of a species and explains what kind of food the Pokemon needs to survive. Carnivores primarily feed on other Pokemon, Herbivores will usually need leafy food, vegetables, nuts and fruits to survive, Omnivores can eat plants and other Pokemon, Phototrophs can photosynthesize their own food and energy. Some of the stranger diets some Pokemon have are that of a Terravore; one who feeds on the minerals found in rock and dirt around them, or the Nullivore; which does not need to eat anything to sustain itself for various reasons. Despite any primary feeding behavior any Pokemon can enjoy any edible Item designed for a Pokemon to consume such as Poffins, Apricorn Shakes or PokeBlocks. By keeping track of your Pokemon’s needs, you can influence their living conditions in a positive manner and make their partnership with you as Pokemon and Trainer more cooperative.
Habitat

There are some places that a particular Species of Pokemon will not thrive. For obvious reason, you’ll only find fish-like Pokemon in the water or rocky Pokemon near rocky places. The Habitat entry explains what kind of terrain to look for if you intend to hunt for a particular Species of Pokemon. Keep in mind, just because you may be in the appropriate terrain to find a particular Pokemon, it doesn’t mean you are in the right region of specific location.

Capabilities

Each Species of Pokemon move at different rates in various terrains. They have different capacities for jumping strength and physical strength. Some Pokemon can fly while others can breath underwater. Many Species of Pokemon can be trained for being used as a Mount. Others are too small for that but can be used for infiltration as a result of their size. The Capabilities list all keywords relating to static abilities the Pokemon has. The glossary of Capabilities is located before the Pokedex entries.

Move List

Each Pokemon can learn Moves. Moves define how a Pokemon can be used in combat and are separated into various Elemental Types. A Move can be used to damage a foe or to alter variables in battle to gain an upper hand in battle. There are several ways for a Pokemon to learn a Move but a Pokemon must be compatible with the Move in order to be able to learn it. A Pokemon can learn a Move while gaining levels, from a Technical or Hidden Machine, when born they already know a Move or a tutor can teach the Pokemon a Move. When a Pokemon learns a Move, it is listed in their Natural Move List or their Technical Move List. The glossary of Moves are located in the Player’s Handbook.

Level Up Move List

Written into each Pokemon from birth is a list of every Move their species can learn while becoming more experienced in the world. Moves on the Level Up Move List are learned when the Pokemon reaches the specified level. These Moves are placed in the Pokemon’s Natural Move List.

TM/HM Move List

Technical Machines and Hidden Machines are expensive devices that when injected into a Pokemon, grow an organ within the Pokemon that allows them to perform specific Moves that each TM and HM teaches. The amount of pain involved with the procedure is unbearable for a Pokemon without medical attention so it is a Trainer’s best interest to apply TMs and use HMs at Pokemon Centers. Not every Pokemon is compatible with every TM or HM so this list confirms which TMs and HMs will work successfully with each Species of Pokemon. These Moves are placed in the Pokemon’s Technical Move List. If a Pokemon learned a Move through the use of a TM or HM, but the Move is on their Level Up List, they may place the Move in their Natural Move List.

Egg Move List

When a mature parent Pokemon gains access to a powerful Move, they instill the ability to use the Move in their child. Cross Species breeding can result in young Pokemon knowing bizarre, out-of-natural-typing, over powered Moves. The Egg Move List lists what Moves have been known to exist in the Species on occasion, from birth. These Moves are placed in the Pokemon’s Natural Move List.

Tutor Move List

There are masters in the world who have taken the aspect of a Move and realized how to imprint the technique in various Pokemon. If you can find one of these Tutors, this list explains which Moves the Tutors can teach to your Pokemon, if the Tutor knows how to teach that specific Move. Some Tutors even know how to teach Moves that are not learned naturally anywhere or taught by any TM or HM. These Moves are placed in the Pokemon’s Technical Move List. If a Pokemon learned a Move through the use of a Tutor, but the Move is on their Level Up List, they may place the Move in their Natural Move List.
Capabilities:

Most Capabilities are very simple to understand. Except for the Basic Capabilities, each Capability is listed with a paragraph following, that explains exactly how that Capability affects the pokemon who has it. Other then that, some Capabilities are paired with a Capability Type, which is paired purely for the ranger class, who draws on specific aspects of nature when looking for specific talents for their job.

However, Basic Capabilities are slightly more complicated. That is because each pokemon in the Pokedex has Basic Capabilities. Paired with each Basic Capability in the pokedex entries are values which can be matched to the Capability listing that follows in order to define the level of aptitude a pokemon has in a particular field. In the Basic Capabilities, you will see a Capability Type, Speed, that is defined for various purposes referenced throughout the game such as Moves that modify a pokemon’s Speed Stat or an Ability which modifies a Speed Stat. There are several reasons to keep track of the Basic Capabilities so it is best to make note of the value and meaning of the Basic Capabilities your pokemon has. Use the pokemon character sheet to do so.
Basic Capabilities:

Burrow - Speed Capability
Burrow is a Speed Capability that defines how quickly the Pokemon can move underground. After the word Burrow, in the Capabilities listing, a number from 1 to 5 should be listed. The number paired with the Burrow Keyword corresponds with a value representing how much the Pokemon can Shift during a round of combat underground. It also matches with an average speed to be used outside of battle. The holes dug are only as large as the Pokemon who burrows. If a Pokemon learns the Move Dig and does not have the Burrow Capability, they gain Burrow 1. If they already have the Burrow Capability, the Burrow value is raised 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burrow Value</th>
<th>Shift Value per Round</th>
<th>Average Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burrow 1</td>
<td>4 meters per round</td>
<td>0.3 mph - 0.5 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrow 2</td>
<td>8 meters per round</td>
<td>4 mph - 6.4 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrow 3</td>
<td>15 meters per round</td>
<td>10 mph - 16 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrow 4</td>
<td>25 meters per round</td>
<td>15 mph - 24 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrow 5</td>
<td>40 meters per round</td>
<td>20 mph - 32 km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intelligence
The Intelligence Capability is paired with a number from 1 to 7 that defines the Pokemon’s competence when it comes to simple thought. The Intelligence is an average expectancy of all members of that Pokemon’s species. The smarter the Pokemon is, the easier it is to act on their own accord if you can’t command them. This also means that the Species of Pokemon is more competent in the wild and a greater threat to the average Trainer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intelligence Value</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Examples of this Thought Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence 1</td>
<td>Feeble-mindedness</td>
<td>Slow reaction time, unable to do simple tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence 2</td>
<td>Deficiency</td>
<td>Self-aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence 3</td>
<td>Dullness</td>
<td>Can’t figure out tasks by self, but can follow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence 4</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Can build, use tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence 5</td>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>Average, human intellect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence 6</td>
<td>Vastly Superior</td>
<td>Able to function as a leader, act by self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence 7</td>
<td>Genius</td>
<td>Super Comp. thought, human languages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jump
The Jump Capability is paired with a number from 1 to 10 that states the max height the Pokemon can jump into the air in a single bound. If your Pokemon utilizes their Jump Capability during a round of an encounter, it counts as their Shift for that round. Keep in mind you don’t have to jump straight upwards. If a Pokemon learns the Move Bounce their Jump value is raised 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jump Value</th>
<th>Height of Jump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jump 1</td>
<td>3 ft - 1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 2</td>
<td>6 ft - 1.8 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 3</td>
<td>10 ft - 3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 4</td>
<td>15 ft - 4.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 5</td>
<td>20 ft - 6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 6</td>
<td>25 ft - 7.6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 7</td>
<td>35 ft - 10.6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 8</td>
<td>50 ft - 15.2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 9</td>
<td>70 ft - 21 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump 10</td>
<td>100 ft - 30.5 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overland - Speed Capability
Overland is a Speed Capability that defines how quickly the Pokemon moves while on dry land. After the word Overland, in the Capabilities listing, a number from 1 to 10 should be listed. The number paired with the Overland Keyword corresponds with a value representing how much the Pokemon can Shift during a round of combat. It also matches with an average speed to be used outside of battle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overland Value</th>
<th>Shift Value per Round</th>
<th>Average Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overland 1</td>
<td>1 meter per round</td>
<td>0.3 mph - 0.5 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 2</td>
<td>3 meters per round</td>
<td>4 mph - 6.4 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 3</td>
<td>6 meters per round</td>
<td>10 mph - 16 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 4</td>
<td>10 meters per round</td>
<td>15 mph - 24 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 5</td>
<td>15 meters per round</td>
<td>20 mph - 32 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 6</td>
<td>20 meters per round</td>
<td>25 mph - 40 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 7</td>
<td>25 meters per round</td>
<td>30 mph - 48 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 8</td>
<td>30 meters per round</td>
<td>35 mph - 56 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 9</td>
<td>40 meters per round</td>
<td>40 mph - 64 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland 10</td>
<td>75 meters per round</td>
<td>1,000 mph - 8,050 km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Power
Power represents a Pokemon’s strength. Next to Power in the Pokemon’s Capability listing is a number from 1 to 10 that corresponds to a weight that the Pokemon should be able to lift. The weight given is an average, depending on how well trained your Pokemon is, they may be able to lift more than the average. Based on how much they can lift you should be able to guess at how much they can push, or how much force they can put into their strikes. If a Pokemon learns the Move Strength their Power value is raised 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Value</th>
<th>Average Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power 1</td>
<td>10 lbs - 5 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 2</td>
<td>50 lbs - 23 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 3</td>
<td>100 lbs - 45 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 4</td>
<td>200 lbs - 90 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 5</td>
<td>350 lbs - 158 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 6</td>
<td>500 lbs - 227 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 7</td>
<td>750 lbs - 340 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 8</td>
<td>1000 lbs - 455 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 9</td>
<td>2500 lbs - 1135 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 10</td>
<td>4000 lbs - 1815 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sky - Speed Capability
Sky is a Speed Capability that defines how quickly the Pokemon moves while flying, floating or levitating. After the word Sky, in the Capabilities listing, a number from 1 to 10 should be listed. The number paired with the Sky Keyword corresponds with a value representing how much the Pokemon can Shift during a round of combat in the air. It also matches with an average speed to be used outside of battle. If a Pokemon has the keyword Sky, it can propel itself of the ground for at least 5 minutes off the ground at a time. If a Pokemon learns the Move Fly and does not have the Sky Capability, they gain Sky 1. If they already have the Sky Capability, the Sky value is raised 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sky Value</th>
<th>Shift Value per Round</th>
<th>Average Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sky 1</td>
<td>1 meter per round</td>
<td>0.3 mph - 0.5 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 2</td>
<td>3 meters per round</td>
<td>4 mph - 6.4 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 3</td>
<td>6 meters per round</td>
<td>10 mph - 16 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 4</td>
<td>10 meters per round</td>
<td>15 mph - 24 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 5</td>
<td>15 meters per round</td>
<td>20 mph - 32 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 6</td>
<td>20 meters per round</td>
<td>25 mph - 40 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 7</td>
<td>25 meters per round</td>
<td>30 mph - 48 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 8</td>
<td>30 meters per round</td>
<td>35 mph - 56 km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Underwater - Speed Capability

Underwater is a Speed Capability that defines how quickly the Pokemon can move underwater. After the word Underwater, in the Capabilities listing, a number from 1 to 10 should be listed. The number paired with the Underwater Keyword corresponds with a value representing how much the Pokemon can Shift during a round of combat. It also matches with an average speed to be used outside of battle. If a Pokemon learns the Move Surf and does not have the Underwater Capability, they gain Underwater 1. If they already have the Underwater Capability, the Underwater value is raised 1. If the Pokemon had the Sinker Capability before learning Surf, they lose their Sinker Capability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Value</th>
<th>Shift Value per Round</th>
<th>Average Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface 1</td>
<td>1 meter per round</td>
<td>0.3 mph - 0.5 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 2</td>
<td>3 meters per round</td>
<td>4 mph - 6.4 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 3</td>
<td>6 meters per round</td>
<td>10 mph - 16 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 4</td>
<td>10 meters per round</td>
<td>15 mph - 24 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 5</td>
<td>15 meters per round</td>
<td>20 mph - 32 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 6</td>
<td>20 meters per round</td>
<td>35 mph - 56 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 7</td>
<td>25 meters per round</td>
<td>50 mph - 80 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 8</td>
<td>30 meters per round</td>
<td>100 mph - 160 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 9</td>
<td>40 meters per round</td>
<td>400 mph - 645 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 10</td>
<td>75 meters per round</td>
<td>1,000 mph - 8,050 km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface - Speed Capability

Surface is a Speed Capability that defines how quickly the Pokemon moves while on the surface of water to the Pokemon's height below the surface of the water. After the word Surface, in the Capabilities listing, a number from 1 to 10 should be listed. The number paired with the Surface Keyword corresponds with a value representing how much the Pokemon can Shift during a round of combat. It also matches with an average speed to be used outside of battle. If a Pokemon learns the Move Surf and does not have the Surface Capability, they gain Surface 1. If they already have the Surface Capability, the Surface value is raised 1. If the Pokemon had the Sinker Capability before learning Surf, they lose their Sinker Capability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface Value</th>
<th>Shift Value per Round</th>
<th>Average Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface 1</td>
<td>1 meter per round</td>
<td>0.3 mph - 0.5 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 2</td>
<td>3 meters per round</td>
<td>4 mph - 6.4 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 3</td>
<td>6 meters per round</td>
<td>10 mph - 16 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 4</td>
<td>10 meters per round</td>
<td>15 mph - 24 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 5</td>
<td>15 meters per round</td>
<td>20 mph - 32 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 6</td>
<td>20 meters per round</td>
<td>35 mph - 56 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 7</td>
<td>25 meters per round</td>
<td>50 mph - 80 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 8</td>
<td>30 meters per round</td>
<td>100 mph - 160 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 9</td>
<td>40 meters per round</td>
<td>400 mph - 645 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface 10</td>
<td>75 meters per round</td>
<td>1,000 mph - 8,050 km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sky - Speed Capability

Sky is a Speed Capability that defines how quickly the Pokemon can move while in the air. After the word Sky, in the Capabilities listing, a number from 1 to 10 should be listed. The number paired with the Sky Keyword corresponds with a value representing how much the Pokemon can Shift during a round of combat. It also matches with an average speed to be used outside of battle. If a Pokemon learns the Move Surf and does not have the Sky Capability, they gain Sky 1. If they already have the Sky Capability, the Sky value is raised 1. If the Pokemon had the Gilled Capability before learning Surf, they lose their Gilled Capability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sky Value</th>
<th>Shift Value per Round</th>
<th>Average Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sky 1</td>
<td>1 meter per round</td>
<td>0.3 mph - 0.5 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 2</td>
<td>3 meters per round</td>
<td>4 mph - 6.4 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 3</td>
<td>6 meters per round</td>
<td>10 mph - 16 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 4</td>
<td>10 meters per round</td>
<td>15 mph - 24 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 5</td>
<td>15 meters per round</td>
<td>20 mph - 32 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 6</td>
<td>20 meters per round</td>
<td>35 mph - 56 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 7</td>
<td>25 meters per round</td>
<td>50 mph - 80 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 8</td>
<td>30 meters per round</td>
<td>100 mph - 160 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 9</td>
<td>40 meters per round</td>
<td>400 mph - 645 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky 10</td>
<td>75 meters per round</td>
<td>1,000 mph - 8,050 km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Capabilities:

Alluring - Plant

Pokemon who are Alluring smell very pleasant. They may attract wild Pokemon easily. Attention is commonly turned toward fragrant, Alluring Pokemon by wilds. If a Pokemon learns the Move Sweet Scent and does not have the Alluring Capability, they gain Alluring.

Amorphous

Amorphous Pokemon have an inconsistent shape. They can flatten and reform themselves like water. They can stretch out their body material and condense themselves as well. By doing this, a Pokemon can access places others couldn’t, or bypass a door or two, only to let their non-Amorphous friends in afterwards.

Aura - Psionic

Pokemon who can use Aura are blessed with a great power. Pokemon who can use Aura can read the minds of other Pokemon and humans, although they cannot transfer their thoughts to others unless they too have the ability to manipulate Aura. Pokemon with the Aura Capability can also read a person’s Aura. Everything has an Aura, but not many can access their Aura. Auras can be any color. The shade of the color varies from very tinted to very darkened. If the color of the Aura is tinted, the target has little negative intentions. If the color of the Aura is very blackened, the target has many malicious intentions. An Aura’s shade can be anywhere in between. If a Pokemon learns the Move Aura Sphere, Dragon Pulse, Dark Pulse, Focus Blast, Force Palm, Detect or Vacuum Wave and does not have the Aura Capability, they gain Aura.

Blender

A Pokemon with Blender is an advanced Stealth user. While Shifting, unless they purposely want to, Blender Pokemon do not make any noise. Unless a Pokemon with Blender has used a Ranged Move during the current round or the round previous, Ranged Moves may not target them if the line of sight drawn goes through Rough Terrain or if the Pokemon is on Rough Terrain. Whenever a Blender is targeted by a Move, one must roll +2 during Accuracy Check to hit.

Bloom - Plant

When a Pokemon with Bloom, Cherrim, is in Sunny weather it transforms; changing its appearance from the closed bud, purple-petal form into the pink open flower form.

Chilled - Ice

A Pokemon with the Chilled Capability is always cold.

Firestarter - Fire

A Pokemon who has the Firestarter Capability can produce flames. They can control how lightly or powerfully they produce the fire, creates puffs of fire the size of a lighter or a large burst of fire capable on engulfing a tree. If a Pokemon learns the Move Ember, Fire Blast, Fire Spin, Flame Wheel or Flamethrower and does not have the Firestarter Capability, they gain Firestarter.

Fountain - Water

A Pokemon who has the Fountain Capability can produce freshwater. They can control how lightly or powerfully they produce the water, sprinkling water or forcefully shooting water with the strength of a fire hose. If a Pokemon learns the Move Water Gun, Water Pulse, Hydro Pump or Water Sport and does not have the Fountain Capability, they gain Fountain.
Freezer - Ice
When a Pokemon has the Freezer Capability, they can target an area on the ground and turn it into Icy Terrain in place of their Move during their turn, EOT. A d20 roll determines the amount of ground turned into Icy Terrain. On a check below 5, only 1 square meter, or 1 space, is changed into Icy Terrain; on 6, up to 5 meters, 5 adjacent spaces; on 9, up to 7 square meters, 7 adjacent spaces; on 12, up to 10 square meters, 10 adjacent spaces; on 15, up to 15 square meters, 15 adjacent spaces; on 18, up to 20 square meters, 20 adjacent spaces; on 20, up to 30 square meters, 30 adjacent spaces. If a Pokemon learns the Move Aurora Beam, Blizzard, Ice Beam or Sheer Cold, and does not have the Freezer Capability, they gain Freezer.

Gilled - Water
A Gilled Pokemon can breathe underwater. It never needs to come up for air and can remain underwater for as long as it wants to.

Glow
A Pokemon with the Glow Capability can emit light from a part of its body. Depending on the variety of wild Pokemon nearby, it might attract Pokemon or ward them away. If a Pokemon learns the Move Flash and does not have the Glow Capability, they gain Glow.

Groundshaper - Earth
A Pokemon with the Groundshaper Capability can transform the terrain around them to create Rough Terrain or flatten out Rough Terrain to create Basic Terrain. In place of the Pokemon’s Move during their turn they can change a 1 meter radius around them, or all adjacent spaces, from Basic Earth Terrain into Rough Terrain or change Rough Terrain into Basic Earth Terrain, EOT. If a Pokemon learns the Move Earthquake or Magnitude and does not have the Groundshaper Capability, they gain Groundshaper.

Guster - Wind
The Guster can create bursts of wind. The power can vary from a light breeze to a powerful burst of air capable of lifting light objects into the air or providing lift for a chute. If a Pokemon learns the Move Gust or Tailwind and does not have the Guster Capability, they gain Guster.

Heater - Fire
A Pokemon with the Heater Capability is always warm.

Icestep - Ice
A Pokemon with the Icestep Capability treat Icy or Snowy terrain as Basic Terrain.

Inflatable
A Pokemon with the capability Inflatable can expand its size up to 125% of its normal size. While Inflated, a Pokemon does not change its weight. To hit an Inflated Pokemon, you must roll -3 during Accuracy Check. While Inflated, a Pokemon become Blocking Terrain, you may not target through an Inflated Pokemon. If a Pokemon learns the Move Growth or Stockpile and does not have the Inflatable Capability, they gain Inflatable.

Invisibility - Psionic
A Pokemon who have the Invisibility Capability can turn invisible. Pokemon may not perform Moves while invisible. While invisible, you must roll +4 during Accuracy Checks to hit the Pokemon. When a Pokemon turns invisible they can only remain invisible for 1d4 minutes. After becoming visible, they cannot turn invisible again for 1d6 minutes.

Magnetic - Electric
Magnetic Pokemon can lightly manipulate magnetic fields. With this, they can repel iron and/or steel or attract iron and/or steel, holding it too their body or pushing it away. Through this magnetic manipulation, they can also feel magnetic fields and discern north. If a Pokemon learns the Move Magnet Rise or Magnet Bomb and does not have the Magnetic Capability, they gain Magnetic.

Materializer -
The Materializer can form rock, normal sedimentary rock, from nothing. It can be anywhere from the size of a pebble to the size of a human sized boulder. For every 2.5 grams, or 5 pounds, of rock formed the Pokemon loses 2 HP. The Rock is formed adjacent to the Pokemon and a Pokemon can only add up to 25 grams, or 50 pounds, of rock over 1 round in place of a Move during their turn in an encounter. If a Pokemon learns the Move Rock Wrecker and does not have the Materializer Capability, they gain Materializer.

Mind Lock - Psionic
Pokemon who have the Capability Mind Lock cannot have their minds read.

Phasing
A Pokemon with Phasing may Shift through Hindering Terrain without their Speed Capabilities being affected. They can turn intangible and move through solid walls or other Pokemon. A Pokemon can remain intangible with Phasing for up to 30 seconds. If a Pokemon remains intangible, they may not perform Moves during their turn.

Shrinkable
A Pokemon with the capability Shrinkable can shrink its size up to 25% of its normal size. While Shrunk, a Pokemon may not perform any Moves. While Shrunked, a Pokemon does not change its weight. To hit a Shrunked Pokemon, you must roll +5 during Accuracy Check. If a Pokemon learns the Move Minimize and does not have the Shrinkable Capability, they gain Shrinkable.

Sinker
Sinker means the Pokemon cannot swim, or move in water. For every round of an encounter the Pokemon is in water that is deep enough for them to stand submerged in, or is submerged in they lose 25% of their max HP. If the Pokemon is lowered to -100% HP, make a Deaths savings roll as usual. If a Pokemon gains a Surface or Underwater capability, they lose their Sinker Capability.

Sprouter - Plant
A Pokemon with the Sprouter capability can rapidly influence the growth of plants and flora around them. Over 5 seconds, a Sprouter can grow a plant 1 meter taller or wider than it currently was. Through the use of Sprouter, the Pokemon can also make plants grow up to 125% of the normal size they would become naturally. For a Pokemon to use their Sprouter ability for 10 seconds, they must sacrifice 1 HP, in place of a Move. If a Pokemon learns the Move Ingrain, Natural Gift, Nature Power, Secret Power or Synthesis and does not have the Sprouter Capability, they gain Sprouter.

Stealth
A Pokemon with the Stealth Capability are excellent at approaching the enemy for an up close assault. While Shifting, unless they purposely want to, Stealth Pokemon do not make any noise. Unless a Pokemon with Stealth has used a Ranged Move during the current round or the round previous, Ranged Moves may not target them if the line of sight drawn goes through Rough Terrain or if the Pokemon is on Rough Terrain.
**Telekinetic - Psionic**

Telekinetic Pokemon can move objects with their mind. They can lift things that are lighter than their level multiplied by 5 pounds or 2.5 grams. They can target objects up to X meters away, where X is the Pokémon’s level. If a Pokémon learns the Move Psychic and does not have the Telekinetic Capability, they gain Telekinetic.

**Telepath - Psionic**

A Telepathic Pokémon can read the minds of people and other Pokémon. If a person is Telepathic as well, the Telepathic Pokémon can project their thoughts to said Telepath. The Pokémon can only read surface thoughts. The Pokémon cannot read the minds of another Pokémon whose Intelligence is two ranks below or two ranks higher than their own.

**Threaded**

If a Pokémon has the Threaded Capability they may replace their turn’s Shift with a Threaded Shift. A Threaded Shift is when a Pokémon targets an object and shoots a strong, thin line of silk, or extends a vine from themselves, and then quickly retracts that silk, or vine, pulling itself towards the object if the Pokémon is lighter than the object or pulling the object towards the Pokémon if it is lighter then it is. The line of silk, or vine, may be up to 10 meters long. If you target another Pokémon or person with a Threaded Shift, the Accuracy Check is 6. You may still use a Move on the same turn you perform a Threaded Shift. If a Pokémon learns the Move String Shot, Vine Whip or Power Whip and does not have the Threaded Capability, they gain Threaded.

**Tracker**

Pokémon with the Capability Tracker have a strong sense of smell that they can use to follow other Pokémon or people. If the Pokémon has smelt whom they want to track in the past day, or one of their personal belongings, they can pursue that prey with a check of 11 or better on d20. To pick up a random scent from nothing, a check of 16 or better on d20 will allow the Pokémon to follow that scent. To pick up a specific scent from nothing, a check of 20 on d20 will allow the Pokémon to follow that scent. A Pokémon may only make these checks once per hour. If a Pokémon learns the Move Odor Sleuth and does not have the Tracker Capability, they gain Tracker.

**Weathershape**

Castform’s appearance changes with the weather around it. It changes to its orange form in Sunny weather, its blue and grey form in Raining weather and its light blue form when it’s Hailing.

**Wired - Electric**

Wired Pokémon have a special relation to electronic devices. They can enter machines and travel through connected electronics through any cords that connect them instantly. While inside machines, they can read data on the machine on a check of 11, Daily. While inside machines, they can take control of the machine on a check of 17, Daily.

**Zapper - Electric**

Pokémon with the Zapper Capability can produce controlled electricity or send electrical currents through various conductive materials. If an electrical device is capable of being recharged, a Pokémon with Zapper can recharge it to full power on a check of 13 or better on 1d20 Daily. If a Pokémon learns the Move Charge, Discharge, Thunderbolt or Thundershock and does not have the Zapper Capability, they gain Zapper.
The Pokedex
1. BULBASAUR

Vital Information
Type : Grass / Poison
Abilities: Overgrow / Chlorophyll
Evolution:
1 - Bulbasaur
2 - Ivysaur Minimum 15
3 - Venusaur Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 8" 0.8m
Weight : 15.2 lbs. 6.9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Bulbasaur is a reptilian creature with a spotted blue-green hide. The most notable feature of this Pokémon is the onion-like bulb on its back. This bulb has a symbiotic relationship with the Pokémon, growing from a seed planted on its back by its mother at birth. Herbivore, Phototroph.

Habitat :
Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
3  Growl - Normal - Cute
7  Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
9  Vine Whip - Grass - Cool
13 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
13 Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
15 Take Down - Normal - Tough
19 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
21 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
21 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
25 Growth - Normal - Beauty
27 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
31 Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
33 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
37 Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

2. IVYSAUR

Vital Information
Type : Grass / Poison
Abilities: Overgrow / Chlorophyll
Evolution:
1 - Bulbasaur
2 - Ivysaur Minimum 15
3 - Venusaur Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 3" 1m
Weight : 28.7 lbs. 13kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Plant

Biology : After evolving from Bulbasaur, Ivysaur grows small fangs. The plant on its back is larger and resembles a flower bud with fern leaves at its base, on Ivysaur's back. Its plant is also an indicator of its overall health as when it grows, Ivysaur absorbs more nutrients. Omnivore, Phototroph.

Habitat :
Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
3 Growl - Normal - Cute
7 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
9 Vine Whip - Grass - Cool
13 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
13 Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
15 Take Down - Normal - Tough
20 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
23 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
28 Growth - Normal - Beauty
31 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
**Venusaur**

**Biology:** Venusaur remains reptilian. It is said that if this flame goes out, the Pokémon dies, though the flame itself is highly resilient, even in the rain. Herbivore.

**Habitat:**
- Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 1, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Sprooter

**Evolution:**
- Charmander > Charmeleon > Charizard

**Abilities:**
- Blaze / Flash Fire

**Type:** Fire

**Vital Information:**
- Weight: 220.5 lbs. 100kg
- Height: 6' 7" 2m

**Pokédex Information:**
- Height: 6’ 7” 2m
- Weight: 220.5 lbs. 100kg

**Breeding Information:**
- Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- Egg Group: Monster / Plant
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

**Move List:**
- Level Up Move List:
  - Growl - Normal - Cute
  - Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
  - Tackle - Normal - Tough
  - Vine Whip - Grass - Cool
  - Growl - Normal - Cute
  - Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
  - Vine Whip - Grass - Cool
  - Poison Powder - Poison - Smart
  - Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
  - Take Down - Normal - Tough
  - Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
  - Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
  - Growth - Normal - Beauty
  - Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  - Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty
  - Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
  - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool

- Tutor Move List:
  - Frenzy Plant - Grass - Cool
  - Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
  - Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  - Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  - Outrage - Dragon - Cool
  - Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
  - Snore - Normal - Cute
  - Synthesis - Grass - Smart
  - Body Slam - Normal - Tough
  - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
  - String Shot - Bug - Smart
  - Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List:**
- Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
- Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
- Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty

**Vital Information:**
- Type: Grass / Poison
- Abilities: Overgrow / Chlorophyll
- Evolution:
  - 1: Bulbasaur
  - 2: Ivysaur Minimum 15
  - 3: Venusaur Minimum 30

**Pokédex Information:**
- Height: 6’ 7” 2m
- Weight: 220.5 lbs. 100kg

**Breeding Information:**
- Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- Egg Group: Monster / Plant
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

**Move List:**
- Level Up Move List:
  - Growl - Normal - Cute
  - Scratch - Normal - Tough
  - Ember - Fire - Beauty
  - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
  - Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
  - Scary Face - Normal - Tough
  - Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
  - Slash - Normal - Cool
  - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
  - Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty

- Tutor Move List:
  - Frenzy Plant - Grass - Cool
  - Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
  - Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  - Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  - Outrage - Dragon - Cool
  - Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
  - Snore - Normal - Cute
  - Synthesis - Grass - Smart
  - Body Slam - Normal - Tough
  - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
  - String Shot - Bug - Smart
  - Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

- TM/HM Move List:
  - Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
  - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
  - Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty

**Vital Information:**
- Type: Fire
- Abilities: Blaze / Flash Fire
- Evolution:
  - 1: Charmander
  - 2: Charmeleon Minimum 15
  - 3: Charizard Minimum 30

**Pokédex Information:**
- Height: 2’ 0” 0.6m
- Weight: 18.7 lbs. 8.5kg

**Breeding Information:**
- Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- Egg Group: Monster / Dragon
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

**Habitat:**
- Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Firestarter, Glow, Sinker

**Move List:**
- Level Up Move List:
  - Growl - Normal - Cute
  - Scratch - Normal - Tough
  - Ember - Fire - Beauty
  - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
  - Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
  - Scary Face - Normal - Tough
  - Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
  - Slash - Normal - Cool
  - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
  - Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty

- Tutor Move List:
  - Frenzy Plant - Grass - Cool
  - Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
  - Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  - Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  - Outrage - Dragon - Cool
  - Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
  - Snore - Normal - Cute
  - Synthesis - Grass - Smart
  - Body Slam - Normal - Tough
  - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
  - String Shot - Bug - Smart
  - Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List:**
- Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
5. CHARMELEON

Vital Information
Type : Fire
Abilities: Blaze / Flash Fire
Evolution:
1 - Charmander
2 - Charmeleon Minimum 15
3 - Charizard Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight: 41.9 lbs. 19kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Dragon

Biology : Charmeleon is a bipedal, crimson reptilian. Its skull has developed a horn-like protrusion to the rear and its mouth has elongated into a snout. Its front and back claws are far sharper and longer than Charmander. Carnivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Firestarter, Glow, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
7 Ember - Fire - Beauty
10 Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
17 Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

6. CHARIZARD

Vital Information
Type : Fire / Flying
Abilities: Blaze / Flash Fire
Evolution:
1 - Charmander
2 - Charmeleon Minimum 15
3 - Charizard Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 5' 7" 1.7m
Weight: 199.5 lbs. 90.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Dragon

Biology : Unlike its pre-evolutions, Charizard has powerful wings. Charizard's skull develops a two-horned protrusion on its rear end of its skull and its neck grows very long. To balance itself during flight, its tail has almost tripled in length. The flame on its tail burns brighter than its two pre-evolutions. Carnivore.
Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Sky 5, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Glow, Heater, Sinker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Air Slash - Flying - Cool
2  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
1  Ember - Fire - Beauty
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
1  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
1  Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
7  Ember - Fire - Beauty
10  Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
17  Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
21  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
28  Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
32  Slash - Normal - Cool
36  Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
42  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
49  Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
59  Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
66  Flare Blitz - Fire - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
34  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
50  Overheat - Fire - Beauty
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
61  Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Blast Burn - Fire - Beauty
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
Rage - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Torrent / Shell Armor
Evolution:
1 - Squirtle
2 - Wartortle Minimum 15
3 - Blastoise Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 1'9" 0.5m
Weight: 19.8 lbs. 9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F

Biology: Squirtle is a blue, bipedal reptile with a hard shell covering its front and its back. Squirtle is a natural-born swimmer. However, due to its size, it’s easier for it to transport something small than to carry its trainer. Its tail is soft, with a curl at the end. Herbivore.

Habitat: Beach, Freshwater, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Fountain

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
4  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
7  Bubble - Water - Cute
10  Withdraw - Water - Cute
13  Water Gun - Water - Cute
16  Bite - Dark - Tough
19  Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
22  Protect - Normal - Cute
25  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
28  Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
31  Skull Bash - Normal - Tough
34  Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
34  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
40  Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
55  Brine - Water - Smart
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
74  Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Aqua Jet - Water - Beauty
Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Flail - Normal - Cute
Foresight - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Haze - Ice - Beauty</th>
<th>Tutor Move List</th>
<th>Vital Information</th>
<th>TM/HM Move List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty</td>
<td><strong>Aqua Tail - Water - Cute</strong></td>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
<td><strong>01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mist - Ice - Beauty</td>
<td><strong>Dive - Water - Beauty</strong></td>
<td><strong>Abilities:</strong></td>
<td><strong>03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud Sport - Ground - Cute</td>
<td><strong>Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty</strong></td>
<td><strong>Torrent / Shell Armor</strong></td>
<td><strong>06 Toxic - Poison - Smart</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muddy Water - Water - Tough</td>
<td><strong>Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty</strong></td>
<td><strong>Evolution:</strong></td>
<td><strong>07 Hail - Ice - Beauty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refresh - Normal - Cute</td>
<td><strong>Iron Defense - Steel - Tough</strong></td>
<td><strong>1 - Squirtle</strong></td>
<td><strong>10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawn - Normal - Cute</td>
<td><strong>Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute</strong></td>
<td><strong>2 - Wartortle Minimum 15</strong></td>
<td><strong>13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mist - Ice - Beauty</strong></td>
<td><strong>Rollout - Rock - Tough</strong></td>
<td><strong>3 - Blastoise Minimum 30</strong></td>
<td><strong>14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muddy Water - Water - Tough</strong></td>
<td><strong>Snore - Normal - Cute</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pokedex Information</strong></td>
<td><strong>17 Protect - Normal - Cute</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refresh - Normal - Cute</strong></td>
<td><strong>Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty</strong></td>
<td><strong>Height:</strong></td>
<td><strong>18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yawn - Normal - Cute</strong></td>
<td><strong>Body Slam - Normal - Tough</strong></td>
<td><strong>3’ 3” 1m</strong></td>
<td><strong>21 Frustration - Normal - Cute</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio:** 87.5% M 12.5% F

**Egg Group:** Monster / Water 1

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8. WARTORLLE</th>
<th></th>
<th>9. BLASTOISE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pokedex Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Vital Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height:</strong> 3’ 3” 1m</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> Water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong> 49.6 lbs. 22.5kg</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Abilities:</strong> Torrent / Shell Armor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio:** 87.5% M 12.5% F

**Egg Group:** Monster / Water 1

---

**Biology:** Wartortle are bipedal, indigo-blue reptiles with brown shells and long, furry tails and ears. To maintain balance while swimming at high speeds, Wartortle move their furry ears and their tails. This tail, covered in rich, thick fur, is so long that it sticks out when Wartortle withdraw into their shell. They use the fur to store air for extended underwater diving. Omnivore.

**Habitat:** Beach, Freshwater, Ocean

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Fountain

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Bubble - Water - Cute
2. Tackle - Normal - Tough
3. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
4. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
5. Bubble - Water - Cute
10. Withdraw - Water - Cute
13. Water Gun - Water - Cute
16. Bite - Dark - Tough
20. Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
24. Protect - Normal - Cute
28. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
32. Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
36. Skull Bash - Normal - Tough
40. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
40. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
44. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

01. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
07. Hail - Ice - Beauty
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool</th>
<th><strong>9. BLASTOISE</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27. Return - Normal - Cute</td>
<td><strong>Vital Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Dig - Ground - Smart</td>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool</td>
<td><strong>Abilities:</strong> Torrent / Shell Armor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Double Team - Normal - Cool</td>
<td><strong>Evolution:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart</td>
<td><strong>1 - Squirtle</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. Facade - Normal - Cute</td>
<td><strong>2 - Wartortle Minimum 15</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart</td>
<td><strong>3 - Blastoise Minimum 30</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. Rest - Psychic - Cute</td>
<td><strong>Pokedex Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. Attract - Normal - Cute</td>
<td><strong>Height:</strong> 5’ 3” 1.6m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55. Brine - Water - Smart</td>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong> 188.5 lbs. 85.5kg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56. Fling - Dark - Tough</td>
<td><strong>Breeding Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58. Endure - Normal - Tough</td>
<td><strong>Gender Ratio:</strong> 87.5% M 12.5% F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74. Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty</td>
<td><strong>Egg Group:</strong> Monster / Water 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute</td>
<td><strong>Biology:</strong> Blastoise is a large, bipedal, blue reptile with a tough brown shell and two steel-like water cannons that jut out of the top sides of its shell. The cannons can be withdrawn inside the shell, or rotated to point backwards; enabling Blastoise to make jet assisted rams. It also has massive protective feet and arms. Omnivore.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool</td>
<td><strong>Habitat:</strong> Beach, Freshwater, Ocean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87. Swagger - Normal - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90. Substitute - Normal - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95. Surf - Water - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96. Strength - Normal - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99. Waterfall - Water - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101. Whirlpool - Water - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Move List**

**Tutor Move List**

Aquatic Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
DynamicPunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
- 1 Bubble - Water - Cute
- 1 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
- 1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
- 1 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
- 1 Withdraw - Water - Cute
- 4 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
- 7 Bubble - Water - Cute
- 10 Withdraw - Water - Cute
- 13 Water Gun - Water - Cute
- 16 Bite - Dark - Tough
- 20 Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
- 24 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 28 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 32 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
- 39 Skull Bash - Normal - Tough
- 46 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
- 46 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 60 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**
- 01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
- 55 Brine - Water - Smart
- 56 Fling - Dark - Tough
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
- 74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty

**Tutor Move List**
- Hydro Cannon - Water - Beauty
- Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
- Dive - Water - Beauty
- Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
- Ice Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Outrage - Dragon - Cool
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
- Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
- Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

**Vital Information**

**Type:** Grass

**Abilities:** Overgrow / Leaf Guard

**Evolution:**
- 1 - Chikorita
- 2 - Bayleef Minimum 15
- 3 - Meganium Minimum 30

**Pokédex Information**
- **Height:** 2‘ 1” 0.9m
- **Weight:** 14.1 lbs. 6.4kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group:** Monster / Plant
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

**Biology:** Chikorita is small and primarily a pale green color. It has a large head in proportion to the rest of its body, with large red eyes. It has four short legs with a single nailed toe each. It has a large leaf on the top of its head, which is usually longer than the rest of its body. It has a “necklace” of small green buds around its neck. Phototroph, Herbivore.

**Habitat:** Forest, Grassland

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**
  - 1 Growl - Normal - Cute
  - 1 Tackle - Normal - Tough

**TM/HM Move List**
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
- 20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 93 Cut - Normal - Cool

**Egg Move List**
- Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
- Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Flail - Normal - Cute
- Grasswhistle - Grass - Smart
- Ingrain - Grass - Smart
- Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
- Looch Seed - Grass - Smart
11. BAYLEEF

Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
Vine Whip - Grass - Cool
Wring Out - Normal - Smart

Biology: Bayleef is a pale yellow reptile, with leaf buds sprouting in a ring around its long neck. A large leaf shaped like a scythe protrudes from its head. It has red eyes, and has one large toenail on each foot. It also has a small tail. Phototroph, Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
1 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
6 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
9 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
12 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
18 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
22 Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
26 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
32 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
36 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
40 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
46 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
50 Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
54 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Grass
Abilities: Overgrow / Leaf Guard
Evolution:
1 - Chikorita
2 - Bayleef Minimum 15
3 - Meganium Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’ 11” 1.2m
Weight: 34.8 lbs. 15.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Plant

12. MEGANIUM

Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Captivate - Normal - Cute
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Cut - Normal - Cool
Strength - Normal - Tough
Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
1 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
6 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
9 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
12 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
18 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
22 Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
26 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
32 Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty
34 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
40 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
46 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
50 Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
54 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute

Pokedex Information
Height: 5’ 11” 1.8m
Weight: 221.6 lbs. 100.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Plant

Biology: Meganium is a light-green, large reptilian quadruped with two stamen-like protrusions sprouting from the top of its nose, each tipped with its own anther. Its irises are yellow, and its feet have three toes. The leaves around its neck have sprouted into a large pink flower, with a yellow central pattern and white tips. Phototroph, Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
1 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
6 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
9 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
12 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
18 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
22 Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
26 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
32 Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty
34 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
40 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
46 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
50 Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
54 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool

Vital Information
Type: Grass
Abilities: Overgrow / Leaf Guard
Evolution:
1 - Chikorita
2 - Bayleef Minimum 15
3 - Meganium Minimum 30
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
33  Reflect - Psychic - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
53  Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100  Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Frenzy Plant - Grass - Cool
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

13. CYONDAQUIL

Vital Information
Type : Fire
Abilities: Blaze / Flame Body
Evolution:
1 - Cyndaquil
2 - Quilava Minimum 15
3 - Typhlosion Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’8” 0.5m
Weight : 17.4 lbs. 7.9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Its fur is bluish on top of its body, but a milky color on the underside. It has a long snout and its eyes are often closed, as it is still young. It has four spots on its back from which its flames erupt. It lacks claws on its forelimbs, but has a single claw on each hind foot. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Firestarter, Heater, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
4  Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
10  Ember - Fire - Beauty

13  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
19  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
22  Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
28  Swift - Normal - Cool
31  Lava Plume - Fire - Tough
37  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
40  Rollout - Rock - Tough
46  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
49  Eruption - Fire - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
50  Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
61  Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Covet - Normal - Cute
Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart
Foresee - Normal - Smart
Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
Howl - Normal - Cool
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
Reversal - Fighting
Thrash - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Fire
Abilities: Blaze / Flame Body
Evolution:
1 - Cyndaquil
2 - Quilava Minimum 15
3 - Typhlosion Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 2’11” 0.9m
Weight : 41.9 lbs. 19kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Field

Biology : Like its pre-evoltuion its top half of its body is blue and the lower half milky-colored; however, its entire body is slimmer in proportion. It has three red-colored spots on its body in which it projects flame at will, two in a somewhat exclamation-mark shape on its forehead and one on its rear. Carnivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Firestarter, Heater, Sinker

14. QUILAVA
**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Fire
- **Abilities**: Blaze / Flame Body
- **Evolution:**
  1. Cyndaquil
  2. Quilava Minimum 15
  3. Typhlosion Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 5’7” 1.7m
- **Weight**: 175.3 lbs. 79.5kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group**: Field

**Biology**

Typhlosion has a large mammalian psysique with bulky thighs and a collar of fire around its neck. Typhlosion’s face, underside, arms, and legs are a shade of cream, and its back is dark blue. The fur of a Typhlosion is very coarse and highly flame-retardant, giving it an extreme resistance to heat and fire attacks. On Typhlosion’s rear is a spiky, coarse fringe of its back fur. Carnivore.

**Habitat**

- Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities**:

- Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Heater, Sinker

---

**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Water
- **Abilities**: Torrent / Hyper Cutter
- **Evolution**:
  1. Totodile
  2. Croconaw Minimum 15
  3. Feraligatr Minimum 30

**Biology**

Totodile is a large mammalian with a body build of a crocodile. Totodile’s skin is a shade of cream, and its back is a shade of blue. The fur of a Totodile is very coarse and highly flame-retardant, giving it an extreme resistance to heat and fire attacks. On Totodile’s rear is a spiky, coarse fringe of its back fur. Carnivore.

**Habitat**

- River, Riverbank

**Capabilities**:

- Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Heater, Sinker

---

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tackle</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmokeScreen</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ember</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Attack</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flame Wheel</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Curl</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava Plume</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flamethrower</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollout</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoubleEdge</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eruption</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TM/HM Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eruption</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoubleEdge</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solarbeam</td>
<td>Grass</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dig</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick Break</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Team</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flamethrower</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Blast</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Ace</td>
<td>Flying</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facade</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Power</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>Psychic</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attract</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overheat</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Level Up Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feraligatr</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croconaw Minimum 15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tutor Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock Climb</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Tutor Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock Smash</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Level Up Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tackle</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmokeScreen</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ember</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Attack</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flame Wheel</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Curl</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava Plume</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flamethrower</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollout</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoubleEdge</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eruption</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TM/HM Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eruption</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoubleEdge</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swift</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solarbeam</td>
<td>Grass</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dig</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick Break</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Team</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flamethrower</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Blast</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock Tomb</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Ace</td>
<td>Flying</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facade</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Power</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>Psychic</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attract</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overheat</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Blast</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fling</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endure</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will-O-Wisp</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Claw</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giga Impact</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyro Ball</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captivate</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock Slide</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Talk</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pokedex Information
Height : 2’ 0” 0.6m
Weight : 20.9 lbs. 9.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Water 1
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Totodile are small, bipedal, blue reptiles with large jaws and red spines on their back and tail, the one on their back larger with additional ridges next to the back spines. On Totodile’s chest is a yellow, V-shaped pattern that extends to Totodile’s arms, a line bisects the pattern at the middle. Totodile have five sharp claws and three toes. Carnivore.

Habitat :
Beach, Freshwater, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 4, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
6 Water Gun - Water - Cute
8 Rage - Normal - Cool
13 Bite - Dark - Tough
15 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
20 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
22 Flail - Normal - Cute
27 Crunch - Dark - Tough
29 Slash - Normal - Cool
34 Screech - Normal - Smart
36 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
41 Superpower - Fighting - Tough
43 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
AncientPower - Rock - Tough
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Threat - Normal - Tough
Water Sport - Water - Cute

Tutor Move List
AncientPower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Uproar - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

DynamicPunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Torrent / Hyper Cutter
Evolution:
1 - Totodile
2 - Croconaw Minimum 15
3 - Feraligatr Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 7” 1.1m
Weight : 55.1 lbs. 25kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Water 1

Biology : Croconaw are medium-sized, reptilian Pokémon, mostly blue in coloration with accentuations of yellow. Croconaw has three clusters of red spikes on their body, on its head like a crest, two prongs on its back, and one spike on its tail. Croconaw has a set of pronounced, yellow jaws. They possess an asymmetrical, yellow-colored pattern on their chests that somewhat resembles a spotted pokemon skin. Carnivore.

Habitat :
Beach, Freshwater, Marsh

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cool
21 Frustrate - Normal - Tough
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
25 Leaf Storm - Grass - Cool
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
45 Protect - Normal - Cool
48 Superpower - Fighting - Tough
50 Protect - Normal - Cool
51 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
6 Water Gun - Water - Cute
8 Rage - Normal - Cool
13 Bite - Dark - Tough
15 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
20 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
22 Flail - Normal - Cute
27 Crunch - Dark - Tough
29 Slash - Normal - Cool
34 Screech - Normal - Smart
36 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
41 Superpower - Fighting - Tough
43 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
AncientPower - Rock - Tough
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Threat - Normal - Tough
Water Sport - Water - Cute

Tutor Move List
AncientPower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Uproar - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

DynamicPunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

17. CROCONAW

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 3, Fountain
18. FERALIGATR

- Feraligatr
- Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
- Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
- Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- Superpower - Fighting - Tough
- Upooar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
- Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
- Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
- Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
- Type: Water
- Abilities: Torrent / Hyper Cutter
- Evolution:
  - 1: Totodile
  - 2: Croconaw Minimum 15
  - 3: Feraligatr Minimum 30
- Pokedex Information
  - Height: 7' 7" 2.3m
  - Weight: 195.8 lbs. 88.8kg
- Breeding Information
  - Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
  - Egg Group: Monster / Water 1

Tutor Move List
- Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
- Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
- Dive - Water - Beauty
- Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
- Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
- Ice Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Spit - Ghost - Tough
- Superpower - Fighting - Tough
- Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Fountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Fountain

19. TREECKO

- Treecko
- Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
- Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
- Type: Grass
- Abilities: Overgrow / Leaf Guard
- Evolution:
  - 1 - Treecko
  - 2 - Grovyle Minimum 15
  - 3 - Sceptile Minimum 30
- Pokedex Information
  - Height: 1' 8" 0.5m
  - Weight: 11 lbs. 5kg
- Breeding Information
  - Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
  - Egg Group: Monster / Dragon

Biography: Treecko is a small, green, bipedal reptilian Pokémon. Treecko’s hands and feet each have three digits. Treecko has a large, dark green tail with two separate lobes. Its stomach and throat are red. Treecko has yellow eyes with long, skinny pupils. It also has a line across on its stomach resembling a pouch. Herbivore.

Habitat: Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter
Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
6 Absorb - Grass - Smart
11 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
16 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
21 Screech - Normal - Smart
26 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
31 Agility - Psychic - Cool
36 Slam - Normal - Tough
41 Detect - Fighting - Cool
46 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
51 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Grasswhistle - Grass - Smart
Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
20. GROVYLE

Vital Information
Type : Grass
Abilities: Overgrow / Leaf Guard
Evolution:
1 - Treecko
2 - Grovyle Minimum 15
3 - Sceptile Minimum 30
Pokedex Information
Height : 2’ 11” 0.9m
Weight : 47.6 lbs. 21.6kg
Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Dragon
Biology : Grovyle’s hands have two claws, its
feet are more avian-like and its two tails now have
a leafy appearance. Grovyle has three long leaves
on its wrists and a large leaf on top of its head.
Grovyle’s underside is red, with a belt-like green
stripe on its belly. Herbivore.
Habitat :
Rainforest
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 5,
Power 2, Intelligence 3, Sprouter
Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Absorb - Grass - Smart
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
6 Absorb - Grass - Smart
11 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
16 Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
17 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
23 Screech - Normal - Smart
29 Leaf Blade - Grass - Cool
35 Agility - Psychic - Cool
41 Slam - Normal - Tough
47 Detect - Fighting - Cool
53 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
59 Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty

17
19
20
21
22
23
27
28
31
32
39
40
42
43
44
45
53
54
56
58
60
70
75
78
80
81
82
83
86
87
90
93
96
98

Protect - Normal - Cute
Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
Frustration - Normal - Cute
Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
Return - Normal - Cute
Dig - Ground - Smart
Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
Double Team - Normal - Cool
Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
Facade - Normal - Cute
Secret Power - Normal - Smart
Rest - Psychic - Cute
Attract - Normal - Cute
Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
False Swipe - Normal - Cool
Fling - Dark - Tough
Endure - Normal - Tough
Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
Flash - Normal - Beauty
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Captivate - Normal - Beauty
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Cut - Normal - Cool
Strength - Normal - Tough
Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty


21. SCEPTILE

Vital Information
Type : Grass
Abilities: Overgrow / Leaf Guard
Evolution:
1 - Treecko
2 - Grovyle Minimum 15
3 - Sceptile Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 5' 7" 1.7m
Weight : 115.1 lbs. 52.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Dragon

Biology : Sceptile is a large green reptile with a long palm bracnh like tail and six yellow nodules, described as “seeds” on its back. Sceptile’s neck is somewhat long, and it has two crests on its head. Sceptile’s arms are long and have two sharp, elongated leaves protruding from its forearms. Omnivore.

Habitat : Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Absorb - Grass - Smart
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
6 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
11 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
16 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
17 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
23 Screech - Normal - Smart
29 Leaf Blade - Grass - Cool
35 Agility - Psychic - Cool
43 Slam - Normal - Tough
51 Detect - Fighting - Cool
59 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
67 Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Grass
Abilities: Overgrow / Leaf Guard
Evolution:
1 - Treecko
2 - Grovyle Minimum 15
3 - Sceptile Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 5' 7" 1.7m
Weight : 115.1 lbs. 52.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Dragon

Biology : Sceptile is a large green reptile with a long palm bracnh like tail and six yellow nodules, described as “seeds” on its back. Sceptile’s neck is somewhat long, and it has two crests on its head. Sceptile’s arms are long and have two sharp, elongated leaves protruding from its forearms. Omnivore.

Habitat : Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Absorb - Grass - Smart
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
6 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
11 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
16 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
17 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
23 Screech - Normal - Smart
29 Leaf Blade - Grass - Cool
35 Agility - Psychic - Cool
43 Slam - Normal - Tough
51 Detect - Fighting - Cool
59 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
67 Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute

22. TORCHIC

Vital Information
Type : Fire
Abilities: Blaze / Klutz
Evolution:
1 - Torchic
2 - Combusken Minimum 15
3 - Blaziken Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’ 4” 0.4m
Weight : 5.5 lbs. 2.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Torchic are small avians that are covered in orange and yellow down feathers. Their wings are underdeveloped and are almost useless aside keeping the Pokémon warm. Their legs and feet however are well developed for running and scratching. They also have a crest on their heads which vaguely resembles a flame. Herbivore.

Habitat : Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
7 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
10 Ember - Fire - Beauty
16 Peck - Flying - Cool
19 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
25 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
28 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
34 Slash - Normal - Cool
37 Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
43 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Charm - Psychic - Cute
19 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
25 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
28 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
34 Slash - Normal - Cool
37 Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
43 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty

22. TORCHIC

Vital Information
Type : Fire
Abilities: Blaze / Klutz
Evolution:
1 - Torchic
2 - Combusken Minimum 15
3 - Blaziken Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’ 4” 0.4m
Weight : 5.5 lbs. 2.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Torchic are small avians that are covered in orange and yellow down feathers. Their wings are underdeveloped and are almost useless aside keeping the Pokémon warm. Their legs and feet however are well developed for running and scratching. They also have a crest on their heads which vaguely resembles a flame. Herbivore.

Habitat : Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
7 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
10 Ember - Fire - Beauty
16 Peck - Flying - Cool
19 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
25 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
28 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
34 Slash - Normal - Cool
37 Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
43 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Charm - Psychic - Cute
19 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
25 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
28 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
34 Slash - Normal - Cool
37 Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
43 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
Tutor Move List

Bounce - Flying - Cute
Bite - Dark - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Tail Whip - Normal - Cool
Thermaburst - Normal - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Tail Whip - Normal - Cool
Thermaburst - Normal - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart

Egg Move List

Agility - Psychic - Cool
Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
Endure - Normal - Tough
Feint - Normal - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
Reversal - Fighting
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Smellingsalt - Normal - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute

Move List

Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
 Ember - Fire - Beauty
Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
Peck - Flying - Cool
Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
Slash - Normal - Cool
Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
Sky Uppercut - Fighting - Cool
Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Smellingsalt - Normal - Smart
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough

Power 3, Intelligence 3, Firestarter

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3,
Grassland

Habitat: Grassland

Vital Information
Type: Fire / Fighting
Abilities: Blaze / Flash Fire
Evolution: 1. Torchic
2. Combusken Minimum 15
3. Blaziken Minimum 35

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Field

Biography: Cumbusken resembles a growing avian whose wings are not becoming feathered. Most of Cumbusken’s upper body is tan in coloration, and most of its lower body orange. It has a feather crest on top of its head with three orange points. The feathers on its arm-like wings resemble a long-sleeved jacket, with three razor-sharp claws at the ends of its long arms. It has bulging thighs that seem big compared to its body. Omnivore.

Habitat: Grassland

Move List

1. Ember - Fire - Beauty
2. Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
Breedig Information  
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F  
Egg Group : Field

Biolog: Blaziken is humanoid, but mostly red in coloration, with parts of yellow. Blaziken have long, beige, hairlike feathers extending behind its head, continuing downward to envelop some of its chest and abdomen. Blaziken’s mouth is a hooked beak. Blaziken has three fingers on each hand, resembling that of a normal avian’s feet and, although rarely seen due to the shaggy feathers on the bottom of its legs, three clawed toes. Omnivore.

Habitat : Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 7, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Firstarteer

Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty  
1 Fire Punch - Fighting - Beauty  
1 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool  
1 Growl - Normal - Cute  
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough  
7 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool  
13 Ember - Fire - Beauty  
16 Double Kick - Fighting - Cool  
17 Peck - Flying - Cool  
21 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute  
28 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty  
32 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool  
36 Blaze Kick - Fire - Beauty  
42 Slash - Normal - Cool  
49 Brave Bird - Flying - Cute  
59 Sky Uppercut - Fighting - Cool  
66 Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart

Tutor Move List
Blst Burn - Fire - Beauty  
Bounce - Flying - Cute  
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool  
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty  
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart  
Knock Off - Dark - Smart  
Last Resort - Normal - Cute  
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute  
Smore - Normal - Cute  
Superpower - Fighting - Tough  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart  
Mirror Move - Flying - Smart  
Body Slam - Normal - Tough  
Counter - Fighting - Tough  
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough  
Dynamincpunch - Fighting - Cool  
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool

Pokemon Information  
Type : Water  
Abilities: Torrent / Oblivious  
Evolution:  
1 - Mudkip  
2 - Marshtomp Minimum 15  
3 - Swampert Minimum 30

Pokedex Information  
Height : 1’ 4” 0.4m  
Weight : 16.8 lbs. 7.6kg

Breeding Information  
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F  
Egg Group : Monster / Water 1  
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biolog: Mudkip are small, blue, amphibious Pokemon with large heads, wide mouths, and orange, star-shaped external gills on their chesks. They also have a fin on the top of their heads and a light-blue fin for a tail. They move around on all four legs, and have a light-blue underside. Herbivore.

Habitat : Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surfacet 3, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Fountain, Gilled

Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute  
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough  
10 Water Gun - Water - Cute  
15 Bide - Normal - Tough  
19 Foresight - Normal - Smart  
24 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute  
28 Take Down - Normal - Tough  
33 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty  
42 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty  
46 Endeavor - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty  
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart  
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty  
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart  
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty  
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty  
17 Protect - Normal - Cute  
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough  
21 Fustration - Normal - Cute  
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool  
25 Return - Normal - Cute  
28 Dig - Ground - Smart  
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool  
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart  
42 Facade - Normal - Cute  
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute  
45 Attract - Normal - Cute  
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty  
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool  
56 Fling - Dark - Tough  
58 Endure - Normal - Tough  
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty  
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute  
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough  
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty  
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough  
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart  
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute  
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart  
93 Cut - Normal - Cool  
96 Strength - Normal - Tough  
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough  
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Blast Burn - Fire - Beauty  
Bounce - Flying - Cute  
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool  
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty  
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart  
Knock Off - Dark - Smart  
Last Resort - Normal - Cute  
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute  
Smore - Normal - Cute  
Superpower - Fighting - Tough  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart  
Mirror Move - Flying - Smart  
Body Slam - Normal - Tough  
Counter - Fighting - Tough  
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough  
Dynamincpunch - Fighting - Cool  
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough  
Bite - Dark - Tough  
Counter - Fighting - Tough  
Curse - Specific Case - Tough  
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Ice Ball - Ice - Beauty
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
Refresh - Normal - Cute
Stomp - Normal - Tough
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

26. MARSHTOMP

Vital Information
Type: Water / Ground
Abilities: Torrent / Dry Skin
Evolution:
1 - Mudkip
2 - Marshtomp Minimum 15
3 - Swampert Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 4" 0.7m
Weight: 61.7 lbs. 28kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Monster / Water 1

Biology: Marshtomp is a bipedal amphibious creature, it has an angular black fin on his head and orange, pointed gills on the ends of both cheeks. Marshtomp has fairly long arms with three-fingered hands. Marshtomp’s underside is a lighter shade of blue, the coloration extending to above the circular patch of orange coloration on its belly. Marshtomp has legs with three small toes upon its feet, and two black fins as its tails. Herbivore.

Habitat: Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Burrow 1, Jump 1, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Fountain, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Water Gun - Water - Cute
6  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
10  Water Gun - Water - Cute
15  Bide - Normal - Tough
16  Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
20  Foresight - Normal - Smart
25  Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
31  Take Down - Normal - Tough
37  Muddy Water - Water - Tough
42  Protect - Normal - Cute
46  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
53  Endeavor - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Fling - Dark - Tough
56 Endure - Normal - Tough
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

27. SWAMPERT

Vital Information
Type: Water / Ground
Abilities: Torrent / Dry Skin
Evolution:
1 - Mudkip
2 - Marshtomp Minimum 15
3 - Swampert Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight: 180.6 lbs. 81.9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Monster / Water 1

Biology: Swampert has a huge cobalt blue-colored body and massive, three-fingered open palms. Swampert has a wide mouth, and three small protrusions from its upper jaw. Two orange gills protrude from round patches on its cheeks, and two large, semiovular black fins rise from the top of its orange eyes on its head. It’s tail fin is huge, broad and black. Swampert’s underside has white coloration, and its hands and three-toed feet each have orange, ridged portions. Herbivore.

Habitat: Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 3, Fountain, Gilled
Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Water Gun - Water - Cute
6 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
10 Water Gun - Water - Cute
15 Bide - Normal - Tough
16 Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
20 Foresight - Normal - Smart
25 Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
31 Take Down - Normal - Tough
39 Muddy Water - Water - Tough
46 Protect - Normal - Cute
52 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
61 Endeavor - Normal - Tough
69 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool
TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Water - Cute
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Hydro Cannon - Water - Beauty
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Super Tack - Fighting - Tough
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

28. TURTWIG

Vital Information
Type : Grass
Abilities: Overgrow / Inner Focus
Evolution:
1 - Turtwig
2 - Grotle Minimum 15
3 - Torterra Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight : 22.5 lbs. 10.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster / Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biologly : Turtwig’s appearance is characteristic of a shelled reptile. It is primarily light green in coloration and has a prominent yellow jaw. A small seedling grows on a brown-colored patch on its head. Turtwig’s eyes are yellow, as are its feet, and Turtwig’s tail is small. Herbivore, Phototroph.

Habitat:
Forest, Marsh, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Burrow 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Egg Move List
Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Growth - Normal - Beauty
Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thraw - Normal - Tough
Tickle - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Withdraw - Water - Cute
9 Absorb - Grass - Smart
13 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
17 Curse - Special Case - Tough
21 Bite - Dark - Tough
25 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
29 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
33 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
37 Crunch - Dark - Tough
41 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
45 Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Burrow 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Egg Move List
Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Growth - Normal - Beauty
Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thraw - Normal - Tough
Tickle - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Withdraw - Water - Cute
9 Absorb - Grass - Smart
13 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
17 Curse - Special Case - Tough
21 Bite - Dark - Tough
25 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
29 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
33 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
37 Crunch - Dark - Tough
41 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
45 Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Burrow 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Egg Move List
Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Growth - Normal - Beauty
Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thraw - Normal - Tough
Tickle - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Withdraw - Water - Cute
9 Absorb - Grass - Smart
13 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
17 Curse - Special Case - Tough
21 Bite - Dark - Tough
25 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
29 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
33 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
37 Crunch - Dark - Tough
41 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
45 Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
**Vital Information**

**Type**: Grass

**Abilities**: Overgrow / Inner Focus

**Evolution**: 1 - Turtwig  
2 - Grotle Minimum 15  
3 - Torterra Minimum 30

**Pokédex Information**

**Height**: 3’ 7” 1.1m  
**Weight**: 213.8 lbs. 97kg

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F  
**Egg Group**: Monster / Plant

**Biology**: The shell possessed by Grotle protects its entire head, back, and short tail, and, along with its yellow coloration, appears sectioned. Its shell maintains two full bushes of leaves. Grotle’s lower jaw is yellow in coloration and has triangular extensions on the cheeks. Herbivore, Phototroph.

**Habitat**: Forest, Marsh, Rainforest

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Jump 1, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Sinker, Sprouter

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Tackle - Normal - Tough  
2. Withdraw - Water - Cute  
3. Wood Hammer - Grass - Tough  
4. Absorb - Grass - Smart  
5. Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool  
6. Cut - Dark - Tough  
7. Mega Drain - Grass - Smart  
8. Crunch - Dark - Tough  
9. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart  
10. Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute

**Move List**

1. Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool  
2. Absorb - Grass - Smart  
3. Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**

06. Toxic - Poison - Smart  
09. Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool  
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart  
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty  
17. Protect - Normal - Cute  
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart  
20. Safeguard - Normal - Beauty  
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute  
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool  
23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool  
27. Return - Normal - Cute  
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool  
33. Reflect - Psychic - Smart  
42. Facade - Normal - Cute  
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart  
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute  
45. Attract - Normal - Cute  
53. Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty  
58. Endure - Normal - Tough  
70. Flash - Normal - Beauty  
75. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty  
76. Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool  
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
86. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute

**Vital Information**

**Type**: Grass / Ground  
**Abilities**: Overgrow / Inner Focus

**Evolution**: 1 - Turtwig  
2 - Grotle Minimum 15  
3 - Torterra Minimum 30

**Pokédex Information**

**Height**: 7’ 3” 2.2m  
**Weight**: 683.4 lbs. 310kg

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F  
**Egg Group**: Monster / Plant

**Biology**: Torterra possess a giant, moss-covered flat shell. Upon this shell rests an oak-like tree and three triangular, gray stony extensions resembling mountain peaks. The upper portions of Torterra’s body and its lower jaw are green, and they bear two large spikes, like the ones on their shell, that jut out from the sides of their heads. Their thick, tree trunk-like legs are needed in order to hold up their enormous, heavy bodies. Herbivore, Phototroph.

**Habitat**: Forest, Marsh, Rainforest

**Capabilities**: Overland 2, Jump 1, Power 4, Intelligence 3, Sinker, Sprouter

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Tackle - Normal - Tough  
2. Withdraw - Water - Cute  
3. Wood Hammer - Grass - Tough  
4. Absorb - Grass - Smart  
5. Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool  
6. Cut - Dark - Tough  
7. Mega Drain - Grass - Smart  
8. Crunch - Dark - Tough  
9. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart  
10. Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute

**Move List**

1. Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool  
2. Absorb - Grass - Smart  
3. Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**

05. Roar - Normal - Cool  
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart  
09. Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool  
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart  
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool  
16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty  
17. Protect - Normal - Cute  
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart  
20. Safeguard - Normal - Beauty  
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute  
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool  
23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool  
26. Earthquake - Ground - Tough  
27. Return - Normal - Cute  
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool  
33. Reflect - Psychic - Smart  
37. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough  
39. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart  
42. Facade - Normal - Cute  
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart  
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute  
45. Attract - Normal - Cute  
53. Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty  
58. Endure - Normal - Tough  
68. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
69. Rock Polish - Rock - Tough  
70. Flash - Normal - Beauty  
71. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough  
75. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty  
76. Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool  
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
80. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough  
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
86. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
**CHIMCHAR**

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Fire
- **Abilities:** Blaze / Flash Fire
- **Evolution:**
  1. Chimchar
  2. Monferno Minimum 15
  3. Infernape Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 1’ 8” 0.5m
- **Weight:** 13.7 lbs. 6.2kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group:** Field / Humanshape
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

**Biology:** Chimchar are mammals, primarily a shade of orange, but with light yellow on its face, outer ears, underbelly, hands and feet. It has a puff of flame that emerges from its rear while awake. Chimchar’s ears are large in comparison to its head size. Omnivore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Firestarter, Sinker

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1. Leer - Normal - Cool
2. Scratch - Normal - Tough
7. Ember - Fire - Beauty
9. Taunt - Dark - Smart
15. Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
17. Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
23. Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
25. Torment - Dark - Tough
31. Facade - Normal - Cute
33. Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
39. Slack Off - Normal - Cute
41. Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Move</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Toxic - Poison - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hidden Power - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Taunt - Dark - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Protect - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Frustration - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Iron Tail - Steel - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Return - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Dig - Ground - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Brick Break - Fighting - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Double Team - Normal - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Torment - Dark - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Facade - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Secret Power - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Rest - Psychic - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Attract - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Overheat - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Fling - Dark - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Endure - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tutor Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endeavor - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping Hand - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Egg Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blaze Kick - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter - Fighting - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Kick - Fighting - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encore - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake Out - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Energy - Normal - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping Hand - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VITAL INFORMATION**
- **Type:** Fire / Fighting
- **Abilities:** Blaze / Flame Body
- **Evolution:**
  1. Chimchar
  2. Monferno Minimum 15
  3. Infernape Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 2’ 11” 0.9m
- **Weight:** 48.5 lbs. 22kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group:** Field / Humanshape

**Biology:** Much of Monferno’s hair is a bright orange color, appearing shaggier on the top of Monferno’s feet. Monferno now has a long tail with its end engulfed in flame. Monferno’s snout, ears, belly, three-toed feet, five fingers and the circular marking on its palms are all beige. It has a spiky ruff of white hair around its neck and gold arm bands. Monferno has blue markings above its eyes and red markings between them on its face. Omnivore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Heater, Sinker

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1. Ember - Fire - Beauty
1. Leer - Normal - Cool
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
61  Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
60  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
50  Overheat - Fire - Beauty
49  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
48  Protect - Normal - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
40  Aerial Ace - Fighting - Cool
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
37  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
36  Cut - Normal - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
34  Double Team - Normal - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
30  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
27  Return - Normal - Cute
26  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
25  Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
24  Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
21  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
20  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
19  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
18  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
17  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
16  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
15  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
14  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
13  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
12  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
9  Taunt - Dark - Smart
8  Ember - Fire - Beauty
7  Ember - Fire - Beauty
6  Ember - Fire - Beauty
5  Ember - Fire - Beauty
4  Ember - Fire - Beauty
3  Ember - Fire - Beauty
2  Ember - Fire - Beauty
1  Ember - Fire - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Toxic - Poison - Smart
03 Taunt Up - Fighting - Beauty
02 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
10 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
21 Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
41 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart
45 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
52 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
57 Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart

33. INFERNAPE

Vital Information
Type : Fire / Fighting
Abilities: Blaze / Flame Body
Evolution:
1 - Chimchar
2 - Monferno Minimum 15
3 - Infernape Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight : 121.3 lbs. 55kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Field / Humanshape

Evolution:
Abilities: Blaze / Flame Body
Type : Fire / Fighting
Vital Information
Type : Fire / Fighting
Abilities: Blaze / Flame Body
Evolution:
1 - Chimchar
2 - Monferno Minimum 15
3 - Infernape Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight : 121.3 lbs. 55kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Field / Humanshape

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Toxic - Poison - Smart
03 Taunt Up - Fighting - Beauty
02 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
10 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
21 Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
41 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart
45 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
52 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
57 Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart

38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
37 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
36 Cut - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
34 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
30 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
27 Return - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
25 Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
24 Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
21 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
20 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
19 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
18 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
17 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
16 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
14 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
13 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
12 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
9 Taunt - Dark - Smart
8 Ember - Fire - Beauty
7 Ember - Fire - Beauty
6 Ember - Fire - Beauty
5 Ember - Fire - Beauty
4 Ember - Fire - Beauty
3 Ember - Fire - Beauty
2 Ember - Fire - Beauty
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Toxic - Poison - Smart
03 Taunt Up - Fighting - Beauty
02 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
10 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
21 Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
41 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart
45 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
52 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
57 Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart

38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
37 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
36 Cut - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
34 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
30 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
27 Return - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
25 Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
24 Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
21 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
20 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
19 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
18 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
17 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
16 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
14 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
13 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
12 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
9 Taunt - Dark - Smart
8 Ember - Fire - Beauty
7 Ember - Fire - Beauty
6 Ember - Fire - Beauty
5 Ember - Fire - Beauty
4 Ember - Fire - Beauty
3 Ember - Fire - Beauty
2 Ember - Fire - Beauty
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Toxic - Poison - Smart
03 Taunt Up - Fighting - Beauty
02 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
10 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
21 Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
41 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart
45 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
52 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
57 Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart

38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
37 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
36 Cut - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
34 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
30 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
27 Return - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
25 Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
24 Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
21 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
20 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
19 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
18 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
17 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
16 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
14 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
13 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
12 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
9 Taunt - Dark - Smart
8 Ember - Fire - Beauty
7 Ember - Fire - Beauty
6 Ember - Fire - Beauty
5 Ember - Fire - Beauty
4 Ember - Fire - Beauty
3 Ember - Fire - Beauty
2 Ember - Fire - Beauty
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Toxic - Poison - Smart
03 Taunt Up - Fighting - Beauty
02 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
10 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
21 Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
41 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart
45 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
52 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
57 Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart

38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
37 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
36 Cut - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
34 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Punishment - Dark - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
30 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
29 Feint - Normal - Beauty
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
27 Return - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
25 Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
24 Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
21 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
20 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
19 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
18 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
17 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
16 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
14 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
13 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
12 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
9 Taunt - Dark - Smart
8 Ember - Fire - Beauty
7 Ember - Fire - Beauty
34. PIPLUP

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Torrent / Cute Charm
Evolution:
1 - Piplup
2 - Prinplup Minimum 15
3 - Empoleon Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 11.5 lbs. 5.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Piplup is a featherless avian. It has yellow feet and a light-blue body. There are two white spots on its chest that seem to resemble buttons on a suit. It also appears to have a blue cape. It has a circular, blue head with white circles around its eyes and a small, yellow beak. Herbivore.

Habitat: Beach, Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
4 Growl - Normal - Cute
8 Bubble - Water - Cute
11 Water Sport - Water - Cute
15 Peck - Flying - Cool
16 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
24 Bide - Normal - Tough
28 Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
34 Brine - Water - Smart
37 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
51 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/PM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Mist - Ice - Beauty
39 Drill Peck - Flying - Cool
43 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Agility - Psychic - Cool
Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
Double Hit - Normal - Smart
Flail - Normal - Cute
Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute

35. PRINPLUP

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Torrent / Swift Swim
Evolution:
1 - Piplup
2 - Prinplup Minimum 15
3 - Empoleon Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 7" 0.8m
Weight: 50.7 lbs. 23kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Field

Biology: Prinplup is a medium sized, flightless avian. It has yellow three-toed feet. Its body is mostly light-blue, with a dark-blue ‘mantle’ and tail. There are four button-like white spots on its stomach. Its wings are dark-blue with light-blue tips. It has an owl-like face with blue irises and two yellow crests running across the top of its head. Omnivore.

Habitat: Beach, Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
4 Growl - Normal - Cute
8 Bubble - Water - Cute
11 Water Sport - Water - Cute
15 Peck - Flying - Cool
16 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
19 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
24 Bide - Normal - Tough
28 Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
33 Brine - Water - Smart
39 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
51 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/PM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Mist - Ice - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Agility - Psychic - Cool
Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
Double Hit - Normal - Smart
Flail - Normal - Cute
Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute

36. PIPLUP

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Torrent / Cute Charm
Evolution:
1 - Piplup
2 - Prinplup Minimum 15
3 - Empoleon Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 11.5 lbs. 5.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Piplup is a featherless avian. It has yellow feet and a light-blue body. There are two white spots on its chest that seem to resemble buttons on a suit. It also appears to have a blue cape. It has a circular, blue head with white circles around its eyes and a small, yellow beak. Herbivore.

Habitat: Beach, Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
4 Growl - Normal - Cute
8 Bubble - Water - Cute
11 Water Sport - Water - Cute
15 Peck - Flying - Cool
16 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
24 Bide - Normal - Tough
28 Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
37 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
51 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/PM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Mist - Ice - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
36. EMPOLEON

**Pokedex Information**
- Height: 5' 7" 1.7m
- Weight: 186.3 lbs. 84.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- Egg Group: Water 1 / Field

**Abilities:** Torrent / Swift Swim
**Type:** Water / Steel

**Vital Information**
- **Habitat:** Beach, Taiga, Tundra
- **Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Fountain
- **Weight:** 186.3 lbs. 84.5kg
- **Height:** 5' 7" 1.7m

**Tutor Move List**

- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Bubble - Water - Cute
  1. Growl - Normal - Cute
  1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  4. Growl - Normal - Cute
  8. Bubble - Water - Cute
  11. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
  15. Peck - Flying - Cool
  16. Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
  24. Swagger - Normal - Cute
  28. Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
  33. Brine - Water - Smart
  36. Aqua Jet - Water - Cool
  39. Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
  46. Mist - Ice - Beauty
  52. Drill Peck - Flying - Cool
  59. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

- **Move List**
  3. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  5. Roar - Normal - Cool
  6. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  7. Hail - Ice - Beauty
  10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
  14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty

- **TM/HM Move List**
  03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  05. Roar - Normal - Cool
  06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  07. Hail - Ice - Beauty
  10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
  14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty

- **Evolution:**

- **Abilities:** Poison Point / Rivalry

- **Type:** Poison

- **Breeding Information**
  - Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
  - Egg Group: Monster / Field

- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

- **Weight:** 15.4 lbs. 7kg

- **Height:** 1' 4" 0.4m

- **Egg Group:** Monster / Field

- **Habitat:** Grassland

- **Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 2, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

- **Move List**
  1. Growl - Normal - Cute
  1. Scratch - Normal - Tough
  7. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  9. Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level Up Move List</th>
<th>Tutor Move List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Growl - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Scratch - Normal - Tough</td>
<td>Snore - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Defense Curl - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Double Kick - Fighting - Cool</td>
<td>Mimic - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart</td>
<td>Super Fang - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough</td>
<td>38. NIDORINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Bite - Dark - Tough</td>
<td>Vital Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Helping Hand - Normal - Smart</td>
<td>Type : Poison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart</td>
<td>Abilities: Poison Point / Rivalry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 Flatter - Dark - Smart</td>
<td>Evolution:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 Crunch - Dark - Tough</td>
<td>1 - Nidoran F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Captivate - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td>2 - Nidorina Minimum 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58 Poison Fang - Poison - Smart</td>
<td>3 - Nidoqueen Moon Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute</td>
<td>Pokedex Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78 Dig - Ground - Smart</td>
<td>Height : 2' 7&quot; 0.8m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Weight : 44.1 lbs. 20kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 Swagger - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Breeding Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Substitute - Normal - Smart</td>
<td>Gender Ratio : 0% M 100% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 Strength - Normal - Tough</td>
<td>Egg Group : Monster / Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough</td>
<td>Biology: Nidorina is comparatively larger than its pre-evolution, though she loses the forehead horn, whiskers, and incisor teeth. Nidorina is also turquoise in coloration instead of bluish lavender, with a pale underside. Nidorina’s poison spikes are larger and probably more potent; she has also gained the ability to stand on her hind legs. Herbivore.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vital Information**

- Type: Poison
- Abilities: Poison Point / Rivalry
- Evolution:
  - 1 - Nidoran F
  - 2 - Nidorina Minimum 15
  - 3 - Nidoqueen Moon Stone

**Pokedex Information**

- Height: 2' 7" 0.8m
- Weight: 44.1 lbs. 20kg

**Breeding Information**

- Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
- Egg Group: Monster / Field

**Habitat**: Grassland

**Capabilities**: Overland 4, Surface 2, Burrow 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3

**TM/HM Move List**

- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- Thunder - Electric - Cool
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Dig - Ground - Smart
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Endure - Normal - Tough
- Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- Swagger - Normal - Cute
- Substitute - Normal - Smart
- Cut - Normal - Cool
- Strength - Normal - Tough
- Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

**Egg Move List**

- Beat Up - Dark - Smart
- Charm - Normal - Cute
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Disable - Normal - Smart
- Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
- Pursuit - Dark - Smart

**Tutor Move List**

- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Defense Curl - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Super Fang - Normal - Tough

**NIDOQUEEN**

- Vital Information
  - Type: Poison / Ground
  - Abilities: Poison Point / Rivalry
  - Evolution:
    - 1 - Nidoran F
    - 2 - Nidorina Minimum 15
    - 3 - Nidoqueen Moon Stone
  - Pokedex Information
    - Height: 4' 3" 1.3m
    - Weight: 132.3 lbs. 60kg
  - Breeding Information
    - Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
    - Egg Group: Monster / Field

**Habitat**: Grassland

**Capabilities**: Overland 4, Surface 2, Burrow 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3

**TM/HM Move List**

- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- Thunder - Electric - Cool
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Dig - Ground - Smart
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Endure - Normal - Tough
- Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- Swagger - Normal - Cute
- Substitute - Normal - Smart
- Cut - Normal - Cool
- Strength - Normal - Tough
- Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

**Tutor Move List**

- Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Super Fang - Normal - Tough

**39. NIDOQUEEN**

- Vital Information
  - Type: Poison / Ground
  - Abilities: Poison Point / Rivalry
  - Evolution:
    - 1 - Nidoran F
    - 2 - Nidorina Minimum 15
    - 3 - Nidoqueen Moon Stone
  - Pokedex Information
    - Height: 4' 3" 1.3m
    - Weight: 132.3 lbs. 60kg
  - Breeding Information
    - Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
    - Egg Group: Monster / Field
Biology: Nidoqueen is a large, blue Pokémon with both mammalian and reptilian features. She has a thick tail and mouse-like ears. Nidoqueen has spikes running down the length of her back and has a horn on her forehead. Her lower-jaw, chest-plates and lower torso are cream-colored. Omnivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Groundshaper

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Focus Punch - Fighting - Cool
02  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
22  Body Slam - Normal - Tough
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
34  Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
74  Avalanche - Ice - Cool
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Ice Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

40. NIDORAN M

Vital Information
Type: Poison
Abilities: Poison Point / Rivalry
Evolution:
1 - Nidoran M
2 - Nidorino Minimum 15
3 - Nidoking Moon Stone

Pokédex Information
Height: 1’8” 0.5m
Weight: 19.8 lbs. 9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 100% M 0% F

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Nidoran is a small, purple Pokémon with large blue ears, long front teeth and red eyes. They are covered with spines primarily on their back which can release potent poisons if Nidoran is threatened. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Peck - Flying - Cool
7 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
9 Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
13 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
19 Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
21 Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
25 Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
31 Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart
33 Flatter - Dark - Smart
37 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
43 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
45 Horn Drill - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
85 Surf - Water - Beauty
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Annesia - Psychic - Cute
Beat Up - Dark - Smart
Confusion - Psychic - Smart
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Disable - Normal - Smart
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Supersonic - Normal - Smart
Take Down - Normal - Tough
Grassland Habitat:

Biology: Nidorino is a large purple Pokemon that stands on its hind legs. It has a large, pointed, venomous horn which it uses extensively for battling purposes. Nidoking’s ears have small pointed extensions, and its round ears are green. Spines growing down Nidoking’s back are extremely large, as is its tail. Nidoking has white ridges on its clawed arms and a single, hoof-like toe. Omnivore.

Egg Group: Monster / Field
Gender Ratio: 100% M 0% F
Breeding Information

Weight: 43 lbs. 19.5kg
Height: 2' 11" 0.9m

Pokedex Information
3 - Nidoking Moon Stone
2 - Nidorino Minimum 15
1 - Nidoran M

Evolution:

Abilities: Poison Point / Rivalry
Type: Poison / Ground
Vital Information

41. NIDORINO

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Burrow 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3
Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Peck - Flying - Cool
7 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
9 Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
13 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
20 Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
23 Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
28 Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
35 Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart
38 Flatter - Dark - Smart
43 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
50 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
56 Horn Drill - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Endure - Normal - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

42. NIDOKING

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Groundshaper
Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
1 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1 Peck - Flying - Cool
1 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
23 Thrash - Normal - Tough
43 Earth Power - Ground - Smart
58 Megahorn - Bug - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Poison / Ground
Abilities: Poison Point / Rivalry
Evolution:
1 - Nidoran M
2 - Nidorino Minimum 15
3 - Nidoking Moon Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 7" 1.4m
Weight: 136.7 lbs. 62kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 100% M 0% F
Egg Group: Monster / Field

Biology: Nidoking has white ridges on its clawed arms and a single, hoof-like toe. Omnivore.
43. ZUBAT

Vital Information
Type: Poison / Flying
Abilities: Inner Focus / Anticipation
Evolution:
1 - Zubat
2 - Golbat Minimum 20
3 - Crobat Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’ 7” 0.8m
Weight: 16.5 lbs. 7.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Zubat is a small, blue winged mammalian Pokémon. It has two long, skinny tails. Zubat’s face lacks any eyes or nose. The insides of Zubat’s ears and undersides of its wings are purple. Zubat’s wings are supported by elongated ‘fingers’, and four teeth can be discerned from inside its mouth, two on the lower jaw and two on the upper. Carnivore.

Habitat: Cave

Capabilities: Sky 4, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sinker, Tracker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Leech Life - Bug - Smart
5 Supersonic - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Aquatic Tail - Water - Cute
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Super Fang - Normal - Tough
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

44. GOLBAT

Vital Information
Type: Poison / Flying
Abilities: Inner Focus / Anticipation
Evolution:
1 - Zubat
2 - Golbat Minimum 20
3 - Crobat Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 5’ 3” 1.6m
Weight: 121.3 lbs. 55kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying

Egg Move List
Brave Bird - Flying - Cute
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
Pursuit - Dark - Smart

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Super Fang - Normal - Tough
Tailwind - Flying - Smart
Biology: Golbat has a large mouth with four fangs. It has a small pair of eyes. Golbat has a short pair of legs that possess only one toe each. Golbat’s ears are much smaller compared to Zubat’s, being triangular in shape and having ear insides that do not appear chambered. Golbat’s wings, unlike Zubat, also only have one “finger” instead of two. Carnivore.

Habitat: Cave

Capabilities: Sky 5, Jump 1, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker, Tracker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1. Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1. Leech Life - Bug - Smart
1. Screech - Normal - Smart
1. Supersonic - Normal - Smart
5. Supersonic - Normal - Smart
9. Astonish - Ghost - Smart
13. Bite - Dark - Tough
17. Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
21. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
27. Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
33. Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
39. Poison Fang - Poison - Smart
45. Haze - Ice - Beauty
51. Air Slash - Flying - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
27. Return - Normal - Cute
30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
36. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
40. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41. Torment - Dark - Tough
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Poison / Flying
Abilities: Inner Focus / Anticipation
Evolution:
1. Zubat
2. Golbat Minimum 20
3. Crobat Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 5’11” 1.8m
Weight: 165.3 lbs. 75kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

TM/HM Move List
45. CROBAT

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Super Fang - Normal - Tough
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Move List

Level Up Move List
1. Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1. Cross Poison - Poison - Cool
1. Leech Life - Bug - Smart
1. Screech - Normal - Smart
1. Supersonic - Normal - Smart
5. Supersonic - Normal - Smart
9. Astonish - Ghost - Smart
13. Bite - Dark - Tough
17. Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
21. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
27. Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
33. Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
39. Poison Fang - Poison - Smart
45. Haze - Ice - Beauty
51. Air Slash - Flying - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
46. ODDISH

Vital Information
Type: Grass / Poison
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Oblivious
Evolution:
1 - Oddish
2 - Gloom Minimum 20
3 - Vileplume Leaf Stone
4 - Bellossom Sun Stone

Pokédex Information
Height: 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight: 11.9 lbs. 5.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Oddish looks like a blue plant bulb with short round feet, beady red eyes, and five leaves sprouting from its head. Phototroph.

Habitat:
Forest, Grassland, Marsh, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Burrow 2, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Absorb - Grass - Smart
2 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
3 Acid - Poison - Smart
5 Poison Powder - Poison - Smart
9 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
13 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
15 Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
17 Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
20 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
22 Protect - Normal - Cute
25 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
26 Protect - Normal - Cute
28 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
30 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
31 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
34 Facade - Normal - Cute
35 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
36 Rest - Psychic - Cute
37 Attract - Normal - Cute
38 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
40 Endure - Normal - Tough
41 Flash - Normal - Beauty
42 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
43 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
44 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
45 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
46 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
47 Swagger - Normal - Cute
48 Substitute - Normal - Smart
49 Cut - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Charm - Normal - Cute
Flail - Normal - Cute
Ingrain - Grass - Smart
Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
54 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool

47. GLOOM

Vital Information
Type: Grass / Poison
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Stench
Evolution:
1 - Oddish
2 - Gloom Minimum 20
3 - Vileplume Leaf Stone
4 - Bellossom Sun Stone

Pokédex Information
Height: 2' 7" 0.8m
Weight: 19 lbs. 8.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Plant

Biography: The flower on top of Gloom’s head is red and spotted white, the petals are bulbous and there are dried leaves underneath. Gloom’s eyes seem perpetually closed in appearance, and their purple lips seem to constantly drip drool, however, the ‘drool’ is actually nectar. Gloom has gained a pair of arms, and its legs seem more developed in form. Phototroph.

Habitat:
Forest, Grassland, Marsh, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Forest, Grassland, Marsh, Rainforest

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Absorb - Grass - Smart
2 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
3 Acid - Poison - Smart
5 Poison Powder - Poison - Smart
9 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
13 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
15 Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
17 Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
20 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
22 Protect - Normal - Cute
25 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
26 Protect - Normal - Cute
28 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
30 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
31 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
34 Facade - Normal - Cute
35 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
36 Rest - Psychic - Cute
37 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
38 Facade - Normal - Cute
39 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
40 Endure - Normal - Tough
41 Flash - Normal - Beauty
42 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
43 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
44 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
45 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
46 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
47 Swagger - Normal - Cute
48 Substitute - Normal - Smart
49 Cut - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Charm - Normal - Cute
Flail - Normal - Cute
Ingrain - Grass - Smart
Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
54 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool

41 Moonlight - Normal - Beauty
47 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
53 Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty
55 Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Flash - Normal - Beauty
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
VITAL INFORMATION

Type: Grass / Poison
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Effect Spore

EVOLUTION:
1 - Oddish
2 - Gloom Minimum 20
3 - Vileplume Leaf Stone

POKÉDEX INFORMATION
Height: 3' 11" (1.2m)
Weight: 41 lbs. (18.6kg)

BREEDING INFORMATION
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Plant

BIOLGY: Vileplume has a Blue-colored body like its pre-evolutions, but has changed in that it now has a much larger flower on its head. The center of the flower is orange and each of the flower's five petals are red with white spots. Vileplume now has longer arms and legs. Phototroph.

HABITAT:
Forest, Grassland, Marsh, Rainforest

CAPABILITIES: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

MOVE LIST

Level UP MOVE LIST
1 Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
1 Mega Drain - Grass - Cool
1 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
1 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
53 Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty

TM/HM MOVE LIST
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool

TUTOR MOVE LIST
Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Absorb - Grass - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

65 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool

VITAL INFORMATION

Type: Grass
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Flower Gift

EVOLUTION:
1 - Oddish
2 - Gloom Minimum 20
3 - Bellossom Sun Stone

POKÉDEX INFORMATION
Height: 1' 4" (0.4m)
Weight: 12.8 lbs. (5.8kg)

BREEDING INFORMATION
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Plant

BIOLGY: Bellossom is primarily green in coloration instead of blue, its circular blue eyes instead of dot-like red ones, and for the red markings on its cheeks. Bellossom has two bright red flowers on its head and green and yellow leaves that resemble a skirt. Phototroph.

HABITAT:
Marsh, Rainforest

CAPABILITIES: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

MOVE LIST

Level UP MOVE LIST
1 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
1 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
1 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
1 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
1 Leaf Blade - Grass - Cool

TM/HM MOVE LIST
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool

TUTOR MOVE LIST
Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Absorb - Grass - Smart
Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
50. **POLIWAG**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Water
- **Abilities**: Damp / Water Absorb
- **Evolution**: 1 - Poliwag, 2 - Poliwhirl Minimum 25, 3 - Poliwrath Water Stone
- **Egg Group**: Water 1
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

**Biology**: Poliwag resembles a blue, spherical amphibian. It has large eyes, a pink mouth, and a long, mostly transparent tail. It has newly developed legs that are not used to walking. Poliwag has a black and white swirl on its abdomen, which is actually its innards showing through its semitransparent skin. Herbivore.

**Habitat**: Freshwater, Marsh

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 4, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Fountain, Gilled

**Move List**
1. Water Sport - Water - Cute
5. Bubble - Water - Cute

**Level Up Move List**
- Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Fountain, Gilled

**Level Up Move List**
1. Bubble - Water - Cute
2. Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
3. Water Sport - Water - Cute

**Egg Move List**
- Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
- Endeavor - Normal - Tough
- Haze - Ice - Beauty
- Ice Ball - Ice - Beauty
- Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
- Mist - Ice - Beauty
- Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
- Refresh - Normal - Cute
- Splash - Normal - Cute
- Water Sport - Water - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**
- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hail - Ice - Beauty
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Dig - Ground - Smart
- Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Endure - Normal - Tough
- Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- Swagger - Normal - Cute
- Substitute - Normal - Smart
- Surf - Water - Beauty
- Waterfall - Water - Tough
- Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

**Final Data**
- **Height**: 2' 0" 0.6m
- **Weight**: 27.3 lbs. 12.4kg

51. **POLIWHIRL**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Water
- **Abilities**: Damp / Water Absorb
- **Evolution**: 1 - Poliwag, 2 - Poliwhirl Minimum 25, 3 - Poliwrath Water Stone
- **Egg Group**: Water 1
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

**Biology**: Poliwhirl has gained arms with gloved hands while losing its tail. The eyes have moved to the top of its head and it apparently loses its visible mouth. Its nostrils are now visible. Curiously, the swirl on its body has reversed direction from its previous evolution. Herbivore.

**Habitat**: Freshwater, Marsh

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 4, Underwater 2, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Fountain, Gilled

**Move List**
1. Water Gun - Water - Cute
5. Bubble - Water - Cute

**Egg Move List**
- Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
- Endeavor - Normal - Tough
- Haze - Ice - Beauty
- Ice Ball - Ice - Beauty
- Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
- Mist - Ice - Beauty
- Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
- Refresh - Normal - Cute
- Splash - Normal - Cute
- Water Sport - Water - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**
- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hail - Ice - Beauty
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Dig - Ground - Smart
- Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Dig - Ground - Smart
- Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Endure - Normal - Tough
- Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- Swagger - Normal - Cute
- Substitute - Normal - Smart
- Surf - Water - Beauty
- Strength - Normal - Tough
- Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
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**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Water / Fighting
- **Abilities**: Damp / Water Absorb
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Poliwig
  - 2 - Poliwhirl Minimum 25
  - 3 - Poliwrath Holding Minimum King’s Rock 35

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 4' 3" 1.3m
- **Weight**: 119 lbs. 54kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Water 1

**Biology**: Poliwrath is blue bipedal amphibian. It is well built with muscle, especially around its arms, which are quite thick and has glove like hands. Its eyes have small pupils. It also appears to have a scowl. It has a black and white swirl on its abdomen, like its previous forms. Herbivore.

**Habitat**: Freshwater, Marsh

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 5, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Fountain, Gilled

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
- 1 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
- 1 Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
- 1 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
- 1 Submission - Fighting - Cool
- 43 Dynamincpunch - Fighting - Cool
- 53 Mind Reader - Normal - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**
- 01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Normal - Cute
- 15Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- 31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
- 56 Fling - Dark - Tough
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty

politoed.png

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Water
- **Abilities**: Damp / Water Absorb
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Poliwig
  - 2 - Poliwhirl Minimum 25
  - 3 - Politoed Holding Minimum King’s Rock 35

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 3' 7" 1.1m
- **Weight**: 74.7 lbs. 33.9kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Water 1

**Biology**: Politoed is a green amphibian with yellow hands, belly, throat, and toes. Its legs have become well developed for jumping and it sports pink cheek spots. Its head is distinct from the rest of its torso. It also has a long curled hair on top of its head. The swirl that the rest of its family has, though now in green and yellow. Herbivore.

**Habitat**: Freshwater, Marsh

**Capabilities**: Overland 4, Surface 4, Underwater 2, Jump 6, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Fountain, Gilled

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
- 1 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
- 1 Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
- 1 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
- 1 Submission - Fighting - Cool
- 27 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 37 Bounce - Flying - Cute
- 48 Hyper Voice - Normal - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**
- 01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Normal - Cute
- 15 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
- 56 Fling - Dark - Tough
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Rest - Psychic - Cute
35  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
54   ABRA
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Water Gun - Water - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Synchronize / Inner Focus
Evolution:
1 - Abra
2 - Kadabra Minimum 15
3 - Alakazam Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 2’11’’ 0.9m
Weight : 43 lbs. 19.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio  : 75% M 25% F
Egg Group : Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography : Abra is a bipedal mammal with a humanoid body shape. It has two short, ears on the
top of its head and its eyes are usually seen shut. Its body is plated; it has two pauldron-shaped pieces
on its shoulders and a fauld-like piece around its chest. It has three fingers on each hand and three
toes. It also has a tail, which is fairly thick and is the same gold color as the rest of its body. Omnivore.

Habitat : Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4,
Sinker, Telekinetic, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Teleport - Psychic - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04  Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
33  Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
48  Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49  Snatch - Dark - Smart
53  Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
60  Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
63  Embargo - Dark - Cute
67  Recycle - Normal - Smart
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Power Trick - Psychic - Cool - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

55. KADABRA

Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Synchronize / Inner Focus
Evolution:
1 - Abra
2 - Kadabra Minimum 15
3 - Alakazam Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 4’3’’ 1.3m
Weight : 124.6 lbs. 56.5kg
Breedig Information
Gender Ratio : 75% M 25% F
Egg Group : Humanshape

Biography: Kadabra has a humanoid structure. It has two large ears at the top of its head with a red star symbol on its forehead. Its eyes point to its nose and mouth tipped by relatively large whiskers. On its arms, there are brown colored caldron shape sections on its shoulders. Its arms are fairly thin and its hands each have three fingers. Its torso has three red wavy lines. It has a huge, thick tail. Kadabra is usually seen with a spoon. Omnivore.

Habitat: Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 5, Telekinetic, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1  Kinesis - Psychic - Smart
1  Teleport - Psychic - Cool
16  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
16  Disable - Normal - Smart
22  Miracle Eye - Psychic - Cute
28  Reflect - Psychic - Smart
30  Recover - Normal - Smart
34  psycho Cut - Psychic - Cool
34  Role Play - Psychic - Cute
40  psychic - Psychic - Smart
42  Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
46  Trick - Psychic - Smart

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamax Punch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04  Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
33  Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
36  Trick - Psychic - Smart
40  psychic - Psychic - Smart
42  Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
46  Trick - Psychic - Smart

56. ALAKAZAM

Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Synchronize / Inner Focus
Evolution:
1 - Abra
2 - Kadabra Minimum 15
3 - Alakazam Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’11” 1.5m
Weight: 105.8 lbs. 48kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 75% M 25% F
Egg Group : Humanshape

Biography: Alakazam has a human-like structure. Its body is gold and lanky. Its head is large and topped by long pointy. It is bipedal with three toes on each foot, each of which has a white claw, and extremely prominent whiskers. Alakazam hold a silver spoon in each hand. Omnivore.

Habitat: Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 7, Aura, Telekinetic, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1  Kinesis - Psychic - Smart
1  Teleport - Psychic - Cool
16  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
18  Disable - Normal - Smart

52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
53  Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
60  Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
63  Embargo - Dark - Cute
67  Recycle - Normal - Smart
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Evolution:
Abilities: Guts / No Guard

Vital Information
Type     : Fighting
Abilities: Guts / No Guard

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 75% M 25% F
Egg Group     : Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Machop are bipedal, humanoid creatures that have gray skin, with three brown ridges on top of its head. They have large red eyes, three thin rib-like stripes on the sides of its chest, and small tails. Oddly, its feet appear to have no toes. Omnivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
 2  Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
 7  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
10  Karate Chop - Fighting - Tough
13  Foresight - Normal - Smart
19  Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
22  Revenge - Fighting - Tough
25  Vital Throw - Fighting - Cool
31  Submission - Fighting - Cool
34  Wake-Up Slap - Fighting - Smart
37  Cross Chop - Fighting - Cool
43  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
46  Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
08  Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty

Pokedex Information
Height : 2’ 7” 0.8m
Weight : 43 lbs. 19.5kg

Egg Move List
Bulldoze - Normal - Tough
Bulldoze - Normal - Tough
Encore - Normal - Cute
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
Meditate - Psychic - Beauty
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Rolling Kick - Fighting - Cool
Smellingsalt - Normal - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

Vital Information
Type     : Fighting
Abilities: Guts / No Guard

Evolution:
1 - Machop
2 - Machoke Minimum 25
3 - Machamp Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 4’ 11” 1.5m
Weight : 155.4 lbs. 70.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 75% M 25% F
Egg Group     : Humanshape

Biology : Machoke appear as larger, tailless version of its previous stage with red marks along their muscular arms. Their faces are more reptilian than before. The marks actually look like places where the skin has stretched apart because it can barely contain its huge muscles. Machoke appear to wear black wrestling tights for better movement. Omnivore.

Habitat : Mountain, Urban
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 6, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Focus Energy - Normal - Cute
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
1  Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
**Move List**

**TM/HM Move List**

1. **Focus Punch** - Fighting - Tough
2. **Toxic** - Poison - Smart
3. **Bulk Up** - Fighting - Beauty
4. **Sunny Day** - Fire - Beauty
5. **Protect** - Normal - Cute
6. **Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
7. **Frustration** - Normal - Cute
8. **Earthquake** - Ground - Tough
9. **Return** - Normal - Cute
10. **Dig** - Ground - Smart
11. **Brick Break** - Fighting - Cool
12. **Double Team** - Normal - Cool
13. **Flamethrower** - Fire - Beauty
14. **Fire Blast** - Fire - Beauty
15. **Rock Tomb** - Rock - Smart
16. **Facade** - Normal - Cute
17. **Secret Power** - Normal - Smart
18. **Rest** - Psychic - Cute
19. **Attract** - Normal - Cute
20. **Thief** - Dark - Tough
21. **Protect** - Normal - Cute
22. **Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
23. **Frustration** - Normal - Cute
24. **Earthquake** - Ground - Tough
25. **Return** - Normal - Cute
26. **Dig** - Ground - Smart
27. **Brick Break** - Fighting - Cool
28. **Double Team** - Normal - Cool
29. **Flamethrower** - Fire - Beauty
30. **Fire Blast** - Fire - Beauty
31. **Rock Tomb** - Rock - Smart
32. **Facade** - Normal - Cute
33. **Secret Power** - Normal - Smart
34. **Rest** - Psychic - Cute
35. **Attract** - Normal - Cute
36. **Thief** - Dark - Tough
37. **Protect** - Normal - Cute
38. **Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
39. **Frustration** - Normal - Cute
40. **Earthquake** - Ground - Tough
41. **Return** - Normal - Cute
42. **Dig** - Ground - Smart
43. **Brick Break** - Fighting - Cool
44. **Double Team** - Normal - Cool
45. **Flamethrower** - Fire - Beauty
46. **Fire Blast** - Fire - Beauty
47. **Rock Tomb** - Rock - Smart
48. **Facade** - Normal - Cute
49. **Secret Power** - Normal - Smart
50. **Rest** - Psychic - Cute
51. **Attract** - Normal - Cute

**Level Up Move List**

1. **Focus Energy** - Normal - Cool
2. **Leer** - Normal - Cool
3. **Low Kick** - Fighting - Tough
4. **Focus Energy** - Normal - Cool
5. **Karate Chop** - Fighting - Tough
6. **Foresight** - Normal - Smart
7. **Seismic Toss** - Fighting - Tough
8. **Revenge** - Fighting - Tough
9. **Seismic Toss** - Fighting - Tough
10. **Frustration** - Normal - Cute
11. **Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
12. **Protect** - Normal - Cute
13. **Hyper Beam** - Normal - Cool
14. **Protect** - Normal - Cute
15. **Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
16. **Frustration** - Normal - Cute
17. **Earthquake** - Ground - Tough
18. **Return** - Normal - Cute
19. **Dig** - Ground - Smart
20. **Brick Break** - Fighting - Cool
21. **Double Team** - Normal - Cool
22. **Flamethrower** - Fire - Beauty
23. **Fire Blast** - Fire - Beauty
24. **Rock Tomb** - Rock - Smart
25. **Facade** - Normal - Cute
26. **Secret Power** - Normal - Smart
27. **Rest** - Psychic - Cute
28. **Attract** - Normal - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**

1. **Focus Punch** - Fighting - Tough
2. **Toxic** - Poison - Smart
3. **Bulk Up** - Fighting - Beauty
4. **Sunny Day** - Fire - Beauty
5. **Protect** - Normal - Cute
6. **Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
7. **Frustration** - Normal - Cute
8. **Earthquake** - Ground - Tough
9. **Return** - Normal - Cute
10. **Dig** - Ground - Smart
11. **Brick Break** - Fighting - Cool
12. **Double Team** - Normal - Cool
13. **Flamethrower** - Fire - Beauty
14. **Fire Blast** - Fire - Beauty
15. **Rock Tomb** - Rock - Smart
16. **Facade** - Normal - Cute
17. **Secret Power** - Normal - Smart
18. **Rest** - Psychic - Cute
19. **Attract** - Normal - Cute

**Tutor Move List**

1. **Fire Punch** - Fire - Beauty
2. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
3. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
4. **Focus Blast** - Fighting - Cool
5. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
6. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
7. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
8. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
9. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
10. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
11. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
12. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
13. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
14. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
15. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
16. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
17. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
18. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
19. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
20. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
21. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
22. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
23. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
24. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
25. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
26. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
27. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
28. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
29. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
30. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
31. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
32. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
33. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
34. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
35. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
36. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
37. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
38. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
39. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
40. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
41. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
42. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
43. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
44. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
45. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
46. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
47. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
48. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
49. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
50. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
51. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
52. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
53. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
54. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
55. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
56. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
57. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
58. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
59. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
60. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
61. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
62. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
63. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
64. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
65. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
66. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
67. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
68. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
69. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
70. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
71. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
72. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
73. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
74. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
75. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
76. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
77. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
78. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
79. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
80. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
81. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
82. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
83. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
84. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
85. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
86. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
87. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
88. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
89. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
90. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
91. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
92. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
93. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
94. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
95. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
96. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
97. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
98. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
99. **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
100. **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart

**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Fighting
- **Abilities**: Guts / No Guard

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 5’ 3” 1.6m
- **Weight**: 286.6 lbs. 130kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 75% M 25% F
- **Egg Group**: Humanshape

**Biography**

Machamp is a bipedal Pokémon, notable for being extremely muscled and having four arms. Its skin color is bluish-gray. On its head, there are three ridges right above its eyes, which are also right above its large mouth. It appears to wear a black girdle along with a belt. Its legs are also quite muscled. Omnivore.

**Habitat**

Mountain

**Capabilities**

Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 8, Intelligence 4, Aura
Level Up Move List

**Bellsprout**

1. **Vine Whip** - Grass - Cool
2. **Growth** - Normal - Beauty
3. **Stun Spore** - Grass - Smart
4. **Poisonpowder** - Poison - Smart
5. **Sleep Powder** - Grass - Smart
6. **Wrap** - Normal - Tough
7. **Gastro Acid** - Poison - Smart
8. **Vine Whip** - Grass - Cool
9. **Growth** - Normal - Beauty
10. **Stun Spore** - Grass - Smart

**Weepinbell**

1. **Worry Seed** - Grass - Beauty
2. **Tickle** - Normal - Cute
3. **Synthesis** - Grass - Smart
4. **Ingrain** - Grass - Smart
5. **Leech Life** - Bug - Smart
6. **Reflect** - Psychic - Smart
7. **Swords Dance** - Normal - Beauty
8. **Synthesis** - Grass - Smart
9. **Tickle** - Normal - Cute
10. **Worry Seed** - Grass - Beauty

Move List

**Bellsprout**

1. **Growl** - Normal - Cool
2. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
3. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
4. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
5. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
6. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
7. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
8. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
9. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
10. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute

**Weepinbell**

1. **Sucker Punch** - Dark - Smart
2. **Double-Edge** - Normal - Tough
3. **Mimic** - Normal - Cute
4. **Worry Seed** - Grass - Beauty

Vital Information

**Type**: Grass / Poison
**Abilities**: Chlorophyll / Oblivious
**Evolution**: 1 - Bellsprout
2 - Weepinbell Minimum 20
3 - Victreebel Leaf Stone

Pokedex Information

**Height**: 2’ 4” 0.7m
**Weight**: 8.8 lbs. 4kg

Breeding Information

**Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
**Egg Group**: Plant
**Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

**Biology**: Bellsprout has a skinny, stem-like body with roots that resemble feet and are used similarly. Bellsprout has a pair of green leaves, and a yellow head shaped like a bell with pink lips. Phototroph.

**Habitat**: Forest, Marsh, Rainforest

**Capabilities**: Overland 2, Burrow 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Sprouter

**Move List**

1. **Vine Whip** - Grass - Cool
2. **Growth** - Normal - Beauty
3. **Stun Spore** - Grass - Smart
4. **Gastro Acid** - Poison - Smart
5. **Vine Whip** - Grass - Cool
6. **Growth** - Normal - Beauty
7. **Stun Spore** - Grass - Smart

**Tutor Move List**

1. **Gastro Acid** - Poison - Smart
2. **Knock Off** - Dark - Smart
3. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
4. **Knock Off** - Dark - Smart
5. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
6. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
7. **Knock Off** - Dark - Smart
8. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
9. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
10. **Gastro Acid** - Poison - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. **Growl** - Normal - Cool
2. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
3. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
4. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
5. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
6. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
7. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
8. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
9. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
10. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute

**Tutor Move List**

1. **Gastro Acid** - Poison - Smart
2. **Knock Off** - Dark - Smart
3. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
4. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
5. **Gastro Acid** - Poison - Smart

TM/HM Move List

**Level Up Move List**

1. **Growl** - Normal - Cool
2. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
3. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
4. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
5. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
6. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
7. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
8. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
9. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute
10. **Tackle** - Normal - Cute

**Tutor Move List**

1. **Gastro Acid** - Poison - Smart
2. **Knock Off** - Dark - Smart
3. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
4. **Seed Bomb** - Grass - Smart
5. **Gastro Acid** - Poison - Smart
Victreebel

- **Power**: 3
- **Intelligence**: 4
- **Sprouter**

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 3
- Surface 1
- Jump 3, Cave, Forest, Marsh, Rainforest

**Habitat:**
- Phototroph, Carnivore
- Has a long, brown vine with a yellow tip growing out of it. Victreebel has a leaf covering its mouth that is sharp. There are four sharp teeth in Victreebel's top. Its spotted by green marks. It has green, razor body and a wide, gaping mouth with pink lips on it. Terravore.

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Grass / Poison
- **Abilities**: Chlorophyll / Liquid Ooze
- **Evolution:**
  1. Bellsprout
  2. Weepinbell Minimum 20
  3. Victreebel Leaf Stone

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 5’ 7” 1.7m
- **Weight**: 34.2 lbs. 15.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F

**Move List**

- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
  2. Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
  3. Spit Up - Normal - Tough
  4. Stockpile - Normal - Tough
  5. Swallow - Normal - Tough
  6. Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
  7. Vine Whip - Grass - Cool
  8. Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
  9. Leaf Blade - Grass - Cool

- **TM/HM Move List**
  1. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  2. Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
  3. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  4. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  5. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  6. Protect - Normal - Cute
  7. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  8. Frustration - Normal - Cute
  9. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  10. Return - Normal - Cute
  11. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  12. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
  13. Facade - Normal - Cute
  14. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  15. Rest - Psychic - Cute
  16. Attract - Normal - Cute
  17. Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
  18. Endure - Normal - Tough
  19. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
  20. Flash - Normal - Beauty
  21. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
  22. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
  23. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  24. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  25. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
  26. Swagger - Normal - Cute
  27. Substitute - Normal - Smart
  28. Cut - Normal - Cool

**Tutor Move List**
- **Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart**
- **Knock Off - Dark - Smart**
- **Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart**
- **Snore - Normal - Cute**
- **Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart**
- **Synthesis - Grass - Smart**
- **Body Slam - Normal - Tough**
- **Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
- **Mimic - Normal - Cute**
- **Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty**

---

Geodude

- **Power**: 2
- **Intelligence**: 2
- **Sinker**

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 3
- Sky 1
- Burrow 1
- Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 2, Sprouter

**Habitat:**
- Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 3, Sky 1, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Rock / Ground
- **Abilities**: Sturdy / Rock Head
- **Evolution:**
  1. Geodude
  2. Graveler Minimum 25
  3. Golem Minimum 35

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 1’ 4” 0.4m
- **Weight**: 44.1 lbs. 20kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F

**Egg Group**: Mineral

**TM/HM Move List**
- 01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- 06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 25 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 47 Leaf Blade - Grass - Cool
- 53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 59 Flame Plume - Fire - Beauty
- 64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
- 69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
- 71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
- 74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
- 76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 89 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 90 Self DEstruct - Normal - Beauty
- 91 Rollout - Rock - Tough
- 92 Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
- 96 Strength - Normal - Tough
- 98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
- 100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

**Egg Move List**
- 100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
- 98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
- 96 Strength - Normal - Tough
- 92 Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
- 91 Rollout - Rock - Tough
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 89 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
- 74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
- 72 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
- 71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
- 69 Flame Plume - Fire - Beauty
- 64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
- 59 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
- 52 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 47 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
- 37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- 36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- 35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Block - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Rock / Ground
Abilities: Sturdy / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Geodude
2 - Graveler Minimum 25
3 - Golem Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 4’ 7” 1.4m
Weight : 661.4 lbs. 300kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Mineral

Biology : Graveler is a living boulder. Its skin is gray, and appears scaled by its assault-like ridges. It also has four arms, but mainly uses the longer two to lift things, using the shorter two as a defense against attackers. It has short stubby feet attached directly to its body. Terravore.

Habitat :
Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 2, Groundshaper, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
1 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
1 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
4 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
8 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
11 Rock Throw - Rock - Tough
15 Magnitude - Ground - Tough
18 Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty
22 Rollout - Rock - Tough
27 Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
33 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
38 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
44 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
49 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough

64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Block - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Rock / Ground
Abilities: Sturdy / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Geodude
2 - Graveler Minimum 25
3 - Golem Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 4’ 7” 1.4m
Weight : 661.4 lbs. 300kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Mineral

Biology : Golem's brownish body resembles a boulder, covered by a layer of plated rocks. Golem has a head protruding out of the center of its shell, with short arms that have three claws and four-clawed legs. Its face is much less craggy in appearance compared to its previous forms. Terravore.

Habitat :
Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 3, Groundshaper, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
1 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
1 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
4 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
8 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
11 Rock Throw - Rock - Tough
15 Magnitude - Ground - Tough
18 Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty
22 Rollout - Rock - Tough
27 Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
33 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
38 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
44 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
49 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough

65. GOLEM
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough

66. MAGNEMITE

Vital Information
Type : Electric / Steel
Abilities: Sturdy / Magnet Pull
Evolution:
1 - Magnemite
2 - Magneton Minimum 30
3 - Magnezone Minimum 1.5 mi. above sea level

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’ 0” 0.3m
Weight : 13.2 lbs. 6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : No Gender
Egg Group : Mineral
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Magnemite has a gray, circular metal body with a single big eye, a horse shoe magnet on its left and right sides, two screws on its front and another screw on top of its head that looks similar to an antenna. Nullivore.

Habitat : Mountain, Urban
Capabilities: Sky 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Magnetic, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
6 Thundershock - Electric - Cool
11 Supersonica - Normal - Smart
14 Shockbeam - Normal - Cool
17 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
22 Spark - Electric - Cool
27 Lock-On - Normal - Smart
30 Magnet Bomb - Steel - Cool
33 Screech - Normal - Smart
38 Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
43 Mirror Shot - Steel - Cute
46 Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
49 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
54 Zap Cannon - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Shadow Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart

67. MAGNETON

Vital Information
Type : Electric / Steel
Abilities: Sturdy / Magnet Pull
Evolution:
1 - Magnemite
2 - Magneton Minimum 30
3 - Magnezone Minimum 1.5 mi. above sea level

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 3” 1m
Weight : 132.3 lbs. 60kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : No Gender
Egg Group : Mineral

Biology : Magenton appears as three of its previous stage connected together. Each section has a gray, circular metal body with a single big eye, a horse shoe magnet on its left and right sides, two screws on its front and another screw on top of its head that looks similar to an antenna. They connect in a triangular shape. Nullivore.

Habitat : Mountain, Urban

Tutor Move List
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
1  Supersonic - Normal - Smart
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Thundershock - Electric - Cool
1  Tri Attack - Normal - Beauty
6  Thundershock - Electric - Cool
11  Supersonic - Normal - Smart
14  Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
17  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
22  Spark - Electric - Cool
27  Lock-On - Normal - Smart
30  Magnet Bomb - Steel - Cool
34  Screech - Normal - Smart
40  Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
46  Mirror Shot - Steel - Cute
50  Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
54  Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
60  Zap Cannon - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
33  Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
47  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
64  Explosion - Normal - Beauty
67  Recycle - Normal - Smart
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
74  Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
88  Magnetic, Sinker

Capabilities: Sky 4, Power 3, Intelligence 3, Magnetic, Sinker

Vital Information
Type: Electric / Steel
Abilities: Sturdy / Magnet Pull
Evolution:
1 - Magnemite
2 - Magneton Minimum 30
3 - Magnezone Minimum 1.5 mi. above sea level

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
GASTLY

**Vital Information**
Type: Ghost / Poison
Abilities: Levitate / Intimidate

**Evolution:**
- 1 - Gastly
- 2 - Haunter Minimum 20
- 3 - Gengar Minimum 35

**Pokedex Information**
- Height: 4’ 3” 1.3m
- Weight: 0.2 lbs. 0.1kg

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Indeterminate
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

**Biology:** Gastly appears to be nothing more than a black ball of ectoplasmic matter that is surrounded by a purple glow of smog. It has big, white eyes and a mouth with a pair of fangs in it. Nullivore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Urban

**Capabilities:** Sky 4, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Invisibility, Phasing

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List:
  1. Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
  2. Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
  3. Payback - Dark - Cool
  4. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  5. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
  6. Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
  7. Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
  8. Nightmare - Ghost - Smart

- TM/HM Move List:
  06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
  17. Protect - Normal - Cute
  18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
  24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  27. Return - Normal - Cute
  29. Psychic - Psychic - Smart
  30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  36. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
  41. Torment - Dark - Tough
  42. Facade - Normal - Cute

**Tutor Move List**
- Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
- Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
- Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Knock Off - Dark - Smart
- Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Spite - Ghost - Tough
- Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
- Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
- Trick - Psychic - Smart
- Uproar - Normal - Cute
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart

HAUNTER

**Vital Information**
Type: Ghost / Poison
Abilities: Levitate / Intimidate

**Evolution:**
- 1 - Gastly
- 2 - Haunter Minimum 20
- 3 - Gengar Minimum 35

**Pokedex Information**
- Height: 5’ 3” 1.6m
- Weight: 0.2 lbs. 0.1kg

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Indeterminate

**Biology:** Haunter is a purple, Pokémon with a roundish body. Haunter has spikes that jut out backwards from its face. It has triangular eyes and a mouth with several sharp, purple teeth. Haunter has a pair of disembodied hands floating in front of it. Nullivore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Urban

**Capabilities:** Sky 4, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Invisibility, Phasing

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List:
  1. Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
  1. Lick - Ghost - Tough
  1. Spite - Ghost - Tough
  5. Spite - Ghost - Tough
  8. Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
  12. Curse - Special Case - Tough
  15. Night Shade - Ghost - Smart

- Egg Move List:
  - Astonish - Ghost - Smart
  - Explosion - Normal - Beauty
  - Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
  - Grudge - Ghost - Tough

- TM/HM Move List:
  06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
  17. Protect - Normal - Cute
  18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
  24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  27. Return - Normal - Cute
  29. Psychic - Psychic - Smart
  30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  36. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
  41. Torment - Dark - Tough
  42. Facade - Normal - Cute
71. GENGAR

Vital Information
Type: Ghost / Poison
Abilities: Levitate / Intimidate
Evolution:
1 - Gastly
2 - Haunter Minimum 20
3 - Gengar Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight: 89.3 lbs. 40.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Indeterminate

Biology:
Gengar has a dark-purple roundish body. Gengar’s hands and legs are short, connecting directly to its body which doubles as its face, which is usually grinning in a sinister manner. Gengar’s back is covered in spikes. Nullivore.

Habitat:
Urban

Capabilities:
Overland 3, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Aura, Invisibility, Phasing

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
1 Lick - Ghost - Tough
1 Spite - Ghost - Tough
5 Spite - Ghost - Tough
8 Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
12 Curse - Special Case - Tough
15 Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
19 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
22 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
25 Shadow Punch - Ghost - Smart
28 Payback - Dark - Cool
33 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
39 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
44 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
50 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
55 Nightmare - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Ghost - Cute
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Upgrow - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough

72. RHYHORN

Vital Information
Type: Grass / Poison
Abilities: Leech Life / Poison Gas
Evolution:
1 - Weedon
2 - Weedle Minimum 20
3 - Kakuna Minimum 35
4 - Rhyhorn

Pokedex Information
Height: 6' 4" 1.9m
Weight: 147.1 lbs. 67.1kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Grass/Flying

Biology:
Rhyhorn has a muscular body covered in greenish-white fur. The feet are long and the torso is round. Rhyhorn's head is large and black, it's mouth is small and opens to the side. Its large black eyes are surrounded by black fur. Rhyhorn has long black horns on each side of its eyes. Rhyhorn's legs are short and its stumpy tail has a dark tuft of fur on it. Rhyhorn's body is more muscular than that of other Eeveelutions.

Habitat:
Urban

Capabilities:
Overland 6, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Aura, Invisibility, Phasing

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
1 Lick - Ghost - Tough
1 Spite - Ghost - Tough
5 Spite - Ghost - Tough
8 Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
12 Curse - Special Case - Tough
15 Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
19 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
22 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
25 Shadow Punch - Ghost - Smart
28 Payback - Dark - Cool
33 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
39 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
44 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
50 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
55 Nightmare - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Ghost - Cute
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Upgrow - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough

72. RHYHORN
Vital Information
Type: Ground / Rock
Abilities: Lightningrod / Rock Head
Evolution:
1. Rhyhorn
2. Rhydon Minimum 40
3. Rhyperior Holding Minimum Protector 50

Pokédex Information
Height: 3’ 3” 1m
Weight: 253.5 lbs. 115kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Monster / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography:
Rhyhorn is a small quadruped with a body of gray, rocky plates, a ridge on its back, and visible fangs protruding from its upper jaw. Rhyhorn has four short legs with two claws and a triangle-shaped head with a single, short horn. For its ears, it has small triangular openings on the sides of its head. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 3, Sinker, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
2. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
9. Stomp - Normal - Tough
13. Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
21. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
25. Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
33. Take Down - Normal - Tough
37. Horn Drill - Normal - Cool
45. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
49. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
57. Megahorn - Bug - Cool

Egg Move List
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
Magnitude - Ground - Tough
Reversal - Fighting
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough

Aquatic Power
Type: Water - Tough
Earth Power: Ground - Smart
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Icy Wind: Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap: Ground - Cute
Rollout: Rock - Tough
Smoke - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Ground / Rock
Abilities: Lightningrod / Rock Head
Evolution:
1. Rhyhorn
2. Rhydon Minimum 40
3. Rhyperior Holding Minimum Protector 50

Pokédex Information
Height: 6’ 3” 1.9m
Weight: 264.6 lbs. 120kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Monster / Field

Biography:
Rhydon is a large, gray, bipedal pokemon. Rhydon has a cream-colored, drill-like horn on its snout. It has a front-pointing crest extending from the middle of its head, two triangular ears, and spiky ridges on the sides of its mouth. It has a long tail with skinny, black stripes. Rhydon has a cream-colored stomach and a ridged back. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Sinker, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
1. Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
1. Stomp - Normal - Tough
1. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1. Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
2. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
2. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
3. Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
3. Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
3. Take Down - Normal - Tough
3. Drill - Rock - Tough
3. Rock Drill - Normal - Cool
4. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
4. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
5. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
5. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
5. Megahorn - Bug - Cool

Egg Move List
Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
Frustration - Normal - Cute
Toxic - Poison - Smart
Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
Protect - Normal - Cute
Rain Dance - Water - Tough
Frustration - Normal - Cute
Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
Thunder - Electric - Cool
Earthquake - Ground - Tough
Return - Normal - Cute
Dig - Ground - Smart
Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
Double Team - Normal - Cool
Shock Wave - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
74. RHPERIOR

Vital Information
Type : Ground / Rock
Abilities: Lightningrod / Solid Rock
Evolution:
1. Rhyhorn
2. Rhydon Minimum 40
3. Rhyhorn Holding Minimum Protector 50

Pokedex Information
Height : 7'10" 2.4m
Weight : 623.5 lbs. 282.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster / Field

Biology : Rhyperior is a large, bipedal pokemon with a club-like tail and its hide is partially covered by orange, rocky plates. Rhyperior has blade-like protrusions on its elbows and has holes in the palms of its hands. Rhyperior’s body is a brownish-gray. Its forehead bears two drill-like horns. Herbivore.

Habitat : Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 1, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Groundshaper, Sinker, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
2. Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
3. Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
4. Stomp - Normal - Tough
5. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
6. Stomp - Normal - Tough
7. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
8. Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
9. Take Down - Normal - Tough
10. Horn Drill - Normal - Cool
11. Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool
12. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
13. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
14. Megahorn - Bug - Cool
15. Rock Wrecker - Rock - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
05. Roar - Normal - Cool
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25. Thunder - Electric - Cool
26. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27. Return - Normal - Cute
28. Dig - Ground - Smart
31. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35. Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38. Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
52. Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool

35. Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38. Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
52. Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
60. Fling - Dark - Tough
61. Rock Wrecker - Rock - Tough
62. Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
65. Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66. Payback - Dark - Cool
68. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69. Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
72. Avalanche - Ice - Cool
75. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76. Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84. Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
91. Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
93. Cut - Normal - Cool
95. Surf - Water - Beauty
96. Strength - Normal - Tough
98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100. Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
101. Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster / Field

Biology : Rhyperior is a large, bipedal pokemon with a club-like tail and its hide is partially covered by orange, rocky plates. Rhyperior has blade-like protrusions on its elbows and has holes in the palms of its hands. Rhyperior’s body is a brownish-gray. Its forehead bears two drill-like horns. Herbivore.

Habitat : Mountain

Counter - Fighting - Tough

Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough

Fling - Dark - Tough
Endure - Normal - Tough
Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
Payback - Dark - Cool
Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
Avalanche - Ice - Cool
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
Captivate - Normal - Beauty
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
Cut - Normal - Cool
Surf - Water - Beauty
Strength - Normal - Tough
Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Counter - Fighting - Tough

Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough

Fling - Dark - Tough
Endure - Normal - Tough
Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
Payback - Dark - Cool
Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
Avalanche - Ice - Cool
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
Captivate - Normal - Beauty
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
Cut - Normal - Cool
Surf - Water - Beauty
Strength - Normal - Tough
Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Mountain

Habitat :

Biology : Rhyperior is a large, bipedal pokemon with a club-like tail and its hide is partially covered by orange, rocky plates. Rhyperior has blade-like protrusions on its elbows and has holes in the palms of its hands. Rhyperior’s body is a brownish-gray. Its forehead bears two drill-like horns. Herbivore.

Habitat :

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster / Field

Mountains

Habitat : Mountain

Counter - Fighting - Tough

Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough

Fling - Dark - Tough
Endure - Normal - Tough
Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
Payback - Dark - Cool
Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
Avalanche - Ice - Cool
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
Captivate - Normal - Beauty
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
Cut - Normal - Cool
Surf - Water - Beauty
Strength - Normal - Tough
Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Mountains

Habitat :

Biology : Rhyperior is a large, bipedal pokemon with a club-like tail and its hide is partially covered by orange, rocky plates. Rhyperior has blade-like protrusions on its elbows and has holes in the palms of its hands. Rhyperior’s body is a brownish-gray. Its forehead bears two drill-like horns. Herbivore.

Habitat : Mountain
Horsea

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Water
- **Abilities:** Swift Swim / Sniper
- **Evolution:**
  1 - Horsea
  2 - Seadra Minimum 30
  3 - Kingdra Holding Minimum Dragon Scale 40

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 1’ 4” 0.4m
- **Weight:** 17.6 lbs. 8kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Water 1 / Dragon
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

**Biology:** Horsea is a small, light blue Pokemon with tiny scales. Its belly and fin are cream colored. Its tail is always curled up tightly and it has a single fin on its back that is used for locomotion in the water. Herbivore.

**Habitat:** Ocean

**Capabilities:** Overland 1, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Fountain, Gilled

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Bubble - Water - Cute
  4. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
  8. Leer - Normal - Cool
  11. Water Gun - Water - Cute
  14. Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
  18. Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
  23. Agility - Psychic - Cool
  26. Twister - Dragon - Cool
  30. Brine - Water - Smart
  35. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
  38. Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
  42. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**
- 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 55 Brine - Water - Smart
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
- 95 Surf - Water - Beauty
- 99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
- 101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Bubble - Water - Cute
  4. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
  8. Leer - Normal - Cool
  11. Water Gun - Water - Cute
  14. Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
  18. Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
  23. Agility - Psychic - Cool
  26. Twister - Dragon - Cool
  30. Brine - Water - Smart
  35. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
  38. Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
  42. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Water
- **Abilities:** Poison Point / Sniper
- **Evolution:**
  1 - Horsea
  2 - Seadra Minimum 30
  3 - Kingdra Holding Minimum Dragon Scale 40

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 3’ 11” 1.2m
- **Weight:** 55.1 lbs. 25kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Water 1 / Dragon

**Biology:** Seadra is a primarily blue sea dwelling Pokemon. It has a long snout and a number of spikes on its head, to the sides and on the top. Its torso is covered with rough, cream-colored scales. Seadra’s pectoral fins have sharp, pointed, cream-colored tips from which it exudes venom. It also has a large tail which is generally coiled up. Herbivore.

**Habitat:** Ocean

**Capabilities:** Overland 1, Surface 5, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Fountain, Gilled

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Bubble - Water - Cute
  4. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
  8. Leer - Normal - Cool
  11. Water Gun - Water - Cute
  14. Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
  18. Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
  23. Agility - Psychic - Cool
  26. Twister - Dragon - Cool
  30. Brine - Water - Smart
  35. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
- 38. Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
- 42. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Water
- **Abilities:** Poison Point / Sniper
- **Evolution:**
  1 - Horsea
  2 - Seadra Minimum 30
  3 - Kingdra Holding Minimum Dragon Scale 40

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Bubble - Water - Cute
  4. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
  8. Leer - Normal - Cool
  11. Water Gun - Water - Cute
  14. Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
  18. Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
  23. Agility - Psychic - Cool
  26. Twister - Dragon - Cool
  30. Brine - Water - Smart
  35. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
  38. Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
  42. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Water
- **Abilities:** Poison Point / Sniper
- **Evolution:**
  1 - Horsea
  2 - Seadra Minimum 30
  3 - Kingdra Holding Minimum Dragon Scale 40

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Bubble - Water - Cute
  4. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
  8. Leer - Normal - Cool
  11. Water Gun - Water - Cute
  14. Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
  18. Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
  23. Agility - Psychic - Cool
  26. Twister - Dragon - Cool
  30. Brine - Water - Smart
  35. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
  38. Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
  42. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
 Mimic - Normal - Cute

77. KINGDRA

Vital Information
Type: Water / Dragon
Abilities: Swift Swim / Sniper
Evolution:
1. Horsea
2. Seadra Minimum 30
3. Kingdra Holding Minimum Dragon Scale 40

Pokedex Information
Height: 5’11” 1.8m
Weight: 335.1 lbs. 152kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Dragon

Biology: Kingdra is a larger, more elegant version of its previous evolution. It has beautiful fins that wave in the water as it swims. Its head has a crest-like fin along its cheeks. Its head can also turn 360 degrees. Its belly scales are compact. Its snout is thin for more powerful water expulsion. Herbivore.

Habitat: Ocean

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Bubble - Water - Cute
2. Leer - Normal - Cool
3. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
4. Water Gun - Water - Cute
5. Yawn - Normal - Cute
6. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
7. Leer - Normal - Cool
8. Water Gun - Water - Cute
9. Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
10. Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
11. Agility - Psychic - Cool
12. Twister - Dragon - Cool
13. Brine - Water - Smart
14. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
15. Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
16. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart

TM/HM Move List
03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
07. Hail - Ice - Beauty
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
27. Return - Normal - Cute
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
42. Facade - Normal - Cool
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
55. Brine - Water - Smart
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
59. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
68. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
91. Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
95. Surf - Water - Beauty
99. Waterfall - Water - Tough
101. Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

78. ELEKID

Vital Information
Type: Electric
Abilities: Static / Inner Focus
Evolution:
1. Elekid
2. Electabuzz Minimum 30
3. Electivire Holding Minimum Electrizer 40

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’0” 0.6m
Weight: 51.8 lbs. 23.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 75% M 25% F
Egg Group: Humanshape

Biology: Elekid is a yellow, round-bodied Pokémon with black stripes. Elekid’s arms are bulkier in proportion to its body. It has stripes on its arms. Elekid has two horns on top of its head that are shaped like the prongs of a plug, even with holes in their sides. Elekid has a black lightning bolt marking on its chest. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Leer - Normal - Cool
2. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
3. Thundershock - Electric - Cool
4. Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
5. Swift - Normal - Cool
6. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
7. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
8. Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
9. Discharge - Electric - Cool
10. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
11. Screech - Normal - Smart
12. Thunder - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25. Return - Normal - Cute
29. Psychic - Psychic - Smart
31. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
56. Fling - Dark - Tough
57. Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool  
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute  
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart  
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List  
Barrier - Psychic - Cool  
Cross Chop - Fighting - Cool  
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool  
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
Karate Chop - Fighting - Tough  
Meditate - Psychic - Beauty  
Rolling Kick - Fighting - Cool

Tutor Move List  
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart  
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute  
Thundershock - Electric - Cool  
Uproar - Normal - Cute  
Counter - Fighting - Tough  
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough  
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool  
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool  
Mega Punch - Normal - Cute  
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough  
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

---

79. ELECTABUZZ

![Electabuzz Illustration]

**Vital Information**

**Type**: Electric  
**Abilities**: Static / Inner Focus  
**Evolution**:  
1 - Elekid  
2 - Electabuzz Minimum 30  
3 - Electivire Holding Minimum Electrizer 40

**Pokedex Information**

**Height**: 3’ 7” 1.1m  
**Weight**: 66.1 lbs. 30kg

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio**: 75% M 25% F  
**Egg Group**: Humanshape

**Biography**: Electabuzz is a slightly humanoid creature covered in yellow fur with black stripes, one of which is shaped like a lightning bolt. It has a long, striped tail. The three toes on Electabuzz’s feet are arranged like that of an avian foot, but its hands have a human appearance. Electabuzz has two sharp fangs and a pair of antennae. Omnivore.

**Habitat**:  
Forest, Grassland, Urban

**Capabilities**: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Zapper

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Leer - Normal - Cool  
2. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool  
3. Thundershock - Electric - Cool  
4. Thundershock - Electric - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**

01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough  
02 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool  
03 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty  
04 Protect - Normal - Cute  
05 Rain Dance - Water - Tough  
06 Return - Normal - Cute  
08 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool  
09 Double Team - Normal - Cool  
10 Flash - Normal - Beauty  
11 Volt Tackle - Electric - Cool  
12 Facade - Normal - Cute  
13 Secret Power - Normal - Smart  
14 Rest - Psychic - Cute  
15 Attract - Normal - Cute  
16 Night Shade - Dark - Tough  
17 Low Kick - Normal - Tough  
18 Shadow Ball - Dark - Tough  
19 Solar Beam - Fighting - Cool  
20 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool  
21 Thunder - Electric - Cool  
22 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool  
23 Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
24 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
25 Energy Ball - Water - Beautiful  
26 Shadow Bike - Dark - Tough  
27 Dark Pulse - Dark - Tough  
28 Double Team - Normal - Cool  
29 Bide - Normal - Tough  
30 Wish - Normal - Cute  
31 Roost - Normal - Cute  
32 Body Slam - Normal - Tough  
33 Strong - Normal - Tough  
34 Agility - Normal - Tough  
35 Sand Storm - Ground - Tough  
36 Sky Attack - Flying - Cool  
37 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool  
38 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool  
39 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
40 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
41 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty  
42 Play Rough - Normal - Tough  
43 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool  
44 Fake Out - Normal - Tough  
45 Coup de Grace - Normal - Tough  
46 Hail - Normal - Cute  
47 Solar Power - Fighting - Cool  
48 Cobble Moon - Normal - Tough  
49 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute  
50 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
51 Roost - Normal - Cute  
52 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
53 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
54 Thunder Shock - Electric - Cool  
55 Nickel Metal - Normal - Tough  
56 Electric Fang - Electric - Cool  
57 Shadow Ball - Dark - Tough  
58 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool  
59 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
60 Aura Sphere - Psychic - Beauty  
61 Thunder - Electric - Cool  
62 Confusion - Normal - Tough  
63 Shadow Ball - Dark - Tough  
64 Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty  
65 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty  
66 Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
67 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
68 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty  
69 Energy Ball - Water - Beautiful  
70 Energy Ball - Water - Beautiful  
71 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool  
72 Shadow Ball - Dark - Tough  
73 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
74 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
75 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
76 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
77 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
78 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
79 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
80 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
81 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
82 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
83 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
84 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
85 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
86 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
87 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
88 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
89 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
90 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
91 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
92 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
93 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
94 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
95 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
96 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
97 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
98 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
99 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty  
100 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty

---

80. ELECTIVIRE

![Electivire Illustration]

**Vital Information**

**Type**: Electric  
**Abilities**: Motor Drive / Static  
**Evolution**:  
1 - Elekid  
2 - Electabuzz Minimum 30  
3 - Electivire Holding Minimum Electrizer 40

**Pokedex Information**

**Height**: 5’ 11” 1.8m  
**Weight**: 305.6 lbs. 138.6kg

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio**: 75% M 25% F  
**Egg Group**: Humanshape
Biology: Electivire is a humanoid creature covered in yellow fur with black stripes, and five black fingers on each of its hands. There is a pattern on Electivire’s back that resembles an electric outlet, and it has two black tails that each have a red tip. Electivire has black feet with three toes in the front. Omnivore.

Habitat: 
- Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Zapper

Move List

Level Up Move List

1. Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
2. Leer - Normal - Cool
3. Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
4. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
5. Thunder - Electric - Cool
6. Lightning Thunder - Electric - Cool
7. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
8. Thunder - Electric - Cool
9. Swift - Normal - Cool
10. Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
16. Swift - Normal - Cool
19. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
25. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
28. Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
37. Discharge - Electric - Cool + Smart
43. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
52. Screech - Normal - Smart
58. Thunder - Electric - Cool
67. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List

61. MAGBY

Vital Information
Type: Fire
Abilities: Flame Body / Heatproof
Evolution:
1. Magby
2. Magmar Minimum 30
3. Magmortar Holding Minimum Magmarizer 40

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 4" 0.7m
Weight: 47.2 lbs. 21.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 75% M 25% F

Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Magby is a small, red creature with a human stance. It only has a short stub of a tail. Magby has a flame-shaped spot on its stomach, a single spike on its back and stubby arms. Magby’s head is covered with large lumps that resemble hair. Magby has a ring of black coloration on its neck. Herbivore.

Habitat:
- Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2

Move List

Level Up Move List

1. Leer - Normal - Cool
2. Smog - Poison - Tough
7. Ember - Fire - Beauty
10. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
16. Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
19. Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
25. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
28. Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
35. Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41. Torment - Dark - Tough
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
52. Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56. Fling - Dark - Tough
57. Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
68. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
73. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78. Capture - Normal - Beauty
80. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
96. Strength - Normal - Tough
98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100. Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List

Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool

Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List

Barrier - Psychic - Cool
Cross Chop - Fighting - Cool
Dynamiepunch - Fighting - Cool
Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart
Karate Chop - Fighting - Tough
Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Screech - Normal - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
**Vital Information**

**Type:** Fire  
**Abilities:** Flame Body / Heatproof  
**Evolution:**  
1 - Magby  
2 - Magmar Minimum 30  
3 - Magmortar Holding Minimum Magmarizer 40  

**Pokedex Information**  
**Height:** 4’ 3” 1.3m  
**Weight:** 98.1 lbs. 44.5kg  

**Breeding Information**  
**Gender Ratio:** 75% M 25% F  
**Egg Group:** Humanshape  

**Biology:** Magmar is a Pokémon with a human-like posture. Magmar has a red body with a yellow flame design on it. It has a yellow tail that has a flame on its end. Magmar has yellow thighs, black legs and red feet. Magmar’s arms are covered in red, rigid scales. Magmar has two rows of red spikes running down its back. Magmar has two lumps on its forehead with a flame on top of each one, and a yellow beak. Omnimvore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Glow, Heater, Sinker

---

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1 - Ember - Fire - Beauty  
1 - Leer - Normal - Cool  
1 - Smog - Poison - Tough  
7 - Ember - Fire - Beauty  
10 - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart  
16 - Faint Attack - Dark - Smart  
19 - Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty  
25 - Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart  
28 - Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
36 - Lava Plume - Fire - Tough  
41 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty  
49 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
54 - Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

01 - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough  
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart  
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart  
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool  
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute  
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute  
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool  
27 - Return - Normal - Cute  
29 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart  
31 - Brick Break - Fighting - Cool  
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool  
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty  
38 - Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty  
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute  
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart  
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute  
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute  
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough  
50 - Overheat - Fire - Beauty

---

**Vital Information**

**Type:** Fire  
**Abilities:** Flame Body / Heatproof  
**Evolution:**  
1 - Magby  
2 - Magmar Minimum 30  
3 - Magmortar Holding Minimum Magmarizer 40  

**Pokedex Information**  
**Height:** 5’ 3” 1.6m  
**Weight:** 149.9 lbs. 68kg  

**Breeding Information**  
**Gender Ratio:** 75% M 25% F  
**Egg Group:** Humanshape

**Biology:** Magmortar looks like a muscular humanoid creature. It has pink lips and one singular flame on its head. It features two rows of pink spikes running down its back, red and yellow flame stripes on its body and a tail that is entirely covered in flames. It also has orange shoulder pads that resemble flames and yellow, tubular arms with a black band and claws which can retract to form a cannon. Omnimvore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Jump 3, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Glow, Heater, Sinker

---

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1 - Ember - Fire - Beauty  
1 - Leer - Normal - Cool  
1 - Smog - Poison - Tough  
1 - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart  
1 - Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
7 - Ember - Fire - Beauty  
10 - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart  
16 - Faint Attack - Dark - Smart  
19 - Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty  
25 - Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart  
28 - Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
37 - Lava Plume - Fire - Tough  
43 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty  
52 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
58 - Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

01 - Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool  
52 - Fling - Dark - Tough  
56 - Endure - Normal - Tough  
61 - Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty  
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute  
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart  
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough  
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough  
100 - Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

---

**Vital Information**

**Type:** Fire  
**Abilities:** Flame Body / Heatproof  
**Evolution:**  
1 - Magby  
2 - Magmar Minimum 30  
3 - Magmortar Holding Minimum Magmarizer 40  

**Pokedex Information**  
**Height:** 5’ 3” 1.6m  
**Weight:** 149.9 lbs. 68kg  

**Breeding Information**  
**Gender Ratio:** 75% M 25% F  
**Egg Group:** Humanshape

**Biology:** Magmortar looks like a muscular humanoid creature. It has pink lips and one singular flame on its head. It features two rows of pink spikes running down its back, red and yellow flame stripes on its body and a tail that is entirely covered in flames. It also has orange shoulder pads that resemble flames and yellow, tubular arms with a black band and claws which can retract to form a cannon. Omnimvore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Jump 3, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Glow, Heater, Sinker

---

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1 - Ember - Fire - Beauty  
1 - Leer - Normal - Cool  
1 - Smog - Poison - Tough  
1 - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart  
1 - Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
7 - Ember - Fire - Beauty  
10 - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart  
16 - Faint Attack - Dark - Smart  
19 - Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty  
25 - Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart  
28 - Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
37 - Lava Plume - Fire - Tough  
43 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty  
52 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
58 - Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

01 - Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool  
52 - Fling - Dark - Tough  
56 - Endure - Normal - Tough  
61 - Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty  
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute  
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart  
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough  
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough  
100 - Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

---

**Vital Information**

**Type:** Fire  
**Abilities:** Flame Body / Heatproof  
**Evolution:**  
1 - Magby  
2 - Magmar Minimum 30  
3 - Magmortar Holding Minimum Magmarizer 40  

**Pokedex Information**  
**Height:** 5’ 3” 1.6m  
**Weight:** 149.9 lbs. 68kg  

**Breeding Information**  
**Gender Ratio:** 75% M 25% F  
**Egg Group:** Humanshape

**Biology:** Magmortar looks like a muscular humanoid creature. It has pink lips and one singular flame on its head. It features two rows of pink spikes running down its back, red and yellow flame stripes on its body and a tail that is entirely covered in flames. It also has orange shoulder pads that resemble flames and yellow, tubular arms with a black band and claws which can retract to form a cannon. Omnimvore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Jump 3, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Glow, Heater, Sinker

---

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1 - Ember - Fire - Beauty  
1 - Leer - Normal - Cool  
1 - Smog - Poison - Tough  
1 - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart  
1 - Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool  
7 - Ember - Fire - Beauty  
10 - Smokescreen - Normal - Smart  
16 - Faint Attack - Dark - Smart  
19 - Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty  
25 - Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart  
28 - Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty  
37 - Lava Plume - Fire - Tough  
43 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty  
52 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
58 - Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

01 - Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool  
52 - Fling - Dark - Tough  
56 - Endure - Normal - Tough  
61 - Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty  
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute  
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart  
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough  
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough  
100 - Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
**TM/HM Move List**

- Tackle - Normal - Tough
- Sharpen - Normal - Cute
- Conversion - Normal - Beauty
- Conversion2 - Normal - Beauty
- Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
- Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- Ghost - Normal - Tough
- Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- Torment - Dark - Tough
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attrac - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Overheat - Fire - Beauty
- Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
- Fling - Dark - Tough
- Endure - Normal - Tough
- Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
- Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- Capture - Normal - Beauty
- Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- Swagger - Normal - Cute
- Substitute - Normal - Smart
- Strength - Normal - Tough
- Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
- Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

**Tutor Move List**

- Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
- Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
- Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
- Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

**Vital Information**

- *Type*: Normal
- *Abilities*: Trace / Download
- *Evolution*: 1 - Porygon
- *Pokedex Information*: Height: 2'7" 0.8m, Weight: 80.5 lbs. 36.5kg
- *Breeding Information*: Gender Ratio: No Gender, Egg Group: Mineral, Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days
- *Biography*: Porygon has a pink polyhedral body with a blue stomach, blue triangular prism feet and a blue rectangular prism tail. Porygon has a pink, polyhedral head that ends in a blue beak and has hexagonal eyes. Nullivore.
- *Habitat*: Urban
- *Capabilities*: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Wired
- *Move List*
  - Level Up Move List
    1. Conversion - Normal - Beauty
    2. Conversion2 - Normal - Beauty
    3. Sharpen - Normal - Cute
    4. Tackle - Normal - Tough

**TM/HM Move List**

- Trick - Psychic - Smart
- Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart
- Role Play - Psychic - Cute

**Vital Information**

- *Type*: Normal
- *Abilities*: Trace / Download
- *Evolution*: 1 - Porygon
- *Pokedex Information*: Height: 2'0" 0.6m, Weight: 71.7 lbs. 32.5kg
- *Breeding Information*: Gender Ratio: No Gender, Egg Group: Mineral
- *Biography*: Porygon has a pink spherical body with a blue stomach, blue oval-like feet and a blue rounded tail. Porygon has a pink, rounded head that ends in a blue beak and has circular eyes. Nullivore.
- *Habitat*: Urban
TM/HM Move List

06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
63  Embargo - Dark - Cute
67  Recycle - Normal - Smart
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96  Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
1  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
1  Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
1  Conversion2 - Normal - Beauty
1  Conversion - Normal - Beauty
1  Gender Ratio : No Gender
1  Egg Group : Mineral
1  Biology : PorygonZ’s head is detached from the body and upside down, its neck on the top of its head, and yellow eyes with a dartboard pattern. Its blue bill is round. Its legs are wing-like. Its tail is plum. The blue pattern on its chest connects to its legs. Nullivore.
1  Habitat : Urban
1  Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3
8  Power 1, Intelligence 6, Wired
4  Urban
4  Habitat : PorygonZ's head is detached from the body and upside down, its neck on the top of its head, and yellow eyes with a dartboard pattern. Its blue bill is round. Its legs are wing-like. Its tail is plum. The blue pattern on its chest connects to its legs. Nullivore.
4  Habitat : Urban
8  Power 1, Intelligence 6, Wired

Level Up Move List

1  Conversion - Normal - Beauty
1  Conversion2 - Normal - Beauty
1  Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
7  Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
12  Agility - Psychic - Cool
18  Recover - Normal - Smart
23  Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
29  Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
34  Recycle - Normal - Smart
40  Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
45  Lock-On - Normal - Smart
51  Tri Attack - Normal - Beauty
56  Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
62  Zap Cannon - Electric - Cool
67  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
86. PORYGONZ

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Download / Adaptability
Evolution:
1 - Porygon
2 - Porygon2 Holding Minimum UpGrade 10
3 - PorygonZ Holding Minimum Dubious Disc

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight : 75 lbs. 34kg

Breeding Information

TM/HM Move List

06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
63  Embargo - Dark - Cute
67  Recycle - Normal - Smart
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96  Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
1  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
1  Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
1  Conversion2 - Normal - Beauty
1  Conversion - Normal - Beauty
1  Gender Ratio : No Gender
1  Egg Group : Mineral
1  Biology : PorygonZ’s head is detached from the body and upside down, its neck on the top of its head, and yellow eyes with a dartboard pattern. Its blue bill is round. Its legs are wing-like. Its tail is plum. The blue pattern on its chest connects to its legs. Nullivore.
1  Habitat : Urban
8  Power 1, Intelligence 6, Wired
TOGEPIC

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Serene Grace / Hustle
Evolution:
1: Togepi
2: Togetic
3: Togekiss

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’ 0” 0.3m
Weight: 3.3 lbs. 1.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 4 Days

Biological Characteristics:
Togepi is a small, light yellow Pokémon with a round body that is encased in what looks like an egg shell. It has red and blue rings on its shell. Togepi has stubby hands and round feet with two toes each. Togepi has black eyes and five spikes on its head. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities:
Overland 4, Surface 2, Sky 4, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charm - Normal - Cute
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
6 Metronome - Normal - Cute
10 Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute

Level Move List
1 Charm - Normal - Cute
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Metronome - Normal - Cute
10 Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
6 Metronome - Normal - Cute
14 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
21 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
22 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
46 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
51 Last Resort - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute

TOGETIC

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Serene Grace / Hustle
Evolution:
1: Togepi
2: Togetic
3: Togekiss

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’ 0” 0.6m
Weight: 7.1 lbs. 3.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Flying / Fairy

Biological Characteristics:
Togetic are white Pokémon that are small in stature. They bear a red and blue triangular ring pattern on their bodies. They also have a relatively long neck and long legs, stubby arms and a pair of large wings on their backs, giving them a vaguely angelic appearance. The top of their heads are spiked. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities:
Overland 4, Surface 2, Sky 4, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charm - Normal - Cute
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
1 Metronome - Normal - Cute
1 Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
6 Metronome - Normal - Cute
10 Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
15 Yawn - Normal - Cute
19 Encore - Normal - Cute
24 Follow Me - Normal - Cute
28 Wish - Normal - Cute
33 Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
37 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
42 Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
46 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
51 Last Resort - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
22 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
26 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Serene Grace / Hustle
Evolution:
1. Togepi
2. Togetic Minimum 10
3. Togekiss Shiny Stone

Pokédex Information
Height: 4'11" 1.5m
Weight: 83.8 lbs. 38kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Flying / Fairy

Biography: Togekiss is a white Pokémon with an egg-shaped body. Togekiss has triangle-shaped wings. Its underbelly is dotted with little red and blue triangle-shaped spots. Togekiss has two feet that are close to each other. It has a three-pointed crest on its head that has the left spike tipped in red and the right spike tipped in blue. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest
Pokedex Information
Height: 2'0" 0.6m
Weight: 17.2 lbs. 7.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Monster / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biological Information: Mareep is a mammalian quadruped. It has yellow wool, a blue head and blue feet. Its ears and tail have a yellow and black striped pattern. Mareep has an orange sphere at the end of its tail which acts a small lightbulb. It has curly tuft of hair on its head. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Glow

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Growl - Normal - Cute
10 Thundershock - Electric - Cool
14 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
19 Cotton Spore - Grass - Beauty
23 Charge - Electric - Smart
28 Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
32 Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
37 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
41 Power Gem - Rock - Beauty
46 Thunder - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Electric
Abilities: Static / Cute Charm
Evolution:
1 - Mareep
2 - Flaaffy Minimum 15
3 - Ampharos Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 2'7" 0.8m
Weight: 29.3 lbs. 13.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Monster / Field

Biological Information: Flaaffy is a mammalian biped. It has yellow wool, a blue head and blue feet. It is pink skinned and has curly white wool on its head and around its collar. It has a black and pink striped pattern on its ears and tail. There is a blue sphere at the end of Flaaffy’s tail which acts a small lightbulb. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Glow, Zapper

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Growl - Normal - Cute
10 Thundershock - Electric - Cool
14 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
19 Cotton Spore - Grass - Beauty
23 Charge - Electric - Smart
28 Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
32 Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
37 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
41 Power Gem - Rock - Beauty
46 Thunder - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
06 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
06 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
06 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
06 Counter - Fighting - Tough
06 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
06 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
06 Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
06 Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
06 Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
06 Mimic - Normal - Cute
06 Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
06 Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
92. AMPHAROS

Vital Information
Type: Electric
Abilities: Static / Cute Charm

Evolution:
1 - Mareep
2 - Flaaffy Minimum 15
3 - Ampharos Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’7” 1.4m
Weight: 135.6 lbs. 61.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Monster / Field

Biology: Ampharos are tall, yellow, bipedal Pokémon with long necks. They have black stripes on their neck, ears and tail, and a white underbelly. They also have two round, red crystal-like structures; one on their heads and one on their tails. These give off huge amounts of light and electricity. Their arms resemble flippers. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Glow, Zapper

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

Power 3, Intelligence 4, Glow, Zapper
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3, Grassland, Mountain

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

93. SWINUB

Vital Information
Type: Ice / Ground
Abilities: Oblivious / Snow Cloak

Evolution:
1 - Swinub
2 - Piloswine Minimum 30
3 - Mamoswine Learn AncientPower

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’4” 0.4m
Weight: 14.3 lbs. 6.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

TM/HM Move List
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Bite - Dark - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Fissure - Ground - Tough
Icicle Spear - Ice - Beauty
Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Take Down - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Ice / Ground
Abilities: Oblivious / Snow Cloak

Evolution:
1 - Swinub
2 - Piloswine Minimum 30
3 - Mamoswine Learn AncientPower

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight: 123 lbs. 55.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biography: Piloswine are big brown furry Pokémon that have an impressive hump on their backs, giving them a hunchback appearance. They also have two tusks and floppy ears. Piloswine’s hair is so long that it usually covers its small, hooved legs. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave, Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 3, Icestep

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
1  Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
1  Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
1  Peck - Flying - Cool
1  Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
4  Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
8  Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
13  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
16  Endure - Normal - Tough
20  Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
25  Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
28  Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
32  Take Down - Normal - Tough
33  Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
40  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
48  Mist - Ice - Beauty
56  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
65  Amnesia - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty

95. MAMOSWINE

Vital Information
Type: Ice / Ground
Abilities: Oblivious / Snow Cloak

Evolution:
1 - Swinub
2 - Piloswine Minimum 30
3 - Mamoswine Learn AncientPower

Pokedex Information
Height: 8' 2" 2.5m
Weight: 641.5 lbs. 291kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biography: Mamoswine’s brown fur is very thick. They have huge tusks and their massive body size is also helpful in preserving their own body heat. Mamoswine has a “mask” like pattern of coloration around their face, with a white rim and blue inside. The fur on their muzzle is tan and shaggy, and their nose is tiny circular and pink. Herbivore.

Habitat: Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 6, Intelligence 4, Chilled, Freezer, Icestep

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
1  Earth Power - Ground - Smart
1  Endeavor - Normal - Tough
1  Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
1  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
1  Snore - Normal - Cute
1  Superpower - Fighting - Tough
1  Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
1  Body Slam - Normal - Tough
1  Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
1  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
1  Mimic - Normal - Cute

1 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
4 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
8 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
13 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
16 Endure - Normal - Tough
20 Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
25 Hail - Ice - Beauty
28 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
32 Take Down - Normal - Cute
33 Double Hit - Normal - Smart
40 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
48 Mist - Ice - Beauty
56 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
65 Scary Face - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Flash - Normal - Beauty
70 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Water / Grass
Abilities: Swift Swim / Rain Dish
Evolution:
1 - Lotad
2 - Lombre Minimum 15
3 - Ludicolo Water Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight: 5.7 lbs. 2.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biography:
Lotad has a blue round body with a yellow bill-like mouth and six small blue legs. It has a lilypad on its back. Herbivore.

Habitat: Freshwater
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Fountain

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
11 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Flash - Normal - Beauty
70 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Flail - Normal - Cute
Leer / Tread - Grass - Smart
Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute

Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Tickle - Normal - Cute
Water Gun - Water - Cool
Biology: Lombre are aqua-colored, with a pattern of green extending from the sides of its head down to its feet like a garment of some sort, excluding its stubby, rounded ear. They have a red, bill-like mouth, along with a large lilypad on their head. Lombre’s arms are long in comparison to its body, and have four red-colored. Lombre’s feet, which are green from the coloration pattern have three red toes. Herbivore.

Habitat: Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Fountain

Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
2 Growl - Normal - Cute
3 Absorb - Grass - Smart
4 Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
5 Fake Out - Normal - Cute
6 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
7 Water Sport - Water - Cute
8 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
9 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
35 Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
43 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Water / Grass
Abilities: Swift Swim / Rain Dish
Evolution:
1 - Lotad
2 - Lombre Minimum 15
3 - Ludicolo Water Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’11” 1.5m
Weight: 121.3 lbs 55kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Plant

Biology: Ludicolo’s body appears as a yellow poncho. It has an orange bill and green, mitten-like hands. There is a large, green sombrero feature on its head, with a short brown stem coming out of the top of it with a yellow spiky upper portion. There are several dark yellow stripes on its body and around its eyes is a patch of green. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 5, Surface 6, Underwater 2, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Fountain

Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
2 Growl - Normal - Cute
3 Absorb - Grass - Smart
4 Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
5 Fake Out - Normal - Cute
6 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
7 Water Sport - Water - Cute
8 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
9 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
35 Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
43 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty

Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Vital Information

Type: Grass
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Early Bird
Evolution:
1 - Seedot
2 - Nuzleaf Minimum 15
3 - Shiftry Leaf Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’ 8” 0.5m
Weight: 8.8 lbs. 4kg
Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Seedot is a small brown pokemon with a grey ‘cap’ that resembles an apricorns. It has a beige colored, mask-like patterning on its face with two beige feet for moving about. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bite - Normal - Tough
3  Harden - Normal - Tough
7  Growth - Normal - Beauty
13 Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
21 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
31 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty

Move List
Power 1, Intelligence 3
Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Level Up Move List
1  Pound - Normal - Tough
1  Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
3  Harden - Normal - Tough
7  Growth - Normal - Beauty
13 Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
19 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Payback - Dark - Cool
47 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
52 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 False Swing - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Payback - Dark - Cool
47 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
52 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 False Swing - Fighting - Tough
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute

Vital Information

Type: Grass / Dark
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Early Bird
Evolution:
1 - Seedot
2 - Nuzleaf Minimum 15
3 - Shiftry Leaf Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’ 3” 1m
Weight: 61.7 lbs. 28kg
Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Plant

Biology: Nuzleaf is a bipedal brown pokemon. Its light-brown thighs are bulky and patterned with thin stipulations, and it has two small black dots on its chest. Its nose is pointed and it has a light brown “mask”, with a pointed pattern extending to the back of its head and a leaf on the top. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Pound - Normal - Tough
1  Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
3  Harden - Normal - Tough
7  Growth - Normal - Beauty
13 Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
15 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
19 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Payback - Dark - Cool
47 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
52 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 False Swing - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Payback - Dark - Cool
47 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
52 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 False Swing - Fighting - Tough
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough  
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart  
Snore - Normal - Cute  
Spite - Ghost - Tough  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Synthesis - Grass - Smart  
Body Slam - Normal - Tough  
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute  
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough  
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool  
Mimic - Normal - Cute  
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough  
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty  

central spike extending from its foot. Heribvore.  
Habitat :  
Forest, Rainforest  
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4  
Move List  
Level Up Move List  
1  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart  
1  Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute  
1  Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool  
1  Whirlwind - Normal - Smart  
49  Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute  
TM/HM Move List  
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart  
09  Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool  
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart  
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool  
17  Protect - Normal - Cute  
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart  
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute  
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool  
27  Return - Normal - Cute  
28  Dig - Ground - Smart  
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart  
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool  
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool  
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart  
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool  
41  Torment - Dark - Tough  
42  Facade - Normal - Cute  
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart  
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute  
45  Attract - Normal - Cute  
46  Thief - Dark - Tough  
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool  
53  Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty  
56  Fling - Dark - Tough  
58  Endure - Normal - Tough  
62  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty  
63  Embargo - Dark - Cute  
64  Explosion - Normal - Beauty  
66  Payback - Dark - Cool  
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty  
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty  
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart  
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
79  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool  
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough  
81  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty  
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart  
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute  
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart  
93  Cut - Normal - Cool  
96  Strength - Normal - Tough  
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty  
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough  
Tutor Move List  
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool  
Bounce - Flying - Cute  
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool  
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty  
Knock Off - Dark - Smart  
Mud Slap - Ground - Cute  
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart  
Rollout - Rock - Tough  
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart  
Snore - Normal - Cute  
Spite - Ghost - Tough  
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Synthesis - Grass - Smart  
Twister - Dragon - Cool  
Growth - Normal - Beauty  
Harden - Normal - Tough  
Nature Power - Normal - Beauty  
Pound - Normal - Tough  
Body Slam - Normal - Tough  
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute  
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough  
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool  
Mimic - Normal - Cute  
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough  
Tailwind - Flying - Smart  
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty  

101. SHIFTRY

Vital Information  
Type : Grass / Dark  
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Early Bird  
Evolution:  
1 - Seedot  
2 - Nuzleaf Minimum 15  
3 - Shiftry Leaf Stone  
Pokedex Information  
Height : 4’ 3” 1.3m  
Weight : 131.4 lbs. 59.6kg  
Breeding Information  
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F  
Egg Group : Field / Plant  
Biology : Shiftry is a large brown Pokémon. It has long shaggy white hair which covers most of its face, and covers its back entirely. It has long ears, a very long pointed nose and teeth that are usually gritted. Its hands consist of three broad leaves with brown spokes. Its feet are plated, but have a single central spike extending from its foot. Heribvore.  
Habitat :  
Forest, Rainforest  

102. RALS T

Vital Information  
Type : Psychic  
Abilities: Synchronize / Trace  
Evolution:  
1 - Ralts  
2 - Kirlia Minimum 20  
3 - Gardevoir Minimum 30  
3 - Gallade Dawn Stone Male  
Pokedex Information  
Height : 1’ 4” 0.4m  
Weight : 14.6 lbs. 6.6kg  
Breeding Information  
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F  
Egg Group : Indeterminate  
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days  
Biology : Ralts has a white body. Its legs give it the appearance of wearing a dress. Ralts has a green helmet that has a red horn on the front and one on the back. Omnivore.  
Habitat :  
Forest, Urban  
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Telekinetic, Telepath  
Move List  
Level Up Move List  
1  Growl - Normal - Cute  
6  Confusion - Psychic - Smart  
10  Double Team - Normal - Cool  
12  Teleport - Psychic - Cool  
17  Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
21 Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
23 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
28 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32 Imprison - Psychic - Smart
34 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
39 Charm - Normal - Cute
43 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
45 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart

Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
Disable - Normal - Smart
Grudge - Ghost - Tough
Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
Memento - Dark - Tough
Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

103. KIRLIA

Vital Information
Type: Psychic
Abilities: Synchronize / Trace
Evolution:
1 - Raichu
2 - Kirlia Minimum 20
3 - Gardevoir Minimum 30
3 - Gallade Dawn Stone Male

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’ 7” 0.8m
Weight: 44.5 lbs. 20.2kg

Breed Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Indeterminate

Biography: Kirlia has a white body and looks as if it’s wearing a skirt. Kirlia has skinny, green legs. Kirlia’s hair has bangs that reach down to its shoulders and two red horns that look like hair pins.

Habitat: Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 5, Telekinetic, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 Double Team - Normal - Cool
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Teleport - Psychic - Cool
6 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
10 Double Team - Normal - Cool
12 Teleport - Psychic - Cool
17 Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
22 Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
25 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
31 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
36 Imprison - Psychic - Smart
39 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
45 Charm - Normal - Cute
50 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
53 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
50 Fling - Dark - Tough
53 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
55 Growl - Normal - Cute
56 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
59 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Recycle - Normal - Smart
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
75 Psysh Up - Normal - Smart
82 Dream eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
104. GARDEVOIR

Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Synchronize / Trace
Evolution:
1 - Ralts
2 - Kirlia Minimum 20
3 - Gardevoir Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 5' 3'' 1.6m
Weight : 106.7 lbs. 48.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate

Biography : Gardevoir appears to have an elegant ballroom gown with a green underside. Its head resembles a teal colored head crest. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 6, Aura, Telekinetic, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
1 - Healing Wish - Psychic - Cute
1 - Teleport - Psychic - Cool
10 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
12 - Teleport - Psychic - Cool
17 - Wish - Normal - Cute
22 - Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
25 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
33 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
40 - Imprison - Psychic - Smart
45 - Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
53 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
60 - Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
65 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
85 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 - Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 - Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 - Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
29 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 - Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 - Torment - Dark - Tough
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
48 - Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 - Snatch - Dark - Smart
52 - Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
53 - Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 - Fling - Dark - Tough
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
67 - Recycle - Normal - Smart
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 - Psycho Up - Normal - Smart
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool

85 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 - Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Pokedex Information
Height : 5' 3'' 1.6m
Weight : 114.6 lbs. 52kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 100% M 0% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate

Biology : Gallade have a white lower body that with rounded hips and strong legs. The torso is thin and colored in a balance between the green of its upper body, and the white of its lower body. Sharp red hornlike protrusions stick out from the chest and back. Gallade’s arms are shaped like tonfas with extendable blades in the elbows. His head resembles a gladiator’s helmet, with a white face and a light-teal colored head crest. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 6, Aura, Telekinetic, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
1 - Leaf Blade - Grass - Cool
1 - Leer - Normal - Cool
1 - Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
1 - Teleport - Psychic - Cool
6 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
10 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
12 - Teleport - Psychic - Cool
17 - Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
22 - Slash - Normal - Cool
25 - Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
31 - Psycho Cut - Psychic - Cool
36 - Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
39 - Feint - Normal - Beauty
45 - False Swipe - Normal - Cool
50 - Protect - Normal - Cute
53 - Close Combat - Fighting - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 - Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 - Taunt - Dark - Smart
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
81  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Tough
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Smart
67  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
65  shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
64  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
63  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
62  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
61  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
60  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
59  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
58  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
57  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
56  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
55  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
54  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
53  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
52  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
51  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
50  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
49  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
48  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
47  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
46  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
45  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
44  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
43  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
42  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
41  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
40  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
39  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
38  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
37  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
36  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
35  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
34  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
33  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
32  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
31  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
30  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
29  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
28  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
27  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
26  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
25  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
24  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
23  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
22  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
21  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
20  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
19  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
18  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
17  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
16  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
15  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
14  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
13  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
12  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
11  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
10  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
9  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
8  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
7  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
6  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
5  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
4  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
3  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
2  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
1  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
0  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute

106. SLAKOTH

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Biology: Slakoth are brown, mammalian Pocketmon with coarse fur and brown stripes on its back. It has a scruff of fur on the top of its head and a large, pink nose. Its eyelids its underbelly and the paw pads of its back feet are also pink in coloration.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest, Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 1

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
1  Yawn - Normal - Cute
7  Encore - Normal - Cute
13  Slack Off - Normal - Cute
19  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
25  Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
31  Covet - Normal - Cute
37  Counter - Fighting - Tough
43  Flail - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
08  Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute

Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days
Egg Group: Field
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Breeding Information
Weight: 52.9 lbs. 24kg
Height: 2' 7" 0.8m

Pokedex Information
Power 2, Intelligence 1
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Truant / Normalize
Evolution:
1 - Slakoth
2 - Vigoroth Minimum 15
3 - Slaking Minimum 35

Power 2, Intelligence 1

Forest, Rainforest, Taiga

Habitat:

Pokémon with coarse fur and brown stripes on its back. It has a scruff of fur on the top of its head and a large, pink nose. Its eyelids its underbelly and the paw pads of its back feet are also pink in coloration.

Biology:

Habitat:

Pokémon with coarse fur and brown stripes on its back. It has a scruff of fur on the top of its head and a large, pink nose. Its eyelids its underbelly and the paw pads of its back feet are also pink in coloration.

Habitat:

Pokémon with coarse fur and brown stripes on its back. It has a scruff of fur on the top of its head and a large, pink nose. Its eyelids its underbelly and the paw pads of its back feet are also pink in coloration.

Habitat:

Pokémon with coarse fur and brown stripes on its back. It has a scruff of fur on the top of its head and a large, pink nose. Its eyelids its underbelly and the paw pads of its back feet are also pink in coloration.

Habitat:
107. VIGOROTH

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Vital Spirit / Limber

Evolution:
1 - Slakoth
2 - Vigoroth Minimum 15
3 - Slaking Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 4’ 7” 1.4m
Weight : 102.5 lbs. 46.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field

Biology : Vigoroth is a white, with a oval shaped tuft of red fur on its forehead. It has stubby ears, triangular visible teeth in each jaw, and large eyes encircled by brown rings. The two stripes on its back and maw are also brown in coloration. It arms are fairly long in proportion to its body, and its hands and feet are equipped with two sharp black claws. Herbivore.

Habitat : Forest, Rainforest, Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 5, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 9, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Encore - Normal - Cute
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
1  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1  Uproar - Normal - Cute
7  Encore - Normal - Cute
13  Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
19  Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
25  Endure - Normal - Tough
31  Slash - Normal - Cool
37  Counter - Fighting - Tough
43  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
49  Reversal - Fighting

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

108. SLAKING

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Truant / Intimidate

Evolution:
1 - Slakoth
2 - Vigoroth Minimum 15
3 - Slaking Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 6’ 7” 2m
Weight : 287.7 lbs. 130.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field

Biology : Slaking are large, muscular Pokémon. Most of their fur is brown in coloration, along with the ring patterning encircling their eyes, but their face, chest, hands and feet are lighter. Their brows are thick. Slaking have a white collar of fur around their necks, extending towards the top of their head in a small tuft, somewhat resembling a bonnet. Omnivore.

Habitat : Forest, Rainforest, Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 9, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Encore - Normal - Cute
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
1  Yawn - Normal - Cute
7  Encore - Normal - Cute
13 Slack Off - Normal - Cute
19 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
25 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
31 Covet - Normal - Cute
36 Swagger - Normal - Cute
37 Counter - Fighting - Tough
43 Flail - Normal - Cute
49 Fling - Dark - Tough
55 Punishment - Dark - Smart
61 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Soundproof / Oblivious
Evolution:
1 - Whismur
2 - Loudred Minimum 20
3 - Exploud Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 35.9 lbs. 16.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biological Information:
Whismur has a spherical, mauve body with two stubby arms. Its ears are long with yellow tips, and it has a small, plug-like tail with a yellow crescent marking above it at its back. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave

Capabilities:
Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
2 Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
3 Roar - Normal - Cool
4 Rest - Psychic - Cute
5 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
6 Hyper Voice - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
63 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 Capture - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Egg Information:
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
Smellingsalt - Normal - Smart
Smoke Screen - Normal - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Take Down - Normal - Tough

Evolution:
Abilities: Soundproof / Vital Spirit
Type : Normal

Egg Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
Smellingsalt - Normal - Smart
Smoke Screen - Normal - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Take Down - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Habitat: Cave

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3,
Power 5, Intelligence 5

Move List
- 1: Astonish - Ghost - Smart
- 1: Howl - Normal - Cool
- 1: Pound - Normal - Tough
- 1: Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- 5: Uproar - Normal - Cool - Cool
- 11: Astonish - Ghost - Smart
- 15: Howl - Normal - Cool
- 20: Bite - Dark - Tough
- 23: Supersonic - Normal - Smart
- 29: Stomp - Normal - Tough
- 37: Screech - Normal - Smart
- 43: Roar - Normal - Cool
- 51: Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 57: Hyper Voice - Normal - Cool
- 98: Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Level Up Move List
- 1: Astonish - Ghost - Smart
- 1: Howl - Normal - Cool
- 1: Pound - Normal - Tough
- 1: Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- 5: Uproar - Normal - Cool - Cool
- 11: Astonish - Ghost - Smart
- 15: Howl - Normal - Cool
- 20: Bite - Dark - Tough
- 23: Supersonic - Normal - Smart
- 29: Stomp - Normal - Tough
- 37: Screech - Normal - Smart
- 57: Hyper Voice - Normal - Cool
- 98: Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
- Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
- Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
- Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
- Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
- Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
- Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Psyh Up - Normal - Smart
- Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
- Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
- Type: Normal
- Abilities: Soundproof / Vital Spirit
- Evolution:
  1 - Whimsun
  2 - Loudred
  Minimum 20
  3 - Explod Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
- Height: 4' 11" 1.5m
- Weight: 185.2 lbs. 84kg

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Monster / Field

Biography: Exploud is a blue, with a huge mouth, which sports two round teeth on each jaw. It has extruding tubes with holes along its body along its head, on its elbows and knees, along its back and two on the end of its two tails. The holes are tipped with yellow, and the holes along its back have yellow semicircular patterns at the sides. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3,
Power 5, Intelligence 4

Move List
- 1: Astonish - Ghost - Smart
- 1: Howl - Normal - Cool
- 1: Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
- 1: Pound - Normal - Tough
- 1: Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
- 1: Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- 5: Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- 11: Astonish - Ghost - Smart
- 15: Howl - Normal - Cool
- 20: Bite - Dark - Tough
- 23: Supersonic - Normal - Smart
- 29: Stomp - Normal - Tough
- 37: Screech - Normal - Smart
- 40: Crunch - Dark - Tough
- 45: Roar - Normal - Cool
- 55: Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 55: Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 63: Hyper Voice - Normal - Cool
- 71: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
- 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 05: Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11: Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12: Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17: Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 19: Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 20: Sunny Day - Ground - Tough
- 21: Return - Normal - Cute
- 27: Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 28: Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34: Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 35: Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 38: Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
- 39: Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 41: Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45: Attract - Normal - Cute
- 50: Overheat - Fire - Beauty
- 56: Fling - Dark - Tough

111. EXPLoud
112. ARON

Biology: Aron has a round body, four stubby legs, and a large, round head. Its body is dark gray and its eyes are a pale blue. Portions of armor cover its head, legs, and back, which has a single spike on it. Terravore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
4 Harden - Normal - Tough
8 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
11 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
15 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
22 Roar - Normal - Cool
25 Take Down - Normal - Tough
29 Iron Head - Steel - Tough
32 Protect - Normal - Cute
36 Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
39 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
43 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
46 Metal Burst - Steel - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute

69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Screech - Normal - Smart
Smellingsalt - Normal - Smart
Stomp - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute

113. LAIRON

Biology: Lairon has a stocky, armored, quadruped build. Its body is a dark gray and its eyes are sky blue. Its back is covered with segments of iron armor, each with a high ridge and round dark holes on the sides. There are two pronged metal hands on Lairon's legs. The upper is gray, and the lower is iron-colored. Terravore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 3, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Harden - Normal - Tough
1 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
1 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
4  Harden - Normal - Tough
8  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
11  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
15  Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
18  Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
22  Roar - Normal - Cool
25  Take Down - Normal - Tough
29  Iron Head - Steel - Tough
34  Protect - Normal - Cute
40  Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
45  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
51  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
56  Metal Burst - Steel - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
59  Endure - Normal - Tough
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69  Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
72  Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

4  Harden - Normal - Tough
8  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
11  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
15  Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
18  Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
22  Roar - Normal - Cool
25  Take Down - Normal - Tough
29  Iron Head - Steel - Tough
34  Protect - Normal - Cute
40  Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
45  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
51  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
56  Metal Burst - Steel - Beauty

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Steel / Rock
- **Abilities**: Sturdy / Rock Head
- **Evolution**: 1 - Aron
2 - Lairon Minimum 30
3 - Aggron Minimum 40

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 6’11” 2.1m
- **Weight**: 793.7 lbs. 360kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Monster

**TM/HM Move List**
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool

**Move List**
Level Up Move List
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
1  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
4  Harden - Normal - Tough
8  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
11  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
15  Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
18  Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
22  Roar - Normal - Cool
25  Take Down - Normal - Tough
29  Iron Head - Steel - Tough
34  Protect - Normal - Cute
40  Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
48  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
57  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
65  Metal Burst - Steel - Beauty

**Tutor Move List**
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spit - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute

**Habitat**: Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 5,
Intelligence 4, Sinker

**Biology**: Aggron are huge, black and gray, monstrous bipedal Pokémon. They have a thick, long, black tail and they have large armor plating on their body and head. The uppermost plate is pointed, possessing two pairs of holes on its upper section, with four protruding from the foremost holes. It has pointed black bands on its shoulders, and gray bands on their arms and legs. Terravore.

**TM/HM Move List**
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart

**Intelligence 4, Sinker**

**Habitat**: Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 5,
Intelligence 4, Sinker

**Biology**: Aggron are huge, black and gray, monstrous bipedal Pokémon. They have a thick, long, black tail and they have large armor plating on their body and head. The uppermost plate is pointed, possessing two pairs of holes on its upper section, with four protruding from the foremost holes. It has pointed black bands on its shoulders, and gray bands on their arms and legs. Terravore.

**Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F

**Breeding Information**
- **Weight**: 793.7 lbs. 360kg
- **Height**: 6’11” 2.1m
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Block - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Duskull resembles a small hooded masked form in a black robe with a crossbones drawing on its back. Its mask resembles the front of a skull. It also seems to have a single eye that floats between the eye sockets in its mask. Nullivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Forest, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Invisibility, Phasing

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
2  Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
3  Disable - Normal - Smart
4  Foresight - Normal - Smart
5  Astonish - Ghost - Smart
6  Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
7  Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
8  Pursuit - Dark - Smart
9  Curse - Special Case - Tough
10  Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
11  Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
12  Payback - Dark - Cool
13  Future Sight - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04  Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  psychic - psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
48  Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49  Snatch - Dark - Smart
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
61  Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63  Embargo - Dark - Cute
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Grudge - Ghost - Tough
Imprison - Psychic - Smart
Memento - Dark - Tough
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Ghost
Abilities: Levitate / Synchronize
Evolution:
1 - Duskull
2 - Dusclops Minimum 35
3 - Dusknoir Holding Minimum Reaper Cloth 45

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 7” 0.8m
Weight : 33.1 lbs. 15kg

115. DUSKULL

Vital Information
Type : Ghost
Abilities: Levitate / Synchronize
Evolution:
1 - Duskull
2 - Dusclops Minimum 35
3 - Dusknoir Holding Minimum Reaper Cloth 45

Pokedex Information
Height : 5’ 3” 1.6m
Weight : 67.5 lbs. 30.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate

Biology: Dusclops has a roundish grey body with two stubby legs. It has single red eye, and its hands appear to be directly attached to its body. It appears to have two bandage ends coming out of its backside. Nullivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Forest, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Invisibility, Phasing

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bind - Normal - Tough
1  Disable - Normal - Smart
1  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
1  Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
1  Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty

116. DUSCLOPS
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
1 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
6 Disable - Normal - Smart
9 Foresight - Normal - Smart
14 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
17 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
22 Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
25 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
30 Curse - Special Case - Tough
33 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
37 Shadow Punch - Ghost - Smart
43 Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
51 Payback - Dark - Cool
61 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Ember - Dark - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
89 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Grudge - Ghost - Tough
Impression - Psychic - Smart
Memento - Dark - Tough
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Ghost
Abilities: Pressure / Levitate

Evolution:
1 - Duskull
2 - Dusclops Minimum 35
3 - Dusknoir Holding Minimum Reaper Cloth 45

Pokedex Information
Height: 7’ 3’’ 2.2m
Weight: 235 lbs. 106.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate

Biology : Dusknoir’s body is mostly black, with two almond shaped eye-like markings and a yellow horizontal zigzag line on its torso which can open like a mouth. Two yellow bands are near its black wrists, with gray hands. It has a cylinder-shaped head and a single black glaring eye with a yellow iris and a red pupil. Nullivore.

Habitat :
Cave, Forest, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Invisibility, Phasing, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Bind - Normal - Tough
1 Disable - Normal - Smart
1 Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty

1 Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
1 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
1 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
6 Disable - Normal - Smart
9 Foresight - Normal - Smart
14 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
17 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
22 Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
25 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
30 Curse - Special Case - Tough
33 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
37 Shadow Punch - Ghost - Smart
43 Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
51 Payback - Dark - Cool
61 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Ember - Dark - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
Pokedex Information
- Height: 2' 7" 0.8m
- Weight: 87.1 lbs. 39.5kg

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Water 1 / Field
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Spheals are round, blue Pokémon. Their fluffy fur is a powdered blue color, with several white spots on its back and a beige underside. They have small tusks protruding from their upper jaw, stubby ears, beige flippers and a little flat tail. Herbivore.

Habitat: Artic, Ocean, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 4, Underwater 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Icestep

Move List
- Level Up Move List
  1. Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
  2. Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
  3. Water Gun - Water - Cute
  4. Encore - Normal - Cute
  5. Growl - Normal - Cute
  6. Ice Ball - Ice - Beauty
  7. Body Slam - Normal - Tough
  8. Hail - Ice - Beauty
  9. Rest - Psychic - Cute
  10. Snow - Normal - Cute
  11. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
  12. Sheer Cold - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
- 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 06 Toxidrome - Poison - Smart
- 07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 15 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 16 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart

42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
59 Drine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
- Curse - Special Case - Tough
- Fissure - Ground - Tough
- Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
- Spit Up - Normal - Tough
- Stockpile - Normal - Tough
- Swallow - Normal - Tough
- Water Sport - Water - Cute
- Yawn - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
- Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
- Dive - Water - Beauty
- Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
- Snow - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Vital Information
- Type: Ice / Water
- Abilities: Thick Fat / Ice Body
- Evolution:
  1 - Spheal
  2 - Sealeo Minimum 30
  3 - Walrein Minimum 45

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Water 1 / Field

Biography: Sealeo is blue, and has a short tail and thick, white whiskers in the shape of a half circle. Sealeo has beige coloration on the underside of its throat and chest, and a speckled tan patterning around the edges. Sealeo also has small fangs or tusks protruding out of its upper jaw. Omnivore.

Habitat: Artic, Ocean, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 4, Underwater 3, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Icestep

Move List
- Level Up Move List
  1. Encore - Normal - Cute
  2. Growl - Normal - Cute
  3. Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
  4. Water Gun - Water - Cute
  5. Encore - Normal - Cute
13 Ice Ball - Ice - Beauty
19 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
25 Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty
31 Hail - Ice - Beauty
32 Swagger - Normal - Cute
39 Rest - Psychic - Cute
39 Snore - Normal - Cute
47 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
55 Sheer Cold - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Brine - Water - Smart
47 Endure - Normal - Tough
48 Block - Normal - Cute
58 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

120. WALREIN

Vital Information
Type : Ice / Water
Abilities: Thick Fat / Ice Body
Evolution:
1 - Spheal
2 - Sealeo Minimum 30
3 - Walrein Minimum 45

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 7" 1.4m
Weight : 332 lbs. 150.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Walrein is a large, blubbery Pokemon, primarily blue. Walrein has two long, yellow tusks. Walrein’s irises are also yellow, and it has large, white features, resembling sea foam extending from the sides of its head like a mane. Walrein has white pattering around its neck in the form of two encircling stripes. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Artic, Ocean, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Freezer, Icestep

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Crunch - Dark - Tough
1 Encore - Normal - Cute
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
1 Water Gun - Water - Cute
7 Encore - Normal - Cute
13 Ice Ball - Ice - Beauty
19 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
25 Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty
31 Hail - Ice - Beauty
32 Swagger - Normal - Cute
39 Rest - Psychic - Cute
39 Snore - Normal - Cute
44 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
52 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
65 Sheer Cold - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Brine - Water - Smart
47 Endure - Normal - Tough
48 Block - Normal - Cute
58 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

121. SHINX

Vital Information
Type : Electric
Abilities: Intimidate / Rivalry
Evolution:
1 - Shinx
2 - Luxio Minimum 15
3 - Luxray Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight : 20.9 lbs. 9.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Shinx is a small, skinny Pokemon, primarily white. Shinx has a long, yellow tail. Shinx has large, yellow irises. Shinx has two small, white features on its head, resembling sea foam extending from the sides of its head like a mane. Shinx has white pattering around its neck in the form of two encircling stripes. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Artic, Ocean, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Freezer, Icestep

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Crunch - Dark - Tough
1 Encore - Normal - Cute
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
1 Water Gun - Water - Cute
7 Encore - Normal - Cute
13 Ice Ball - Ice - Beauty
19 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
25 Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty
31 Hail - Ice - Beauty
32 Swagger - Normal - Cute
39 Rest - Psychic - Cute
39 Snore - Normal - Cute
44 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
52 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
65 Sheer Cold - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Brine - Water - Smart
47 Endure - Normal - Tough
48 Block - Normal - Cute
58 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cute
Super Fang - Normal - Tough
**Biology:** Shinx is mostly blue with black fur under its neck, and black fur under its torso. It has a long black tail with a gold four-pointed star on the end. Its forelegs each have a gold ring around them; It has large, oval ears with gold, star-like symbols on them. Carnivore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Grassland

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  5. Leer - Normal - Cool
  9. Charge - Electric - Smart
  13. Spark - Electric - Cool
  17. Bite - Dark - Tough
  21. Roar - Normal - Cool
  25. Swagger - Normal - Cute
  29. Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
  29. Crunch - Dark - Tough
  37. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
  41. Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Electric
- **Abilities:** Intimidate / Rivalry
  - Evolution:
    1. Shinx
    2. Luxio Minimum 15
    3. Luxray Minimum 30
- **Pokedex Information**
  - **Height:** 2' 11" 0.9m
  - **Weight:** 67.2 lbs. 30.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Field

---

**Biology:** Luxio is a bipedal mammal. It has a black mane around its face, ands two yellow rings around each of its front legs. Its skin is blue but most of its body is covered in black fur. It has a long black tail with a gold four-pointed star on the end. Carnivore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Grassland

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Tracker, Zapper

**Level Up Move List**
- 01 Leer - Normal - Cool
- 05 Leer - Normal - Cool
- 09 Charge - Electric - Smart
- 13 Spark - Electric - Cool
- 17 Bite - Dark - Tough
- 18 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Electric
- **Abilities:** Intimidate / Rivalry
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Shinx
  - 2 - Luxio Minimum 15
  - 3 - Luxray Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 4' 7" 1.4m
- **Weight:** 92.6 lbs. 42kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Field

**Biological:** Luxray is a bipedal mammal. It has a thick black mane around its face spiking backwards off its head, ands three yellow rings around each of its front legs. Its skin is blue but most of its body is covered in thick, spiky, black fur. It has a long black tail with a gold four-pointed star on the end. Carnivore.
**124. CATERPIE**

**Habitat:** Cave, Grassland, Mountain

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker, Zapper

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1  Charge - Electric - Smart
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
5  Leer - Normal - Cool
9  Charge - Electric - Smart
13  Spark - Electric - Cool
23  Roar - Normal - Cool
28  Swagger - Normal - Cute
35  Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough

**Vital Information**

**Type:** Bug

**Abilities:** Shield Dust / Oblivious

**Evolution:**
1 - Caterpie
2 - Metapod Minimum 5
3 - Butterfree Minimum 10

**Pokedex Information**

**Height:** 1' 0" 0.3m

**Weight:** 6.4 lbs. 2.9kg

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F

**Egg Group:** Bug

**Average Hatch Rate:** 7 Days

**Biology:** Caterpie is a small Pokemon with yellow ring-shaped markings down the sides of its body. It has a bright orange antennae on its head. Herbivore.

**Habitat:** Forest

**Capabilities:** Overland 2, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Threaded

**125. METAPOD**

**Habitat:** Forest

**Capabilities:** Overland 2, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Threaded

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1  Charge - Bug - Smart
1  String Shot - Bug - Smart
7  Tackle - Normal - Tough
15  Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

**Move List**

**Tutor Move List**

**Snore - Normal - Cute**

**String Shot - Bug - Smart**

**126. BUTTERFREE**

**Habitat:** Forest

**Capabilities:** Overland 1, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Threaded

**Vital Information**

**Type:** Bug / Flying

**Abilities:** Compoundeyes / Sheild Dust

**Evolution:**
1 - Caterpie
2 - Metapod Minimum 5
3 - Butterfree Minimum 10

**Pokedex Information**

**Height:** 3' 7" 1.1m

**Weight:** 70.5 lbs. 32kg

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F

**Egg Group:** Bug

**Biology:** Butterfree has four legs, which are a pale blue color. Butterfree's body is a darker purple-blue. It has large veined wings which are white with black markings. It has large compound eyes which are a reddish color. Butterfree's wings are covered in fine scales. Herbivore.

**Habitat:** Forest

**Capabilities:** Overland 1, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Threaded

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
7  Harden - Normal - Tough

**Move List**

**Tutor Move List**

**Iron Defense - Steel - Tough**

**Bug Bite - Bug - Tough**

**String Shot - Bug - Smart**
Capabilities: Overland 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
10  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
12  Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
12  Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
16  Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
18  Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
20  Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
24  Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
28  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
30  Tailwind - Flying - Smart
34  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
36  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
40  Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
48  Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
53  Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
62  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Poison
Abilities: Shield Dust / Oblivious
Evolution:
1 - Weedle
2 - Kakuna Minimum 5
3 - Beedrill Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight: 7.1 lbs 3.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

127. WEEDLE

Biology: Weedle is a small, yellow larval Pokémon with a segmented body. Weedle has little pink feet and a pink, round nose. Weedle has a stinger on both its tail and head. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
1  String Shot - Bug - Smart
15  Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

Tutor Move List
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

128. KAKUNA

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Poison
Abilities: Shield Dust / Poison Point
Evolution:
1 - Weedle
2 - Kakuna Minimum 5
3 - Beedrill Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight: 22 lbs 10kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Biology: Kakuna is a yellow, cone-shaped Pokémon. Kakuna has a dome-shaped head and black, triangular eyes. Nullivore.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 1, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
7  Harden - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

129. BEEDRILL

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Poison
Abilities: Swarm / Poison Point
Evolution:
1 - Weedle
2 - Kakuna Minimum 5
3 - Beedrill Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 3" 1m
Weight: 65 lbs 29.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Biology: Beedrill is a large, gray larval Pokémon with a segmented body. Beedrill has a black head and a long, black tail. Beedrill has two stingers on its tail. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 5, Power 3, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
1  String Shot - Bug - Smart
15  Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

Tutor Move List
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Poison
Abilities: Shield Dust / Poison Point
Evolution:
1 - Weedle
2 - Kakuna Minimum 5
3 - Beedrill Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight: 22 lbs 10kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Biology: Beedrill are yellow Pokemon, with three body segments. It has red eyes on its head and arms tipped with long stingers from its middle. It has veined wings, and another stinger on its back. Stripped bottom segment. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
10  Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
13  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
16  Twineedle - Bug - Cool
19  Rage - Normal - Cool
22  Pursuit - Dark - Smart
25  Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart
28  Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
31  Agility - Psychic - Cool
34  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
37  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
40  Endeavor - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
54  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
62  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
81  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Keen Eye / Tangled Feet
Evolution:
1 - Pidgey
2 - Pidgeotto Minimum 15
3 - Pidgeot Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’ 0” 0.3m
Weight: 4 lbs. 1.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Egg Group: Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biological: Pidgey is a small, plump-bodied avian. It is a brown color, with a lighter colored throat and belly. The tips of its wings share this cream color. Both its feet and beak are a pinkish-gray color. Its plumage is fairly short. It has black markings around its eyes. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
5  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
9  Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
13  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
17  Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
21  Twister - Dragon - Cool
25  Featherdance - Flying - Beauty
29  Agility - Psychic - Cool
33  Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
37  Roost - Flying - Cool
41  Tailwind - Flying - Smart
45  Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
49  Air Slash - Flying - Cool

Egg Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Air Slash - Flying - Cool
Brave Bird - Flying - Cute
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
Pidgeotto

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Normal / Flying
- **Abilities:** Keen Eye / Tangled Feet
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Pidgey
  - 2 - Pidgeotto Minimum 15
  - 3 - Pidgeotto Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 3’ 7” / 1.1m
- **Weight:** 66.1 lbs. / 30kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Flying

**Biology:** Pidgeotto is a large avian. Its mostly brown, with its plumage colored. Its head-crest is red. The plumage of its tail alternates between red and yellow. It has pinkish-gray feet and black markings around its eyes. Carnivore.

**Habitat:**
- Forest

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  - 1 - Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
  - 1 - Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  - 1 - Tackle - Normal - Tough
  - 5 - Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  - 9 - Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
  - 13 - Quick Attack - Normal - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**
- 06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 27 - Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- 42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
- 47 - Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
- 51 - Roost - Flying - Cool
- 58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
- 78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 88 - Pluck - Flying - Cool
- 89 - U-Turn - Bug - Cute
- 90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 94 - Fly - Flying - Smart
- 97 - Defog - Flying - Beauty

Pidgeot

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Normal / Flying
- **Abilities:** Keen Eye / Tangled Feet
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Pidgey
  - 2 - Pidgeotto Minimum 15
  - 3 - Pidgeotto Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 4’ 11” / 1.5m
- **Weight:** 87.1 lbs. / 39.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Flying

**Biology:** Pidgeot is noticeably larger than its pre-evolutions. Its underbelly is a tan color, and it has pinkish-gray feet and black markings around its eyes. Carnivore.

**Habitat:**
- Forest

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 7, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Guster

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  - 1 - Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
  - 1 - Sand-Attack - Ground - Cool
  - 1 - Tackle - Normal - Tough
  - 2 - Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
  - 1 - Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  - 1 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 5 - Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**
- 06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 27 - Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- 42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
- 47 - Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
- 51 - Roost - Flying - Cool
- 58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
- 68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 88 - Pluck - Flying - Cool
- 89 - U-Turn - Bug - Cute
- 90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 94 - Fly - Flying - Smart
- 97 - Defog - Flying - Beauty

**Tutor Move List**
- Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
- Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Twister - Dragon - Cool
- Uproar - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Cool
- Tailwind - Flying - Smart
### 133. PICHU

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Electric
- **Abilities:** Static / Cute Charm
- **Evolution:**
  1. Pichu
  2. Pikachu (Minimum 10)
  3. Raichu (Thunderstone)

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 1' 0'' 0.3m
- **Weight:** 4.4 lbs. 2kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% Male 50% Female
- **Egg Group:** Field / Fairy
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 4 Days

**Biology:** Pichu is a small rodent. Its fur is very short, and it has bright yellow coloration. The tips of its large ears are black, and it has additional black markings on its neck and tail. Its tail bears some resemblance to a lightning-bolt. It has pink cheeks. Herbivore.

**Habitat:**
- Forest, Grassland, Urban

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Charm - Normal - Cute
  2. Thundershock - Electric - Cool
  3. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  4. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
  5. Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
  6. Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute

- **TM/HM Move List**
  06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  17. Protect - Normal - Cute
  18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
  23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  25. Thunder - Electric - Cool
  27. Return - Normal - Cute
  32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
  42. Facade - Normal - Cute
  43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
  45. Attract - Normal - Cute
  56. Fling - Dark - Tough
  57. Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
  58. Endure - Normal - Tough
  70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
  73. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

**Egg Move List**
- **Bide - Normal - Tough**
- **Charge - Electric - Smart**
- **Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
- **Encore - Normal - Cute**
- **Fake Out - Normal - Cute**
- **Present - Normal - Cute**
- **Reversal - Fighting**
- **Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool**
- **Tickle - Normal - Cute**
- **Volt Tackle - Electric - Cool**
- **Wish - Normal - Cute**

**Tutor Move List**
- **Helping Hand - Normal - Smart**

---

### 134. PIKACHU

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Electric
- **Abilities:** Static / Cute Charm
- **Evolution:**
  1. Pichu
  2. Pikachu (Minimum 10)
  3. Raichu (Thunderstone)

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 1' 4'' 0.4m
- **Weight:** 13.2 lbs. 6kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% Male 50% Female
- **Egg Group:** Field / Fairy
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 4 Days

**Biology:** A Pikachu is a short, chubby, rodent. Pikachu have short, yellow fur with brown stripes on the back, black-tipped ears, along with an unusually shaped tail, resembling a lightning bolt. Pikachu has red cheeks. Herbivore.

**Habitat:**
- Forest, Grassland, Urban

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3,
- Power 1, Intelligence 4, Zapper

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Growl - Normal - Cute
  2. Thundershock - Electric - Cool
  3. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  4. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
  5. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
  6. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  7. Slam - Normal - Tough
  8. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  9. Feint - Normal - Beauty
  10. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  11. Agility - Psychic - Cool
  12. Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
  13. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  14. Thunder - Electric - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**
- **01. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough**
- **06. Toxic - Poison - Smart**
- **10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart**
- **16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty**
- **17. Protect - Normal - Cute**
- **18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough**
- **21. Frustration - Normal - Cute**
- **23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool**
- **24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool**
- **25. Thunder - Electric - Cool**
- **27. Return - Normal - Cute**
- **28. Dig - Ground - Smart**
- **31. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool**
- **32. Double Team - Normal - Cool**
- **34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool**
- **42. Facade - Normal - Cute**
- **43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
- **44. Rest - Psychic - Cute**
- **45. Attract - Normal - Cute**
- **56. Fling - Dark - Tough**
- **57. Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty**
- **58. Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **70. Flash - Normal - Beauty**
- **73. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool**

---

**Egg Move List**
- **Bide - Normal - Tough**
- **Charge - Electric - Smart**
- **Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
- **Encore - Normal - Cute**
- **Fake Out - Normal - Cute**
- **Present - Normal - Cute**
- **Reversal - Fighting**
- **Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool**
- **Tickle - Normal - Cute**
- **Volt Tackle - Electric - Cool**
- **Wish - Normal - Cute**

**Tutor Move List**
- **Helping Hand - Normal - Smart**

---

**Mimic - Normal - Cute**
**Sky Attack - Flying - Cool**
**Tailwind - Flying - Smart**
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Electric
Abilities: Static / Motor Drive
Evolution:
1 - Pichu
2 - Pikachu Minimum 10
3 - Raichu Thunderstone

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 7" 0.8m
Weight: 66.1 lbs. 30kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field / Fairy

Biography: Raichu is a rather small bipedal rodent. Raichu has long ears and feet, and stubby arms. Raichu has two horizontal brown stripes on its back. Its long, thin tail has a broad, lightning bolt-shaped end. Raichu is yellow-brownish in color, with a white belly. Its cheek sacs are yellow. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Zapper

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
1 Thundershock - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool

42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

135. RAICHU

136. CLEFFA

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Cute Charm / Magic Guard
Evolution:
1 - Cleffa
2 - Clefairy Minimum 10
3 - Clefable Moon Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight: 6.6 lbs. 3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 25% M 75% F
Egg Group : Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 4 Days

Biology: Cleffa are very small pink creatures that are vaguely star-shaped in appearance. They have pink bodies and brown ears. They also have a curl on their forehead and a small tail. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charm - Normal - Cute
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
4 Encore - Normal - Cute
7 Sing - Normal - Cute
10 Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
13 Copycat - Normal - Cool
Tutor Move List

Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Trick - Trick - Psychic - Smart
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Softboiled - Normal - Beauty
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio : 25% M 75% F

Biography : Clefairy appears as a bipedal pink creature. It has stocky limbs and a round body which gives it a chubby appearance. It also possess large sensitive ears that have brown tips. It has small wings that seem incapable of flight, but allow it to bounce gracefully. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 3

Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
4 Encore - Normal - Cute
7 Sing - Normal - Cute
10 Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
13 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
16 Follow Me - Normal - Cute
19 Minimize - Normal - Cool
22 Wake-Up Slap - Fighting - Smart
25 Cosmic Power - Psychic - Cool
28 Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
31 Metronome - Normal - Cute
34 Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
37 Moonlight - Normal - Beauty
40 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
42 Follow Me - Normal - Cute
43 Sand Stream - Water - Cool
46 Healing Wish - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List

01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Normal - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
50 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
74 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psycho - Normal - Smart
78 Cognitive - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knob - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List

Bounce - Flying - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Vital Information

Type: Normal
Abilities: Cute Charm / Magic Guard

Evolution:
1 - Cleffa
2 - Clefairy
3 - Clefable

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 3" 1.3m
Weight: 88.2 lbs. 40kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 25% M 75% F
Egg Group: Fairy

Average Hatch Rate: 4 Days

Biology: Clefable is a pink bipedal pokémon. It has stocky limbs and a round body which gives it a chubby appearance. It has a large, soft, curled tail. Its wings are a deep shade of pink. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 5, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List

Level Up Move List
1. Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
2. Metronome - Normal - Cute
3. Minimize - Normal - Cute
4. Sing - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04. Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20. Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
24. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
25. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
27. Return - Normal - Cute
28. Dig - Ground - Smart
29. Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
33. Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35. Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38. Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
49. Snatch - Dark - Smart
52. Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56. Fling - Dark - Tough
57. Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
60. Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
67. Recycle - Normal - Smart
68. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
73. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
76. Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77. Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
96. Strength - Normal - Tough
98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
 Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Softboiled - Normal - Beauty
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Vital Information

Type : Normal
Abilities: Cute Charm / Hustle

Evolution:
1 - Igglybuff
2 - Jigglypuff
3 - Wigglytuff

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’0” 0.3m
Weight: 2.2 lbs. 1kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 25% M 75% F
Egg Group: Fairy

Average Hatch Rate: 4 Days

Biology: Igglybuff is a small, bipedal balloon-like animal that is pink all over. It has a rounded tuft of hair on top of its head, a small swirl-like pattern on its forehead, and red. Igglybuff have small, stubby limbs. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Inflatable

Move List

Level Up Move List
1. Charm - Normal - Cute
1. Sing - Normal - Cute
5. Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
9. Pound - Normal - Tough
13. Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
17. Copycat - Normal - Cool
**Tutor Move List**
- Substitute - Normal - Smart
- Swagger - Normal - Cute
- Substitute - Normal - Smart
- Strength - Normal - Tough

**TM/HM Move List**
- Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Toxycide - Poison - Smart
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
- Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- Thunder - Electric - Cool
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Dig - Ground - Smart
- Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Reflect - Psychic - Smart
- Thunder Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Loudpea - Grass - Beauty
- Disguise - Normal - Beauty

**Power 1, Intelligence 3, Inflatable**

**Move List**
- Sing - Normal - Cute
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Pound - Normal - Tough
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Corkscrew Punch - Fighting - Tough
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
- Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
- Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
- Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
- Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart
- Role Play - Psychic - Cute

**Vital Information**
- Type: Normal
- Abilities: Cute Charm / Hustle
- Evolution:
  - 1 - Jigglypuff
  - 2 - Jigglypuff Minimum 10
  - 3 - Wigglypuff Moon Stone

**Pokedex Information**
- Height: 1’ 8” 0.5m
- Weight: 12.1 lbs. 5.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 25% M 75% F
- Egg Group: Fairy

**Egg Group**: Fairy
**Gender Ratio**: 25% M 75% F

**Breeding Information**
- Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3,
- Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3,
141. WIGGLYTUFF

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Cute Charm / Hustle

Evolution:
1 - Igglybuff
2 - Jigglypuff Minimum 10
3 - Wigglytuff Moon Stone

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 3" 1m
Weight : 26.5 lbs. 12kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 25% M 75% F
Egg Group : Fairy

Biology: Wigglytuff resembles a pink blob with a fluffy tuft of fur on its head and long pointed ears and a white belly. It has large blue eyes and stubby arms and legs. Herbivore.

Habitat : Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Grassland, Urban

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
1 - Disable - Normal - Smart
1 - Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
1 - Sing - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Snatch - Dark - Smart
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

142. HAPPINY

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Natural Cure / Serene Grace

Evolution:
1 - Happiny
2 - Chansey Oval Stone
3 - Blissey Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 53.8 lbs. 24.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 0% M 100% F
Egg Group : Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 25 Days

Biology: Happiny is a small Pokémon shaped like an egg. Happiny has a smooth light pink body. At the top of her head is a curvy outgrowth that looks like hair, but has the same color and texture as her body. It has three round bumps on her forehead. Its pouch surrounds the lower half of her body. It is red with a white stripe around its top. Herbivore.

Habitat : Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Charm - Normal - Cute
1 - Pound - Normal - Tough
5 - Copycat - Normal - Cool
9 - Refresh - Normal - Cute
12 - Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Present - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Natural Cure / Serene Grace
Evolution:
1 - Happiny
2 - Chansey Oval Stone
3 - Blissey Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight : 76.3 lbs. 34.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 0% M 100% F
Egg Group : Fairy

Biology : Chansey have pink, egg-shaped bodies. They have hair-like outgrowths on the side of their heads. Chansey have stubby limbs and a short tail. Chansey’s lower body has a pouch that holds eggs. Herbivore.

Habitat : Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
5 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
9 Refresh - Normal - Cute
12 Softboiled - Normal - Beauty
16 Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
20 Minimize - Normal - Cute
23 Sing - Normal - Cute
27 Fling - Dark - Tough
31 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
34 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
38 Egg Bomb - Normal - Tough
42 Healing Wish - Psychic - Cute
46 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Heal Bell - Normal - Smart
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Present - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismictun - Fighting - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
144. BLISSEY

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Natural Cure / Serene Grace
Evolution:
1 - Happiny
2 - Chansey Oval Stone
3 - Blissey Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight: 103.2 lbs. 46.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
Egg Group: Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 4 Days

Biology: Blissey has a large egg shaped body, one half pink and the other white. It has small fluffy ears and wing-like appendages at the end of her small arms. It also has a pink pouch on her belly to hold eggs inside. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Urban
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
2 Pound - Normal - Tough
5 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
9 Refresh - Normal - Cute
12 Softboiled - Normal - Beauty
16 Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
20 Minimize - Normal - Cute
23 Sing - Normal - Cute
27 Fling - Dark - Tough
31 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
34 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
38 Egg Bomb - Normal - Tough
42 Healing Wish - Psychic - Cute
46 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psysh UP - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Block - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

145. AZURILL

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Huge Power / Thick Fat
Evolution:
1 - Azurill
2 - Marill Minimum 10
3 - Azumarill Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 0’ 8” 0.2m
Weight: 4.4 lbs. 2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 25% M 75% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 4 Days

Biology: Azurill’s ball tail about the same size as its small, blue, ball like body. It has white spots to the side of its cheeks. It also has no arms and only very small feet. Herbivore.

Habitat: Freshwater
Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 4, Underwater 2, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Splash - Normal - Cute
2 Charm - Normal - Cute
7 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
10 Bubble - Water - Cute
15 Slam - Normal - Tough
18 Water Gun - Water - Cute
146. MARILL

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Huge Power / Thick Fat
Evolution:
1 - Azurill
2 - Marill Minimum 10
3 - Azumarill Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight : 18.7 lbs. 8.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Fairy

Biology: Marill is a small blue mammalian Pokémon. It has a nearly spherical shape with a white underside and round ears with red insides. It also possesses a wiry black tail with a blue ball on the end of it. Herbivore.

Habitat: Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 4, Underwater 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
2 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
7 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
10 Water Gun - Water - Cute
15 Rollout - Rock - Tough
18 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Tough
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Encore - Normal - Cute
Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
Refresh - Normal - Cute
Sing - Normal - Cute
Slam - Normal - Tough
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Huge Power / Thick Fat
Evolution:
1 - Azurill
2 - Marill Minimum 10
3 - Azumarill Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 7" 0.8m
Weight : 62.8 lbs. 28.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Fairy
Biology: Azumarill is a blue mammalian Pokémon. It has a nearly ovular shape with a white and white-speckled, bubble-like pattern on its underside. Azumarill also has elongated ears with red insides. Azumarill possesses a wiry black tail with blue ball on its end. Herbivore.

Habitat: Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Fountain

Level Up Move List
1: Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
2: Tackle - Normal - Tough
1: Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1: Water Gun - Water - Cute
1: Rollout - Rock - Tough
1: Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
1: Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
1: Body Slam - Normal - Tough
1: Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
1: Rollout - Rock - Tough
1: Snore - Normal - Cute
1: Swift - Normal - Cool
1: Brine - Water - Tough
1: Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
1: Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
1: Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
1: Mimic - Normal - Cute
1: Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Egg Move List
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Grass / Flying
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Leaf Guard
Evolution:
1: Hoppip
2: Skiploom Minimum 15
3: Jumpluff Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 1.1 lbs 0.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Fairy / Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Hoppip has a small, round pink body with long green sprouts, with jagged leaves coming out of its head. It also has big, triangular ears with dark insides, small arms and legs, and a tiny tail. Phototroph.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 2, Jump 5, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Level Up Move List
1: Splash - Normal - Cute
4: Synthesis - Grass - Smart
7: Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
10: Tackle - Normal - Tough
12: Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
14: Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
16: Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
19: Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
22: Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
25: Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
28: Cotton Spore - Grass - Beauty
31: U-Turn - Bug - Cute
34: Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
37: Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
40: Bounce - Flying - Cute
43: Memento - Dark - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
09: Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11: Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12: Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
14: Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
22: Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27: Return - Normal - Cute
32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
40: Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42: Facade - Normal - Cute
43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
45: Attract - Normal - Cute
52: Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56: Fling - Dark - Tough
58: Endure - Normal - Tough
68: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82: Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83: Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86: Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87: Swagger - Normal - Cute
90: Substitute - Normal - Smart
95: Surf - Water - Beauty
96: Strength - Normal - Tough
98: Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99: Waterfall - Water - Tough
101: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

Encore - Normal - Cute
Confusion - Psychic - Smart
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Reflect - Psychic - Smart
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
09: Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11: Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12: Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
14: Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
22: Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27: Return - Normal - Cute
32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
40: Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42: Facade - Normal - Cute
43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
45: Attract - Normal - Cute
52: Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56: Fling - Dark - Tough
58: Endure - Normal - Tough
68: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82: Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83: Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86: Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87: Swagger - Normal - Cute
90: Substitute - Normal - Smart
95: Surf - Water - Beauty
96: Strength - Normal - Tough
98: Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99: Waterfall - Water - Tough
101: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
### Skiploom

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Grass / Flying
- **Abilities:** Chlorophyll / Leaf Guard
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Hoppip
  - 2 - Skiploom Minimum 15
  - 3 - Jumpluff Minimum 30

**Habitat:**
- Forest, Grassland

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 5, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

**Biology:**
- Jumpluff has a round, green body with stubby arms, feet, and tail. It has large, flat ears on the sides of its head and a yellow bloom with short petals on the top. Skiploom has ovular red eyes with no pupils. Phototroph.

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Fairy / Plant

**Pokedex Information**
- 3 - Jumpluff Minimum 30
- 2 - Skiploom Minimum 15
- 1 - Hoppip

**Evolution:**
- Abilities: Chlorophyll / Leaf Guard

**Type:** Grass / Flying

**Vital Information**
- **Height:** 2' 0" 0.6m
- **Weight:** 2.2 lbs. 1kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Fairy / Plant

**Biology:**
- Jumpluff’s body is blue and round. Three cotton puffs, almost as large as the body itself, extend off it: one on each arm, and one on top of its head. Four short leaves grow at the base of the top puff. Jumpluff has round feet and a small tail, and its eyes are red and beady. Phototroph.

**Habitat:**
- Forest, Grassland

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump 5, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

**Tutor Move List**
- Bounce - Flying - Cute
- Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Synthesis - Grass - Smart
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Tackle - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  - 1 Splash - Normal - Cute
  - 1 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
  - 1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
  - 1 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  - 4 Synthesis - Grass - Smart

---

### Jumpluff

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Grass / Flying
- **Abilities:** Chlorophyll / Leaf Guard
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Hoppip
  - 2 - Skiploom Minimum 15
  - 3 - Jumpluff Minimum 30

**Habitat:**
- Forest, Grassland

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump 5, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

**Tutor Move List**
- Bounce - Flying - Cute
- Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Synthesis - Grass - Smart
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  - 1 Splash - Normal - Cute
  - 1 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
  - 1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
  - 1 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  - 4 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
151. WURMPLE

Vital Information
Type: Bug
Abilities: Shield Dust / Oblivious
Evolution:
1 - Wurmple
2 - Silcoon Minimum 5 Day
3 - Beautifly Minimum 10
2 - Cascoon Minimum 5 Night
3 - Dustox Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight: 7.9 lbs. 3.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Wurmple’s body is colored red at the top and a cream color on the belly. Its eyes are large and yellow with dark pupils. Wurmple has a sharp yellow stinger on its head and two, also yellow in coloration, on its rear. Behind its forehead spike is a tall, red spine with a similar spine behind that. Wurmple has small spikes running down the top portions of its body and five pairs of stubby white limbs. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinkers, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  String Shot - Bug - Smart
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
5  Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
15  Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

Tutor Move List
Snore - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

152. SILCOON

Vital Information
Type: Bug
Abilities: Shed Skin / Shield Dust
Evolution:
1 - Wurmple
2 - Silcoon Minimum 5
3 - Beautifly Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight: 22 lbs. 10kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Biology: Silcoon is a white round Pokémon with limbs which it uses to attach itself to tree branches. There is a small hole in its silky skin that it can see through with its two red eyes. Nullivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 1, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinkers, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
7  Harden - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Tough

153. BEAUTIFLY

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Flying
Abilities: Swarm / Shield Dust
Evolution:
1 - Wurmple
2 - Silcoon Minimum 5
3 - Beautifly Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 3" 1m
Weight: 62.6 lbs. 28.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Biology: Silcoon is a white round Pokémon with limbs which it uses to attach itself to tree branches. There is a small hole in its silky skin that it can see through with its two red eyes. Nullivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 1, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2, Sinkers, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Absorb - Grass - Smart
10  Absorb - Grass - Smart
13  Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
17  Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
20  Morning Sun - Normal - Beauty
24  Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
27  Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
31  Attract - Normal - Cute
34  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
38  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
41  Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
52  Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
62  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
**154. CASCOON**

**Vital Information**
- Type: Bug
- Abilities: Shed Skin / Shield Dust

**Evolution:**
1 - Wurmple
2 - Cascoon Minimum 5
3 - Dustox Minimum 10

**Pokedex Information**
- Height: 3’11” 1.2m
- Weight: 69.7 lbs. 31.6kg

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Bug

**Biography:** Cascoon is a purple round Pokémon with limbs which it uses to attach itself to tree branches. There is a small hole in its silky skin that it can see through with its two red eyes. Nullivore.

**Habitat:**
- Forest, Rainforest

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 1, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2, Sinker, Threaded

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Harden - Normal - Tough
  2. Harden - Normal - Tough
- Tutor Move List
  1. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  2. Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
  3. String Shot - Bug - Smart
  4. Tailwind - Flying - Smart

**Tutor Move List**
- Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
- Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
- Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Twister - Dragon - Cool
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
- String Shot - Bug - Smart
- Tailwind - Flying - Smart

**155. DUSTOX**

**Vital Information**
- Type: Bug / Poison
- Abilities: Shield Dust / Effect Spore

**Evolution:**
1 - Wurmple
2 - Cascoon Minimum 5
3 - Dustox Minimum 10

**Pokedex Information**
- Height: 3’11” 1.2m
- Weight: 25.4 lbs. 11.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Bug

**Biography:** Dustox are insectoids with vaguely egg-shaped purple bodies and green wings. These wings have red circles and streaks on them and appear tattered. They have yellow antennae that are coned and yellow compound eyes. Dustox’s legs are stubby and red in coloration. Herbivore.

**Habitat:**
- Forest, Rainforest

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  10. Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  13. Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
  17. Protect - Normal - Cute
  20. Moonlight - Normal - Beauty
  24. Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
  27. Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
  31. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  34. Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
  38. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  41. Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**
- 06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
- 17. Protect - Normal - Cute
- 19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
- 21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
- 27. Return - Normal - Cute
- 29. Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- 30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 36. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- 40. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- 42. Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
**156. BUDEW**

Vital Information
- **Type**: Grass / Poison
- **Abilities**: Natural Cure / Poison Point
- **Evolution**: 
  1. Budew
  2. Roselia Minimum 20
  3. Roserade Shiny Stone

Pokedex Information
- **Height**: 0’ 8” 0.2m
- **Weight**: 2.6 lbs. 1.2kg

Breeding Information
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Fairy / Plant
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

**Biology**: Budew is a short green seed-like Pokémon. Budew appears to be wearing a green bib. Budew’s face is yellow, with long, vertical streaks of eyes and triangular, stubby yellow feet. It has two vines that entwine with each other above its face. Phototroph.

**Habitat**: Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

**Move List**
- 1. Absorb - Grass - Smart
- 4. Growth - Normal - Beauty
- 7. Water Sport - Water - Cute
- 10. Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
- 13. Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
- 16. Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**
- 06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 09. Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
- 10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 17. Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
- 21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
- 27. Return - Normal - Cute
- 30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 36. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- 42. Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45. Attract - Normal - Cute
- 53. Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
- 58. Endure - Normal - Tough
- 70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 75. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
- 77. Psych Up - Normal - Smart
- 78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 86. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
- 87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 93. Cut - Normal - Cool

**Egg Move List**
- Cotton Spore - Grass - Beauty
- Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
- Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
- Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
- Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
- Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
- Spikes - Ground - Smart
- Synthesis - Grass - Smart

**Tutor Move List**
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Synthesis - Grass - Smart
- Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 1’ 0” 0.3m
- **Weight**: 4.4 lbs. 2kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Fairy / Plant

**Biology**: Roselia is a small Pokémon with a light green body. Roselia has a leaf skirt and a rose on each of its hands, a red one on its right and a blue one on its left. Roselia has leaves extending from its shoulders, and a pointed streak of yellow extends from its neck downwards. Phototroph.

**Habitat**: Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

**Move List**
- 1. Absorb - Grass - Smart
- 4. Growth - Normal - Beauty
- 7. Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
- 10. Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
- 13. Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
- 16. Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
- 19. Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
- 22. Grasswhistle - Grass - Smart
- 25. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
- 28. Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart
- 31. Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
- 34. Ingrain - Grass - Smart
- 37. Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 40. Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty
- 43. Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
- 46. Synthesis - Grass - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**
- 06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 09. Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
- 10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 17. Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
- 21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
- 27. Return - Normal - Cute
- 30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 36. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- 42. Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45. Attract - Normal - Cute
- 53. Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
- 58. Endure - Normal - Tough
- 70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 75. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
- 77. Psych Up - Normal - Smart
- 78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 86. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
- 87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 93. Cut - Normal - Cool

**Egg Move List**
- Cotton Spore - Grass - Beauty
- Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
- Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
- Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
- Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
- Spikes - Ground - Smart
- Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

158. ROSERADE

Vital Information
Type : Grass / Poison
Abilities: Natural Cure / Poison Point
Evolution:
1 - Budew
2 - Roselia Minimum 20
3 - Roserade Shiny Stone

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight : 32 lbs. 14.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio  : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group     : Fairy / Plant

Biology : Roserade has an elaborate white rose on its head. It appears to have a leafy, green cape instead, with a yellow, collar-like bangle on its neck. It has a dark mask pattern over its eyes, which possess red irises and have yellow eyelids. Its arms end with bouquets of roses; red for its right hand and blue for its left. Phototroph.

Habitat :
Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

Move List
1 Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
1 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
1 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
1 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
1 Weather Ball - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Drain - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute

159. STARLY

Vital Information
Type : Normal / Flying
Abilities: Keen Eye / Guts
Evolution:
1 - Starly
2 - Staravia Minimum 15
3 - Staraptor Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight : 4.4 lbs. 2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio  : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group     : Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology : Starly is an avian with a gray-colored body. The lower half of its wings as well as its head are black. Its face looks like it is wearing a white mask, with black eyes with white pupils as well as a thin orange beak with the tip of it painted black. Its feet are orange. Heribvore.

Habitat :
Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
9 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
13 Double Team - Normal - Cool
17 Endeavor - Normal - Tough
21 Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
25 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
29 Take Down - Normal - Tough
33 Agility - Psychic - Cool
37 Brave Bird - Flying - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
94 Fly - Flying - Smart
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty

Egg Move List
Astonish - Ghost - Smart
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Featherdance - Flying - Beauty
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move List</th>
<th>Vital Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Level Up Move List** | **Type** : Normal / Flying  
Abilities: Intimidate / Keen Eye  
Egg Group : Flying |
| 1 Growl - Normal - Cute | **Evolution:**  
1 - Starly  
2 - Staravia Minimum 15  
3 - Staraptor Minimum 30 |
| 1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool | **Pokedex Information**  
Height : 3' 11” (1.2m)  
Weight : 54.9 lbs. (24.9kg) |
| 1 Tackle - Normal - Tough | **Breeding Information**  
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F  
Egg Group : Flying |
| 5 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool | **Biology:** Staraptor plumage is mainly a brownish-gray, but has white coloration on its forehead, throat, and chest. It also has black coloration on its crest, neck, and chest pattern, and black tipping on the tailfeathers. The downward-facing, red-tipped crest on its head makes it appear larger in order to frighten its enemies. Carnivore. |
| 9 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool | **Habitat:**  
Forest, Grassland  
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 6, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4  
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool  
Endeavor - Normal - Tough  
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty  
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute  
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart  
Snore - Normal - Cute  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Twister - Dragon - Cool  
Tailwind - Flying - Smart |
| | **Move List**  
Level Up Move List  
1 Growl - Normal - Cute  
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool  
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough  
1 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool |
| 23 Whirlwind - Normal - Smart  
28 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool  
33 Take Down - Normal - Tough  
34 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart  
41 Agility - Psychic - Cool  
49 Brave Bird - Flying - Cute |
| 26  | **TM/HM Move List**  
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart  
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart  
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
17 Protect - Normal - Cute  
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough  
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute  
27 Return - Normal - Cute  
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool  
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool  
42 Facade - Normal - Cute  
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart  
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute  
45 Attract - Normal - Cute  
46 Thief - Dark - Tough  
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool  
51 Roost - Flying - Cool  
58 Endure - Normal - Tough  
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute  
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute  
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute  
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart  
94 Fly - Flying - Smart  
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty  
| 5 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool  
9 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool  
13 Double Team - Normal - Cool  
18 Endeavor - Normal - Tough  
23 Whirlwind - Normal - Smart  
28 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool  
33 Take Down - Normal - Tough  
34 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart  
41 Agility - Psychic - Cool  
49 Brave Bird - Flying - Cute |

**Vital Information**  
Type : Normal / Flying  
Abilities: Intimidate / Keen Eye  
Evolution:  
1 - Starly  
2 - Staravia Minimum 15  
3 - Staraptor Minimum 30  

**Pokedex Information**  
Height : 2' 0” (0.6m)  
Weight : 34.2 lbs. (15.5kg)  

**Breeding Information**  
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F  
Egg Group : Flying  

**Tutor Move List**  
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool  
Endeavor - Normal - Tough  
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty  
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute  
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart  
Snore - Normal - Cute  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Twister - Dragon - Cool  
Tailwind - Flying - Smart  

**Move List**  
Level Up Move List  
1 Growl - Normal - Cute  
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool  
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough  
1 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool  
23 Whirlwind - Normal - Smart  
28 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool  
33 Take Down - Normal - Tough  
34 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart  
41 Agility - Psychic - Cool  
49 Brave Bird - Flying - Cute  

**TM/HM Move List**  
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart  
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart  
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
17 Protect - Normal - Cute  
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough  
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute  
27 Return - Normal - Cute  
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool  
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool  
42 Facade - Normal - Cute  
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart  
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute  
45 Attract - Normal - Cute  
46 Thief - Dark - Tough  
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool  
51 Roost - Flying - Cool  
58 Endure - Normal - Tough  
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute  
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute  
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute  
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart  
94 Fly - Flying - Smart  
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty  

**Habitat:**  
Forest, Grassland  
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4  
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool  
Endeavor - Normal - Tough  
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty  
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute  
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart  
Snore - Normal - Cute  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Twister - Dragon - Cool  
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool  
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

**Biology:** Staravia has a small M-shaped pattern on its chest. Staravia has a gray-colored spot on its forehead, and a spiky pattern of white on its face. The nails of Staravia's claws are black. They also have a crest on top of its head. Carnivore.

**Habitat:**  
Forest, Grassland  
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4  
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool  
Endeavor - Normal - Tough  
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty  
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute  
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart  
Snore - Normal - Cute  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Twister - Dragon - Cool  
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool  
Tailwind - Flying - Smart
162. RATTATA

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Run Away / Guts
Evolution:
1 - Rattata
2 - Raticate Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight: 7.7 lbs. 3.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Rattata is a small, purple mammal. It has particularly large teeth. It has long whiskers and a long, slightly curled tail. Rattata has purple fur on its back, and cream colored fur on its stomach. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Forest, Grassland, Mountain, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 5, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Stealth

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
4  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
7  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
10  Bite - Dark - Tough
13  Pursuit - Dark - Smart
16  Hyper Fang - Normal - Cool
19  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
22  Crunch - Dark - Tough
25  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
28  Super Fang - Normal - Tough
31  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
34  Endeavor - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19  Frustration - Normal - Cute
20  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
24  Crunch - Dark - Tough
29  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Tough
34  Endeavor - Normal - Tough
39  Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Egg Move List
Bite - Dark - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Me First - Normal - Cute
Reversal - Fighting

Screech - Normal - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute

163. RATICATE

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Run Away / Guts
Evolution:
1 - Rattata
2 - Raticate Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 4" 0.7m
Weight: 40.8 lbs. 18.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biology: Raticate are large mammals which have very large teeth. Its body is a brown color, with its underside a lighter cream color. It has long whiskers and a long tail. They also possess webbed feet.

Habitat:
Cave, Forest, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 5, Surface 4, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
4  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
7  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
10  Bite - Dark - Tough
13  Pursuit - Dark - Smart
16  Hyper Fang - Normal - Cool
19  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
20  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
24  Crunch - Dark - Tough
29  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Tough
34  Endeavor - Normal - Tough
39  Super Fang - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Tough
34  Endeavor - Normal - Tough
39  Super Fang - Normal - Tough
44  Endeavor - Normal - Tough

Egg Move List
Bite - Dark - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Me First - Normal - Cute
Reversal - Fighting
164. SPEAROW

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Keen Eye / Scrappy
Evolution:
1 - Spearow
2 - Fearow Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’ 0” 0.3m
Weight: 4.4 lbs. 2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Spearow is a very small avian. It has rough brown and red plumage. It’s beak is short, but hooked. Spearow has three-taloned, light pink feet. Its wings are a pinkish-red. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Forrest, Grassland, Mountain, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
2 - Peck - Flying - Cool
5 - Leer - Normal - Cool
9 - Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
13 - Pursuit - Dark - Smart
17 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
21 - Mirror Move - Flying - Smart

Tutor Move List

Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

165. FEAROW

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Keen Eye / Scrappy
Evolution:
1 - Spearow
2 - Fearow Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’ 11” 1.2m
Weight: 83.8 lbs. 38kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Fearow is a large, mostly brown avian with a thin, long neck. It has a large, long, pink pointed beak and a red coxcomb upon its head. It has shaggy feathers on the base of its neck and in a vaguely cape-like pattern between its two huge wings. Its nailed talons are pink. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Forrest, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4
Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
2  Growl - Normal - Cute
3  Leer - Normal - Cool
4  Peck - Flying - Cool
5  Pluck - Flying - Cute
6  Leek - Normal - Cool
7  Fly - Flying - Smart
8  Substitute - Normal - Smart
9  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
10 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
11 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
12 Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
13 Agility - Psychic - Cool
14 Assurance - Dark - Beauty
15 Roost - Flying - Cool
16 Drill Peck - Flying - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Ice Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Run Away / Keen Eye
Evolution: 1 - Sentret 2 - Furret Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’ 7” 0.8m
Weight: 13.2 lbs. 6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biography: Sentret has a big round body with stubby arms and two small feet. It has a striped tail which it uses to stand on to see if there is danger nearby. It has long black ears, a white ring on its belly, and white paw pads. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Foresight - Normal - Smart
2  Scratch - Normal - Tough
4  Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
7  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
13 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
16 Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
19 Follow Me - Normal - Cute
25 Slam - Normal - Tough
28 Rest - Psychic - Cute
31 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
36 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
39 Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
42 Me First - Normal - Cute
47 Hyper Voice - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Protect - Normal - Ice
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Assist - Normal - Cute
Charm - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Reversal - Fighting
Slash - Normal - Cool
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Trick - Psychic - Smart

Tutor Move List

Trick - Psychic - Smart
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Slash - Normal - Cool
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Toxic - Poison - Smart

Egg Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cool
Dynamisch - Fighting - Cool
Mime - Normal - Cute
Super Fank - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List

Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
**167. FURRET**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Normal
- **Abilities**: Run Away / Keen Eye
- **Evolution**:
  - 1 - Sentret
  - 2 - Furret Minimum 15

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 5' 11" 1.8m
- **Weight**: 71.7 lbs. 32.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Field

**Biology**: Furret is a tan mammal. It has a long skinny body. It has four medium sized brown rings from its tail to the middle of its torso and smaller brown rings on each of its forepaws, although its hind paws are cream-colored. It has two brown lines from its tail to the middle of its torso and smaller.

**Habitat**: Forest, Grassland

**Capabilities**: Overland 5, Surface 4, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
- 1 - Tackle - Normal - Tough
- 1 - Foresight - Normal - Smart
- 1 - Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
- 1 - Scratch - Normal - Tough
- 4 - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- 7 - Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
- 13 - Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
- 17 - Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- 21 - Follow Me - Normal - Cute
- 28 - Slam - Normal - Tough
- 32 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 36 - Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
- 42 - Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
- 46 - Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
- 50 - Me First - Normal - Cute
- 56 - Hyper Voice - Normal - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**

**01** - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
**03** - Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
**06** - Toxic - Poison - Smart
**10** - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
**11** - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
**13** - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
**14** - Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
**15** - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
**17** - Protect - Normal - Cute
**18** - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
**21** - Frustration - Normal - Cute
**22** - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
**23** - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
**24** - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
**25** - Thunder - Electric - Cool
**27** - Return - Normal - Cute
**28** - Dig - Ground - Smart
**30** - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
**31** - Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
**32** - Double Team - Normal - Cool
**34** - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
**35** - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
**42** - Facade - Normal - Cute
**43** - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
**44** - Rest - Psychic - Cute
**45** - Attract - Normal - Cute
**46** - Thief - Dark - Tough
**52** - Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
**56** - Fling - Dark - Tough
**57** - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
**58** - Endure - Normal - Tough
**65** - Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
**68** - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
**78** - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
**82** - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
**83** - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
**86** - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
**87** - Swagger - Normal - Cute
**89** - U-Turn - Bug - Cute
**90** - Substitute - Normal - Smart
**93** - Cut - Normal - Cool

---

**168. HOOTHOOT**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Normal / Flying
- **Abilities**: Insomnia / Keen Eye
- **Evolution**: 1 - Noctowl
- 2 - Noctowl Minimum 20

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 2' 4" 0.7m
- **Weight**: 46.7 lbs. 21.2kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Flying
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 7 Days

**Biology**: Hoothoot are round, brown avians with very large, red eyes. Around these eyes are black rings. It has a black crest on top which resembles the hands of a clock. Hoothoot’s beak is pink, its wings are stubby, and its tail is short and mostly square-shaped. Hoothoot’s underbelly is a shade of beige with tufts of feathers above its feet. Herbivore.

**Habitat**: Forest

**Capabilities**: Overland 5, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
- 1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
- 1 - Tackle - Normal - Tough
- 1 - Foresight - Normal - Smart
- 5 - Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
- 9 - Peck - Flying - Cool
- 13 - Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- 17 - Reflect - Psychic - Smart
- 21 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
- 25 - Take Down - Normal - Tough
- 29 - Air Slash - Flying - Cool
- 33 - Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- 37 - Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
- 41 - Psycho Shift - Psychic - Cool
- 45 - Roost - Flying - Cool
- 49 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**

**06** - Toxic - Poison - Smart
**10** - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
**11** - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
**17** - Protect - Normal - Cute
**18** - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
**21** - Frustration - Normal - Cute
**27** - Return - Normal - Cute
**29** - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
**30** - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
**32** - Double Team - Normal - Cool
**33** - Reflect - Psychic - Smart
**40** - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
**42** - Facade - Normal - Cute
**43** - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
**44** - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
94 Fly - Flying - Smart
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty

Egg Move List
Agility - Psychic - Cool
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Featherdance - Flying - Beauty
Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Supersonic - Normal - Smart
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
Wing Attack - Flying - Cool

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Zap Charge - Electric - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Insomnia / Keen Eye
Evolution:
1 - Hoothoot
2 - Noctowl

Pokedex Information
Height: 5' 3" 1.6m
Weight: 89.9 lbs. 40.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying

Biology: Noctowl has brown coloring and a triangle pattern of a darker shade of brown running down its chest. Its wings and wedge-shaped tail are dark brown like the pattern on its chest, although the underside of its wings is the same light brown as most of its body. It has bushy, cream-colored feather 'horns' that look similar to a trident. Carnivore.

Habitat: Forest
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Foresight - Normal - Smart
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
1 Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxin - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
94 Fly - Flying - Smart
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Dark
Abilities: Run Away / Quick Feet
Evolution:
1 - Poochyena
2 - Mightyena

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight: 30 lbs. 13.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Poochyena’s body is gray, with black coloration on its face, ears and underbelly. Poochyena’s eyes have red irises. Its nose is also red. Two of Poochyena’s fangs poke out of its lower jaw, and the fur on its lower back near its tail is rumpled and shaggy. Carnivore.
Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker

Move List

Level Up Move List

1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
5  Howl - Normal - Cool
9  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
13  Bite - Dark - Tough
17  Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
21  Roar - Normal - Cool
25  Swagger - Normal - Cute
29  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
33  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
37  Taunt - Dark - Smart
41  Embargo - Dark - Cute
45  Take Down - Normal - Tough
49  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
53  Crunch - Dark - Tough

TM/HM Move List

05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
37  Vital Information
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
49  Snatch - Dark - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
63  Embargo - Dark - Cute
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List

Astonish - Ghost - Smart
Covet - Normal - Cute
Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
Leer - Normal - Cool
Me First - Normal - Cute
Poison Fang - Poison - Smart
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
Yawn - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List

Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Pokedex Information

Height: 3' 3" 1m
Weight: 81.6 lbs. 37kg

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biography: Mightena's body has a mixture of black and gray colored fur, with black coloration on its lower legs, clawed feet, and tail. Mightyena has dark, triangular streak patterns below its eyes, which have red irises. Mightyena has pointed ears with dark insides and grey paw pads. Carnivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 4, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Move List

Level Up Move List

1  Bite - Dark - Tough
1  Howl - Normal - Cool
1  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
5  Howl - Normal - Cool
9  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
13  Bite - Dark - Tough
17  Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
22  Roar - Normal - Cool
27  Swagger - Normal - Cute
32  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
37  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
42  Taunt - Dark - Smart
47  Embargo - Dark - Cute
52  Take Down - Normal - Tough
57  Thief - Dark - Tough
62  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart

TM/HM Move List

05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
37  Vital Information
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
49  Snatch - Dark - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
63  Embargo - Dark - Cute
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List

Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Super Fang - Normal - Tough
172. ZIGZAGOON

**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Normal
- **Abilities**: Pickup / Gluttony

**Evolution:**

1. Zigzagoon
2. Linoone Minimum 15

**Pokédex Information**

- **Height**: 1’ 4” 0.4m
- **Weight**: 38.6 lbs. 17.5kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Field
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 7 Days

**Biology**: Zigzagoon’s bristly fur alternates in layers of cream and brown, the fur has a zigzag pattern. Zigzagoon’s head is brown with spiky ears and a jagged muzzle. Zigzagoon also has a spiky, bristly brush tail. Herbivore.

**Habitat**: Forest, Grassland

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3

**Move List**

- Level Up Move List
  1. Growl - Normal - Cute
  2. Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
  3. Covet - Normal - Cute
  4. Flail - Normal - Cute
  5. Rest - Psychic - Cute
  6. Belly Drum - Normal - Cute
  7. Fling - Dark - Tough

- TM/HM Move List
  03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty

- Egg Move List
  1. Charm - Normal - Cute
  2. Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
  3. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  4. Pursuit - Dark - Smart
  5. Substitute - Normal - Smart
  6. Tickle - Normal - Cute
  7. Trick - Psychic - Smart

**Tutor Move List**

- Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
- Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
- Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Last Resort - Normal - Cute
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Trick - Psychic - Smart
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Super Fang - Normal - Tough

173. LINOONE

**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Normal
- **Abilities**: Pickup / Gluttony

**Evolution:**

1. Zigzagoon
2. Linoone Minimum 15

**Pokédex Information**

- **Height**: 1’ 8” 0.5m
- **Weight**: 71.7 lbs. 32.5kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Field

**Biology**: Linoone are skinny, long mammals. They have sharp elongated claws. They also have small sharp teeth that are efficiently used with their claws in hunting. A long line stretches the length of the body, ending at an arrow atop the head. Linoone have small, tuff-like ears and blue eyes. Omnivore.

**Habitat**: Forest, Grassland

**Capabilities**: Overland 5, Surface 4, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker

**Move List**

- Level Up Move List
  1. Growl - Normal - Cute
  2. Headbutt - Normal - Tough
  3. Switcheroo - Dark - Cool
  4. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  5. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  6. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  7. Headbutt - Normal - Tough
  8. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  9. Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
  10. Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
  11. Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
  12. Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
  13. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  14. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  15. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  16. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  17. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  18. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute

- TM/HM Move List
  03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  05. Roar - Normal - Cool
  06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
  14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
  15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  17. Protect - Normal - Cute
  18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
  23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  25. Thunder - Electric - Cool
  27. Return - Normal - Cute
  28. Dig - Ground - Tough
  30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
  42. Facade - Normal - Cute
  43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
  45. Attract - Normal - Cute
  46. Thief - Dark - Tough
  56. Fling - Dark - Tough
  59. Fling - Dark - Tough

- Egg Move List
  1. Charm - Normal - Cute
  2. Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
  3. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  4. Pursuit - Dark - Smart
  5. Substitute - Normal - Smart
  6. Tickle - Normal - Cute
  7. Trick - Psychic - Smart

**Tutor Move List**

- Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
- Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
- Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Last Resort - Normal - Cute
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Trick - Psychic - Smart
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Super Fang - Normal - Tough

**Move List**

- Level Up Move List
  1. Growl - Normal - Cute
  2. Headbutt - Normal - Tough
  3. Switcheroo - Dark - Cool
  4. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  5. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  6. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
  7. Headbutt - Normal - Tough
  8. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  9. Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
  10. Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
  11. Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
  12. Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
  13. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  14. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  15. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  16. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  17. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  18. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute

- TM/HM Move List
  03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  05. Roar - Normal - Cool
  06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
  10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
  14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
  15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  17. Protect - Normal - Cute
  18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
  23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  25. Thunder - Electric - Cool
  27. Return - Normal - Cute
  28. Dig - Ground - Tough
  30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
174. TAILLOW

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Guts / Vital Spirit
Evolution:
1 - Taillow
2 - Swellow Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 1'0" 0.3m
Weight: 5.1 lbs. 2.3kg

Breed Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biography: Taillow are small avian with dark blue feathers with patches of red on their chest and forehead, the patch on their forehead having a triangular upper tip. Their wings have wingtips that are elongated, thus making the wings seem configured for speed and maneuverability. Taillow possesses two sharp tail feathers. Omnivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
1 - Peck - Flying - Cool
4 - Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
8 - Quick Attack - Normal - Cool

13 - Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
19 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
26 - Endeavor - Normal - Tough
34 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
43 - Agility - Psychic - Cool
53 - Air Slash - Flying - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
47 - Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 - Roost - Flying - Cool
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 - Cut - Normal - Cool
95 - Surf - Water - Beauty
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
101 - Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

175. SWELLOW

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Flying
Abilities: Guts / Vital Spirit
Evolution:
1 - Taillow
2 - Swellow Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 2'4" 0.7m
Weight: 43.7 lbs. 19.8kg

Breed Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biography: Swellow are blue avians with contrasting red breastfeathers and face. There is a crest of blue feathers on their head, and a white coloration on the underside of their belly and wingfeathers. They also have sharply shaped wings and red-tipped tailfeathers that are specifically designed for speed. Swellow also possess red feet that are armed with talons. Carnivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
1 - Peck - Flying - Cool
4 - Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
8 - Quick Attack - Normal - Cool

13 - Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
19 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
26 - Endeavor - Normal - Tough
34 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
43 - Agility - Psychic - Cool
53 - Air Slash - Flying - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
47 - Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 - Roost - Flying - Cool
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
94 - Fly - Flying - Smart
97 - Defog - Flying - Beauty

Egg Move List
Brave Bird - Flying - Cute
Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Rage - Normal - Cool
Refresh - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Supersonic - Normal - Smart
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Habitat: Forest, Grassland
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4
Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Peck - Flying - Cute
1  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
4  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
8  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
13  Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
19  Double Team - Normal - Cool
28  Endeavor - Normal - Tough
38  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
49  Agility - Psychic - Cool
61  Air Slash - Flying - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
88  Pluck - Flying - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute

176. WINGULL

Vital Information
Type : Water / Flying
Abilities: Keen Eye / Frisk
Evolution:
1 - Wingull
2 - Pelipper Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 20.9 lbs. 9.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Wingull is a small, white avian. Wingull’s head constitutes a considerable portion of its body, since it does not possess a neck. Its long, orange, hooked beak is tipped with black. Wingull’s wings are long, thinly shaped, usually outstretched, and blue stripes. Omnivore.

Habitat :

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 1, Sky 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Water Gun - Water - Cute
6  Supersonic - Normal - Tough
11  Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
16  Mist - Ice - Beauty
19  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
24  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
29  Roost - Flying - Cool
34  Pursuit - Dark - Smart
37  Agility - Psychic - Cool
42  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
47  Air Slash - Flying - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
55  Brine - Water - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
88  Pluck - Flying - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty

Egg Move List
Agility - Psychic - Cool
Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
Knock Off - Dark - Smart

177. PELIPPER

Vital Information
Type : Water / Flying
Abilities: Keen Eye / Water Absorb
Evolution:
1 - Wingull
2 - Pelipper Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight : 61.7 lbs. 28kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Flying
Biology : Pelipper is a short winged avian. It has a white body with a yellow underside. Its feet, wing tips, and head crest are blue and its bill is large and yellow with a throat pouch hanging under it. Omnivore.

Habitat : Beach

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 1, Sky 4, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Water Gun - Water - Cute
1 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
6 Supersonic - Normal - Smart
11 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
16 Mist - Ice - Beauty
19 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
24 Payback - Dark - Cool
25 Protect - Normal - Cute
31 Roost - Flying - Cool
38 Spit Up - Normal - Tough
38 Stockpile - Normal - Tough
38 Swallow - Normal - Tough
43 Fling - Dark - Tough
50 Tailwind - Flying - Smart
57 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cute
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool

178. BIDOOF

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Simple / Unaware
Evolution:
1 → Bidoof
2 → Bibarel Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’8” 0.5m
Weight : 44.1 lbs. 20kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Field
Average Hatch Rate : 7 Days

Biological Information: Bidoof are small brown rodent with large front teeth. They have round tufts of fur on their tails and a ring of them on their faces. Bidoof has a red nose, a black snout and a paler-colored underside. They also have black, slightly webbed paws. Herbivore.

Habitat : Forest, Grassland, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 2

Egg Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Defence Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Water Sport - Water - Cute

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Kock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
179. BIBAREL

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Water
Abilities: Simple / Unaware
Evolution:
1 - Bidoof
2 - Bibarel Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 3" 1m
Weight: 69.4 lbs. 31.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Field

Biology: Bibarel are large, bulky, brown rodents. Bibarel have tan spots on their faces and rumples on their sides. They have large, broad dark-brown tails with a wavy tan pattern on them. Bibarel have pronounced teeth. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland, Marsh
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 4, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 3, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
2  Tackle - Normal - Tough
5  Growl - Normal - Cute
9  Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
13  Rollout - Rock - Tough
15  Water Gun - Water - Cute
18  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
23  Hyper Fang - Normal - Cool
28  Yawn - Normal - Cute
33  Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
38  Take Down - Normal - Tough
43  Super Fang - Normal - Tough
48  Superpower - Fighting - Tough
53  Curse - Special Case - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
88  Pluck - Flying - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
100  Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

180. KRICKETOT

Vital Information
Type: Bug
Abilities: Shed Skin / Swarm
Evolution:
1 - Kricketot
2 - Kricketune Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight: 4.9 lbs. 2.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Habitat: Forest, Grassland
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 2

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bide - Normal - Tough
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
16 Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
88  Pluck - Flying - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
100  Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

181. KRICKETUNE

Vital Information
Type: Bug
Abilities: Swarm / Shield Dust
Evolution:
1 - Kricketot
2 - Kricketune Minimum 10

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 3" 1m
Weight: 56.2 lbs. 25.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Habitat: Forest, Grassland
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 2

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bide - Normal - Tough
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
16 Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

TM/HM Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

Biography: Kricketot is a large insectoid. It stands on its hind legs. Kricketot is mainly red in color, with a white collar-like feature across its neck, a white streak down the front of its body and small black limbs. It has two black antennae that are similar to a mustache. Herbivore.
Biology: Kricketune is a mainly red insectoid. It has gray-colored eyes, black feelers in the shape of a mustache, and a dark-red segment between the feelers. Kricketune has two small feet, black wings shaped like a conductor's cape, and scythes for hands. Its long antennae are angled, and there are three black dots on its lower body with two beige stripes running down its neck to the centermost of the black dots. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Bite - Normal - Tough
1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
10 - Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
14 - Leech Life - Bug - Smart
18 - Sing - Normal - Cute
22 - Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
26 - Slash - Normal - Cool
30 - X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
34 - Screech - Normal - Smart
38 - Taunt - Dark - Smart
42 - Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
46 - Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute
50 - Perish Song - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 - Toxie - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
31 - Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
50 - Fake Swipe - Normal - Cool
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
62 - Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty

75 - Sword Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
81 - X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Sure Hit - Normal - Smart
93 - Cut - Normal - Cool
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Upgroar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

182. EKANS

Vital Information
Type: Poison
Abilities: Intimidate / Shed Skin
Evolution:
1 - Ekans
2 - Arbok Minimum 20

Pokédex Information
Height: 6' 7" 2m
Weight: 15.2 lbs. 6.9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Ekans is a long reptilian with no limbs. It has a rattle at the tip of its tail, and is mostly purple while its underbelly, eyes, rattle, and the "bands" on it are yellow. Carnivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Stealth

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Leer - Normal - Cool
1 - Wrap - Normal - Tough
2 - Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
3 - Bite - Dark - Tough
12 - Glare - Normal - Tough
17 - Screech - Normal - Smart
20 - Acid - Poison - Smart
25 - Spit Up - Normal - Tough
25 - Stockpile - Normal - Tough
28 - Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
33 - Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
36 - Haze - Ice - Beauty
41 - Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 - Toxie - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 - Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 - Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
30 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 - Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
39 - Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
41 - Torrent - Dark - Tough
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
49 - Snatch - Dark - Smart
59 - Endure - Normal - Tough
66 - Payback - Dark - Cool
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Poison
Abilities: Intimidate / Shed Skin
Evolution:
1 - Ekans
2 - Arbok Minimum 20

Egg Move List
Beat Up - Dark - Smart
Disable - Normal - Smart
Poison Fang - Poison - Smart
Poison Tail - Poison - Smart
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Scary Face - Normal - Tough
Slam - Normal - Tough
Spite - Ghost - Tough

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

183. ARBOK
Pokedex Information
Height: 11’6” 3.5m
Weight: 143.3 lbs. 65kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Dragon

Biological Description:
Arbok is a long reptilian with purple scales over most of its body. Its upper body spreads out its ribs into a hood. On its “hood”, it has a design much like an angry face. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Grassland

Capabilities:
Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 2,
Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Bite - Dark - Tough
1 Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
1 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
1 Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
1 Wrap - Normal - Tough
4 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
9 Bite - Dark - Tough
12 Glaire - Normal - Tough
17 Screech - Normal - Smart
20 Acid - Poison - Smart
22 Crunch - Dark - Tough
28 Spit Up - Normal - Tough
28 Stockpile - Normal - Tough
28 Swallow - Normal - Tough
34 Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
42 Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
48 Haze - Ice - Beauty
56 Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Ground
Abilities: Sand Veil / Pickup
Evolution:
1 - Sandshrew
2 - Sandslash Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’ 0” 0.6m
Weight: 26.5 lbs. 12kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biological Description:
Sandshrew’s body is mostly covered in dry, tough hide which is colored to blend in with sand. It has small but sharp claws on its paws. It has a short tail and a cream colored underbelly. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Desert, Grassland

Capabilities:
Overland 3, Burrow 2, Jump 2,
Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
12 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
17 Fling - Dark - Tough
18 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
20 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
22 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
24 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
25 Flare Blitz - Fire - Beauty
26 Yawn - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
Flail - Normal - Cute
Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty

Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
184. SANDSHREW
185. SANDSLASH

Vital Information
Type: Ground
Abilities: Sand Veil / Rough Skin
Evolution:
1 - Sandshrew
2 - Sandslash

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’3” 1m
Weight: 65 lbs. 29.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biology: Sandslash’s back is mostly covered in sharp, brown quills formed from its tough, dry hide. It has large claws on its paws. It’s frontside is a dark yellow, with a cream colored belly and face. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave, Desert, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Burrow 3, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Groundshaper, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
2 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
3 Scratch - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

186. VULPIX

Vital Information
Type: Fire
Abilities: Flash Fire / Keen Eye
Evolution:
1 - Vulpix
2 - Ninetales Fire Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’0” 0.6m
Weight: 21.8 lbs. 9.9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biology: Vulpix is a small, mammal that has a red-brown pelt, brown eyes and six orange tails. Vulpix also has what looks like orange bangs across its forehead as well as locks. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Mountain, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty
4 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
7 Roar - Normal - Cool
11 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
14 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
17 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
21 Imprison - Psychic - Smart
24 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
27 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
31 Payback - Dark - Cool
34 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
37 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
41 Grudge - Ghost - Tough
44 Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
47 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty

Pokerus Information
Height: 2’0” 0.6m
Weight: 21.8 lbs. 9.9kg
### Vital Information

- **Type**: Fire
- **Abilities**: Flash Fire / Keen Eye
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Vulpix
  - 2 - Ninetales

#### Pokedex Information
- **Height**: 3' 7" 1.1m
- **Weight**: 43.9 lbs. 19.9kg

#### Breeding Information
- **Gender Ratio**: 25% M 75% F
- **Egg Group**: Field

#### Biology
Ninetales is a mammalian quadruped. It is covered with a thick, golden-white fur, as well as having nine tails, each of which is tipped with orange. They also have a fluffy crest atop their heads and a similar ruff around their necks. Ninetales have red eyes. Omnivore.

#### Habitat
Grassland, Mountain

### Move List

#### Level Up Move List
1. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
2. Ember - Fire - Beauty
1. Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
1. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1. Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

#### TM/HM Move List
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxik - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
20 - Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 - Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty

---

### Vital Information

- **Type**: Bug / Grass
- **Abilities**: Effect Spore / Dry Skin
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Paras
  - 2 - Parasect Minimum 20

#### Pokedex Information
- **Height**: 1' 0" 0.3m
- **Weight**: 11.9 lbs. 5.4kg

#### Breeding Information
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Bug / Plant
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

#### Biology
Paras is an insectoid creature, with two red and yellow mushrooms growing from its back. It has a orange body with spots on its head and six legs. Its front legs are much larger then its hing legs. Herbivore, Phototroph.

#### Habitat
Cave, Rainforest

### Move List

#### Level Up Move List
1. Scratch - Normal - Tough
6. Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
6. Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
11. Lethic Life - Bug - Smart
17. Spore - Grass - Beauty
22. Slash - Normal - Cool
27. Growth - Normal - Beauty
33. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
38. Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
43. X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty

#### TM/HM Move List
06 - Toxik - Poison - Smart
09 - Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
19 - Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
31 - Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
189. PARASECT

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Grass
Abilities: Effect Spore / Dry Skin
Evolution:
1 - Paras
2 - Parasect Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 3” 1m
Weight : 65 lbs. 29.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug / Plant

Biology : Parasect is an insectoid creature that has its back covered completely in an enormous red and yellow-spotted mushroom. Parasect’s eyes are white and blank. It’s front legs are exaggerated compared to its four hind legs. Phototroph.

Habitat : Cave, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Burrow 2, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Cross Poison - Poison - Cool
1  Leech Life - Bug - Smart
1  Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
1 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
6 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
6 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
54 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
11 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
15 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
44 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
46 Rest - Psychic - Cute
49 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
54 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
90 Substitue - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Biology : Venonat has a round body covered in purple fur. It has a pair of clodhopper feet and stubby forepaws. Venonat has a pincer-like mouth, red compound eyes and white antenna. Herbivore.

Habitat : Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Poison
Abilities: Compound eyes / Tinted Lens
Evolution:
1 - Venonat
2 - Venomoth Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 3” 1m
Weight : 66.1 lbs. 30kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Disable - Normal - Smart
1 Foresight - Normal - Smart
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Supersonic - Normal - Smart
11 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
13 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
17 Leech Life - Bug - Smart
23 Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
25 Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
29 Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
35 Signal Beam - Bug - Cool
37 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
41 Poison Fang - Poison - Smart
47 Psychic - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty

Egg Move List
Agility - Psychic - Cool
Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
Morning Sun - Normal - Beauty
Screech - Normal - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Poison
Abilities: Shield Dust / Tinted Lens
Evolution:
1 - Venonat
2 - Venomoth Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight : 27.6 lbs. 12.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug

Capabilities: Overland 2, Sky 3, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Tutor Move List
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

191. VENOMOTH

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Poison
Abilities: Shield Dust / Tinted Lens
Evolution:
1 - Venonat
2 - Venomoth Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight : 27.6 lbs. 12.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug

Biography: Venomoth has a light purple body. Its thorax is white with several black, zigzagging stripes running across the horizontal length. Venomoth has six short legs and its head has a three-point crest. Its wings are covered in purple scales. Herbivore.

Habitat : Forest, Rainforest

192. DIGLETT

Vital Information
Type : Ground
Abilities: Sand Veil / Arena Trap
Evolution:
1 - Diglett
2 - Dugtrio Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 0' 8" 0.2m
Weight : 1.8 lbs. 0.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days
Biology: Diglett seems to be perpetually buried within the earth, usually having only its head visible. It's brown and looks like a rounded cylinder. It has a big red nose and small eyes. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 5, Burrow 4, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
4  Growl - Normal - Cute
7  Astonish - Ghost - Smart
12  Magnitude - Ground - Tough
15  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
18  Dig - Ground - Smart
23  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
26  Earth Power - Ground - Smart
29  Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
34  Slash - Normal - Cool
37  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
40  Fissure - Ground - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
36  Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List

Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Astonish - Ghost - Smart
Beat Up - Dark - Smart
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Screech - Normal - Smart
Uproar - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List

Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biology: Dugtrio seems to be perpetually buried within the earth, usually having only its three heads visible. It's brown and looks like three rounded cylinders. It has a big red noses and small eyes. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave, Grassland, Forest

Capabilities: Overland 5, Burrow 5, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Groundshaper

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
1  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
1  Tri Attack - Normal - Beauty
4  Growl - Normal - Cute
7  Astonish - Ghost - Smart
12  Magnitude - Ground - Tough
15  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
18  Dig - Ground - Smart
23  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
26  Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
28  Earth Power - Ground - Smart
33  Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
40  Slash - Normal - Cool
45  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
50  Fissure - Ground - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
36  Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information

Type: Ground
Abilities: Sand Veil / Arena Trap
Evolution:
1 - Diglett
2 - Dugtrio Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 4" 0.7m
Weight: 73.4 lbs. 33.3kg

Vital Information

Type: Normal
Abilities: Pickup / Technician
Evolution:
1 - Meowth
2 - Persian Minimum 25
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pokedex Information</th>
<th>Vital Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height: 1’ 4” 0.4m</td>
<td>Type: Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight: 9.3 lbs. 4.2kg</td>
<td>Abilities: Limber / Technician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evolution:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 - Meowth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 - Persian Minimum 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeding Information</td>
<td>Pokedex Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F</td>
<td>Height: 3’ 3” 1m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg Group: Field</td>
<td>Weight: 70.5 lbs. 32kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology: Meowth has cream-colored</td>
<td>Breeding Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fur, which turns brown at its paws</td>
<td>Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and tail tip. Its oval-shaped head</td>
<td>Egg Group: Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>features prominent whiskers, no nose,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black-and-brown ears, and a gold</td>
<td>Habitat:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oval coin embedded in its forehead.</td>
<td>Forest, Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnivore.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 4,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracker, Stealth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move List</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Up Move List</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Growl - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>1 Bite - Dark - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Scatch - Normal - Tough</td>
<td>1 Fake Out - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 6 Bite - Dark - Tough</td>
<td>1 Growl - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Fake Out - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>1 Scratch - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough</td>
<td>1 Swipeero - Dark - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Screech - Normal - Smart</td>
<td>1 Switchero - Dark - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart</td>
<td>6 Bite - Dark - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Taunt - Dark - Smart</td>
<td>9 Fake Out - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Pay Day - Normal - Smart</td>
<td>14 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Slash - Normal - Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 Assurance - Dark - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 Captivate - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 Feint - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM/HM Move List</td>
<td>Tutor Move List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty</td>
<td>Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 Toxict - Poison - Smart</td>
<td>icy Wind - Ice - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart</td>
<td>Knock Off - Dark - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty</td>
<td>Last Resort - Normal - Cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Taunt - Dark - Smart</td>
<td>Mud-Slag - Ground - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Protect - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough</td>
<td>Snore - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Frustration - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Spite - Ghost - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool</td>
<td>Swift - Normal - Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool</td>
<td>Body Slam - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Thunder - Electric - Cool</td>
<td>Defense Curl - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Return - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Double-Edge - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Dig - Ground - Smart</td>
<td>Mimic - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tim/Tid**

- **195. PERSIAN**
- Vital Information
  - Type: Normal
  - Abilities: Limber / Technician
  - Evolution: 1 - Meowth 2 - Persian Minimum 25
- Pokedex Information
  - Height: 3’ 3” 1m
  - Weight: 70.5 lbs. 32kg
- Breeding Information
  - Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
  - Egg Group: Field
  - Habitat: Forest, Urban
- Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 5, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker, Stealth
- Move List
  - Level Up Move List
    - 01 Bite - Dark - Tough
    - 01 Fake Out - Normal - Cute
    - 01 Growl - Normal - Cute
    - 01 Scratch - Normal - Tough
    - 01 Switchero - Dark - Cool
    - 06 Bite - Dark - Tough
    - 09 Fake Out - Normal - Cute
    - 14 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
  - Tutor Move List
    - Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
    - icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
    - Knock Off - Dark - Smart
    - Last Resort - Normal - Cut
    - Mud-Slag - Ground - Cute
    - Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
    - Snore - Normal - Cute
    - Spite - Ghost - Tough
    - Swift - Normal - Cool
    - Body Slam - Normal - Tough
    - Defense Curl - Normal - Tough
    - Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
    - Mimic - Normal - Cute
- TM/HM Move List
  - 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  - 06 Toxict - Poison - Smart
  - 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  - 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
  - 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  - 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  - 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  - 25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
  - 27 Return - Normal - Cute
  - 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
  - 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  - 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
  - 40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  - 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
  - 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
  - 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  - 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  - 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
  - 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
  - 49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
  - 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
  - 65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
  - 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
  - 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
  - 77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
  - 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
  - 79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
  - 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  - 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  - 85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
  - 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
  - 90 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
  - 93 Cut - Normal - Cool
  - 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  - 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
  - 06 Toxict - Poison - Smart
  - 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  - 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
  - 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  - 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  - 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  - 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  - 25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
  - 27 Return - Normal - Cute
  - 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
  - 29 Endure - Normal - Tough
  - 63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
  - 65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
  - 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
  - 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
  - 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
  - 77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
  - 79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
  - 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  - 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  - 85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
  - 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
  - 89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
  - 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
  - 91 Peel Out - Normal - Tough
  - 93 Cut - Normal - Cool
Tutor Move List
- Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
- Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Knock Off - Dark - Smart
- Last Resort - Normal - Cute
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Spite - Ghost - Tough
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- Pay Day - Normal - Smart
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute

196. PSYDUCK

Vital Information
- Type: Water
- Abilities: Damp / Cloud Nine
- Evolution:
  1 - Psyduck
  2 - Golduck

Pokedex Information
- Height: 2' 7" 0.8m
- Weight: 43.2 lbs. 19.6kg

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Water 1 / Field
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Psyduck always has a vacant stare. Its appearance. It has arms with three claws on each. It’s body is yellow is a large beige bill. It has three black hairs on its head. Herbivore.

Habitat: Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
1  Water Sport - Water - Cute
5  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
9  Water Gun - Water - Cute
14  Disable - Normal - Smart
18  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
22  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
27  Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
31  Screech - Normal - Smart
35  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
40  Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
44  Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
48  Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
- 01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
- 06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- 31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 55 Brine - Water - Smart
- 56 Fling - Dark - Tough
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough

65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

197. GOLDUCK

Vital Information
- Type: Water
- Abilities: Damp / Cloud Nine
- Evolution:
  1 - Psyduck
  2 - Golduck

Pokedex Information
- Height: 5' 7" 1.7m
- Weight: 168.9 lbs. 76.6kg

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Water 1 / Field

Biology: Golduck have webbed hands and feet. It has a gem on its forehead. Their bodies are humanlike, though they have long tails. Golduck have beige sharp-tipped beaks with a fan of points on its head. Omnivore.

Habitat: Beach, Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 5, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1  Water Sport - Water - Cute
1  Water Gun - Water - Cute
1  Protect - Normal - Cute
1  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
1  Frustration - Normal - Cute
1  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
1  Return - Normal - Cute
1  Dig - Ground - Smart
1  Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
1  Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
1  Swift - Normal - Cool
1  Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
1  Body Slam - Normal - Tough
1  Counter - Fighting - Tough
1  Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
1  Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
1  Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
1  Mimic - Normal - Cute
1  Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
1  Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
1  Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
1  Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
14 Disable - Normal - Smart
18 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
22 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
27 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
31 Screech - Normal - Smart
37 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
44 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
50 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
56 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
66 Payback - Dark - Cool

Vital Information
Type : Fighting
Abilities: Vital Spirit / Anger Point
Evolution:
1 - Mankey
2 - Primeape Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’8” 0.5m
Weight : 61.7 lbs. 28kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Mankey, has four limbs which all extend from its head. It has fur, a long flexible tail, and prehensile hands and feet. Mankey has a short snout nose. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Forest, Grassland, Mountain, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 5,
Power 2, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Covet - Normal - Cute
1  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
1  Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
9  Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
13  Karate Chop - Fighting - Tough
17  Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
21  Screech - Normal - Smart
25  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
33  Swagger - Normal - Cute
37  Cross Chop - Fighting - Cool
41  Thrash - Normal - Tough
45  Punishment - Dark - Smart
49  Close Combat - Fighting - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cool
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double Team - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Fling - Dark - Tough
1  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
1  Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
9  Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
13  Karate Chop - Fighting - Tough
17  Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
21  Screech - Normal - Smart
25  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
28  Rage - Normal - Cool
35  Swagger - Normal - Cute
41  Cross Chop - Fighting - Cool
47  Thrash - Normal - Tough
53  Punishment - Dark - Smart
59  Close Combat - Fighting - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
08  Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
50  Overheat - Fire - Beauty
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100  Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Smart
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uprowr - Normal - Cute - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Fighting
Abilities: Vital Spirit / Anger Point
Evolution:
1  - Mankey
2  - Primeape Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 3" 1m
Weight: 70.5 lbs. 32kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Primeape has a round body covered in whitish, messy fur. Primeape's arms and legs are colored brown. Primeape has black shackle-like rings on its wrists and ankles. The forepaws seem to resemble boxing gloves. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Grassland, Mountain, Rainforest
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 5,
Power 4, Intelligence 4
201. ARCANINE

Vital Information
Type: Fire
Abilities: Flash Fire / Intimidate
Evolution:
1 - Growlithe
2 - Arcanine Fire Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 6' 3" 1.9m
Weight: 341.7 lbs. 155kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 75% M 25% F
Egg Group: Field

Biology: Arcanine is a mammalian quadruped. Its head is covered in a cream-colored hair, except for the region around its eyes and ears, which is orange. Its body has orange fur with black stripes and completely black fur on its belly. It also has patches of cream-colored fur on its chest, legs and tail. Its paws each have three claws and a round pink pawpad underneath. Carnivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 7, Surface 2, Jump 5, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Tracker

202. TENTACOOL

Vital Information
Type: Water / Poison
Abilities: Clear Body / Liquid Ooze
Evolution:
1 - Tentacool
2 - Tentacruel Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight: 100.3 lbs. 45.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 3
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Tentacool has a light blue, clear body with two large red spots on each side of its body, and one small red spot in the middle. It has two tentacles lined with stinging cells. Carnivore.

Habitat: Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Bite - Dark - Tough
1 - Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
1 - Odor Sleh - Normal - Smart
1 - Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
1 - Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
39 - Extremespeed - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Smart
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 - Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
50 - Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
59 - Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
61 - Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 - Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Howl - Normal - Cool
Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
Th rash - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Ember - Fire - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough

Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Smart
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 - Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
50 - Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
59 - Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
61 - Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 - Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Ember - Fire - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
5 - Supersonic - Normal - Smart
8 - Constrict - Normal - Tough
12 - Acid - Poison - Smart
Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Gilled

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Ocean

Habitat:

Biology: Tentacruel are large blue Pokémon with two beak-like appendages. Carnivore.

Vital Information
Type: Water / Poison
Abilities: Clear Body / Liquid Ooze
Evolution:
1. Tentacool
2. Tentacruel

Pokedex Information
Height: 5’3” 1.6m
Weight: 123.1 lbs. 55kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Constrict - Normal - Tough
2. Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
3. Supersonic - Normal -Smart
4. Supersonic - Normal - Smart
5. Constrict - Normal - Tough
6. Acid - Poison - Smart
7. Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart
8. Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
9. Wrap - Normal - Tough
10. Barrier - Psychic - Cool
11. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
12. Ice Fang - Ice - Beauty
13. Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16. Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20. Pain - Normal - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
22. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
23. Protect - Normal - Cute
24. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
25. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
26. Ice Fang - Ice - Beauty
27. Protect - Normal - Cute
28. Return - Normal - Cute
29. Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
30. Perfect Storm - Water - Beauty
31. Protect - Normal - Cute
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
33. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
34. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
35. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
36. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
37. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
39. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
40. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
41. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
43. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
44. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
45. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
46. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
47. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
48. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
49. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
50. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
51. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
52. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
53. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
54. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
55. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Acupressure - Normal - Cool
Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
6  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
10  Ember - Fire - Beauty
10  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
15  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
19  Stomp - Normal - Tough
24  Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
28  Take Down - Normal - Tough
33  Agility - Psychic - Cool
37  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
44  Bounce - Flying - Cute
48  Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
50  Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
61  Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough

Egg Move List
Charm - Normal - Cute
Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
Horn Drill - Normal - Cool
Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Thrash - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Glow, Heater, Sinker

205. RAPIDASH

Vital Information
Type : Fire
Abilities: Flash Fire / Run Away
Evolution:
1 - Ponyta
2 - Rapidash Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 5' 7" 1.7m
Weight : 209.4 lbs. 95kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field

Biology : Rapidash is a cream colored quadruped. It has a horn in the center of its forehead. Rapidash has eyes with red. Rapidash has various flames streaming from its body. There are flames on its ankles and a stream of fire from its back to its tail. It also has a long mane of fire extending from its head. Herbivore.

Habitat : Grassland
Capabilities: Overland 7, Jump 5, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Glow, Heater, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Ember - Fire - Beauty
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Megahorn - Bug - Cool
1  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
1  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
15  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
19  Stomp - Normal - Tough
25  Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
28  Take Down - Normal - Tough
33  Agility - Psychic - Cool
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
40  Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
47  Bounce - Flying - Cute
56  Flare Blitz - Fire - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
50  Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
61  Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Tackle - Normal - Tough

Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

206. SLOWPOKE

Vital Information
Type : Water / Psychic
Abilities: Oblivious / Own Tempo
Evolution:
1 - Slowpoke
2 - Slowbro Minimum 35
2 - Slowking Holding Minimum King’s Rock 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight : 79.4 lbs. 36kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster / Water 1
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Slowpoke are large pink mammals. Their tails becomes lighter towards the tip, they have curled ears, and have tan muzzles. Herbivore.

Habitat : Beach, Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 2, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 2, Intelligence 4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GROWL - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER GUN - Water - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFUSION - Psychic - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISABLE - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADBUTT - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER PULSE - Water - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEN HEADBUTT - Psychic - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLACK OFF - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMNESIA - Psychic - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHIC - Psychic - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAIN DANCE - Water - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHIC - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vital Information**

- **Firealpse**: Oblivious / Own Tempo
- **Evolution:**
  - 1: Slowpoke
  - 2: Slowbro Minimum 35

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 5’3” 1.6m
- **Weight**: 173.1 lbs. 78.5kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F

**Biology**: Slowpoke are large pink bipedal mammals. It has curled ears, tan undersides, and tan muzzles. Its tail is covered in a sentient, spiral shell covered in spikes. Herbivore.

**Habitat**: Slowbro Beach, Freshwater

**Capabilities**: Overland 2, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 4, Intelligence 5

**Move List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level Up Move List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CURSE - Special Case - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWL - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACKLE - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAWN - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWL - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER GUN - Water - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFUSION - Psychic - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISABLE - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADBUTT - Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER PULSE - Water - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEN HEADBUTT - Psychic - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITHDRAW - Water - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLACK OFF - Normal - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMNESIA - Psychic - Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHIC - Psychic - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAIN DANCE - Water - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHIC - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM/HM Move List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCUS PUNCH - Fighting - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER PULSE - Water - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALM MIND - Psychic - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOXIC - Poison - Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAIL - Ice - Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDDEN POWER - Normal - Smart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tutor Move List**

- AQUA TAIL - Water - Cute
- DIVE - Water - Beauty
- ICE PUNCH - Ice - Beauty
- MUD-SLAP - Ground - Cute
- SIGNAL BEAM - Bug - Beauty
- SNORE - Normal - Cute
- SWIFT - Normal - Cool
- TRICK - Psychic - Smart
- ZEN HEADBUTT - Psychic - Beauty
- BODY SLAM - Normal - Tough
- DOUBLE-EDGE - Normal - Tough
- ICE WIND - Ice - Beauty
- MINNIE - Normal - Cute
- BLOCK - Normal - Cute
- ROLE PLAY - Psychic - Cute

**Egg Move List**

- BELLY DRUM - Normal - Cute
- BLOCK - Normal - Cute
- FUTURE SIGHT - Psychic - Smart
- ME FIRST - Normal - Cute
- MUD SPORT - Ground - Cute
- SAFEGUARD - Normal - Beauty
- SLEEP TALK - Normal - Cute
- SNORE - Normal - Cute
- STOMP - Normal - Tough
- ZEN HEADBUTT - Psychic - Beauty

**Tutor Move List**

- AQUA TAIL - Water - Cute
- DIVE - Water - Beauty
- ICE PUNCH - Ice - Beauty
- MUD-SLAP - Ground - Cute
- SIGNAL BEAM - Bug - Beauty
- SNORE - Normal - Cute
- SWIFT - Normal - Cool
- TRICK - Psychic - Smart
- ZEN HEADBUTT - Psychic - Beauty
- BODY SLAM - Normal - Tough
- DOUBLE-EDGE - Normal - Tough
- ICE WIND - Ice - Beauty
- MINNIE - Normal - Cute
- BLOCK - Normal - Cute
- ROLE PLAY - Psychic - Cute

**Egg Move List**

- BELLY DRUM - Normal - Cute
- BLOCK - Normal - Cute
- FUTURE SIGHT - Psychic - Smart
- ME FIRST - Normal - Cute
- MUD SPORT - Ground - Cute
- SAFEGUARD - Normal - Beauty
- SLEEP TALK - Normal - Cute
- SNORE - Normal - Cute
- SWIFT - Normal - Cool
- TRICK - Psychic - Smart
- ZEN HEADBUTT - Psychic - Beauty
- BODY SLAM - Normal - Tough
- DOUBLE-EDGE - Normal - Tough
- ICE WIND - Ice - Beauty
- MINNIE - Normal - Cute
- BLOCK - Normal - Cute
- ROLE PLAY - Psychic - Cute
Biology: Slowking is a pink bivalve mammal. It has a short tail and a tan under belly and muzzle. The top of its shell is covered in a sentient, spiral shell covered in spikes. There is a small red gem on the upper part of the shell. Slowking has a red and white ruff around its neck. Herbivore.

Habitat: Beach, Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 3, Jump 1, Underwater 1, Power 4, Intelligence 7, Aura, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Curse - Special Case - Tough
1 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
1 - Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 - Yawn - Normal - Cute
1 - Power Gem - Rock - Beauty
6 - Growl - Normal - Cute
11 - Water Gun - Water - Cute
15 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
20 - Disable - Normal - Smart
25 - Headbutt - Normal - Tough
29 - Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
34 - Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
39 - Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
43 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
48 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
53 - Trump Card - Normal - Cool
57 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 - Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 - Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 - Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 - Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 - Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 - Return - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Normal / Water
Abilities: Oblivious / Own Tempo
Evolution:
1 - Slowpoke
2 - Slowking Holding Minimum King’s Rock 35

Pokedex Information
Height: 6’ 7” 2m
Weight: 175.3 lbs. 79.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Monster / Water
**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Peck - Flying - Cool
5  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
10  Rage - Normal - Cool
14  Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
19  Pursuit - Dark - Smart
23  Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
28  Acupressure - Normal - Cool
32  Double Hit - Normal - Smart
37  Agility - Psychic - Cool
41  Drill Peck - Flying - Cool
46  Endeavor - Normal - Tough

**TM/HM Move List**

06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
47  Drill Peck - Flying - Cool
94  Fly - Flying - Smart

**Egg Move List**

Brave Bird - Flying - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Flail - Normal - Cute
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
Supersonic - Normal - Smart

**Tutor Move List**

Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Endeavor - Normal - Tough

---

**Knock Off - Dark - Smart**
**Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute**
**Snore - Normal - Cute**
**Swift - Normal - Cool**
**Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool**
**Tri Attack - Normal - Beauty**
**Body Slam - Normal - Tough**
**Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
**Mimic - Normal - Cute**
**Sky Attack - Flying - Cool**

---

**Seel**

**Vital Information**

Type : Water
Abilities: Thick Fat / Hydration
Evolution:
1 - Seel
2 - Dewgong Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**

Height : 3’ 7” 1.1m
Weight : 198.4 lbs. 90kg

**Breeding Information**

Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Field

---

**Dodrio**

**Vital Information**

Type : Normal / Flying
Abilities: Early Bird / Run Away
Evolution:
1 - Doduo
2 - Dodrio Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**

Height : 5’ 11” 1.8m
Weight : 187.8 lbs. 85.2kg

**Breeding Information**

Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Flying

---

**Biology**: Dodrio are avians with three heads, and a V-shaped black crest on each one. They have very small wings hidden under the fluffy brown feathers that cover their black underside. Dodrios have two long, skinny legs. Each head has a long pointed beak.. Dodrio also have three pink tail feathers. Herbivore.
Habitat: Arctic, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Icestep

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
3  Growl - Normal - Cute
7  Water Sport - Water - Cute
11  Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
13  Encore - Normal - Cute
17  Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
21  Rest - Psychic - Cute
23  Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
27  Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty
31  Aqua Jet - Water - Beauty
33  Brine - Water - Smart
37  Take Down - Normal - Tough
41  Dive - Water - Beauty
43  Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
47  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
51  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

Egg Move List
Disable - Normal - Smart
Encore - Normal - Cute
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Horn Drill - Normal - Cool
Ice Bavior - Ice - Beauty
Lick - Ghost - Tough
Perish Song - Normal - Beauty
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Slam - Normal - Tough

Icicle Spear - Ice - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Pokedex Information
Height: 5' 7" 1.7m
Weight: 264.6 lbs. 120kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Evolution:
1 - Seel
2 - Dewgong Minimum 30

TM/HM Move List
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
55  Brine - Water - Smart
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72  Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Biography: Dewgong is a mammal with two large flippers and a long finned tail. It is covered in white coat of fur. It has a layer of thick blubber. Dewgong also has a small black nose, and fangs or small tusks protruding out of its upper jaw. Carnivore.

Vital Information
Type: Water / Ice
Abilities: Thick Fat / Hydration
Evolution:
1 - Seel
2 - Dewgong Minimum 30

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
55  Brine - Water - Smart
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72  Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

212. DEWGONG

213. GRIMER
214. MUK

Vital Information
Type : Poison
Abilities: Stench / Sticky Hold
Evolution:
1 - Grimer
2 - Muk Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight : 66.1 lbs. 30kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Muk is a large, purple sentient pile of poisonous sludge. It has saucer-like eyes and a gray mouth. Terravore.

Habitat :
Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 1,
Power 4, Intelligence 4, Amorphous

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
2 Fling - Dark - Tough
4 Harden - Normal - Tough
7 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Fling - Dark - Tough
50 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough

Egg Move List
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Explosion - Normal - Beauty
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Intrusion - Psychic - Smart
Lick - Ghost - Tough
Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
Shadow Punch - Ghost - Smart
Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
Spit Up - Normal - Tough
Stockpile - Normal - Tough
Swallow - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Harden - Normal - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Dynamic Crunch - Fighting - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Protect - Normal - Cute
17 Sunny Day - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
28 Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Endure - Normal - Tough
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
54 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
57 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

215. SHELLDER

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Shell Armor / Skill Link
Evolution:
1 - Shellder
2 - Cloyster Water Stone

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight : 8.8 lbs. 4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 3
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Shellder is made of two shells are a purplish-blue color with two spikes on the top and underside. Shellder has a large, red tongue. It is unknown what Shellder looks like inside its shell, seeing as only its large, disk-like eyes are discernible from within. Herbivore.

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
4  Withdraw - Water - Cute
8  Supersonic - Normal - Smart
13  Icicle Spear - Ice - Beauty
16  Protect - Normal - Cute
20  Leer - Normal - Cool
25  Clamp - Water - Tough
28  Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
32  Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty
37  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
40  Ice Defense - Steel - Tough
44  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
55  Brine - Water - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
64  Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72  Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Barrier - Psychic - Cool
Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty

Habitat : Ocean
Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Gilled

216. CLOYSTER

Vital Information
Type : Water / Ice
Abilities: Shell Armor / Skill Link
Evolution:
1 - Shellder
2 - Cloyster Water Stone

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight : 292.1 lbs. 132.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 3

Biology : Cloyster has a spiky shell, six of which are long are conical, resembling turrets. It has an inner, gray-colored layer inside its purple shell. Its head and face resemble a black pearl, and there is a jutting, horn-like white spike above its head. Herbivore.

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty
1  Protect - Normal - Cute
1  Supersonic - Normal - Smart
1  Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart
1  Withdraw - Water - Cute
28  Spikes - Ground - Smart
40  Spike Cannon - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
55  Brine - Water - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
64  Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72  Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Habitat : Arctic, Ocean
Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 6, Underwater 3, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Freezer, Gilled
**ONIX**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Rock / Ground
- **Abilities**: Sturdy / Rock Head
- **Evolution**: 1 - Onix
  2 - Steelix Holding Minimum Metal Coat 35

**Pokédex Information**
- **Height**: 28' 10" 8.8m
- **Weight**: 463 lbs. 210kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Mineral
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 13 Days

**Biology**: Onix resembles a giant chain of gray boulders, with a pointed, rocky spine on its head. Its head boulder has a wide jaw and large eyes. Terravore.

**Habitat**: Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities**: Overland 4, Burrow 3, Jump 3, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Groundshaper, Sinker

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1 Bind - Normal - Tough
  2 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
  3 Tackle - Normal - Tough
  4 Screech - Normal - Smart
  5 Rock Throw - Rock - Tough
  6 Rage - Normal - Cool
  7 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
  8 Slam - Normal - Tough
  9 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
  10 Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
  11 Curse - Special Case - Tough
  12 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  13 Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
  14 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  15 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough

**TM/HM Move List**
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
- 64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
- 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
- 71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
- 74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
- 76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
- 77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
- 96 Strength - Normal - Tough
- 98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
- 100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

**Steelix**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Steel / Ground
- **Abilities**: Sturdy / Rock Head
- **Evolution**: 1 - Onix
  2 - Steelix Holding Minimum Metal Coat 35

**Pokédex Information**
- **Height**: 30' 2" 9.2m
- **Weight**: 881.8 lbs. 400kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Mineral

**Biology**: Steelix resembles a giant chain of iron boulders. Their body is made up of sections, some of which have massive rock spikies coming out of them. They have a massive head mainly made up of their jaw. The jaw is wide with sets of large square teeth inside. Their eye sockets are set in. Underneath their bottom jaw and chin, on the underside of the jaw, there are small square domes. Terravore.

**Habitat**: Cave, Desert, Mountain

**Capabilities**: Overland 4, Burrow 3, Jump 3, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Groundshaper, Sinker

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1 Bind - Normal - Tough
  1 Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
  1 Harden - Normal - Tough
  1 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
  1 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
  1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
  1 Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
  1 Taunt - Dark - Smart
  1 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  1 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  1 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  1 Roar - Normal - Cool
  1 Protect - Normal - Tough
  1 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  1 Protect - Normal - Cute
  1 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  1 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  1 Crunch - Dark - Tough
  1 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  2 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough

**TM/HM Move List**
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
- 64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
- 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
- 71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
- 74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
- 76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
- 77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
- 96 Strength - Normal - Tough
- 98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
- 100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

**Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty**
**Mimic - Normal - Cute**
**Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
**Swift - Normal - Cool**
**Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty**
**Attract - Normal - Cute**
**Rest - Psychic - Cute**
**Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
**Facade - Normal - Cute**
**Iron Tail - Steel - Cool**
**Wonder Room - Water - Beauty**
**Sandstorm - Rock - Tough**
**Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool**
**Protect - Normal - Tough**
**Frustration - Normal - Cute**
**Shadow Ball - Dark - Cool**
**Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart**
**Earthquake - Ground - Tough**
**Block - Normal - Cute**
**Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty**
**Mimic - Normal - Cute**
**Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
**Swift - Normal - Cool**
**Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty**
**Attract - Normal - Cute**
**Rest - Psychic - Cute**
**Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
**Facade - Normal - Cute**
**Iron Tail - Steel - Cool**
**Wonder Room - Water - Beauty**
**Sandstorm - Rock - Tough**
**Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool**
**Protect - Normal - Tough**
**Frustration - Normal - Cute**
**Shadow Ball - Dark - Cool**
**Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart**
**Earthquake - Ground - Tough**
**Block - Normal - Cute**
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
88 Thief - Dark - Tough
89 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick - Psychic - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Insomnia / Forewarn
Evolution:
1 - Drowzee
2 - Hypno Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 3" 1m
Weight : 71.4 lbs. 32.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Drowzee is a bipedal mammal. It has a short trunk above its mouth. Its arms are quite short in length and its hands each have three fingers. The upper half of a Drowzee’s body is yellow and the lower half is brown, the two are separated by a wavy line. Its feet are brown, except for its two toes, which are yellow. Herbivore.

Habitat : Grassland, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Mind Lock

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
7 Disable - Normal - Smart
9 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
15 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
18 Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
21 Meditate - Psychic - Beauty
26 Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
29 Psy Up - Normal - Smart
32 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
37 Swagger - Normal - Cute
40 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
43 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
50 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
53 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Return - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psy Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Assist - Normal - Cute
Barrier - Psychic - Cool
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Flatter - Dark - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
Psycho Cut - Psychic - Cool
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Vital Information
Type: Psychic
Abilities: Insomnia / Forewarn

Evolution:
1: Drowzee (1)
2: Hypno (Minimum 25)

Pokedex Information
Height: 5' 3" (1.6m)
Weight: 166.7 lbs (75.6kg)

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Krabby

Biology: Krabby is a bipedal crustacean that has yellow colored skin. It has two triangular ears on the top of its head and a bulgous nose. On its neck, it has a ruff of white fur. Krabby has five fingers on each hand and holds a pendulum in one of them. Hypno has three toes on its feet, which have a pink colored pad on the undersides. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 5, Mind Lock

Move List
Level Up Move List
1: Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1: Disable - Normal - Smart
1: Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
1: Headbutt - Normal - Tough
2: Poison Gas - Poison - Tough
3: Swabeam - Psychic - Beauty
3: Psyshock - Psychic - Beauty
3: Psych UP - Normal - Smart
4: Headbutt - Normal - Tough
4: Swagger - Normal - Cute
5: Psychic - Psychic - Smart
6: Headbutt - Normal - Tough
6: Physic - Psychic - Beauty
6: Body Slam - Normal - Tough
7: Double Team - Normal - Cool
7: Protect - Normal - Cute
8: Protect - Normal - Cute
8: Rest - Psychic - Cute
9: Frustration - Normal - Cute
9: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
10: Mud sport - Ground - Cute
10: Mud Sport - Ground - Tough
11: Frustration - Normal - Tough
12: Protect - Normal - Cute
13: Protect - Normal - Tough
13: Protect - Normal - Beauty
14: Protect - Normal - Beauty
15: Protect - Normal - Beauty
16: Protect - Normal - Cute
16: Protect - Normal - Beauty
17: Protect - Normal - Cool
18: Protect - Normal - Tough
19: Protect - Normal - Tough
20: Protect - Normal - Beauty
20: Protect - Normal - Tough
21: Protect - Normal - Tough
21: Protect - Normal - Beauty
22: Protect - Normal - Tough
22: Protect - Normal - Beauty
23: Protect - Normal - Tough
23: Protect - Normal - Beauty
24: Protect - Normal - Tough
24: Protect - Normal - Beauty
25: Protect - Normal - Tough
25: Protect - Normal - Beauty
26: Protect - Normal - Tough
26: Protect - Normal - Beauty
27: Protect - Normal - Tough
27: Protect - Normal - Beauty
28: Protect - Normal - Tough
28: Protect - Normal - Beauty
29: Protect - Normal - Tough
29: Protect - Normal - Beauty
30: Protect - Normal - Tough
30: Protect - Normal - Beauty
31: Protect - Normal - Tough
31: Protect - Normal - Beauty
32: Protect - Normal - Tough
32: Protect - Normal - Beauty
33: Protect - Normal - Tough
33: Protect - Normal - Beauty
34: Protect - Normal - Tough
34: Protect - Normal - Beauty
35: Protect - Normal - Tough
35: Protect - Normal - Beauty
36: Protect - Normal - Tough
36: Protect - Normal - Beauty
37: Protect - Normal - Tough
37: Protect - Normal - Beauty
38: Protect - Normal - Tough
38: Protect - Normal - Beauty
39: Protect - Normal - Tough
39: Protect - Normal - Beauty
40: Protect - Normal - Tough
40: Protect - Normal - Beauty
41: Protect - Normal - Tough
41: Protect - Normal - Beauty
42: Protect - Normal - Tough
42: Protect - Normal - Beauty
43: Protect - Normal - Tough
43: Protect - Normal - Beauty
44: Protect - Normal - Tough
44: Protect - Normal - Beauty
45: Protect - Normal - Tough
45: Protect - Normal - Beauty
46: Protect - Normal - Tough
46: Protect - Normal - Beauty
47: Protect - Normal - Tough
47: Protect - Normal - Beauty
48: Protect - Normal - Tough
48: Protect - Normal - Beauty
49: Protect - Normal - Tough
49: Protect - Normal - Beauty
50: Protect - Normal - Tough
50: Protect - Normal - Beauty
51: Protect - Normal - Tough
51: Protect - Normal - Beauty
52: Protect - Normal - Tough
52: Protect - Normal - Beauty
53: Protect - Normal - Tough
53: Protect - Normal - Beauty
54: Protect - Normal - Tough
54: Protect - Normal - Beauty
55: Protect - Normal - Tough
55: Protect - Normal - Beauty
56: Protect - Normal - Tough
56: Protect - Normal - Beauty
57: Protect - Normal - Tough
57: Protect - Normal - Beauty
58: Protect - Normal - Tough
58: Protect - Normal - Beauty
59: Protect - Normal - Tough
59: Protect - Normal - Beauty
60: Protect - Normal - Tough
60: Protect - Normal - Beauty
61: Protect - Normal - Tough
61: Protect - Normal - Beauty
62: Protect - Normal - Tough
62: Protect - Normal - Beauty
63: Protect - Normal - Tough
63: Protect - Normal - Beauty
64: Protect - Normal - Tough
64: Protect - Normal - Beauty
65: Protect - Normal - Tough
65: Protect - Normal - Beauty
66: Protect - Normal - Tough
66: Protect - Normal - Beauty
67: Protect - Normal - Tough
67: Protect - Normal - Beauty
68: Protect - Normal - Tough
68: Protect - Normal - Beauty
69: Protect - Normal - Tough
69: Protect - Normal - Beauty
70: Protect - Normal - Tough
70: Protect - Normal - Beauty
71: Protect - Normal - Tough
71: Protect - Normal - Beauty
72: Protect - Normal - Tough
72: Protect - Normal - Beauty
73: Protect - Normal - Tough
73: Protect - Normal - Beauty
74: Protect - Normal - Tough
74: Protect - Normal - Beauty
75: Protect - Normal - Tough
75: Protect - Normal - Beauty
76: Protect - Normal - Tough
76: Protect - Normal - Beauty
77: Protect - Normal - Tough
77: Protect - Normal - Beauty
78: Protect - Normal - Tough
78: Protect - Normal - Beauty
79: Protect - Normal - Tough
79: Protect - Normal - Beauty
80: Protect - Normal - Tough
80: Protect - Normal - Beauty
81: Protect - Normal - Tough
81: Protect - Normal - Beauty
82: Protect - Normal - Tough
82: Protect - Normal - Beauty
83: Protect - Normal - Tough
83: Protect - Normal - Beauty
84: Protect - Normal - Tough
84: Protect - Normal - Beauty
85: Protect - Normal - Tough
85: Protect - Normal - Beauty
86: Protect - Normal - Tough
86: Protect - Normal - Beauty
87: Protect - Normal - Tough
87: Protect - Normal - Beauty
88: Protect - Normal - Tough
88: Protect - Normal - Beauty
89: Protect - Normal - Tough
89: Protect - Normal - Beauty
90: Protect - Normal - Tough
90: Protect - Normal - Beauty
91: Protect - Normal - Tough
91: Protect - Normal - Beauty
92: Protect - Normal - Tough
92: Protect - Normal - Beauty
93: Protect - Normal - Tough
93: Protect - Normal - Beauty
94: Protect - Normal - Tough
94: Protect - Normal - Beauty
95: Protect - Normal - Tough
95: Protect - Normal - Beauty
96: Protect - Normal - Tough
96: Protect - Normal - Beauty
97: Protect - Normal - Tough
97: Protect - Normal - Beauty
98: Protect - Normal - Tough
98: Protect - Normal - Beauty
99: Protect - Normal - Tough
99: Protect - Normal - Beauty
100: Protect - Normal - Tough
100: Protect - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01: Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
07: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17: Protect - Normal - Cute
18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
25: Stomp - Normal - Tough
27: Return - Normal - Cute
29: Protect - Normal - Cute
30: Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31: Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
36: Brine - Water - Smart
41: Crabhammer - Water - Tough
45: Flail - Normal - Cute
50: Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
52: Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
53: Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
56: Fling - Dark - Tough
57: Fling - Dark - Tough
58: Endure - Normal - Tough
60: Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
61: Bubble - Water - Cute
62: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
63: Hail - Ice - Beauty
64: Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
71: Leer - Normal - Cool
72: Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
76: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
80: Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81: X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82: Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83: Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85: Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
86: X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
87: Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Dig - Ground - Smart
Flail - Normal - Cute
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Slam - Normal - Tough
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Hyper Cutter / Shell Armor
Evolution:
1 - Krabby
2 - Kingler Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 3" 1.3m
Weight: 132.3 lbs. 60kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 3

Biology: Kingler is a large hard-shelled Pokemon. Its claws and upper half of its body are reddish-orange with the four legs and lower body being cream-colored. Its left claw is particularly larger than the right one. It has a crown of six spikes that extend from its head and a large jaw with long teeth. Carnivore.

Habitat: Beach

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Burrow 1, Jump 1, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Bubble - Water - Cute
1 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
1 Vicegrip - Normal - Tough
5 Vicegrip - Normal - Tough
9 Leer - Normal - Cool
11 Harden - Normal - Tough
15 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
19 Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
21 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
25 Stomp - Normal - Tough
32 Protect - Normal - Cute
37 Guillotine - Normal - Cool
44 Slam - Normal - Tough
51 Brine - Water - Smart
56 Crabhammer - Water - Tough
62 Flail - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
54 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
55 Brine - Water - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Dive - Water - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute

Biology: Voltorb is a sphere. Its top half is red, and its bottom half is white. On its top half, Voltorb has eyes that seem permanently negative. Nullivore.

Habitat: Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Shrinkable, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charge - Electric - Smart
5 Tackle - Normal - Tough
8 Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
12 Spark - Electric - Cool
15 Rollout - Rock - Tough
19 Screech - Normal - Smart
22 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
26 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
224. ELECTRODE

Type: Electric
Abilities: Static / Soundproof

Evolution:
1 - Voltorb
2 - Electrode

Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight: 146.8 lbs. 66.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Mineral

Biology: Electrode is a sphere. Its top half is white, and its bottom half is red. On its top half, Voltorb has eyes that seem permanently positive. Its bottom half has a permanent grin. Nullivore.

Habitat: Urban

Capabilities: Overland 6, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Shrinking, Sinking

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charge - Electric - Smart
1 Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
1 Spark - Electric - Cool
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Tackle - Normal - Tough
8 Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
12 Spark - Electric - Cool
15 Rollout - Rock - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Double Team - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
45 Torment - Dark - Tough
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
60 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

225. EXEGGCUTE

Type: Grass / Psychic
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Pickup

Evolution:
1 - Exeggcute
2 - Exeggutor Leaf Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 5.5 lbs. 2.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Exeggcute resemble six small light pink eggs. The shells have some cracks on them and may even have what looks like yolk exposed. Despite having separate parts, it is a single entity, psychically tied to each piece. Phototroph.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Barrage - Normal - Tough
1 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
1 Uproar - Normal - Cute
1 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
1 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
1 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool

Tutor Move List
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
Egg Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Curse - Normal - Tough
Ingrain - Grass - Smart
Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
Moonlight - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxi - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96 Strength - Normal - Tough

226. EXEGGUTOR

Vital Information
Type: Grass / Psychic
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Leaf Guard
Evolution:
1. Exeggutor
2. Exeggutor Leaf Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 6’7” 2m
Weight: 264.6 lbs. 120kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Plant

Biography: Exeggutor is a tall, brown Pokémon that resembles a tree with its lower body resembling a tree trunk. It has thick legs with two-toed feet and a light-yellow colored paw pad on the foot’s underside. Exeggutor has three round, light-yellow heads. It has several branches of leaves extending from its heads. Phototroph.

Habitat:
Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3,
Power 4, Intelligence 5

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Barrage - Normal - Tough - Cool
1 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
1 Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
1 Stomp - Normal - Tough
17 Stomp - Normal - Tough
27 Egg Bomb - Normal - Tough
37 Wood Hammer - Grass - Tough
47 Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxi - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty

227. CUBONE

Vital Information
Type: Ground
Abilities: Lightningrod / Rock Head
Evolution:
1. Cubone
2. Marowak Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’4” 0.4m
Weight: 14.3 lbs. 6.5kg
Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Cubone is a small brown biped, that constantly wears a skull-like growth as a helmet. It carries a bone. Cubone has a plump body with a paler-colored underbelly, with strong, clawed limbs. Cubone has a single, nailed toe on each foot, with two spikes on its back. A small tail is also present for balance. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1   Growl - Normal - Cute
2   Bone Club - Ground - Tough
7   False Swipe - Normal - Tough
11  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
17  Focus Energy - Normal - Cute
23  Rage - Normal - Cool
27  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
33  Thraish - Normal - Tough
37  Bone Rush - Ground - Tough
43  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
52  Attract - Normal - Cute
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Belly Drum - Normal - Cute
Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Perish Song - Normal - Beauty
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Screech - Normal - Smart
Skull Bash - Normal - Tough
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Ground
Abilities: Lightningrod / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Cubone
2 - Marowak Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 3" 1m
Weight : 99.2 lbs. 45kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster

Biology : Marowak is a brown biped. It has a spike on its tail, and scaled underbelly. Its head is covered by a hard skull-like growth. It yields a large bone in its two fingered hands. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1   Bone Club - Ground - Tough
1   Growl - Normal - Cute
7   Bone Club - Ground - Tough
11  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
22  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
23  Rage - Normal - Cool
27  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
33  Thraish - Normal - Tough
37  Bone Rush - Ground - Tough
43  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
52  Attract - Normal - Cute
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
### Tutor Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tutor Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earth Power</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endeavor</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Punch</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fury Cutter</td>
<td>Bug</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Defense</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icy Wind</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knock Off</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud-Slap</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outrage</td>
<td>Dragon</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneore</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderpunch</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uproar</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Slam</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Touch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamicpunch</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mega Kick</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mega Punch</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimic</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic Toss</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Kick</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Breeding Information
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Monster
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

### Biology
- **Description**: Lickitung has semi-circular yellow markings on its belly, fully circular markings on its knees, and a thick, powerful tail. It has small, beady eyes.

### Habitat
- **Forest**, **Grassland**, **Rainforest**

### Move List
#### Level Up Move List
1. **Lick** - Ghost - Tough
2. **Supersonic** - Normal - Smart
3. **Defense Curl** - Normal - Cute
4. **Knock Off** - Dark - Smart
5. **Wrap** - Normal - Tough
6. **Stomp** - Normal - Tough
7. **Disable** - Normal - Smart
8. **Slam** - Normal - Tough
9. **Rollout** - Rock - Tough
10. **Me First** - Normal - Cute
11. **Refresh** - Normal - Cute
12. **Screech** - Normal - Smart
13. **Power Whip** - Grass - Beauty
14. **Wring Out** - Normal - Smart

#### TM/HM Move List
1. **Focus Punch** - Fighting - Tough
2. **Water Pulse** - Water - Beauty
3. **Toxic** - Poison - Smart
4. **Hidden Power** - Normal - Smart
5. **Sunny Day** - Fire - Beauty
6. **Ice Beam** - Ice - Beauty
7. **Hyper Beam** - Normal - Cool
8. **Protect** - Normal - Cute
9. **Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
10. **Frustration** - Normal - Cute
11. **Solarbeam** - Grass - Cool
12. **Iron Tail** - Steel - Cool
13. **Thunderbolt** - Electric - Cool
14. **Thunder** - Electric - Cool
15. **Earthquake** - Ground - Tough
16. **Return** - Normal - Cute
17. **Dig** - Ground - Smart
18. **Shadow Ball** - Ghost - Smart
19. **Brick Break** - Fighting - Cool
20. **Double Team** - Normal - Cool
21. **Shock Wave** - Electric - Cool
22. **Flamethrower** - Fire - Beauty
23. **Sandstorm** - Rock - Tough
24. **Fire Blast** - Fire - Beauty
25. **Rock Tomb** - Rock - Smart
26. **Facade** - Normal - Cute
27. **Secret Power** - Normal - Smart
28. **Rest** - Psychic - Cute
29. **Attract** - Normal - Cute
30. **Thief** - Dark - Tough
31. **Fling** - Dark - Tough
32. **Endure** - Normal - Tough
33. **Giga Impact** - Normal - Beauty
34. **Swords Dance** - Normal - Beauty
35. **Psycho Up** - Normal - Smart
36. **Captivate** - Normal - Beauty
37. **Rock Slide** - Rock - Tough
38. **Sleep Talk** - Normal - Cute
39. **Natural Gift** - Normal - Cool
40. **Dream Eater** - Psychic - Smart
41. **Swagger** - Normal - Cute
42. **Substitute** - Normal - Smart
43. **Cut** - Normal - Cool
44. **Surf** - Water - Beauty
45. **Strength** - Normal - Tough
46. **Rock Smash** - Fighting - Tough
47. **Rock Climbing** - Normal - Cool
48. **Whirlpool** - Water - Beauty

### Egg Move List
- **Amnesia** - Psychic - Cute
- **Belly Drum** - Normal - Cute
- **Body Slam** - Normal - Tough
- **Curse** - Special Case - Tough
- **Hammer Arm** - Fighting - Cool
- **Magnetise** - Ground - Tough
- **Sleep Talk** - Normal - Cute
- **Smellingsalt** - Normal - Smart
- **Snore** - Normal - Cute
- **Substitute** - Normal - Smart

### Tutor Move List
- **Aqua Tail** - Water - Cute
- **Fire Punch** - Fire - Beauty
- **Ice Punch** - Ice - Beauty
- **Icy Wind** - Ice - Beauty
- **Mud-Slap** - Ground - Cute
- **Snore** - Normal - Cute
- **Thunderpunch** - Electric - Cool
- **Zen Headbutt** - Psychic - Beauty

### Counter Move List
- **Double-Edge** - Normal - Tough
- **Dynamicpunch** - Fighting - Cool
- **Mega Kick** - Normal - Cool
- **Mega Punch** - Normal - Tough
- **Mimic** - Normal - Cute
- **Seismic Toss** - Fighting - Tough

---

### Vital Information
**Type**: Normal
**Abilities**: Oblivious / Own Tempo
**Evolution**: Lickitung

### Pokedex Information
- **Height**: 3’ 11” 1.2m
- **Weight**: 144.4 lbs. 65.5kg

### Breeding Information
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Monster
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

### Biology
- **Lickitung** has soft, pink skin with semicircular yellow markings on its belly, fully circular markings on its knees, and a thick, powerful tail. It has small, beady eyes. Lickitung has a long prehensile tongue. Omnivore.

### Habitat
- **Forest**, **Grassland**, **Rainforest**

### Capabilities
- **Overland 3**, **Surface 3**, **Jump 3**, **Power 3**, **Intelligence 3**

---

230. **LICKILICKY**

### Vital Information
**Type**: Normal
**Abilities**: Oblivious / Own Tempo
**Evolution**: Lickitung, Lickilicky

### Pokedex Information
- **Height**: 5’ 7” 1.7m
- **Weight**: 308.6 lbs. 140kg

### Breeding Information
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Monster

### Biology
- **Lickilicky** is fat in appearance. It has a dark pink skin tone and bulbous limbs. It has a small tail and a long tongue. It has a yellow line pattern on its belly and a white bib-like pattern. It also has a curled appendage on its head. Omnivore.

### Habitat
- **Forest**, **Grassland**, **Rainforest**

### Capabilities
- **Overland 3**, **Surface 3**, **Jump 3**, **Power 4**, **Intelligence 4**
Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Lick - Ghost - Tough
2  Tackle - Normal - Tough
5  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
9  Solar Beam - Grass - Cool
13  Iron Tail - Steel - Tough
17  Thunder - Electric - Cool
21  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
25  Protect - Normal - Cute
29  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
33  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
37  Activity - Normal - Cute
41  Refresh - Normal - Cute
45  Screech - Normal - Smart
49  Power Whip - Grass - Beauty
53  Wrangle - Normal - Smart
57  Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
61  Rollout - Rock - Tough
65  Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
69  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
73  Rock Climbing - Normal - Cool
77  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

TM/ HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny day - Fire - Beauty
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solar Beam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56  Facade - Normal - Cute
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
60  Protect - Normal - Cute
61  Rollout - Rock - Tough
64  Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
66  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
67  Rock Climbing - Normal - Cool
68  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Poison
Abilities: Levitate / White Smoke
Evolution:
- 1 - Koffing
- 2 - Weezing Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height: 2'6" 0.6m
Weight: 2.2 lbs. 1kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Koffing is a round, purple sphere that constantly leaks toxic gases. It has several craters, like protrusions. Koffing has a skull and cross-bones pattern below its face. Nullivore.

Habitat: Marsh, Mountain, Urban

Capabilities: Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Egg Move List
- Curse - Special Case - Tough
- Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
- Grudge - Ghost - Tough
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart
- Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
- Psywave - Psychic - Smart
- Screech - Normal - Smart
- Spite - Ghost - Tough
- Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty

Tutor Move List
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
- Mimic - Normal - Cute

TM/ HM Move List
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- Flame Breath - Poison - Tough
- Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool

Level Up Move List
- Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
- Tackle - Normal - Tough
- Smog - Poison - Tough
- Smoke Screen - Normal - Smart
- Assurance - Dark - Beauty
- Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty
- Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- Haze - Ice - Beauty
- Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
- Explosion - Normal - Beauty
- Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
- Memento - Dark - Tough

Move List
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Tackle - Normal - Tough
- Smog - Poison - Tough
- Smoke Screen - Normal - Smart
- Assurance - Dark - Beauty
- Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty
- Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- Haze - Ice - Beauty
- Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
- Explosion - Normal - Beauty
- Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
- Memento - Dark - Tough

Intelligence 3
Capabilities: Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3
232. **WEEZING**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Poison
- **Abilities**: Levitate / White Smoke
- **Evolution**: 1 - Koffing 2 - Weezing

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 3' 11" 1.2m
- **Weight**: 20.9 lbs. 9.5kg
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F

**Breeding Information**
- **Egg Group**: Indeterminate

**Biology**: Weezing is made of three round, purple spheres that constantly leaks toxic gases. It has several crater-like protrusions. Weezing has a skull and cross-bones pattern below its larger face. On the second largest sphere, Weezing has a second face. Nullivore.

**Habitat**: Marsh, Mountain, Urban

**Capabilities**: Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4

**Move List**

- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- 38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
- 64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
- 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**

- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- 38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
- 77 Psysh Up - Normal - Smart
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 93 Cut - Normal - Cool
- 98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

---

233. **TANGELA**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Grass
- **Abilities**: Chlorophyll / Leaf Guard
- **Evolution**: 1 - Tangela 2 - Tangrowth Learn AncientPower

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 3’ 3” 1m
- **Weight**: 77.2 lbs. 35kg
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F

**Breeding Information**
- **Egg Group**: Plant

**Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

**Biology**: Tangela is covered with thick blue vines that obscure its face so only its eyes can be seen. It also has a pair of red boot-like feet. Phototroph.

**Habitat**: Forest, Grassland, Mountain, Rainforest

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4

**Move List**

- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- 38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
- 77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 93 Cut - Normal - Cool
- 98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

**Egg Move List**

- Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
- Confusion - Psychic - Smart
- Endeavor - Normal - Tough
- Flail - Normal - Cute
- Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
- Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
- Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
Tangrowth has a black body wrapped in green vines. Its stubby black feet are tipped with red. A pair of saucer-like eyes peek out from beneath the tangled mess of fingers that are tipped with red. A pair of blue arms that have three blue vines. Its stubby black feet are tipped with red.

**Biology:**
- Egg Group: Plant
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

**Breeding Information**
- Weight: 283.5 lbs. 128.6kg
- Height: 6' 7" 2m

**Pokedex Information**
- Level Up Move List
  - Constrict - Normal - Tough
  - Ingrain - Grass - Smart
  - Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
  - Absorb - Grass - Smart
  - Growth - Normal - Beauty
  - Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
  - Vine Whip - Grass - Cool
  - Bind - Normal - Tough
  - Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
  - Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
  - Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
  - Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  - Tickle - Normal - Cute
  - Wire Out - Normal - Smart
  - Power Whip - Grass - Beauty
  - Block - Normal - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
- Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Reflect - Psychic - Smart
- Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
- Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
- Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty

235. Goldeen

**Vital Information**
- Type: Grass
- Abilities: Chlorophyll / Leaf Guard

**Evolution:**
- 1 - Tangela
- 2 - Tangrowth Learn AncientPower

**Pokedex Information**
- Height: 6' 7" 2m
- Weight: 283.5 lbs. 128.6kg

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Plant

**Biology:**
- Egg Group: Water 2
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Water 2

235. Goldeen

**Vital Information**
- Type: Water
- Abilities: Swift Swim / Water Veil

**Evolution:**
- 1 - Goldeen
- 2 - Seaking Minimum 30

**Pokédex Information**
- Height: 2" 0.06m
- Weight: 33.1 lbs. 15kg

**Breeding Information**
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Water 2

235. Goldeen

**Vital Information**
- Type: Water
- Abilities: Swift Swim / Water Veil

**Evolution:**
- 1 - Goldeen
- 2 - Seaking Minimum 30
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
- Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
- Haze - Ice - Beauty
- Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
- Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
- Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
- Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
- Bounce - Flying - Cute
- Dive - Water - Beauty
- Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
- Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Knock Off - Dark - Smart
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Water Veil
Evolution:
1 - Goldeen
2 - Seaking

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 3" 1.3m
Weight: 86 lbs. 39kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 2

Biography: Seaking is a large, round white Pokemon with orange and black markings on its tail, fins and along the top of its body. Seaking’s tail fin billows very much like a ballroom dress. Seaking has a large, tan horn on its forehead. Herbivore.

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Peck - Flying - Cool
1  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1  Water Sport - Water - Cute
7  Supersonic - Normal - Smart
11 Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
17 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
21 Flail - Normal - Cute
27 Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
31 Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
40 Waterfall - Water - Tough
47 Horn Drill - Normal - Cool
56 Agility - Psychic - Cool
63 Megahorn - Bug - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Natural Cure / Illuminate
Evolution:
1 - Staryu
2 - Starmie Water Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 7" 0.8m
Weight: 76.1 lbs. 34.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Water 3
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Staryu is shaped like a five pointed star. Its main body is a tan color with a gold formation at the center of its front. At the very center of its body is a red jewel. There is a gold loop around its bottom-left point. Herbivore.

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
6  Water Gun - Water - Beauty
10  Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
15  Recover - Normal - Smart
19  Camouflage - Normal - Smart
24  Swift - Normal - Cool
28  Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
33  Minimize - Normal - Cute
37  Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
42  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
46  Power Gem - Rock - Beauty
51  Cosmic Power - Psychic - Cool
55  Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
238. STARMIE

Vital Information
Type: Water / Psychic
Abilities: Natural Cure / Illuminate
Evolution:
1 - Staryu
2 - Starmie Water Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight: 176.4 lbs. 80kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Water 3

Biology: Starmie is shaped like a ten pointed star. Its main body is a purple color with a gold formation at the center of its front. At the very center of its body is a large red jewel. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Ocean

Capabilities: Surface 4, Underwater 2, Sky 4, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Fountain, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
1 Recover - Normal - Smart
1 Swift - Normal - Cool
1 Water Gun - Water - Cute
28 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty

06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
55 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

239. SCYTHER

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Flying
Abilities: Swarm / Technician
Evolution:
1 - Scyther
2 - Scizor Holding Minimum Metal Coat 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight: 123.5 lbs. 56kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Scyther is a primarily green, insectoid. It has large, blade-like forearms and a pair of cream-colored wings from its center body piece. Its head is pointed and has three small points on its top. Its feet possess three claws. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 5, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1 Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
5 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
9 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
13 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
Egg Group: Bug
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Breeding Information

Weight: 260.1 lbs. 118kg
Height: 5' 11" 1.8m

Pokedex Information

2 - Scizor Holding Minimum Metal Coat 30
1 - Scyther

Evolution:
Abilities: Swarm / Technician
Type: Bug / Steel

Vital Information

Type: Bug / Steel

Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
Razor Wind - Normal - Cool
Reversal - Fighting
Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

240. SCIZOR

Biography: Scizor has a red metallic exoskeleton, Scizor also has pincher-like claws, with yellow-and-black eye-like patterns on them. Scizor has two-toed feet with one clawed toe in front and the other in the back. Scizor has two-lobed wings. Aside from its primarily red coloration, Scizor has accentuations of black on its neck, chest, and abdomen, and yellow eyes. Carnivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump

5, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1 Bullet Punch - Steel - Smart
5 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
9 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
13 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
17 Agility - Psychic - Cool
21 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
25 Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
29 Slash - Normal - Cool
33 Razor Wind - Normal - Cool
37 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
41 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
45 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
49 Double Hit - Normal - Smart
53 Iron Head - Steel - Tough
57 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
61 Feint - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
54 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Tailwind - Flying - Smart
241. MAGIKARP

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Simple
Evolution:
1 - Magikarp
2 - Gyarados Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight: 22 lbs. 10kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 2 / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 2 Days

Biology: Magikarp is a reddish-orange, medium-sized finned pokemon. Its fins are primarily white, but it has two stiff, three-peaked fins on its back and stomach which are both yellow. It has two long yellow whiskers. Herbivore.

Habitat: Freshwater, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Splash - Normal - Cute
15 Tackle - Normal - Tough
30 Flail - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute

242. GYARADOS

Vital Information
Type: Water / Flying
Abilities: Intimidate / Steadfast
Evolution:
1 - Magikarp
2 - Gyarados Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 21' 4" 6.5m
Weight: 518.1 lbs. 235kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 2 / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 2 Days

Biology: Gyarados is a large and long serpentine Pokemon. Its mostly blue, but its underbelly and the spots along its body are a dark yellow. It has a three-pointed, dark blue crest on its head and four white fins down its back. Its mouth is very large and usually gaping. It has pectoral and dorsal fins emerging throughout its winding body. Carnivore.

Habitat: Freshwater, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 4, Power 6, Intelligence 4, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Thrash - Normal - Tough
20 Bite - Dark - Tough
23 Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
26 Leer - Normal - Cool
29 Twister - Dragon - Cool
32 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
35 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
38 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
41 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
44 Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
47 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
55 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Capture - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

243. LEDYBA

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Flying
Abilities: Early Bird / Swarm
Evolution:
1 - Ledyba
2 - Ledian Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 3" 1m
Weight: 23.8 lbs. 10.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Ledyba is a large and long serpentine Pokemon. Its mostly blue, but its underbelly and the spots along its body are a dark yellow. It has a three-pointed, dark blue crest on its head and four white fins down its back. Its mouth is very large and usually gaping. It has pectoral and dorsal fins emerging throughout its winding body. Carnivore.

Habitat: Freshwater, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Thrash - Normal - Tough
20 Bite - Dark - Tough
23 Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
26 Leer - Normal - Cool
29 Twister - Dragon - Cool
32 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
35 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
38 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
41 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
44 Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
47 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
55 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Capture - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spit - Ghost - Tough
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Biology: Ledyba is a round, red insectoid with five black spots on its back. Ledyba’s carapace and back, when the wing covers are lifted, are yellow, and its eyes are large and round. Ledyba also has two black antennae and hands that look like boxing gloves. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 1, Sky 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinker

Move List

- Level Up Move List
  1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  2. Supersonic - Normal - Tough
  3. Comet Punch - Normal - Tough
  4. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  5. Reflect - Psychic - Smart
  6. Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
  7. Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
  8. Tailwind - Flying - Smart
  9. Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute
  10. Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

- Egg Move List
  1. Bide - Normal - Tough
  2. Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
  3. Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute
  4. Encore - Normal - Cute
  5. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  6. Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
  7. Screech - Normal - Smart
  8. Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty

- Tutor Move List
  1. Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
  2. Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
  3. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  4. Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
  5. Rollout - Rock - Tough
  6. Snore - Normal - Cute
  7. Swift - Normal - Cool
  8. Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
  9. Uproar - Normal - Cool
  10. Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
  11. Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
  12. Mimic - Normal - Cute
  13. Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
  14. String Shot - Bug - Smart
  15. Tailwind - Flying - Smart

TM/HM Move List

- 01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- 02 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 03 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 04 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 07 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
- 10 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 15 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
- 18 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
- 20 Return - Normal - Cute
- 23 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 24 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 25 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 28 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
- 30 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- 31 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 33 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 34 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 39 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 40 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 41 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
- 44 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 45 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 46 U- Turn - Bug - Cute
- 47 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 48 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

Vital Information

- Type: Bug / Flying
- Abilities: Early Bird / Swarm
- Evolution:
  1. Ledyba
  2. Ledian Minimum 15

Pokedex Information

- Height: 4’ 7” 1.4m
- Weight: 78.5 lbs. 35.6kg

Breeding Information

- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Bug

Biology: Ledian is a large, mostly red insectoid. It has two black antennae, a black neck and a black spot in the center of its forehead. Its two eyes are large, blue and slanted. Its four arms are black stalks with white fists at the end. Its two legs are similar to its arms, but end with large red feet. Its back is red in coloration, with the undersides of the ladybug-like wing covers yellow. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Sky 5, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List

- Level Up Move List
  1. Comet Punch - Normal - Tough
  2. Supersonic - Normal - Smart
  3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  4. Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool

- TM/HM Move List
  01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  02 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  03 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  04 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  07 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  10 Protect - Normal - Cute
  15 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  20 Return - Normal - Cute
  23 Dig - Ground - Smart
  24 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  25 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  28 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
  30 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  31 Facade - Normal - Cute
  33 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  34 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  39 Attract - Normal - Cute
  40 Thief - Dark - Tough
  41 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
  44 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  45 Swagger - Normal - Cute
  46 U- Turn - Bug - Cute
  47 Substitute - Normal - Smart
  48 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  49 Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute
  50 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  51 Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
  52 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  53 Comet Punch - Normal - Tough
  54 Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
  55 Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
  56 Attract - Normal - Cute
  57 Draining - Normal - Tough
  58 Endure - Normal - Tough
  59 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
  60 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
  61 Flash - Normal - Beauty
  62 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
  63 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  64 Swagger - Normal - Cute
  65 Protect - Normal - Cute
  66 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  67 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  68 Endure - Normal - Tough
  69 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
  70 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
  71 Flash - Normal - Beauty
  72 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  73 Protect - Normal - Cute
  74 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  75 Flying - Bug - Tough
  76 Attract - Normal - Cute
  77 EnergyBall - Normal - Tough
  78 Sonic Power - Normal - Tough
  79 Protect - Normal - Cute
  80 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  81 Endure - Normal - Tough
  82 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  83 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  84 Protect - Normal - Cute
  85 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  86 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  87 Endure - Normal - Tough
  88 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
  90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
  91 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  92 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uprow - Normal - Cute - Cool
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Biology: Spinarak are green, six-legged insects. Their yellow legs that each have a black stripe on them. The spots on Spinarak’s abdomen resemble a face. Spinarak have a horn on their head and pink mouthparts. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Rainforest

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
1  String Shot - Bug - Smart
5  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
8  Constrict - Normal - Tough
12  Leece Life - Bug - Smart
15  Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
19  Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
22  Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
26  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
29  Spider Web - Bug - Smart
33  Agility - Psychic - Cool
36  Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
40  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
43  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart

87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
Disable - Normal - Smart
Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Sniceboom - Normal - Cool
Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

246. ARIADOS

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Poison
Abilities: Insomnia / Swarm
Evolution:
1 - Spinarak
2 - Ariados Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’ 7” 1.1m
Weight: 73.9 lbs. 33.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Ariados is a colorful insectoid. It has a red body with black stripes and an unhappy face on its abdomen. Ariados has four yellow legs with purple stripes; its fifth and sixth legs emerge from its back and do not touch the ground as the rest of its legs do. It has large fangs and a large horn on its head. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Rainforest, Cave

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 6,
Power 2, Intelligence 4, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
1  Constrict - Normal - Tough
1  Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
1  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
1  String Shot - Bug - Smart
5  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
8  Constrict - Normal - Tough
12  Leech Life - Bug - Smart
15  Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
19  Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
22  Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
26  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
29  Spider Web - Bug - Smart
33  Agility - Psychic - Cool
36  Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
40  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
43  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
46  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
50  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32  Spider Web - Bug - Smart
37  Agility - Psychic - Cool
41  Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
46  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
50  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Poison
Abilities: Insomnia / Swarm
Evolution:
1 - Spinarak
2 - Ariados Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’ 8” 0.5m
Weight: 18.7 lbs. 8.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Ariados is a colorful insectoid. It has a red body with black stripes and an unhappy face on its abdomen. Ariados has four yellow legs with purple stripes; its fifth and sixth legs emerge from its back and do not touch the ground as the rest of its legs do. It has large fangs and a large horn on its head. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Rainforest, Cave

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 6,
Power 2, Intelligence 4, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
1  Constrict - Normal - Tough
1  Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
1  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
1  String Shot - Bug - Smart
5  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
8  Constrict - Normal - Tough
12  Leech Life - Bug - Smart
15  Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
19  Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
22  Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
26  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
29  Spider Web - Bug - Smart
33  Agility - Psychic - Cool
36  Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
40  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
43  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
46  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
50  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
36  Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough

87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
Disable - Normal - Smart
Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Sniceboom - Normal - Cool
Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

246. ARIADOS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pokedex Information</th>
<th>Vital Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>Chinchou</td>
<td>2 - Lanturn Minimum 25</td>
<td>Weight: 26.5 lbs. 12kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>Lanturn</td>
<td></td>
<td>Weight: 49.6 lbs. 22.5kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pokedex Information**
- *Chinchou*
  - Type: Water / Electric
  - Abilities: Voltaic Absorb / Illuminate
  - Evolution: 1 - Chinchou → 2 - Lanturn Minimum 25
- *Lanturn*
  - Type: Water / Electric
  - Evolution: 1 - Chinchou

**Vital Information**
- **Chinchou**
  - Weight: 26.5 lbs. 12kg
  - Height: 1' 8" 0.5m
- **Lanturn**
  - Weight: 49.6 lbs. 22.5kg
  - Height: 3' 11" 1.2m

**Breeding Information**
- **Chinchou**
  - Egg Group: Water 2
  - Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
  - Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days
- **Lanturn**
  - Egg Group: Water 2
  - Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
  - Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

**Capabilities**
- **Chinchou**
  - Overland: 1
  - Surface: 4
  - Underwater: 2
  - Ocean
- **Lanturn**
  - Overland: 1
  - Surface: 6
  - Underwater: 3
  - Ocean

**Habitat**
- **Chinchou**
  - Herbivore
- **Lanturn**
  - Herbivore

**Biology**
- **Chinchou**
  - Small, round, blue Pokémon with a pair of tiny white fins and two small blue feet. It has two antennae that are positioned on its rear like two tails. There is a yellow teardrop-shaped orb at the end of each. Chinchou's eyes have unique pupils that are shaped like plus signs.
  - Habitat: Ocean
- **Lanturn**
  - Large blue Pokémon with a pair of small blue fins. They have a yellow mask over their eyes. The end of the bottom of their vertical tail fin is also yellow. Lanturn’s yellow glowing orbs come from its dorsal fin. Herbivore.
  - Habitat: Ocean

**Evolution**
- **Chinchou**
  - Abilities: Voltaic Absorb / Illuminate
  - Evolution: 1 - Chinchou → 2 - Lanturn Minimum 25
- **Lanturn**
  - Abilities: Voltaic Absorb / Illuminate
  - Evolution: 1 - Chinchou

**Move List**

**Chinchou**
- *Level Up Move List*
  - 1: Bubble - Water - Cute
  - 1: Supersonic - Normal - Smart
  - 2: Water Gun - Water - Cute
  - 2: Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
  - 3: Spark - Electric - Cool
  - 3: Take Down - Normal - Tough
  - 4: Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
  - 4: Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
  - 4: Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
  - 5: Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
  - 5: Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
  - 6: Charge - Electric - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**
- 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 06: Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 17: Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 24: Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 25: Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 27: Return - Normal - Cute
- 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34: Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart

**Lanturn**
- *Level Up Move List*
  - 1: Bubble - Water - Cute
  - 1: Supersonic - Normal - Smart
  - 2: Water Gun - Water - Cute
  - 2: Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
  - 3: Spark - Electric - Cool
  - 3: Take Down - Normal - Tough
  - 4: Bubble - Water - Cute
  - 4: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
  - 5: Charge - Electric - Smart
  - 6: Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**
- 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 06: Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart

**Biology**
- **Chinchou**
  - A small, round, blue Pokémon with a pair of tiny white fins and two small blue feet. It has two antennae that are positioned on its rear like two tails. There is a yellow teardrop-shaped orb at the end of each. Chinchou's eyes have unique pupils that are shaped like plus signs.
  - Habitat: Ocean
- **Lanturn**
  - Large blue Pokémon with a pair of small blue fins. They have a yellow mask over their eyes. The end of the bottom of their vertical tail fin is also yellow. Lanturn’s yellow glowing orbs come from its dorsal fin. Herbivore.

**Move List**

**Chinchou**
- *Level Up Move List*
  - 1: Bubble - Water - Cute
  - 1: Supersonic - Normal - Smart
  - 2: Water Gun - Water - Cute
  - 2: Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
  - 3: Spark - Electric - Cool
  - 3: Take Down - Normal - Tough
  - 4: Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
  - 4: Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
  - 4: Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
  - 5: Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
  - 5: Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
  - 6: Charge - Electric - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**
- 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 06: Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 17: Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 24: Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 25: Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 27: Return - Normal - Cute
- 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34: Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart

**Lanturn**
- *Level Up Move List*
  - 1: Bubble - Water - Cute
  - 1: Supersonic - Normal - Smart
  - 2: Water Gun - Water - Cute
  - 2: Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
  - 3: Spark - Electric - Cool
  - 3: Take Down - Normal - Tough
  - 4: Bubble - Water - Cute
  - 4: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
  - 5: Charge - Electric - Smart
  - 6: Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**
- 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 06: Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
- 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
249. NATU

Vital Information
Type: Psychic / Flying
Abilities: Synchronize / Early Bird
Evolution:
1 - Natu
2 - Xatu Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height: 0' 8" 0.2m
Weight: 4.4 lbs. 2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Natu is a tiny, mostly green avian with a nearly spherical body, and with red, yellow and black on its body. It has brightly colored, yellow-and-red wings with thick black stripes. Natu has a red crest on the top of its head, and its feet and three tail feathers are also red. Natu also has almond-shaped eyes and a yellow beak. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Forest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Peck -Flying - Cool
6 Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
9 Teleport - Psychic - Cool

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
53 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
88 Swagger - Normal - Cute
89 Pluck - Flying - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Drill Peck - Flying - Cool
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Featherdance - Flying - Beauty
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
Refresh - Normal - Cute
Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

250. XATU

Vital Information
Type: Psychic / Flying
Abilities: Synchronize / Early Bird
Evolution:
1 - Natu
2 - Xatu Minimum 25
Pokedex Information
Height: 4’11” 1.5m
Weight: 33.1 lbs. 15kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying

Biology: Xatu are green avians with long, red-and-black tipped white wings that covers most of its front. Underneath its wings are designs that resemble red-colored eyes. Along with its main green coloration, Xatu’s designs are black, yellow, and red. It has a long, slightly hooked beak and dual, long feather crests extending off its head. Herbivore.

Habitat: Cave, Desert, Forest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Telepath

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Peck - Flying - Cool
6 Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
9 Teleport - Psychic - Cool
12 Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
17 Miracle Eye - Psychic - Cute
20 Me First - Normal - Cute
23 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
27 Tailwind - Flying - Smart
30 Wish - Normal - Cute
37 Psycho Shift - Psychic - Cool
42 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
47 Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
54 Guard Swap - Psychic - Cute
54 Power Swap - Psychic - Beauty
59 Psychic - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
94 Fly - Flying - Smart
95 Defog - Flying - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Run Away / Pickup

Evolution:
1 - Aipom
2 - Ambipom Learn Double Hit

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’7” 0.8m
Weight: 25.4 lbs. 11.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Aipom have purple fur and beige faces, round eyes and a constantly cheeky smile. Along their heads are large, oval-shaped ears. Aipom’s arms are completely purple. It has a three-fingered hand on the end of its tail. Omnivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 5, Power 2, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
1 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
4 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
8 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
11 Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
15 Tickle - Normal - Cute
18 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
22 Swift - Normal - Cool
25 Screech - Normal - Smart
29 Agility - Psychic - Cool
32 Double Hit - Normal - Smart
36 Fling - Dark - Tough
39 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
43 Last Resort - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
Egg Move List
Agility - Psychic - Cool
Beat Up - Dark - Smart
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Covet - Normal - Cute
Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Screech - Normal - Smart
Slam - Normal - Tough
Spite - Ghost - Tough

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Smore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Pickup / Technician
Evolution:
1 - Aipom
2 - Ambipom Learn Double Hit

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight : 44.8 lbs. 20.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field

Biology : Ambipom is a purple mammalian biped. It has two tails, each ending with a large, rounded hand with three red-tipped fingers. These tails have a cuff of a rounded frill on the wrists. The bases of Ambipom's tails also have a similar frill. Ambipom's feet are purple. Ambipom has an arrangement of a split hair sticking out from the top of its head. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 5, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Cute
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Smore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cool
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Grass
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Solar Power
Evolution:
1 - Sunkern
2 - Sunflora Sun Stone
Pokedex Information
Height: 1’0” 0.3m
Weight: 4 lbs. 1.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biological: Sunkern is a yellow seed-like Pokémon with a sprout growing out of its top. Sunkern has triangular spiked protrusions on top of its head, around the sprout. Sunkern’s body has three broad brown vertical stripes. Two stripes start above Sunkern’s eyes, continuing downward. The other stripe is below Sunkern’s mouth. Phototroph.

Habitat:
Grassland, Forest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Absorb - Grass - Smart
2 Growth - Normal - Beauty
5 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
9 Ingrain - Grass - Smart
13 Grasswhistle - Grass - Smart
17 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
21 Endeavor - Normal - Tough
25 Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
29 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
33 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
37 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
41 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
45 Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute

254. SUNFLORA

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’7” 0.8m
Weight: 18.7 lbs. 8.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Plant

Biological: Sunflora’s body, except its head, is colored green. Its head is circular and has sunflower-like yellow petals from the sides. Sunflora has leaves extending like arms from its round body, and two toes on each foot. Phototroph.

Habitat:
Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Sprouter

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Absorb - Grass - Smart
2 Growth - Normal - Beauty
5 Mega Drain - Grass - Smart
9 Ingrain - Grass - Smart
13 Grasswhistle - Grass - Smart
17 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
21 Endeavor - Normal - Tough
25 Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
29 Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
33 Synthesis - Grass - Smart
37 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
41 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
45 Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
255. **YANMA**

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Flying
Abilities: Speed Boost / Compoundeyes

Evolution:
1. Yanma
2. Yanmega Learn AncientPower

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’11” 1.2m
Weight: 83.8 lbs. 38kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Yanma is a large, red insectoid. It has a long thin abdomen and a comparatively short thorax. It has three pairs of two-toed legs and two pairs of wings with red bands on them. Its head is also mostly red, except for its very large, bright green mask pattern around its eyes. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 2, Sky 4, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Foresight - Normal - Smart
2. Tackle - Normal - Tough
3. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
4. Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
5. Whirlwind - Flying - Cool
6. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
7. Air Slash - Flying - Cool
8. Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27. Return - Normal - Cute
29. Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
40. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
47. Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51. Roost - Flying - Cool
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
62. Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
89. U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
97. Defog - Flying - Beauty

256. **YANMEGA**

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Flying
Abilities: Speed Boost / Tinted Lens

Evolution:
1. Yanma
2. Yanmega Learn AncientPower

Pokedex Information
Height: 6’3” 1.9m
Weight: 113.5 lbs. 51.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Biology: Yanmega is a large, dark-green insectoid. Each of Yanmega’s segments have a red spot on it while the last segment has a black thorn on it. Yanmega has two black triangular plates on the back of its thorax and another plate on its head. Yanmega has red and white wings. Yanmega’s eyes are red. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 2, Sky 5, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
2. Double Team - Normal - Cool
3. Foresight - Normal - Smart
4. Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
5. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
6. Double Team - Normal - Cool
7. Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
8. Detect - Fighting - Cool
22. Supersonic - Normal - Smart
27. Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
30. Pursuit - Dark - Smart
33. Ancipentower - Rock - Tough
38. Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
43. Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
46. Screech - Normal - Smart
49. U-Turn - Bug - Cute
54. Air Slash - Flying - Cool
57. Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27. Return - Normal - Cute
29. Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
40. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
47. Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51. Roost - Flying - Cool
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
62. Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
Vital Information
Type: Water / Ground
Abilities: Damp / Water Absorb
Evolution:
1 - Wooper
2 - Quagsire Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 18.7 lbs. 8.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Wooper is a blue amphibian. It stands upright on its small, round feet, and has a large, thick tail. Wooper also has purple-colored, branching gills coming out of the sides of its head, and dark-blue, curved markings on its torso. Wooper’s head is large compared to its body. Herbivore.

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1  Water Gun - Water - Cute
5  Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
9  Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
15  Slam - Normal - Tough
19  Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
23  Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
29  Yawn - Normal - Cute
33  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
37  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
43  Haze - Ice - Beauty
43  Mist - Ice - Beauty
47  Muddy Water - Water - Tough

TM/HM Move List
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
36  Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart

257. WOOPER

Vital Information
Type: Water / Ground
Abilities: Damp / Water Absorb
Evolution:
1 - Wooper
2 - Quagsire Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 7" 1.4m
Weight: 165.3 lbs. 75kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Quagsire is a light-blue bipedal amphibian. Its head is broad and round, undistinguished from the rest of its body. Quagsire’s mouth is wide and its eyes are dots. Quagsire has a wavy purple coloration on its back and a dark-blue fin that extends to its tail. Herbivore.

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1  Water Gun - Water - Cute
5  Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
9  Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
15  Slam - Normal - Tough

258. QUAGSIRE
Tutor Move List
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
78  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
77  Roost - Flying - Cool
73  Heat Wave - Fire - Cool
72  Ice Wave - Ice - Beauty
71  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
68  Reuniclus - Dark - Tough
67  Drapion - Dark - Tough
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
260. HONCHKROW

Vital Information
Type : Dark / Flying
Abilities: Insomnia / Super Luck

Evolution:
1 - Murkrow
2 - Honchkrow Dusk Stone

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight: 60.2 lbs. 27.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Flying

Biology: Honchkrow is a black avian. Honchkrow has red tail feathers and the underside of its wings are partially red. Honchkrow has a feathery collar that resembles a long white beard. Honchkrow has a feathery crest on its wings that is partially red. Honchkrow has a red necklace-like design. Honchkrow has red tail feathers and the underside of its wings are partially red. Honchkrow has red irises. Nullivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Guster

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1 - Haze - Ice - Beauty
1 - Pursuit - Dark - Smart
1 - Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
25 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
25 - Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute

Invisibility, Phasing

Capabilities: Sky 4, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Invisibility, Phasing

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
1 - Psywave - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 - Toxidraco - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 - Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
29 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 - Torment - Dark - Tough
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
47 - Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
49 - Snatch - Dark - Smart
51 - Roost - Flying - Cool
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
63 - Embargo - Dark - Cute
66 - Payback - Dark - Cool
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 - Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 - Thief - Dark - Tough
88 - Pluck - Flying - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
94 - Fly - Flying - Smart
95 - Defog - Flying - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool

Twister - Dragon - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

261. MISDREALVUS

Vital Information
Type: Ghost
Abilities: Levitate / Synchronize

Evolution:
1 - Misdreavus
2 - Mismagius Dusk Stone

Abilities: Levitate / Synchronize

Type: Ghost

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Indeterminate

Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Misdreavus is a dark bluish-green ethereal Pokémon. It has a red necklace-like design and flowing hair. Misdreavus's eyes are yellow with red irises. Nullivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Sky 4, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Invisibility, Phasing

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
1 - Psywave - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 - Toxidraco - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 - Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
29 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 - Torment - Dark - Tough
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
47 - Attract - Normal - Cute
48 - Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 - Snatch - Dark - Smart
51 - Roost - Flying - Cool
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 - Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 - Thief - Dark - Tough
88 - Pluck - Flying - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
94 - Fly - Flying - Smart
95 - Defog - Flying - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool

5 - Spite - Ghost - Tough
10 - Astonish - Ghost - Smart
14 - Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
19 - Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
23 - Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
28 - Pain Split - Normal - Smart
32 - Payback - Dark - Cool
37 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
41 - Perish Song - Normal - Beauty
46 - Grudge - Ghost - Tough
50 - Power Gem - Rock - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 - Toxidraco - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 - Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
29 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 - Torment - Dark - Tough
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
48 - Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 - Snatch - Dark - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
61 - Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 - Embargo - Dark - Cute
66 - Payback - Dark - Cool
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
79 - Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 - Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
Egg Move List
- Curse - Special Case - Tough
- Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
- Imprison - Psychic - Smart
- Memento - Dark - Tough
- Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
- Psy-Up - Normal - Smart
- Screech - Normal - Smart
- Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
- Spite - Ghost - Tough
- Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart

Tutor Move List
- Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Spite - Ghost - Tough
- Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Trick - Psychic - Smart
- Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
- Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart
- Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Pokedex Information
- Height: 2’ 11” 0.9m
- Weight: 9.7 lbs. 4.4kg

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Indeterminate

Biography: Mismagius is purple and looks like it’s wearing a cloak. The three red spheres of Mismagius’s necklace have an elliptical shape to them, and its neck is long and crooked. It has a round head and a large, tufted feature atop it, the edges of the tufts are lighter than the body. Mismagius has a skinny, red mouth. Nullivore.

Habitat: Cave, Forest

Capabilities: Sky 5, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Invisibility, Phasing

Move List
- Level Up Move List
  - 1: Astonish - Ghost - Smart
  - 1: Growl - Normal - Cute
  - 1: Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
  - 1: Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
  - 1: Psywave - Psychic - Smart
  - 1: Spite - Ghost - Tough
- TM/HM Move List
  - 04: Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
  - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
  - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 11: Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  - 12: Taunt - Dark - Smart
  - 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  - 17: Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 24: Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  - 25: Thunder - Electric - Cool
  - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
  - 29: Psychic - Psychic - Smart
  - 30: Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 34: Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
  - 40: Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  - 41: Torment - Dark - Tough
  - 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
  - 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  - 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute

262. MISMAGIUS

Vital Information
- Type: Ghost
- Abilities: Levitate / Synchronize
- Evolution:
  - 1: Misdreavus
  - 2: Mismagius Dusk Stone

263. PINECO

Vital Information
- Type: Bug
- Abilities: Sturdy / Rock Head
- Evolution:
  - 1: Pineco
  - 2: Forretress Minimum 30

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Bug
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Pineco is a blue and oval shaped with red eyes. It has layers of flaps that jut outwards around its body. It has a single horn on top of its head. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sinker, Threaded

Move List
- Level Up Move List
  - 1: Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 1: Tackle - Normal - Tough
  - 6: Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty
  - 9: Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
  - 9: Take Down - Normal - Tough
  - 12: Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
  - 17: Bide - Normal - Tough
  - 20: Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  - 23: Spikes - Ground - Smart
  - 28: Payback - Dark - Cool
  - 31: Explosion - Normal - Beauty
  - 34: Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  - 39: Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
  - 42: Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
- 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11: Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 16: Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
- 17: Protect - Normal - Cute
- 19: Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
- 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 22: Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
26. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27. Return - Normal - Cute
28. Dig - Ground - Smart
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
33. Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
64. Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66. Payback - Dark - Cool
74. Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76. Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
96. Strength - Normal - Tough
98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Flail - Normal - Cute
Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
Reflect - Psychic - Smart
Revenge - Fighting - Tough
Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart

Tutor Move List
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cool
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
String Shot - Bug - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Steel
Abilities: Sturdy / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Pineco
2 - Forretress Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’11” 1.2m
Weight : 277.3 lbs. 125.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug

Biology : Forretress are a large, round and shelled. They have two pinkish plates on their top and bottom. The plates cover the upper and lower hemispheres of Forretress and are shaped with grooves. Along the equator of their bodies is a second red shell. The red shell also has a gap along its equator were eyes can be seen. Four spikes protrude out of its equator. Herbivore.

Habitat :
Forest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Protect - Normal - Cute
1 Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart

264. FORRETRESS

1 Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
1 Take Down - Normal - Tough
12 Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
17 Bite - Normal - Tough
20 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
23 Skill Roll - Ground - Smart
28 Payback - Dark - Cool
31 Mirror Shot - Steel - Cute
33 Payback - Dark - Cool
38 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
39 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
45 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
50 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
57 Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
62 Zap Cannon - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cool
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
String Shot - Bug - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Ground / Flying
Abilities: Sand Veil / Hyper Cutter
Evolution:
1 - Gligar
2 - Gliscor Holding Minimum Razor Fang 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’7” 1.1m
Weight : 142.9 lbs. 64.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days
Biology: Gligar is a small, purple, winged Pokémon. It has blue wings and pincers on its forelegs, and a segmented, insectoid tail with a stinger on the end. Gligar has short hind legs, and feet that are segmented with a large, single claw each. Additionally, Gligar has long, pointed ears and fangs. Carnivore.

Habitat: Cave, Desert, Forest, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Sky 3, Burrow 1, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
5  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
9  Harden - Normal - Tough
12  Knock Off - Dark - Smart
16  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
20  Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
23  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
27  Screech - Normal - Smart
31  Slash - Normal - Cool
34  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
38  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
42  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
45  Guillotine - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
36  Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
54  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
69  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
70  Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
81  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Agility - Psychic - Cool
Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Cross Poison - Poison - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Feint - Normal - Beauty
Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
Razor Wind - Normal - Cool
Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
Wing Attack - Flying - Cool

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
 Mimic - Normal - Cute
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

266. GLISCOR

Vital Information
Type: Ground / Flying
Abilities: Sand Veil / Hyper Cutter
Evolution:
1 - Gligar
2 - Gliscor Holding Minimum Razor Fang 25

Night
Pokedex Information
Height: 6' 7" 2m
Weight: 93.7 lbs. 42.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Biological: Gliscor are large, blue-purple winged Pokémon. Its tail has two bars, giving its tail the appearance of fangs. Its arms are red and thin. Its wings are black. On its arms are large claw-pincers. Gliscor’s ears are red-colored with chambered ear insides, and its eyes are yellow. It shows six fangs from its mouth. Carnivore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Sky 6, Burrow 1, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1  Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
1  Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
1  Knock Off - Dark - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
36  Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cool
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
54  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
69  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
70  Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
1  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
1  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
1  Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
5  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
9  Harden - Normal - Tough
12  Knock Off - Dark - Smart
16  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
20  Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
23  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
27  Screech - Normal - Smart
31  Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
34  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
38  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
42  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
45  Guillotine - Normal - Cool
2 - Granbull Minimum 20
1 - Snubbull

Evolution:
Abilities: Intimidate / Run Away
Type: Normal
Vital Information

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 25% M 75% F
Egg Group: Field / Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Snubbull is a pink biped with blue dots covering its body. It appears to be wearing a small dress with a blue colored ruff, due to wrinkles of loose skin that cover its body. It has a pronounced underbite. Its ears are flat, curved, and tipped with black, and has two pairs of them. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Urban

Capabilities:
Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charm - Normal - Cute
1 Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
1 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
1 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1 Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
7 Bite - Dark - Tough
13 Lick - Ghost - Tough
19 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
25 Roar - Normal - Cool
31 Rage - Normal - Cool
37 Take Down - Normal - Tough
43 Payback - Dark - Cool
49 Crunch - Dark - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute

79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

267. SNUBBULL

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Overide / Quick Feet
Evolution:
1 - Snubbull
2 - Granbull Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight: 17.2 lbs. 7.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 25% M 75% F
Egg Group: Field / Fairy

Biography: Granbull are purple bipeds. They have pronounced lower jaws with two large fangs. Granbull also has two small fangs visible on its upper jaw. Granbull’s ears are flat and curved in surface. They also have black collar around their neck with two small white patterns on it, as well as band-like black markings on their arms. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Urban

28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
91 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

268. GRANBULL

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Intimidate / Quick Feet
Evolution:
1 - Snubbull
2 - Granbull Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 7" 1.4m
Weight: 107.4 lbs. 48.7kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 25% M 75% F
Egg Group: Field / Fairy

Biography: Granbull are purple bipeds. They have pronounced lower jaws with two large fangs. Granbull also has two small fangs visible on its upper jaw. Granbull’s ears are flat and curved in surface. They also have black collar around their neck with two small white patterns on it, as well as band-like black markings on their arms. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Urban
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charm - Normal - Cute
1 Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
1 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
1 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
1 Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
1 Bite - Dark - Tough
13 Lick - Ghost - Tough
19 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
27 Roar - Normal - Cool
35 Rage - Normal - Cool
43 Take Down - Normal - Tough
51 Payback - Dark - Cool
59 Crunch - Dark - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Flame Thrower - Fire - Beauty
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climbing - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap Field - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamiepunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Dark / Ice
Abilities: Inner Focus / Keen Eye
Evolution:
1 - Sneasel
2 - Weavile Holding Minimum Razor Claw 30

Pokédex Information
Height: 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight: 61.7 lbs. 28kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Sneasel is a bipedal Pokémon. Its body is black, but it has bright red feather-like growths on its left ear and lower back. Its has two retractable claws on its front and back paws. It also has distinctive yellow markings on its face and chest. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Icestep, Stealth

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
1 Taunt - Dark - Smart
8 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
10 Screech - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxicle - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
54 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute

14 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
21 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
24 Agility - Psychic - Cool
28 Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
35 Slash - Normal - Cool
38 Beat Up - Dark - Smart
42 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
49 Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
Egg Move List
Bite - Dark - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
Double Hit - Normal - Cool
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
Punishment - Dark - Smart
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Reflect - Psychic - Smart
Spit - Ghost - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spit - Ghost - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
DynamicPunch - Fighting - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight : 75 lbs. 34kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Assurance - Dark - Beauty
1 Embargo - Dark - Cute
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1 Revenge - Fighting - Tough
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
1 Taunt - Dark - Smart
8 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
10 Screech - Normal - Smart
14 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
21 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
24 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
28 Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
35 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
38 Fling - Dark - Tough
42 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
49 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Dark / Ice
Abilities: Pressure / Ice Body
Evolution:
1 - Sneasel
2 - Weavile Holding Minimum Razor Claw

Night

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight : 75 lbs. 34kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Assurance - Dark - Beauty
1 Embargo - Dark - Cute
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1 Revenge - Fighting - Tough
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
1 Taunt - Dark - Smart
8 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
10 Screech - Normal - Smart
14 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
21 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
24 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
28 Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
35 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
38 Fling - Dark - Tough
42 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
49 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Pickup / Quick Feet
Evolution:
1 - Teddiursa
2 - Ursaring Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 19.4 lbs. 8.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Teddiursa are small, mammal. They have short, orange-brown fur that covers their body, except for their mouth and the crescent moon marking on their heads, which are a light tan. Teddiursa have short, round bodies with short limbs and a short, puffy tail. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Cave, Mountain, Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker, Stealth

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Pickup / Quick Feet
Evolution:
1 - Teddiursa
2 - Ursaring Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 19.4 lbs. 8.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Teddiursa are small, mammal. They have short, orange-brown fur that covers their body, except for their mouth and the crescent moon marking on their heads, which are a light tan. Teddiursa have short, round bodies with short limbs and a short, puffy tail. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Cave, Mountain, Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker, Stealth
Move List
Level Up Move List
  1 Covet - Normal - Cute
  1 Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
  1 Leer - Normal - Cool
  1 Luck - Ghost - Tough
  1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
  8 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
  15 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
  22 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
  29 Slash - Normal - Cool
  36 Charm - Normal - Cute
  43 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  50 Thrash - Normal - Tough
  57 Fling - Dark - Tough

TM/HM Move List
  01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  05 Roar - Normal - Cool
  06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
  10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
  17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  21 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  27 Return - Normal - Cute
  28 Dig - Ground - Smart
  31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  41 Torment - Dark - Tough
  42 Facade - Normal - Cute
  43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  45 Attract - Normal - Cute
  46 Thief - Dark - Tough
  47 Intimidate - Normal - Tough
  48 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
  49 Swagger - Normal - Cool
  50 Toxie - Normal - Cute
  58 Thrash - Normal - Tough
  67 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool

TM/HM Move List
  01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  05 Roar - Normal - Cool
  06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
  10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
  15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  27 Return - Normal - Cute
  28 Dig - Ground - Smart
  31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  41 Torment - Dark - Tough
  42 Facade - Normal - Cute
  43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  45 Attract - Normal - Cute
  46 Thief - Dark - Tough
  50 Intimidate - Normal - Tough
  58 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
  67 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool

EGG Move List
  96 Strength - Normal - Tough
  98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

TM/HM Move List
  01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  05 Roar - Normal - Cool
  06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
  10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
  15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  27 Return - Normal - Cute
  28 Dig - Ground - Smart
  31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  41 Torment - Dark - Tough
  42 Facade - Normal - Cute
  43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  45 Attract - Normal - Cute
  46 Thief - Dark - Tough
  50 Intimidate - Normal - Tough
  58 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
  67 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool

Tutor Move List
  01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  05 Roar - Normal - Cool
  06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
  10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
  15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  27 Return - Normal - Cute
  28 Dig - Ground - Smart
  31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  41 Torment - Dark - Tough
  42 Facade - Normal - Cute
  43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  45 Attract - Normal - Cute
  46 Thief - Dark - Tough
  50 Intimidate - Normal - Tough
  58 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
  67 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool

Vital Information
  Type : Normal
  Abilities: Guts / Quick Feet
  Evolution:
  1 - Teddiursa
  2 - Ursaring Minimum 30

Pokédex Information
  Height: 5’11” 1.8m
  Weight: 277.3 lbs. 125.8kg

Breeding Information
  Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Egg Group : Field

Biology: Ursaring are tall, pibeds that have brown fur covering their bodies, except for their black muzzles, ring on their stomachs which are light tan. The fur on Ursaring’s shoulders is shaggier compared to the rest of the fur on Ursaring’s body. They have small, puffy tails. Omnivore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain, Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
  1 Covet - Normal - Cute
  1 Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
  1 Leer - Normal - Cool
  1 Luck - Ghost - Tough
  1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
  8 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough

272. URSARING
**Slugma**

**Pokedex Information**

- **Level:** 2
- **Type:** Fire
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days
- **Abilities:** Magma Armor / Flame Body
- **Habitat:** Cave, Mountain

**Vital Information**

- **Type:** Fire
- **Abilities:** Magma Armor / Flame Body
- **Evolution:** Overland 1, Jump 1, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Amorphous, Firestarter, Sinker

**Move List**

- **Level Up Move List:**
  - 1 Smog - Poison - Tough
  - 1 Yawn - Normal - Cute
  - 8 Ember - Fire - Beauty
  - 11 Rock Throw - Rock - Tough
  - 16 Harden - Normal - Tough
  - 23 Recover - Normal - Smart
  - 26 Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
  - 31 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
  - 38 Lava Plume - Fire - Tough
  - 41 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
  - 46 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
  - 53 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
  - 56 Earth Power - Ground - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**

- **06 Toxic - Poison - Smart**
- **10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart**
- **11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty**
- **16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty**
- **17 Protect - Normal - Cute**
- **21 Frustration - Normal - Cute**
- **27 Return - Normal - Cute**
- **32 Double Team - Normal - Cool**
- **33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart**
- **35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty**
- **38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty**
- **39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **42 Facade - Normal - Cute**
- **43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
- **44 Rest - Psychic - Cute**
- **45 Attract - Normal - Cute**
- **50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty**
- **58 Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty**
- **78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty**

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Indeterminate
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days
- **Breeding Information:**
  - **Weight:** 77.2 lbs. 35kg
  - **Height:** 2' 4" 0.7m

**Egg Move List**

- **02 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough**
- **08 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute**
- **03 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool**
- **07 Swagger - Normal - Cute**
- **09 Substitute - Normal - Smart**
- **18 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough**

**Tutor Move List**

- **07 Captivate - Normal - Beauty**
- **06 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty**
- **02 Overheat - Fire - Beauty**
- **06 Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **01 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty**
- **02 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **01 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough**
- **02 Double Team - Normal - Cool**
- **03 Reflect - Psychic - Smart**
- **05 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty**

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height:** 2' 7" 0.8m
- **Weight:** 121.3 lbs. 55kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Indeterminate
- **Breeding Information:**
  - **Weight:** 121.3 lbs. 55kg
  - **Height:** 2' 7" 0.8m

**Egg Move List**

- **43 Power-Up - Fighting - Tough**
- **49 Counter - Fighting - Tough**
- **54 Protect - Normal - Cute**
- **60 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough**
- **65 Toxic - Poison - Smart**
- **70 Double Team - Normal - Cool**
- **75 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **80 Overheat - Fire - Beauty**
- **85 Swagger - Normal - Cute**
- **90 Substitute - Normal - Smart**

**Tutor Move List**

- **07 Captivate - Normal - Beauty**
- **06 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty**
- **02 Overheat - Fire - Beauty**
- **06 Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **01 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty**
- **02 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **01 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough**
- **02 Double Team - Normal - Cool**
- **03 Reflect - Psychic - Smart**
- **05 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty**

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height:** 2' 4" 0.7m
- **Weight:** 77.2 lbs. 35kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Indeterminate
- **Breeding Information:**
  - **Weight:** 77.2 lbs. 35kg
  - **Height:** 2' 4" 0.7m
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Dark / Fire
Abilities: Flash Fire / Early Bird
Evolution:
1 - Houndour
2 - Houndoom

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 23.8 lbs. 10.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Houndour is a mammalian quadruped with short, black fur. It has a red underbelly and snout. It has short, pointed ears and a tail. Its fangs protrude out of its mouth. There are white bands on Houndour’s ankles, and more rib-like ones on its back. It has a skull like plate on its head. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
4 Howl - Normal - Cool
9 Smog - Poison - Tough
14 Roar - Normal - Cool
17 Bite - Dark - Tough
22 Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
27 Beat Up - Dark - Smart
30 Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
35 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
40 Embargo - Dark - Cute
43 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
48 Crunch - Dark - Tough
53 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute

TM/HM Move List
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Beat Up - Dark - Smart
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute

Punishment - Dark - Smart
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Rage - Normal - Cool
Reversal - Fighting
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Dark / Fire
Abilities: Flash Fire / Early Bird
Evolution:
1 - Houndour
2 - Houndoom

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 7" 1.4m
Weight : 77.2 lbs. 35kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Biology: Houndoom has a tall quadruped build with a long snout. There are two white bands at each of Houndoom’s ankles, as well as three bands on its back. Houndoom has a long, skinny tail that ends in an arrow-head and claws on its feet. It appears to have a collar with a small skull pendant and a pair of curled horns. Carnivore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1. Ember - Fire - Beauty
2. Howl - Normal - Cool
3. Leer - Normal - Cool
4. Smog - Poison - Tough
5. Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart

Tutor Move List

Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Ground
Abilities: Pickup / Frisk
Evolution:
1. Phanpy
2. Donphan Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’ 8” 0.5m
Weight: 73.9 lbs. 33.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Phanpy are blue quadrupeds that are quite small in stature. It has two orange pads on each of its big ears and another on the bridge of its long nose. They have single toenail on each foot. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Tracker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1. Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
2. Growl - Normal - Cute
3. Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
4. Tackle - Normal - Tough
5. Flail - Normal - Cute
6. Take Down - Normal - Tough
7. Rollout - Rock - Tough
8. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
9. Slam - Normal - Tough
10. Endure - Normal - Tough
11. Last Resort - Normal - Cute
12. Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
13. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
14. Protect - Normal - Cute
15. Frustration - Normal - Cute
16. Rest - Normal - Tough
17. Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
18. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List

Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Fissure - Ground - Tough
Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List

Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cool
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List

05. Roar - Normal - Cool
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26. Earthquake - Ground - Tough

02. Power-Up - Water - Smart
03. Play Rough - Water - Tough
04. Frontal - Water - Smart
09. Substitute - Normal - Smart
13. Ice Punch - Ice - Tough
14. Taunt - Dark - Smart
16. Raging Iron Fist - Normal - Tough
20. Superpower - Fighting - Tough
22. Snore - Normal - Cute
24. Substitute - Normal - Smart
Vital Information
Type : Ground
Abilities: Sturdy / Reckless
Evolution:
1 - Phanpy
2 - Donphan Minimum 25

Pokemon Information
Height : 3’ 7” 1.1m
Weight : 264.6 lbs. 120kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field

Biology: Donphan are light-gray quadrupeds. There is a thick, black band of hide that run down the length of Donphan’s back and extends to its trunk. Donphan have four short legs with three claws each leg having a black band around them. They also have two of white tusks, and elongated ears held stiffly to Donphan’s sides. Herbivore.

Habitat : Desert, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
1 - Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
1 - Flail - Normal - Cute
1 - Growl - Normal - Cute
1 - Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
6 - Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
10 - Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
15 - Rollout - Rock - Tough
19 - Magnitude - Ground - Tough
24 - Slam - Normal - Tough
25 - Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
31 - Assurance - Dark - Beauty
39 - Scary Face - Normal - Tough
46 - Earthquake - Ground - Tough
54 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 - Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 - Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 - Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69 - Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71 - Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
74 - Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
76 - Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 - Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 - Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
85 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute

Rollout - Rock - Tough
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cool

279. SURSKIT

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Unaware
Evolution:
1 - Surkit
2 - Masquerain Minimum 20

Pokemon Information
Height : 1’ 8” 0.5m
Weight : 3.7 lbs. 1.7kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Bug

Biology: Surskit has a round, blue body that has four long and skinny legs extending from it. It has a yellow cap with a single antenna. Surskit’s eyes are dark and circular, and have small semicircular pink markings under them. Herbivore.

Habitat : Freshwater

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Bubble - Water - Cute
7 - Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
13 - Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
19 - Water Sport - Water - Cute
25 - Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
31 - Agility - Psychic - Cool
37 - Haze - Ice - Beauty
38 - Mist - Ice - Beauty
43 - Baton Pass - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
03 - Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 - Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 - Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
77 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
Paybeam - Psychic - Beauty
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Masquerain

### Biology
- **Biology:** Masquerain has a light-blue body with elaborate designs which look like large eyes. Its wings are elongated teardrops and have a pair of antennae.
- **Head:** Masquerain's head is shaped like a round and has small, round feet. Its underside is green.
- **Weight:** 7.9 lbs. (3.6 kg)
- **Height:** 2' 7" (0.8 m)

### Evolution
- **Evolution:**
  - 1: Surskit
  - 2: Masquerain

### Abilities
- **Abilities:** Intimidate / Shield Dust

### Type
- **Type:** Bug / Flying

### Pokedex Information
- **Pokedex Information:**
  - **2 - Masquerain Minimum:** 20

### Capabilities
- **Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump

### Move List
#### Level Up Move List
1. Bubble - Water - Cute
2. Water Pulse - Water - Cut
3. Mud-Slap - Ground - Tough
4. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
5. Water Sport - Water - Cute
6. Water Sport - Water - Cute
7. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
8. Water Sport - Water - Cute
9. Water Sport - Water - Cute
10. Gust - Flying - Smart
11. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
12. Stout Spore - Grass - Smart
13. Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
14. Air Slash - Flying - Cool
15. Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
16. Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute
17. String Shot - Bug - Bug

#### Tutor Move List
- **Tutor Move List:**
  - Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
  - Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
  - Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  - Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
  - Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
  - Snore - Normal - Cute
  - Swift - Normal - Cool
  - Twister - Dragon - Cool
  - Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  - Mimic - Normal - Cute
  - Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
  - String Shot - Bug - Smart
  - Tailwind - Flying - Smart

### Vital Information
- **Vital Information:**
  - **Type:** Bug / Flying
  - **Abilities:** Intimidate / Shield Dust
  - **Evolution:**
    - 1: Surskit
    - 2: Masquerain

### Pokedex Information
- **Pokedex Information:**
  - **Height:** 2' 7" (0.8 m)
  - **Weight:** 7.9 lbs. (3.6 kg)

### Breeding Information
- **Breeding Information:**
  - **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
  - **Egg Group:** Water 1 / Bug

### Habitat
- **Habitat:** Freshwater

---

Shroomish

### Biology
- **Biology:** Shroomish are small green and peach colored Pokémon. They are peach on the upper half, where they are spotted with green and have small ruffles at the top. It has a green underside, which is round and has small, round feet. Phototroph.
- **Habitat:** Marsh, Rainforest

### Evolution
- **Evolution:**
  - 1: Shroomish
  - 2: Breloom Minimum 20

### Abilities
- **Abilities:** Effect Spore / Poison Heal

### Type
- **Type:** Grass

### Pokedex Information
- **Pokedex Information:**
  - **Height:** 1' 4" (0.4 m)
  - **Weight:** 9.9 lbs. (4.5 kg)

### Breeding Information
- **Breeding Information:**
  - **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
  - **Egg Group:** Water 1 / Bug

### Vital Information
- **Vital Information:**
  - **Type:** Grass
  - **Abilities:** Effect Spore / Poison Heal

### Move List
#### Level Up Move List
1. Tailwind - Flying - Smart
2. String Shot - Bug - Smart
3. Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
4. Mimic - Normal - Cute
5. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
6. Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
7. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
8. Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty

#### Tutor Move List
- **Tutor Move List:**
  - Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
  - Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
  - Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  - Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
  - Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
  - Snore - Normal - Cute
  - Swift - Normal - Cool
  - Twister - Dragon - Cool
  - Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  - Mimic - Normal - Cute
  - Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
  - String Shot - Bug - Smart
  - Tailwind - Flying - Smart

#### TM/HM Move List
- **TM/HM Move List:**
  - 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  - 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  - 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  - 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
  - 14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
  - 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  - 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  - 19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  - 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  - 27 Return - Normal - Cute
  - 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  - 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  - 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
  - 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  - 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  - 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
  - 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
  - 51 Roost - Flying - Cool
  - 53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
  - 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
  - 62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
  - 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
  - 77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
  - 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  - 86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart

### Level Up Move List
- **Level Up Move List:**
  - Power 1, Intelligence 4

#### TM/HM Move List
- **TM/HM Move List:**
  - 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  - 09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
  - 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  - 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  - 20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
  - 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  - 27 Return - Normal - Cute
  - 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 37 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  - 41 Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
  - 45 Spore - Grass - Beauty

### Level Up Move List
- **Level Up Move List:**
  - Power 1, Intelligence 3

#### TM/HM Move List
- **TM/HM Move List:**
  - 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  - 09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
  - 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  - 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  - 20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
  - 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  - 27 Return - Normal - Cute
  - 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 37 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  - 41 Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
  - 45 Spore - Grass - Beauty

---

### Breeding Information
- **Breeding Information:**
  - **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
  - **Egg Group:** Water 1 / Bug

### Habitat
- **Habitat:** Freshwater
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Charm - Normal - Cute
Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
False Swipe - Normal - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Wake-Up Slap - Fighting - Smart
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Fairy / Plant

Biography: Breloom has an agile bipedal shape. It has a mushroom-like green cap on its head and a round, red portion on one side. Its head, neck, and tail are tan. Breloom’s mouth is a beak in shape, and there is a petal arrangement of extensions on its shoulders. Breloom’s chest and lower body is green, and its feet have red claws. Herbivore, Phototroph. VITAL INFORMATION
Type: Grass / Fighting
Abilities: Effect Spore / Poison Heal
Evolution:
1 - Shroomish
2 - Breloom Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 11” 1.2m
Weight : 86.4 lbs. 39.2kg

282 BRELOOM

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool

32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Nincada is a small, white insectoid. Nincada’s hind legs are white and its forelegs are brown. Nincada has small, green wings on its back, a small pointed snout, and whisker-like antenna on its face. Nincada has a thin stripe that dips in a V shaped pattern between its eyes. Herbivore.

VITAL INFORMATION
Type : Bug / Ground
Abilities: Compoundeyes / Forewarn
Evolution:
1 - Nincada
2 - Ninjask Minimum 20
2 - Shedinja Splits from Nincada

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’ 8” 0.5m
Weight : 12.1 lbs. 5.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Nincada is a small, white insectoid. Nincada’s hind legs are white and its forelegs are brown. Nincada has small, green wings on its back, a small pointed snout, and whisker-like antenna on its face. Nincada has a thin stripe that dips in a V shaped pattern between its eyes. Herbivore.

Habitat : Desert, Forest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Burrow 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sinker, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
5  Leech Life - Bug - Smart
9  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
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14  Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
19  Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
25  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
31  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
38  Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
45  Dig - Ground - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
54  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
81  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute
Endure - Normal - Tough
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spit - Ghost - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

284. NINJASK

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Flying
Abilities: Speed Boost / Swarm
Evolution:
1 - Nincada
2 - Ninjask Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 7" 0.8m
Weight : 26.5 lbs. 12kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug

Biology : Ninjask’s body is mostly yellow with of black and gray. There is a band of black coloration between their red eyes that pools into a circular pattern on their forehead between the crests on the sides of their heads. The lower part of its head is gray, and most of its back is black. Ninjask has large, veined wings with a triangular red tipping. Herbivore.

Habitat : Desert, Forest

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
1 Harden - Normal - Tough
1 Leech Life - Bug - Smart
1 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute

285. SHEDINJA

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Ghost
Abilities: Wonder Guard / Pressure
Evolution:
1 - Nincada
2 - Shedinja Splits from Nincada

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 7" 0.8m
Weight : 2.6 lbs. 1.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : No Gender
Egg Group : Mineral

Biology : Shedinja is a brownish Pokémon resembling an insectoid exoskeleton. Shedinja has a white halo floating over its head and a black hole on its back. It has empty eyeholes and lacks any limbs. Nullivore.

Habitat : Desert, Forest
### Tutor Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Intelligence</th>
<th>Sinker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Capabilities:
- Overland 1, Sky 4, Jump 2, Power 1,
- Intelligence 4, Sinker

### TM/HM Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Toxic</td>
<td>Poison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hidden Power</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sunny Day</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hyper Beam</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Protect</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Giga Drain</td>
<td>Grass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Solarbeam</td>
<td>Grass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Return</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Dig</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Shadow Ball</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Double Team</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Sandstorm</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Aerial Ace</td>
<td>Flying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Facade</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Secret Power</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>Psychic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Thief</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>False Swipe</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Endure</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Will-O-Wisp</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Shadow Claw</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Giga Impact</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Flash</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>X-Scissor</td>
<td>Bug</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Sleep Talk</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Natural Gift</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Dream Eater</td>
<td>Psychic</td>
<td>Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Swagger</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Substitute</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vital Information

- **Type**: Fighting
- **Abilities**: Thick Fat / Guts
- **Evolution**: 1 - Makuhita, 2 - Hariyama Minimum 20
- **Pokedex Information**
  - Height: 3’ 3” 1m
  - Weight: 190.5 lbs. 86.4kg
- **Breeding Information**
  - Gender Ratio: 75% M 25% F
  - Egg Group: Humanshape
  - Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days
- **Biography**: Makuhita are medium-sized yellow bipeds that are very bulky. They have a black chest area and have hands that resemble black boxing gloves. They also have red circles on their cheeks and slit-like eyes. Omnivore.
- **Habitat**: Cave, Mountain

### Capabilities:
- Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 1, Power 3, Intelligence 4

### Level Up Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Intelligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Focus Energy</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tackle</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sand-Attack</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Arm Thrust</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Vital Throw</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Fake Out</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Whirlwind</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Knock Off</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Smellingsalt</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Belly Drum</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Force Palm</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Seismic Toss</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Wake-Up Slap</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Endure</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Close Combat</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Reversal</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TM/HM Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Reversal</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hidden Power</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sunny Day</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Protect</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Rain Dance</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Return</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Dig</td>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Brick Break</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Double Team</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Rock Tomb</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Facade</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Secret Power</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>Psychic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Attract</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Focus Blast</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Fling</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Endure</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Captivate</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Rock Slide</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Sleep Talk</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Natural Gift</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Poison Jab</td>
<td>Poison</td>
<td>Smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Swagger</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Substitute</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Surf</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Egg Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Rock Smash</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Rock Climb</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Cool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Whirlpool</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tutor Move List

- Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
- Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
- Knock Off - Dark - Smart
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cool
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Superpower - Fighting - Tough
- Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
- Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
- Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
- Metronome - Normal - Cute
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
- Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

---

286. MAKUHITA

287. HARIYAMA
Vital Information
- Type: Fighting
- Abilities: Thick Fat / Guts
- Evolution:
  1. Makuhita
  2. Hariyama

Habitat: Beach, Cave, Mountain
- Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 1, Power 6, Intelligence 4, Aura

Move List
- Level Up Move List
  1. Arm Thrust - Fighting - Tough
  2. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  4. Brine - Water - Beauty
  5. Cumulative - Fighting - Tough
  6. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  7. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

- TM/HM Move List
  01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
  10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  27 Return - Normal - Cute
  28 Dig - Ground - Smart
  31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  42Facade - Normal - Cute
  43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
  45 Attract - Normal - Cute
  46 Payback - Dark - Cool
  48 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
  51 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
  53 Captivator - Normal - Beauty
  55 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
  57 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  59 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  60 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
  62 Swagger - Normal - Cute
  63 Substitute - Normal - Smart
  65 Brine - Water - Smart
  66 Fling - Dark - Tough
  67 Location - Normal - Tough
  69 Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
  71 Rock Polish - Rock - Smart
  73 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
  74 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  75 Return - Normal - Cute
  76 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  78 Megapunch - Normal - Tough
  80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
  82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  83 Mud Slap - Ground - Cute
  84 Swagger - Normal - Cute
  85 Substitute - Normal - Smart
  86 Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
  87 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  88 Urge Attack - Normal - Tough
  89 Mud Slap - Ground - Cute
  90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
  91 Attract - Normal - Cute
  92 Vacuums - Fighting - Smart
  93 Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
  94 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 48 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 51 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
- 53 Captivator - Normal - Beauty
- 55 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 57 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 59 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 60 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
- 62 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 63 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 65 Brine - Water - Smart
- 66 Fling - Dark - Tough
- 67 Location - Normal - Tough
- 69 Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
- 71 Rock Polish - Rock - Smart
- 73 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
- 75 Return - Normal - Cute
- 76 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 78 Megapunch - Normal - Tough
- 80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Mud Slap - Ground - Cute
- 84 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 85 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 86 Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
- 87 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 88 Urge Attack - Normal - Tough
- 89 Mud Slap - Ground - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 91 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 92 Vacuums - Fighting - Smart
- 93 Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
- 94 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Pokedex Information
- Height: 7' 7" 2.3m
- Weight: 559.5 lbs. 253.8kg
- Egg Group: Humanshape

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 75% Male 25% Female

Biology:
- Hariyama are very large, mostly grayish Pokémon that resemble sumo wrestlers. They have extremely large orange hands with three fingers. Its head has a pointed, triangular crest and a long blue ponytail in the back. They have a circular pattern of orange coloration on their front. Hariyama has yellow skirt extensions on its waist and large, thick blue legs with orange, two-toed feet. Omnivore.

Nosepass:
- Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days
- Gender Ratio: 50% Male 50% Female

Biology:
- Nosepass are Pokémon composed of hard, angular, bluish rock. Their main body is in the shape of a human head. They have bright red, triangular noses. They also have arms and legs, but don't appear to have any joints and have small, circular holes on the underside. Nosepass has similar circular holes on its sides, and its eyes, covered by dark, somewhat mask-like markings, seem perpetually closed. Terravore.

TM/HM Move List
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 48 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 51 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
- 53 Captivator - Normal - Beauty
- 55 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 57 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 59 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 60 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
- 62 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 63 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 65 Brine - Water - Smart
- 66 Fling - Dark - Tough
- 67 Location - Normal - Tough
- 69 Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
- 71 Rock Polish - Rock - Smart
- 73 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
- 75 Return - Normal - Cute
- 76 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 78 Megapunch - Normal - Tough
- 80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Mud Slap - Ground - Cute
- 84 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 85 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 86 Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
- 87 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 88 Urge Attack - Normal - Tough
- 89 Mud Slap - Ground - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 91 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 92 Vacuums - Fighting - Smart
- 93 Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
- 94 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Evolution:
- 1. Nosepass
- 2. Probopass Minimum 25 at Mt. Coronet

Ability: Sturdy / Magnet Pull

Habitat: Beach, Cave, Mountain
- Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 1, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Aura

Move List
- Level Up Move List
  1. Arm Thrust - Fighting - Tough
  2. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  4. Brine - Water - Smart
  5. Cumulative - Fighting - Tough
  6. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  7. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

- Tutor Move List
  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
  Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
  Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
  Iron Head - Steel - Tough
  Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  Mud Slap - Ground - Cute
  Snore - Normal - Cute
  Superpower - Fighting - Tough
  Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
  Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
  Body Slam - Normal - Tough
  Counter - Fighting - Tough

288. NOSEPASS
**87.Swagger** - Normal - Cute

90. Substitute - Normal - Smart

96. Strength - Normal - Tough

98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

**Egg Move List**

- Block - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Explosion - Normal - Beauty
- Magnitude - Ground - Tough
- Rollout - Rock - Tough

**Pokedex Information**

- Type: Normal
- Abilities: Sturdy / Magnet Pull
- Evolution:
  1 - Nosepass
  2 - Probopass Minimum 25 at Mt. Coronet

- Height: 4' 7" 1.4m
- Weight: 749.6 lbs. 340kg

**Breeding Information**

- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Steel

**Biology**

Probopass appears to be a large human face. Its nose is very large in proportion to its body, and it has a bushy mustache that consists of iron filings. It has three small objects on its sides and back that look like small faces. It also has a big red hat-like magnet on top of its head. Terravore.

**Habitat:**

- Beach, Cave, Mountain

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Block - Normal - Cute
2. Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
3. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
4. Magnet Bomb - Steel - Cool
5. Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
6. Tackle - Normal - Tough
7. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
8. Magnet Bomb - Steel - Cool
9. Block - Normal - Cute
10. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
11. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
12. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
13. Rest - Psychic - Cute
14. Power Gem - Rock - Beauty
15. Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
16. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
17. Zap Cannon - Electric - Cool
18. Lock-On - Normal - Smart
19. Earth Power - Ground - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**

- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart

**290. SKITTY**

**Vital Information**

- Type: Normal
- Abilities: Cute Charm / Normalize

**Breeding Information**

- Gender Ratio: 25% M 75% F
- Egg Group: Field / Fairy

**Biology**

Skitty are pink quadrupeds with a stump body, big head, and a slender tail with a big pink section that resembles a paw, with three round extensions on the tip. Its face resembles a lopsided crescent moon marking that is cream in color. They have slit eyes and ears with purple insides and tips to them. Omnivore.

**Habitat:**

- Forest, Grassland

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Fake Out - Normal - Cute
2. Growl - Normal - Cute
3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
4. Tail Whip - Normal - Cute

**Tutor Move List**

- Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
- Earth Power - Ground - Smart
- Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
- Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
- Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
- Magnet Bomb - Steel - Cool
- Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Thunderwave - Electric - Cool
- Block - Normal - Cute
- Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart
- Role Play - Psychic - Cute

**289. PROBOPASS**
Evolution:

Abilities: Cute Charm / Normalize

Type     : Normal

Vital Information

291. DELCATTY

Power 2, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Tracker

TM/HM Move List

Sing - Normal - Cute
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Tickle - Normal - Cute
Upgroar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Wish - Normal - Cute
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty

Tutor Move List

Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

Pokedex Information

Height : 3’7” 1.1m
Weight : 71.9 lbs. 32.6kg

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio : 25% M 75% F

TM/HM Move List

Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
Surf - Water - Tough
Rain Dance - Water - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

Tutor Move List

Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

Egg Move List

Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information

Type     : Normal
Abilities: Cute Charm / Normalize

Evolution:

1 - Skitty
2 - Delcatty Moon Stone

4  Foresight - Normal - Smart
4  Attract - Normal - Cute
8  Sing - Normal - Cute
11  Copycat - Normal - Cool
15  Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
18  Assist - Normal - Cute
22  Charm - Normal - Cute
25  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
29  Wake-Up Slap - Fighting - Smart
32  Covet - Normal - Cute
36  Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
39  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
42  Captivate - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List

Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
Surf - Water - Tough
Rain Dance - Water - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

Tutor Move List

Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

Move List

Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
292. MEDITITE

Vital Information
Type: Fighting / Psychic
Abilities: Pure Power / Inner Focus
Evolution:
1 - Meditite
2 - Medicham Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight: 24.7 lbs. 11.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Meditite is a human shaped biped. Meditite’s lower body is blue, with white bands on their wrists, feet, and pelvis. Its head is also white, with an bulb shape and large curly ears. Its eyes are yellow spots. Its red lips seem to be in a rounded or puckered position. Omnivore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 5, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Aura

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Bide - Normal - Tough
1 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 - Detect - Fighting - Cool
15 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
18 - Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
22 - Feint - Normal - Beauty
25 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
29 - Force Palm - Fighting - Cool
32 - High Jump Kick - Fighting - Cool
36 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
39 - Power Trick - Psychic - Cool - Smart
43 - Reversal - Fighting
46 - Recover - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 - Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
29 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 - Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 - Reflect - Psychic - Smart
39 - Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
52 - Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 - Fling - Dark - Tough
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
60 - Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
67 - Recycle - Normal - Smart
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
77 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 - Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 - Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
85 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
Bullet Punch - Steel - Smart

293. MEDICHAM

Vital Information
Type: Fighting / Psychic
Abilities: Pure Power / Inner Focus
Evolution:
1 - Meditite
2 - Medicham Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 3" 1.3m
Weight: 69.4 lbs. 31.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Humanshape

Biology: Medicham has a gray body and legs that are large and red with a yellow spot on each leg. On the top of its head is a red bulb with three yellow spots. Its red lips seem to be in a rounded or puckered position. Omnivore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 5, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Aura

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Bide - Normal - Tough
1 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 - Detect - Fighting - Cool
1 - Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
1 - Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
1 - Meditate - Psychic - Beauty
1 - Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
4 - Meditate - Psychic - Beauty
8 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
11 - Detect - Fighting - Cool
15 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
18 - Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
22 - Feint - Normal - Beauty
25 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
29 - Force Palm - Fighting - Cool
32 - High Jump Kick - Fighting - Cool
36 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
42 - Power Trick - Psychic - Cool - Smart
49 - Reversal - Fighting
55 - Recover - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
294. ELECTRIKE

Vital Information
Type: Electric
Abilities: Static / Lightningrod
Evolution:
1 - Electrike
2 - Manectric Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’ 0” 0.6m
Weight: 33.5 lbs. 15.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Biography: Electrike are small, green, quadrupeds with yellow markings. Electrike have a small pointed yellow-tipped tail, and as its hind legs have spikes on the heels. Its forelegs and chin also have spiky extensions. It has a large head crest, which has angular lightning-like patterning on the sides. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2,
Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker

Move List
Level-Up Move List
1 - Tackle - Normal - Tough
4 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
9 - Leer - Normal - Cool
12 - Howl - Normal - Cool
17 - Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
20 - Spark - Electric - Cool
25 - Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
28 - Bite - Dark - Tough
33 - Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
36 - Roar - Normal - Cool
41 - Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
44 - Charge - Electric - Smart
49 - Thunder - Electric - Cool

Level-Up Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
49 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
52 - Discharge - Electric - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
49 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
52 - Discharge - Electric - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

295. MANECTRIC

Vital Information
Type: Electric
Abilities: Static / Lightningrod
Evolution:
1 - Electrike
2 - Manectric Minimum 25

Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker

Move List
Level-Up Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
49 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
52 - Discharge - Electric - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
49 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
52 - Discharge - Electric - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
49 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
52 - Discharge - Electric - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

Egg Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
49 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
52 - Discharge - Electric - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

Egg Move List
05 - Roar - Normal - Cool
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 - Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 - Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
46 - Thief - Dark - Tough
49 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
52 - Discharge - Electric - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool

Tutor Move List
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days
Egg Group: Field
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Breeding Information
Weight: 33.5 lbs. 15.2kg
Height: 2’ 0” 0.6m

Habitat:
Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2,
Power 1, Intelligence 3, Tracker

Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
Headbutt - Normal - Tough
Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool

Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Pokédex Information
Height: 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight: 88.6 lbs. 40.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biology: Manectric is a blue mammalian quadruped. It has a yellow mane on its head that points straight upwards, as well as yellow clumps of fur at the top of its hind legs and around its front two feet. It has a sharp pointed tail as well. Carnivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
1. Howl - Normal - Cool
1. Leer - Normal - Cool
1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
1. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
4. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
9. Leer - Normal - Cool
12. Howl - Normal - Cool
17. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
20. Spark - Electric - Cool
25. Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
30. Bite - Dark - Tough
37. Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
42. Roar - Normal - Cool
49. Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
54. Charge - Electric - Smart
61. Thunder - Electric - Cool

Level Up Move List
1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
1. Howl - Normal - Cool
1. Leer - Normal - Cool
1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
1. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
4. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
9. Leer - Normal - Cool
12. Howl - Normal - Cool
17. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
20. Spark - Electric - Cool
25. Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
30. Bite - Dark - Tough
37. Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
42. Roar - Normal - Cool
49. Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
54. Charge - Electric - Smart
61. Thunder - Electric - Cool

TM/HM Move List
05. Roar - Normal - Cool
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25. Thunder - Electric - Cool
27. Return - Normal - Cute
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool

34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35. Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
50. Overheat - Fire - Beauty
57. Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
59. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
67. Flash - Normal - Beauty
73. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
96. Strength - Normal - Tough

296. GULPIN

Vital Information
Type: Poison
Abilities: Sticky Hold / Liquid Ooze
Evolution:
1 - Gulpin
2 - Swalot Minimum 25

Pokédex Information
Height: 1’ 4” 0.4m
Weight: 22.7 lbs. 10.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Gulpin is a round, green, blob-like Pokémon. It has a black parallelogram on its back and a yellow feather on its head. Gulpin’s face consists of puckered lips and slanted eyes that are always closed. It has two stubby appendages that are the same shape as its lips. Omnivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Marsh, Urban
Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 1, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Amorphous, Inflatable

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Pound - Normal - Tough
6. Yawn - Normal - Cute
9. Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
14. Sludge - Poison - Tough
17. Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
23. Encore - Normal - Cute
28. Toxie - Poison - Smart
34. Spit Up - Normal - Tough
34. Stockpile - Normal - Tough
34. Swallow - Normal - Tough
39. Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
44. Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
49. Wrang Out - Normal - Smart
54. Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool

98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Acid Armor - Poison - Tough
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Smog - Poison - Tough

90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
96. Strength - Normal - Tough
98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

17. Protect - Normal - Cute
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27. Return - Normal - Cute
30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
297. SWALOT

Vital Information
Type : Poison
Abilities: Sticky Hold / Liquid Ooze
Evolution:
1 - Gulpin
2 - Swalot Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 5’ 7” 1.7m
Weight : 176.4 lbs. 80kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate

Biology : Swalot is a tall, purple, blob-like Pokémon. It has a single row of black rhombuses running across what would be its mid-section. Swalot’s hands have three fingers. Swalot has red, beady eyes and yellow whiskers. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Grassland, Marsh, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 1, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Amorphous, Inflatable

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Poison Gas - Poison - Tough
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
1 Sludge - Poison - Tough
1 Yawn - Normal - Cute
6 Yawn - Normal - Cute
9 Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
14 Sludge - Poison - Tough

17 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
23 Encore - Normal - Cute
26 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
30 Toxic - Poison - Smart
38 Spit Up - Normal - Tough
38 Stockpile - Normal - Tough
38 Slwallow - Normal - Tough
45 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
52 Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
59 Wing Out - Normal - Smart
66 Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
42 facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defence Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

298. CARVANHA

Vital Information
Type : Water / Dark
Abilities: Rough Skin / Swift Swim
Evolution:
1 - Carvanha
2 - Sharpedo Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 2’ 7” 0.8m
Weight : 45.9 lbs. 20.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 2

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Carvanha has a round body covered in tiny, spines. The top half of its body is blue, while the bottom half is red, with a yellow star shape below its mouth. Carvanha has two yellow dorsal fins, and a matching fin on its belly. Its pectoral fins are also yellow. The back fin has two red spines with a thin yellow membrane between them. Carnivore.

Habitat :
Freshwater, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 5, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Gilled
Egg Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
Thrash - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Uprowad - Normal - Cute - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Water / Dark
Abilities: Rough Skin / Swift Swim
Evolution:
1 - Carvanha
2 - Sharpedo Minimum 30

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bite - Dark - Tough
1  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
1  Rage - Normal - Cool
P1  Feint - Normal - Beauty
6  Rage - Normal - Cool
8  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
11 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
16 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
18 Screech - Normal - Smart
21 Swagger - Normal - Cute
26 Assurance - Dark - Beauty
28 Crunch - Dark - Tough
30 Slash - Normal - Cool
34 Aqua Jet - Water - Beauty
40 Taunt - Dark - Smart
45 Agility - Psychic - Cool
50 Skull Bash - Normal - Tough
56 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart

Biology: Sharpedo’s body is shaped like a dome. Its body is covered in tiny, sharp spines. Sharpedo is colored blue with a white underbelly. It has a yellow star on its snout. Sharpedo has a tall dorsal fin with two notches cut into it, with lower fin opposite it, and the two pectoral fins arranged. It also has gill slits behind each eye. Carnivore.

Habitat: Freshwater, Ocean
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 7, Underwater 3, Jump 5, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Gilled

300. WAILMER

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Oblivious / Water Veil
Evolution:
1 - Wailmer
2 - Wailord Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height: 6' 7" 2m
Weight: 286.6 lbs, 130kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Water 2
Average Hatch Rate: 25 Days

Biology: Wailmer resembles a large sphere. It has a dark blue topside and a tan underbelly with groves. It has two fins that have finger-like appendages, baleen plates that resemble teeth, and a blowhole on the top of its head. Herbivore.

Habitat: Ocean
Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 3, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Splash - Normal - Cute
4  Growl - Normal - Cute
7  Water Gun - Water - Cute
11 Rollout - Rock - Tough
14 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
17 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
21 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
24 Mist - Ice - Beauty
27 Rest - Psychic - Cute
31 Brine - Water - Smart
34 Water Spout - Water - Beauty
37 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
41 Dive - Water - Beauty
44 Bounce - Flying - Cute
47 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
55 Brine - Water - Smart
56 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73 Capture - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
85 Brine - Water - Smart
86 Endure - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Fissure - Ground - Tough
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Trash - Normal - Tough
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Oblivious / Water Veil
Evolution:
1 - Wailmer
2 - Wailord Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height: 1.5m
Weight: 398kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Water

Biological: Wailord are blue mammalian titans with white undersides. They have small beady eyes, a huge mouth, a throat that is lined with grooves and four white spots aligned on its back. It has two pairs of fins along its side and a horizontal tail at the back. Herbivore.

Habitat: Ocean
Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 5, Underwater 3, Jump 3, Power 6, Intelligence 4, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Growl - Rock - Tough
1 Splash - Normal - Cute
1 Water Gun - Water - Cute
4 Growl - Normal - Cute
7 Water Gun - Water - Cute
11 Rollout - Rock - Tough
14 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
17 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
21 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
24 Mist - Ice - Beauty
27 Rest - Psychic - Cute
31 Brine - Water - Smart
34 Water Spout - Water - Beauty
37 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
46 Dive - Water - Beauty
54 Bounce - Flying - Cute
62 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
55 Brine - Water - Smart
56 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73 Capture - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
85 Brine - Water - Smart
86 Endure - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cute

301. WAILORD

302. NUMEL

Vital Information
Type: Fire / Ground
Abilities: Oblivious / Simple
Evolution:
1 - Numel
2 - Camerupt Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 0.7m
Weight: 24kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days
Biology : Numel is a yellow quadruped with a bulging hump on its back, bangs on top of its head, and sleepy eyes. The hump is green at the very top and fades out into yellow with small green spots. Numel has short, stubby legs. Herbivore.

Habitat : Desert, Mountain
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Ember - Fire - Beauty
11 Magnitude - Ground - Tough
15 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
21 Take Down - Normal - Tough
25 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
31 Lava Plume - Fire - Tough
35 Earth Power - Ground - Smart
41 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
45 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
51 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool

Vital Information
Type : Fire / Ground
Abilities: Magma Armor / Solid Rock

303. CAMERUPT
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field

Biology : Camerupt is a red quadruped with two large humps on its back. These humps open up into rocky growths. They also have a stout body with red shaggy fur, a tan furless muzzle. It has three blue rings on the sides of its body. Herbivore.

Habitat : Desert, Mountain
Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Firestarter, Heater, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Magnitude - Ground - Tough
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
5 Ember - Fire - Beauty
11 Magnitude - Ground - Tough
15 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
21 Take Down - Normal - Tough
25 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
31 Lava Plume - Fire - Tough
33 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
39 Earth Power - Ground - Smart
49 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
57 Eruption - Fire - Beauty
67 Fissure - Ground - Tough

TM/HM Move List
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart

44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

304. SPOINK
### Vital Information
- **Type**: Psychic
- **Abilities**: Own Tempo / Thick Fat
- **Evolution**: 1 - Spoink, 2 - Grumpig

### Pokedex Information
- **Height**: 2' 4" 0.7m
- **Weight**: 67.5 lbs. 30.6kg

### Breeding Information
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Field
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

### Biology:
Spoink is a gray, spherical creature covered in white fur. It has circular eyes, stubby arms, a large gray nose, and small ears. It possesses no legs but has a spring-like tail. It also wears a pearl above its head. Herbivore.

### Capabilities:
- **Overland 2**, **Surface 2**, **Jump 5**, **Power 1**, **Intelligence 4**

### Move List
- **Level Up Move List**
  - 1. **Splash** - Normal - Cute
  - 7. **Psywave** - Psychic - Smart
  - 10. **Odor Sleuth** - Normal - Smart
  - 14. **Psybeam** - Psychic - Beauty
  - 15. **Psych Up** - Normal - Smart
  - 16. **Light Screen** - Psychic - Beauty
  - 17. **Protect** - Normal - Cute
  - 18. **Rain Dance** - Water - Tough

### Egg Move List
- **Amnesia** - Psychic - Cute
- **Extrasensory** - Psychic - Cool
- **Future Sight** - Psychic - Smart
- **Mirror Coat** - Psychic - Beauty
- **Substitute** - Normal - Smart
- **Trick** - Psychic - Smart
- **ZEN Headbutt** - Psychic - Beauty

### Tutor Move List
- **Bounce** - Flying - Cute
- **Icey Wind** - Ice - Beauty
- **Signal Beam** - Bug - Beauty
- **Snore** - Normal - Cute
- **Swift** - Normal - Cool
- **Trick** - Psychic - Smart
- **ZEN Headbutt** - Psychic - Beauty
- **Body Slam** - Normal - Tough
- **Double Team** - Normal - Tough
- **Mimic** - Normal - Cute
- **Heal Bell** - Normal - Beauty

---

### Vital Information
- **Type**: Psychic
- **Abilities**: Own Tempo / Thick Fat
- **Evolution**: 1 - Spoink, 2 - Grumpig

### Pokedex Information
- **Height**: 2' 11" 0.9m
- **Weight**: 157.6 lbs. 71.5kg

### Breeding Information
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Field

### Biology:
Grumpig’s lower half of its body is black, while the upper half is purple. There is also black on its ears and arms, while its hands and feet are purple. There are black pearls on its body, two on its head and another on its chest where the black half meets the purple. It also has a pink snout on its face. It has a long and curly pink tail. Herbivore.

### Capabilities:
- **Overland 3**, **Surface 3**, **Jump 6**, **Power 3**, **Intelligence 4**

### Move List
- **Level Up Move List**
  - 1. **Odor Sleuth** - Normal - Smart
  - 1. **Psybeam** - Psychic - Beauty
306. CACNEA

Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Grass
Abilities: Sand Veil / Rough Skin
Evolution:
1 - Cacnea
2 - Cacturne Minimum 30

Pokédex Information
Height : 1’4” 0.4m
Weight : 113.1 lbs. 51.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Plant / Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Cacnea are round, green spheres covered in dark spikes. It has dark circles around their eyes, their mouth composed of several similar circles. Cacnea has a yellow flower bud on top of their heads. Cacnea have two club-like arms. Phototroph.

Habitat :
Desert

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 3,
Power 2, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
5 Absorb - Grass - Smart
9 Growth - Normal - Beauty
13 Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
17 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
21 Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
25 Ingrain - Grass - Smart
29 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
33 Spikes - Ground - Smart
37 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
41 Payback - Dark - Cool
45 Needle Arm - Grass - Smart
49 Cotton Spore - Grass - Beauty
53 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
57 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart

307. CACTURNE

Vital Information
Type : Grass / Dark
Abilities: Sand Veil / Rough Skin
Evolution:
1 - Cacnea
2 - Cacturne Minimum 30

Pokédex Information
Height : 4’ 3” 1.3m
Weight : 170.6 lbs. 77.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Plant / Humanshape

Biological : Cacturne is primarily green in coloration and possesses a humanoid appearance. They have yellow eyes and its mouth is composed of holes on its face. Cacturne has numerous spikes dotted along the length of its arms, legs, and neck. Cacturne possesses a triangular, spiky, dark green feature on their head resembling a hat. Phototroph.

Habitat :
Desert

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3,
Power 3, Intelligence 4
### Move List

#### Level Up Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absorb - Grass - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Growth - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Leer - Normal - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poison Sting - Poison - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Absorb - Grass - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Growth - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Leech Seed - Grass - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Pin Missile - Bug - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ingrain - Grass - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Faint Attack - Dark - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Spikes - Ground - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Sucker Punch - Dark - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Payback - Dark - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Needle Arm - Grass - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Cotton Spore - Grass - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Sandstorm - Rock - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TM/HM Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM Level Up Move List</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Toxic - Poison - Smart</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hidden Power - Normal - Smart</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Protect - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Giga Drain - Grass - Smart</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Frustration - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Solarbeam - Grass - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Return - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Brick Break - Fighting - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Double Team - Normal - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Sandstorm - Rock - Tough</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Facade - Normal - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Secret Power - Normal - Smart</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Rest - Psychic - Cute</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Attract - Normal - Cute</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Fling - Dark - Tough</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Endure - Normal - Tough</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Embargo - Dark - Cute</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Payback - Dark - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Flash - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Captivate - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tutor Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snore - Normal - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spite - Ghost - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucker Punch - Dark - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superpower - Fighting - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis - Grass - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Slam - Normal - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter - Fighting - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-Edge - Normal - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mega Kick - Normal - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mega Punch - Normal - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimic - Normal - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Kick - Fighting - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vital Information

- **Type**: Normal / Flying
- **Abilities**: Natural Cure / Keen Eye
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Swablu
  - 2 - Altaria Minimum 35
- **Pokedex Information**
  - **Height**: 1' 4" 0.4m
  - **Weight**: 2.6 lbs. 1.2kg

### Breeding Information

- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Flying / Dragon
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

### Biology

- **Swablu** is a round, blue avian with two long feathers on top of its head and fluffy, white wings that resemble cotton or clouds. It has a short, rounded white beak, white feet, and small blue tail feathers. Herbivore.

#### Habitat :
- Forest, Rainforest

### Capabilities:

- **Overland 1**, **Surface 1**, **Sky 3**, **Jump 2**, **Power 1**, **Intelligence 3**, **Guster**

### Move List

#### Level Up Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Growl - Normal - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Peck - Flying - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shadow Ball - Ground - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Astonish - Ghost - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sing - Normal - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Fury Attack - Normal - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Safeguard - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Mist - Ice - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Take Down - Normal - Tough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Natural Gift - Normal - Cool</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Mirror Move - Flying - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Refresh - Normal - Cute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Perish Song - Normal - Beauty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Egg Move List

- Agility - Psychic - Cool
- Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
- Featherdance - Flying - Beauty
- Haze - Ice - Beauty
- Pursuit - Dark - Smart
- Rage - Normal - Cool

### Tutor Move List

- Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
- Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
- Outrage - Dragon - Cool
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Twister - Dragon - Cool
- Uproar - Normal - Cute
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
- Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
- Tailwind - Flying - Smart
309. **ALTARIA**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Dragon / Flying
- **Abilities**: Natural Cure / Keen Eye
- **Evolution**:
  1. Swablu
  2. Altaria Minimum 35

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 3' 7" 1.1m
- **Weight**: 45.4 lbs. 20.6kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Flying / Dragon

**Biology**:
Altaria is a large, blue avian with a long neck and white cheeks. The feathers of its body make it resemble a cloud and two long blue feathers extend from the back of its head. Its blue feet have three toes, and its has five tailfeathers, the ones to the sides being longer than the inner ones. Herbivore.

**Habitat**:
- Forest, Rainforest

**Capabilities**:
- Overland 2, Surface 4, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Gilled

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**:
  1. Astonish - Ghost - Smart
  2. Growl - Normal - Cute
  3. Peck - Flying - Cool
  4. Pluck - Flying - Cute
  5. Sing - Normal - Cute
  6. Astonish - Ghost - Smart

- **TM/HM Move List**:
  1. Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
  2. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  3. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  4. Return - Normal - Cute
  5. Double Team - Normal - Cool
  6. Flame Thrower - Fire - Beauty
  7. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  8. Take Down - Normal - Tough
  9. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  10. Energy Ball - Normal - Tough
  11. Protect - Normal - Cute
  12. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  13. Body Slam - Normal - Tough
  14. Roost - Flying - Cool
  15. Refresh - Normal - Cute
  16. Thief - Dark - Tough
  17. Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
  18. Roost - Flying - Cool
  19. Endure - Normal - Tough
  20. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
  22. Facade - Normal - Cute
  23. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  24. Rest - Psychic - Cute
  25. Attract - Normal - Cute
  26. Thief - Dark - Tough
  27. Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
  28. Roost - Flying - Cool
  29. Gigant Impact - Normal - Beauty
  30. Psych Up - Normal - Smart
  31. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
  32. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  33. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  34. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
  35. Swagger - Normal - Cute
  36. Pluck - Flying - Cute
  37. Substitute - Normal - Smart
  38. Fly - Flying - Smart
  39. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
  40. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  41. Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
  42. Snore - Normal - Cute
  43. Rest - Psychic - Cute
  44. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  45. Attract - Normal - Cute
  46. Thief - Dark - Tough
  47. Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
  48. Roost - Flying - Cool
  49. Gigant Impact - Normal - Beauty
  50. Psych Up - Normal - Smart
  51. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
  52. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  53. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  54. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
  55. Swagger - Normal - Cute
  56. Pluck - Flying - Cute
  57. Substitute - Normal - Smart
  58. Fly - Flying - Smart
  59. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

**Tutor Move List**
- **Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart**
- **Air Cutter - Flying - Cool**
- **Mud Slam - Ground - Cute**
- **Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart**
- **Outrage - Dragon - Cool**
- **Snore - Normal - Cute**
- **Swift - Normal - Cool**
- **Taunt - Dragon - Cool**
- **Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool**
- **Body Slam - Normal - Tough**
- **Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
- **Mimic - Normal - Cute**
- **Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty**
- **Sky Attack - Flying - Cool**
- **Tailwind - Flying - Smart**

310. **BARBOACH**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Water / Ground
- **Abilities**: Oblivious / Anticipation
- **Evolution**:
  1. Barboach
  2. Whiscash Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 1' 4" 0.4m
- **Weight**: 4.2 lbs. 1.9kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Water 2

**Biology**:
Barboach are small, cylindrical Pokemon. Barboach have blue whiskers, as well as rounded pectoral fins and a tail fin. Barboach is a soft gray color with a jagged black line running the length of their body. Herbivore.

**Habitat**:
- Freshwater, Marsh

**Capabilities**:
- Overland 2, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Gilled

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**:
  1. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
  2. Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
  3. Water Gun - Water - Cute
  4. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  5. Magnitude - Ground - Tough
  6. Rest - Psychic - Cute
  7. Snore - Normal - Cute
  8. Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
  9. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  10. Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
  11. Fissure - Ground - Tough

**TM/HM Move List**
- **Water Pulse - Water - Beauty**
- **Toxic - Poison - Smart**
- **Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool**
- **Hidden Power - Normal - Smart**
- **Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty**
- **Blizzard - Ice - Beauty**
- **Protect - Normal - Cute**
- **Rain Dance - Water - Tough**
- **Frustration - Normal - Cute**
- **Earthquake - Ground - Tough**
- **Return - Normal - Cute**
- **Sandstorm - Rock - Tough**
- **Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **Facade - Normal - Cute**
- **Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
- **Attract - Normal - Cute**
- **Thief - Dark - Tough**
- **Steel Wing - Steel - Cool**
- **Roost - Flying - Cool**
- **Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart**
- **Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty**
- **Psych Up - Normal - Smart**
- **Captivate - Normal - Beauty**
- **Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute**
- **Natural Gift - Normal - Cool**
- **Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart**
- **Swagger - Normal - Cute**
- **Pluck - Flying - Cute**
- **Substitute - Normal - Smart**
- **Fly - Flying - Smart**
- **Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough**

**Tutor Move List**
- **Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart**
- **Air Cutter - Flying - Cool**
- **Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty**
- **Mud Slam - Ground - Cute**
- **Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart**
- **Outrage - Dragon - Cool**
- **Snore - Normal - Cute**
- **Swift - Normal - Cool**
- **Taunt - Dragon - Cool**
- **Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool**
- **Body Slam - Normal - Tough**
- **Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
- **Mimic - Normal - Cute**
- **Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty**
- **Sky Attack - Flying - Cool**
- **Tailwind - Flying - Smart**
**Egg Move List**
- Flail - Normal - Cute
- Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
- Spark - Electric - Cool
- Take Down - Normal - Tough
- Thrash - Normal - Tough
- Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

**Tutor Move List**
- Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
- Bounce - Flying - Cute
- Dive - Water - Beauty
- Earth Power - Ground - Smart
- Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute

---

311. **WHISCASH**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Water / Ground
- **Abilities**: Oblivious / Anticipation
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Barboach
  - 2 - Whiscash Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 2' 11" 0.9m
- **Weight**: 52 lbs. 23.6kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 3, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Gilled

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1. Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
2. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
3. Tickle - Normal - Cute
4. Water Sport - Water - Cute
5. Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
6. Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
7. Water Sport - Water - Cute
8. Water Gun - Water - Cute
9. Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
10. Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
11. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
12. Magnitude - Ground - Tough
13. Rest - Psychic - Cute
14. Snore - Normal - Cute
15. Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
16. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
17. Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
18. Fissure - Ground - Tough

**TM/HM Move List**
03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
07. Hail - Ice - Beauty
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
26. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27. Return - Normal - Cute
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
37. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough

---

312. **CORPHISH**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Water
- **Abilities**: Hyper Cutter / Shell Armor
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Corphish
  - 2 - Crawdaunt Minimum 30

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 2' 0" 0.6m
- **Weight**: 25.4 lbs. 11.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F

**Capabilities:**
- Overland 3, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1. Bubble - Water - Cute
7. Harden - Normal - Tough
10. Vicegrip - Normal - Tough
13. Leer - Normal - Cool
20. Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
23. Protect - Normal - Cute
26. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
32. Taunt - Dark - Smart
35. Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
38. Crabhammer - Water - Tough
44. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
47. Crunch - Dark - Tough
53. Guillotine - Normal - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**
03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
07. Hail - Ice - Beauty
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
CRAWDAUNT

Vital Information
Type: Water / Dark
Abilities: Hyper Cutter / Shell Armor
Evolution:
1 - Corphish
2 - CrawlerMinimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 7" / 1.1m
Weight: 72.3 lbs / 32.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M / 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Water 3

Biology: Crawndaunts are large, mostly red sea dwellers. They have two pincers with spikes protruding from the edges and tan lower sides of the claws, and three pairs of legs. They have two blue stripes on their chin. On the top of their head is a yellow star-shaped object. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Marsh, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Underwater 1, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Bubble - Water - Cute
1 - Harden - Normal - Tough
10 - Leer - Normal - Cool
12 - Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
31 - Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 - Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
39 - Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
54 - False Swipe - Normal - Cool
56 - Fling - Dark - Tough
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
66 - Payback - Dark - Cool
75 - Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
88 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 - Surf - Water - Beauty
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 - Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 - Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 - Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 - Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 - Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 - Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
31 - Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 - Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
39 - Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 - Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
54 - False Swipe - Normal - Cool
56 - Fling - Dark - Tough
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
66 - Payback - Dark - Cool
68 - Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
75 - Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 - Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 - Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 - X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 - Cut - Normal - Cool
95 - Surf - Water - Beauty
96 - Strength - Normal - Tough
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 - Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 - Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Dive - Water - Beauty
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool

แล้ว chambre - 134 - BALTOY

Vital Information
Type: Ground / Psychic
Abilities: Levitate / Own Tempo
Evolution:
1 - Baltoy
3 - Claydol Minimum 35

Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool

แล้ว chambre - 134 - BALTOY
Pokedex Information
Height: 1’ 8” 0.5m
Weight: 47.4 lbs. 21.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Mineral
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biological Information:
Baltroy are small, figurine Pokémon. It balances on a single foot. It has two flat arms. Baltroy has a single spike-like protrusion on the top of its head, and red body markings. Baltroy’s eyes appear to have arching red eyebrows, and seem perpetually closed or encased in goggles. Terravore.

Habitat:
Cave

Capabilities: Sky 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
2 - Harden - Normal - Tough
5 - Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
7 - Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
11 - Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
15 - Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
19 - Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty
25 - Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
31 - Power Trick - Psychic - Cool - Smart
36 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
40 - Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
51 - Cosmic Power - Psychic - Cool
62 - Earth Power - Ground - Smart
73 - Heal Block - Psychic - Cute
86 - Explosion - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
04 - Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 - Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
29 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 - Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37 - Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 - Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
48 - Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
64 - Explosion - Normal - Beauty
67 - Recycle - Normal - Smart
69 - Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
74 - Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 - Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
80 - Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 - Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Ground / Psychic
Abilities: Levitate / Own Tempo
Evolution:
1 - Baltroy
2 - Claydol Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’11” 1.5m
Weight: 238.1 lbs. 108kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Mineral

Biological Information:
Claydol has a large black body with two small, stubby legs. Claydol has a rounded head with a protrusion on the top. Its head consists of a wavy white frame on its circular pink eyes, with small, beak-like yellow segments between each eye. Claydol’s chest has white ring-like patterns with extensions of the design pointing downward and yellow circles in the middle. Terravore.

Habitat:
Cave

Capabilities: Sky 2, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 - Harden - Normal - Tough
1 - Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
1 - Teleport - Psychic - Cool
2 - Claydol Minimum 35
3 - Harden - Normal - Tough
5 - Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
7 - Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 - Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 - Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
29 - Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 - Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37 - Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 - Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 - Facade - Normal - Cute
43 - Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
48 - Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
57 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 - Endure - Normal - Tough
64 - Explosion - Normal - Beauty
67 - Recycle - Normal - Smart
69 - Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
70 - Flash - Normal - Beauty
74 - Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 - Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 - Psych Up - Normal - Smart
80 - Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 - Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 - Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Simple
Evolution:
1 - Feebas
2 - Milotic Max Beauty

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 16.3 lbs. 7.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Mist - Ice - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
Haze - Ice - Beauty

317. MILOTIC

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Mist - Ice - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
Haze - Ice - Beauty

316. FEEBAS

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Mist - Ice - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Simple
Evolution:
1 - Feebas
2 - Milotic Max Beauty

Pokedex Information
Height : 20' 4" 6.2m
Weight : 357.1 lbs. 162kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Mist - Ice - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
Haze - Ice - Beauty

317. MILOTIC

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Mist - Ice - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
Haze - Ice - Beauty

316. FEEBAS
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
82 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

318. SHUPPET

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biography: A Shuppet looks like a gray cloth-covered ball with a point at its top. Its eyes are oval-shaped, with multiple sections of color, the outermost being a shade of light blue, the shade in the middle being a darker blue, and the one at the pointed, innermost end being yellow. Nullivore.

Habitat : Cave, Urban
Capabilities: Surface 2, Sky 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Invisibility, Phasing, Stealth

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Knock Off - Dark - Smart
5 Screech - Normal - Smart
8 Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
13 Curse - Special Case - Tough
16 Spite - Ghost - Tough
20 Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
23 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
28 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
32 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
35 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
38 Embargo - Dark - Cute
43 Snatch - Dark - Smart
46 Grudge - Ghost - Tough
50 Trick - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Astonish - Ghost - Smart
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
Disable - Normal - Smart
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Imprison - Psychic - Smart
Payback - Dark - Cool
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart

319. BANETTE

Vital Information
Type : Ghost
Abilities: Insomnia / Frisk
Evolution: 1 - Shuppet
2 - Banette Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight : 27.6 lbs. 12.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate

Biography: Banette is a black, humanoid and doll-like. It has three spikes on its head and a long zigzag ribbon hanging down from its head. It has a mouth with yellow teeth, one of which is longer, giving its mouth the appearance of a zipper. Banette has long, three-fingered hands and short, stubby legs, and has a yellow, brush-like tail. Nullivore.

Habitat : Cave, Urban
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Sky 2, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Invisibility, Phasing

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Knock Off - Dark - Smart
5 Screech - Normal - Smart
8 Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
13 Curse - Special Case - Tough
16 Spite - Ghost - Tough
20 Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
23 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
28 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
32 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
35 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
38 Embargo - Dark - Cute
43 Snatch - Dark - Smart
46 Grudge - Ghost - Tough
50 Trick - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Astonish - Ghost - Smart
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
Disable - Normal - Smart
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Imprison - Psychic - Smart
Payback - Dark - Cool
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart

04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Tutor Move List
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
8 Screech - Normal - Smart
13 Curse - Special Case - Tough
16 Spite - Ghost - Tough
20 Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
23 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
28 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
31 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
35 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
42 Embargo - Dark - Cute
51 Snatch - Dark - Smart
58 Grudge - Ghost - Tough
66 Trick - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustation - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool

85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Tutor Move List
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Fairy / Mineral
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Vital Information
Type : Ice
Abilities: Inner Focus / Ice Body
Evolution:
1 - Snorunt
2 - Glalie

Biography : Snorunt is a small, black cone shaped Pokemon with a round lower body, round fingerless hands and toetless feet. Its body is covered with a yellow-orange cone-shaped cloak. The back of the cloak has three orange rhombus spots. Herbivore.

Habitat :
Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Chilled, Glow, Icestep

Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
4 Double Team - Normal - Cool
10 Bite - Dark - Tough
13 Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
19 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
22 Protect - Normal - Cute
28 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
31 Crunch - Dark - Tough
37 Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
40 Hail - Ice - Beauty
46 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustation - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Flash - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Ice
Abilities: Inner Focus / Ice Body
Evolution:
1 - Snorunt
2 - Glalie

Egg Move List
Bide - Normal - Tough
Block - Normal - Cute
Disable - Normal - Smart
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Spikes - Ground - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Ice
Abilities: Inner Focus / Ice Body
Evolution:
1 - Snorunt
2 - Glalie

Pokedex Information
Height : 2'4" 0.7m
Weight : 37 lbs. 16.8kg

Pokedex Information
Height : 4'11" 1.5m
Weight : 565.5 lbs. 256.5kg
Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Fairy / Mineral

Biology: Glalie resembles a human-like face with pointy black ears and blue eyes. Its body is black with a white skeletal structure covering its face, like a mask. Its teeth are baleen plates. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Chilled, Freezer

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Bite - Dark - Tough
1 Double Team - Normal - Cool
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
4 Double Team - Normal - Cool
10 Bite - Dark - Tough
13 Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
19 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
22 Protect - Normal - Cute
28 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
31 Crunch - Dark - Tough
37 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
40 Hail - Ice - Beauty
51 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
59 Sheer Cold - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Ice / Ghost
Abilities: Snow Cloak / Magic Guard
Evolution:
1 - Snorunt
2 - Froslass Dawn Stone Female

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 3" 1.3m
Weight : 58.6 lbs. 26.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 0% M 100% F
Egg Group : Fairy / Mineral

Biology: Froslass’ torso is hollow, and its body resembles a kimono with a red band around its waist. Its arms hang off the sides of its head like ears, flared at the wrist. Its arms have a light blue coloration. Froslass’s head is shaped like a drop of water on its side. The head has two ice crystals on top of it, as well as several holes through which a purple skin can be seen. Nullivore.

Habitat : Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Chilled, Freezer, Phasing

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1 Double Team - Normal - Cool
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
4 Double Team - Normal - Cool
10 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
13 Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
19 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
22 Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
28 Wake-Up Slap - Fighting - Smart
31 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
37 Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
40 Hail - Ice - Beauty
51 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
59 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough

Tutor Move List
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Block - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
323. CLAMPERL

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Shell Armor / Sturdy
Evolution:
1 - Clamperl
2 - Huntail Holding Minimum Deepseatooth 20
2 - Gorebyss Holding Minimum Deepseascale 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 115.7 lbs. 52.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Clamperl are blue bivalve shells. Inside their outer shell is a fragile blue body composed of six spherical extensions, surrounding its small, pearl-like spherical pink head. Clamperl’s eyes are usually closed. Herbivore.

Habitat: Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surfgage 3, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Clamp - Water - Tough
1 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
1 Water Gun - Water - Cute
1 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
55 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
Barrier - Psychic - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Refresh - Normal - Cute
Supersonic - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

324. HUNTAIL

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Water Veil
Evolution:
1 - Clamperl
2 - Huntail Holding Minimum Deepseatooth 20

Pokedex Information
Height: 5' 7" 1.7m
Weight: 59.5 lbs. 27kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1

Biology: Huntail is a light-blue aquatic Pokémon with a serpentine body. It has orange semi-circle spines running down the length of its back. Huntail’s body is dotted with white spots that are bordered by orange rings. Two of these rings are on its face. It has a large mouth filled with sharp teeth. Huntail has an orange crest on its head. Carnivore.

Habitat: Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surfgage 5, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
6 Bite - Dark - Tough
10 Screech - Normal - Smart
15 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
19 Scary Face - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
55 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
Barrier - Psychic - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Refresh - Normal - Cute
Supersonic - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Super Fang - Normal - Tough
325. GOREBYSS

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Water Veil
Evolution:
1 - Clamperl
2 - Gorebyss Holding Minimum Deepseascale

Pokedex Information
Height: 5' 11" 1.8m
Weight: 49.8 lbs. 22.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water

Biology: Gorebyss is a pink aquatic Pokémon with a serpentine body and a long thin mouth. It has two shell-like structures on its chest. It has a purple antenna fin on top of its head and a similar fin below its mouth. Its tail has at its tip a rounded purple fin. Herbivore.

Habitat: Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
6  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
10  Agility - Psychic - Cool
15  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
19  Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
24  Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
28  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
33  Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
37  Dive - Water - Beauty
42  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
46  Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
51  Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
55  Brine - Water - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

326. BURMY

Vital Information
Type: Bug
Abilities: Shed Skin / Swarm
Evolution:
1 - Burmy
2 - Wormadam Minimum 20 Female
2 - Mothim Minimum 20 Male

Pokedex Information
Height: 0' 8" 0.2m
Weight: 7.5 lbs. 3.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug

Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: Burmy has a black segmented body with a coil-like appendage on the top its head and a similar fin below its mouth. Its tail has at its tip a rounded purple fin. Herbivore.

Habitat: Desert, Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Threaded

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
10  Protect - Normal - Cute
15  Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
20  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Snore - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

327. WORMADAM Plant Cloak Form

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Grass
Abilities: Anticipation / Shield Dust
Evolution:
1 - Burmy
2 - Wormadam Minimum 20 Female

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight: 14.3 lbs. 6.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
Egg Group: Bug

Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biology: The coat of leaves is fused with Wormadam’s body. Wormadam’s eyes are white. It has a long antenna, with a coil on a more elongated position. Wormadam has a pair of arms that are made from leaves. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Protect - Normal - Cute
10  Tackle - Normal - Tough
15  Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
20  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Snore - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart
327. WORMADAM  Sandy Cloak Form

**Tutor Move List**

- Endeavor - Normal - Tough
- Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
- Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart

**Move List**

- Level Up Move List
  1. Tackle - Normal - Tough

**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Bug / Ground
- **Abilities**: Anticipation / Shield Dust
- **Evolution**: 1. Burmy 2. Wormadam Minimum 20 Female

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 1' 8" 0.5m
- **Weight**: 14.3 lbs. 6.5kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 0% M 100% F
- **Egg Group**: Bug

**Biology**

The coat of sand is fused with Wormadam’s body. Wormadam’s eyes are white. It has a long antenna, with a coil on a more elongated position. Wormadam has a pair of arms that are made from a chain of pebbles. Herbivore.

**Habitat**: Desert, Mountain

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Threaded

---

**Synthesis - Grass - Smart**

**Tackle - Normal - Tough**

**Endorse - Normal - Tough**

**Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart**

**Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool**

**Bug Bite - Bug - Tough**

**String Shot - Bug - Smart**

**Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty**

**327. WORMADAM  Trash Cloak Form**

**Tutor Move List**

- Earth Power - Ground - Smart
- Endeavor - Normal - Tough
- Mud Slap - Ground - Cute
- Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
- Snore - Normal - Cute

**Move List**

- Level Up Move List
  1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  10. Protect - Normal - Cute
15 Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
20 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
23 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
26 Mirror Shot - Steel - Cute
29 Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
32 Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
35 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
38 Flail - Normal - Cute
41 Attract - Normal - Cute
44 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
47 Iron Head - Steel - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Grass - Smart
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Cute
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Flying
Abilities: Swarm / Shield Dust
Evolution:
1 - Burmy
2 - Mothim Minimum 20 Male

Pokedex Information
Height : 2’ 11” 0.9m
Weight : 51.4 lbs. 23.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 100% M 0% F
Egg Group : Bug

Biography : Mothim has four tan-colored wings with orange circles adorning them. Mothim has a black head, with orange eyes and two red and gray antennae above his head. Mothim’s body is black with a patch of orange on the underside and its legs are gray. He also has a small black tail that splits into two. Herbivore.

Habitat : Desert, Forest, Rainforest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Sky 4, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
10 Protect - Normal - Cute
15 Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
20 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
23 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
26 Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
29 Poisonpowder - Poison - Smart
32 Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
35 Camouflage - Normal - Smart
38 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
41 Air Slash - Flying - Cool
44 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
47 Bug Buzz - Bug - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
74 Solarbeam - Normal - Smart
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Bug / Flying
Abilities: Honey Gather / Pickup
Evolution:
1 - Combee
2 - Vespiquen Minimum 20 Female

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’ 0” 0.3m
Weight : 12.1 lbs. 5.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days
Biology: Combee is a small insectoid that resembles three pieces of orange, hexagonal honeycomb. Each hexagon has a round yellow face. The bottom-center face is the only one to have a full abdomen. The top two hexagons have a single antenna and a wing connected to an orange-colored joint. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 1, Sky 3, Burrow 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
1 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
13 Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Bug / Flying
Abilities: Pressure / Honey Gather
Evolution:
1 - Combee
2 - Vespiquen
Minimum 20 Female

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight: 84.9 lbs. 38.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
Egg Group: Bug

Biology: Vespiquen is an insectoid, with a yellow and black striped abdomen that resembles a ballroom gown. The underside of its abdomen has sections like honeycomb cells. It has black, skinny arms with two orange claws and a pair of small wings. It has a spherical yellow upper body and a slender black waist. It has has an orange face with red eyes, yellow mandibles, a red gem on its forehead and a crown with black horn like projections. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
1 Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
3 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
7 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
9 Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
13 Defend Order - Bug - Smart
15 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
19 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
21 Power Gem - Rock - Beauty
25 Heal Order - Bug - Smart
27 Toxic - Poison - Smart
31 Slash - Normal - Cool
33 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
37 Attack Order - Bug - Smart
39 Swagger - Normal - Cute
43 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Water Veil
Evolution:
1 - Buizel
2 - Floatzel

Pokedex Information
Height: 2' 4" 0.7m
Weight: 65 lbs. 29.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Buizel is an orange mammal. The yellow collar that is around its neck can be inflated and used as a flotation device. It has two blue fins on its arms and two tails. There are parallel marks on their cheeks. Buizel has cream-colored paw pads on both its fore- and hind-feet. Omnivore.

Habitat: Freshwater, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Fountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
1 Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
1 Water Sport - Water - Cute
3 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
6 Water Gun - Water - Cute
Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Fountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Fountain

Egg Move List
Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
Headbutt - Normal - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
Slash - Normal - Cool

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
1  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
1  Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
1  Water Sport - Water - Cute
3  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
6  Water Gun - Water - Cute
10 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
15 Swift - Normal - Cool
21 Aqua Jet - Water - Beauty
26 Crunch - Dark - Tough
29 Agility - Psychic - Cool
39 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
50 Razor Wind - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Dive - Water - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Water Veil
Evolution:
1 - Buizel
2 - Floatzel Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 7” 1.1m
Weight : 33.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Field

Biology : Floatzel is an orange mammal. The yellow collar that wraps around its body can be inflated and used as a flotation device. It has two long blue fins on its arms and two tails. Buizel has cream-colored paw pads on both its fore- and hind-feet. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Freshwater, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Fountain

332. FLOATZEL

333. CHERUBI

Vital Information
Type : Grass
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Klutz
Evolution:
1 - Cherubi
2 - Cherrim Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’ 4” 0.4m
Weight : 3.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Fairy / Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Cherubi has a round, deep-pink body with two stubby feet. It has beady eyes, and a purple-red stripe running down part of its face. Cherubi has a short stem with two big, green leaves and a second, much smaller head growing out of it. Phototroph.
Move List

Level Up Move List
1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
7. Growth - Normal - Beauty
10. Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
13. Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
19. Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
22. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
28. Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
31. Take Down - Normal - Tough
37. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
40. Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Aromatherapy - Grass - Smart
Grasswhistle - Grass - Smart
Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
Tickle - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Grass
Abilities: Flower Gift / Pick Up
Evolution:
1. Cherubi
2. Cherim Minimum 25

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Egg Group: Fairy / Plant

Biography: Cherim has two different forms. It has two crossing purple petals with a short purple stem. When there is strong sunlight, it has a skirt and hair made of pink petals, radiating outward from a yellow sphere on the back of its head like a flower. It has two berry orbs, resembling hair ornaments, adorn its head. It has stubby limbs, with the arms being pink and the legs being yellow. Phototropoph.

Habitat: Forest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Bloom

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Growth - Normal - Beauty
1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
7. Growth - Normal - Beauty
10. Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
13. Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
19. Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
22. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
25. Petal Dance - Grass - Beauty
30. Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty
35. Take Down - Normal - Tough
43. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
48. Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
09. Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21. Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
27. Return - Normal - Cute
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
53. Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
68. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
75. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78. Capture - Normal - Beauty
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
2. Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
4. Harden - Normal - Tough
7. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
11. Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
16. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Water
Abilities: Sticky Hold / Storm Drain
Evolution:
1. - Shellos
2. - Gastrodon Minimum 30

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Egg Group: Water 1 / Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Shellos are limbless blobs. Its appearance differs from habitat to habitat, but all Shellos have slimy underside and short, elastic necks and spherical heads. All Shellos have yellow lining around their eyes, mouth and back. Herbivore.

Habitat: Beach, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Amorphous, Gift
Vital Information
Type : Water / Ground
Abilities: Sticky Hold / Storm Drain
Evolution:
1 - Shellos
2 - Gastrodon Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight : 65.9 lbs. 29.9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Indeterminate

Biology: Gastrodon are limbless blobs. Its appearance differs from habitat to habitat, but all Shellos have slimy undersides and short, elastic necks and spherical heads. It has three eyes in front of its head and two horns protruding from the sides of its head. Herbivore.

Habitat: Beach, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 5, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Amorphous, Gilled

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Dive - Water - Beauty
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
String Shot - Bug - Smart

336. GASTRODON

Vital Information
Type : Ghost / Flying
Abilities: Unburden / Aftermath
Evolution:
1 - Drifloon
2 - Drifblim Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight : 2.6 lbs. 1.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days

Biology: Drifloon has a round, purple body with two stringy arms that have a yellow heart-shape on them. Drifloon has black-dot eyes and a yellow X on its face. A white mass of fluff sits on top of Drifloon’s head. Nullivore.

Habitat: Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Inflatable, Shrinkable

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Dive - Water - Beauty
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
String Shot - Bug - Smart

337. DRIFLOON
Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Constrict - Normal - Tough
1 Minimize - Normal - Cute
6 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
11 Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
14 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
17 Payback - Dark - Cool
22 Stockpile - Normal - Tough
27 Spit Up - Normal - Tough
27 Swallow - Normal - Tough
30 Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
33 Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
38 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
43 Explosion - Normal - Beauty

Egg Move List
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
Disable - Normal - Smart
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Memento - Dark - Tough

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spit - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Frustration - Normal - Cute
50 Protect - Normal - Tough
51 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
62 Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
88 Swagger - Normal - Smart
89 Defog - Flying - Beauty

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight: 33.1 lbs. 15kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Biography: Drifblim looks like a hot air balloon, primarily purple in coloration. Its eyes are red and set far apart. The lower hemisphere of Drifblim’s body is lighter than the upper, while its bottom portion is red and looks torn. It has four yellow-tipped limbs, and grooves running down its body. A white puff is on the top of its head. It has a yellow X on its face. Nullivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump
4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Inflatable, Shrinking

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1 Constrict - Normal - Tough
1 Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
1 Minimize - Normal - Cute
6 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
11 Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
14 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
17 Payback - Dark - Cool
22 Stockpile - Normal - Tough
27 Spit Up - Normal - Tough
27 Swallow - Normal - Tough
30 Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
37 Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
44 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
51 Explosion - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Ghost / Flying
Abilities: Unburden / Aftermath
Evolution:
1 - Drifloon
2 - Drifblim Minimum 25

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spit - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Biography: Drifblim looks like a hot air balloon, primarily purple in coloration. Its eyes are red and set far apart. The lower hemisphere of Drifblim’s body is lighter than the upper, while its bottom portion is red and looks torn. It has four yellow-tipped limbs, and grooves running down its body. A white puff is on the top of its head. It has a yellow X on its face. Nullivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump
4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Inflatable, Shrinking

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1 Constrict - Normal - Tough
1 Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
1 Minimize - Normal - Cute
6 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
11 Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
14 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
17 Payback - Dark - Cool
22 Stockpile - Normal - Tough
27 Spit Up - Normal - Tough
27 Swallow - Normal - Tough
30 Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
37 Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
44 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
51 Explosion - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Ghost / Flying
Abilities: Unburden / Aftermath
Evolution:
1 - Drifloon
2 - Drifblim Minimum 25
BUNEARY

Power 1, Intelligence 2
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Forest, Grassland
Habitat: Herbivore.

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Run Away / Klutz
Evolution:
1 - Buneary
2 - Lopunny Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 12.1 lbs. 5.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Buneary are small mammals with long ears. They have two types of fur covering their bodies: a light tan fleece that covers much of their lower body, feet and the tips of their ears, and a smooth brown colored pelt on the upper half of their body. It has a small brown puff for a tail. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 2

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
1 - Foresight - Normal - Smart
1 - Pound - Normal - Tough
1 - Splash - Normal - Cute
6 - Endure - Normal - Tough

10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 - Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 - Agility - Psychic - Cool
34 - Shadow Ball - Grass - Cool
37 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
43 - Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
56 - Fling - Dark - Tough
58 - Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
59 - Wild Charge - Electric - Tough
60 - Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 - Hypnosis - Normal - Beauty
80 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 - Cut - Normal - Cool
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Attract - Normal - Cute
Double Hit - Normal - Smart
Encore - Normal - Cute
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01 - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 - Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 - Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
33 - Agility - Psychic - Cool
34 - Shadow Ball - Grass - Cool
37 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
43 - Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
56 - Fling - Dark - Tough
60 - Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 - Hypnosis - Normal - Beauty
80 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 - Cut - Normal - Cool
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

LOPUNNY

Power 1, Intelligence 2
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Forest, Grassland
Habitat: Herbivore.

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Cute Charm / Klutz
Evolution:
1 - Buneary
2 - Lopunny Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight: 73.4 lbs. 33.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Lopunny are bipedal mammals. They have a dark brown pelt, long ears and round tails. They have a fluffy, cream pelt that is found on the ends of their ears, legs and arms, as well as large eyebrows. Lopunny have black pupils with red irises, with small pink noses and inner ears. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 2

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
1 - Foresight - Normal - Smart
1 - Pound - Normal - Tough
1 - Splash - Normal - Cute
6 - Endure - Normal - Tough

10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 - Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
33 - Agility - Psychic - Cool
34 - Shadow Ball - Grass - Cool
37 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
43 - Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
56 - Fling - Dark - Tough
60 - Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 - Hypnosis - Normal - Beauty
80 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 - Cut - Normal - Cool
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Attract - Normal - Cute
Double Hit - Normal - Smart
Encore - Normal - Cute
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01 - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 - Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 - Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 - Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 - Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 - Protect - Normal - Cute
18 - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 - Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 - Return - Normal - Cute
28 - Dig - Ground - Smart
30 - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
33 - Agility - Psychic - Cool
34 - Shadow Ball - Grass - Cool
37 - Frustration - Normal - Cute
43 - Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
44 - Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 - Attract - Normal - Cute
56 - Fling - Dark - Tough
60 - Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
73 - Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 - Hypnosis - Normal - Beauty
80 - Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 - Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 - Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 - Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 - Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 - Cut - Normal - Cool
98 - Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

340. LOPUNNY
Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Limber / Own Tempo
Evolution:
1 - Glameow
2 - Purugly Minimum 35

Pokédex Information
Height : 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight : 8.6 lbs. 3.9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 25% M 75% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology:
Glameow is a primarily gray quadrupedal mammal, with a curled, spring-shaped tail with a white ruff at the tip of it. It has a crescent shaped head with two white-tipped ears. Glameow has a slender physique. Its neck has a ruff fringe, and its legs have similar fringes. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities:
Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Stealth

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Fake Out - Normal - Cute
5 Scratch - Normal - Tough
8 Growl - Normal - Cute
13 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
17 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
93 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
96 Cut - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Assurance - Dark - Beauty
Bite - Dark - Tough
Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute

Tail Whip - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Normal
Abilities: Own Tempo / Thick Fat
Evolution:
1 - Glameow
2 - Purugly Minimum 35

Pokédex Information
Height : 3' 3" 1m
Weight : 96.6 lbs. 43.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 25% M 75% F
Egg Group : Field

Biology: Purugly is a big gray and white mammalian with a curly tail. It still has a crescent-shaped head. Its ears are pointed and purple-colored. It has whiskers with a zigzag like pattern at the end of them. The frilly portion of its tail is forked, but it usually keeps it clasped around its waist. Carnivore.
Habitat: Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Fake Out - Normal - Cute
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
5  Scratch - Normal - Tough
8  Growl - Normal - Cute
13 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
17 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
20 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
25 Charm - Normal - Cute
29 Assist - Normal - Cute
32 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
37 Slash - Normal - Cool
38 Swagger - Normal - Cute
45 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
53 Attract - Normal - Cute

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
4  Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
7  Screech - Normal - Smart
10 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
14 Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
18 Feint - Normal - Beauty
20 Toxic - Poison - Smart
25 Slash - Normal - Cool
31 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
37 Memento - Dark - Tough
44 Explosion - Normal - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Poison / Dark
Abilities: Stench / Aftermath
Evolution:
1 - Stunky
2 - Skuntank

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 42.3 lbs. 19.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Stunky are small quadrupedal mammals that are dark purple with a white stripe running down their backs and on their undersides. They have a long spiky tail. Their cheeks are flabby and their eyes are slanted inwards. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Type: Poison / Dark
Abilities: Stench / Aftermath
Evolution:
1 - Stunky
2 - Skuntank

Pokedex Minimum 35

Egg Move List
Astonish - Ghost - Smart
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Leer - Normal - Cool
Punishment - Dark - Smart
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Scary Face - Normal - Tough
Smog - Poison - Tough

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Cute
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
89 U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool

343. STUNKY

344. SKUNTANK
Vital Information
Type: Poison / Dark
Abilities: Stench / Aftermath
Evolution:
1 - Stunky
2 - Skuntank Minimum 35

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’3” 1m
Weight: 83.8 lbs. 38kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field

Biography: Skuntank are medium sized mammals that are a dark purple with a white stripe running down their backs. It has furry purple tufts on the sides of its face. Skuntank’s legs are tan, and the tan coloration of its underside form a spiky pattern. Its tails are very long and are often laid out on their backs and over their face. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4

Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
1 Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
4 Poison Gas - Poison - Smart
7 Screech - Normal - Smart
10 Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
14 Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
18 Feint - Normal - Beauty
20 Toxic - Poison - Smart
25 Slash - Normal - Cool
31 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
34 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
41 Memento - Dark - Tough
47 Explosion - Normal - Beauty

Tutor Move List
20 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

345. BRONZOR

Vital Information
Type: Steel / Psychic
Abilities: Levitate / Heatproof
Evolution:
1 - Bronzor
2 - Bronzong Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’8” 0.5m
Weight: 133.4 lbs. 60.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Mineral

Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Bronzor has a circular body with two eyes and bumps around its body. It is colored blue. It also has a crest resembling an herb on its back. Nullivore.

Habitat: Cave, Forest, Mountain

Capabilities: Sky 2, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
7 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
12 Imprison - Psychic - Smart
14 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
19 Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
26 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
30 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
35 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
37 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
41 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
49 Payback - Dark - Cool
52 Heal Block - Psychic - Cute

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
28 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
110 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
115 Flash - Normal - Beauty
121 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
126 Rollout - Rock - Tough
131 Safeguard - Normal - Smart
138 Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
147 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
148 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
154 Payback - Dark - Cool
156 Dazzling Gleam - Dark - Beauty
162 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
163 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
165 Return - Normal - Cute
166 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
170 Double Team - Normal - Cool
175 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
180 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
185 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
190 Attract - Normal - Cute
195 Rest - Psychic - Cute
199 Absorb - Water - Smart
204 Defog - Flying - Beauty
209 Fusion Storm - Water - Cool
214 Latency - Normal - Smart
219 Energy Ball - Water - Smart
224 Energy Ball - Fire - Smart
229 Energy Ball - Electric - Smart
234 Energy Ball - Grass - Smart
239 Energy Ball - Dark - Smart
244 Energy Ball - Dark - Cool
249 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
254 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
260 Payback - Dark - Cool
262 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
Biology: Bronzong looks like a large blue-green bell with two arms coming out of its sides. It has eyes at the bottom of its hollow body and a yoke attached at the top. It has many elaborate designs on its body. Nullivore.

Habitat: Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Vital Information
Type: Steel / Psychic
Abilities: Levitate / Heatproof
Evolution:
1 - Bronzor
2 - Bronzong Minimum 30

Abilities: Levitate / Heatproof

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’ 3” 1.3m
Weight: 412.3 lbs 187kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Mineral

Evolution:
1 - Hippopotas
2 - Hippowdon Minimum 30

Abilities: Sand Stream / Oblivious

Vital Information
Type: Ground
Abilities: Sand Stream / Oblivious
Evolution:
1 - Hippopotas
2 - Hippowdon Minimum 30

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute

Level Up Move List
1 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
1 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
7 Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
12 Imprison - Psychic - Smart
14 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
19 Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
26 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
30 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
33 Block - Normal - Cute
38 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
43 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
50 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
61 Payback - Dark - Cool
67 Heal Block - Psychic - Cute

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snores - Normal - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Block - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Level Up Move List
1 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
7 Bite - Dark - Tough
13 Yawn - Normal - Cute
19 Take Down - Normal - Tough
25 Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
31 Crunch - Dark - Tough
37 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
44 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
50 Fissure - Ground - Tough

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Egg Group: Field

Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days
Hippowdon is a large, light brown or beige quadruped. It has a dark-gray back and muzzle and segments are a darker blue. Carnivore.

It is rather well adapted, with a small head, two forearm stingers and a claw tail. The miniature jaws, claws, and tail claws are white. Its arms are attached directly to its head, close to its teal eyes. The head, arms, two tail segments, and all four legs are light blue, while the body, and other two tail segments are a darker blue. Carnivore.

Biology:
- Vital Information
  - Type: Ground
  - Abilities: Sand Stream / Arena Trap
  - Evolution:
    - 1: Hippopotas
    - 2: Hippowdon Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
- Height: 6' 7" 2m
- Weight: 661.4 lbs. 300kg

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
- Egg Group: Field

Habitat:
- Cave, Desert

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Groundshaper

Move List
- Level Up Move List
  1. Bite - Dark - Tough
  2. Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
  3. Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
  4. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  5. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  6. Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
  7. Yawn - Normal - Cute
  8. Bite - Dark - Tough
  9. Take Down - Normal - Tough
 10. Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
 11. Crunch - Dark - Tough
 12. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
 13. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
 14. Fissure - Ground - Tough

TM/HM Move List
- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Roar - Normal - Cool
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
- Crunch - Dark - Tough
- Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Fissure - Ground - Tough

Capibilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Level Up Move List
- 1. Bite - Dark - Tough
- 1. Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
- 1. Leer - Normal - Cool
- 1. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
- 1. Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
- 1. Acupressure - Normal - Cool
- 1. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
- 1. Toxic Spikes - Poison - Smart
- 1. Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
- 1. Poison Fang - Poison - Smart
- 1. Crunch - Dark - Tough
- 1. Cross Poison - Poison - Cool
**87  Swagger - Normal - Cute**

**90  Substitute - Normal - Smart**

**93  Cut - Normal - Cool**

**96  Strength - Normal - Tough**

**98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough**

---

**Egg Move List**

- Agility - Psychic - Cool
- Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
- Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
- Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
- Pursuit - Dark - Smart
- Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
- Screech - Normal - Smart
- Slash - Normal - Cool
- Whirlwind - Normal - Smart

---

**Substitute - Normal - Smart**

**Cut - Normal - Cool**

**Strength - Normal - Tough**

**Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough**

---

**Egg Move List**

- Agility - Psychic - Cool
- Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
- Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
- Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
- Pursuit - Dark - Smart
- Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
- Screech - Normal - Smart
- Slash - Normal - Cool
- Whirlwind - Normal - Smart

---

**Move List**

- Agility - Psychic - Cool
- Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
- Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
- Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
- Pursuit - Dark - Smart
- Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
- Screech - Normal - Smart
- Slash - Normal - Cool
- Whirlwind - Normal - Smart

---

**Tutor Move List**

- Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
- Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Bug Bite - Bug - Tough

---

**350. DRAPION**

**Vital Information**

- **Type:** Poison / Dark
- **Abilities:** Battle Armor / Sniper

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Bug / Water 3

**Biology:** Drapion is a large, purple, insectoid. Its eyes are a pointed shape. Drapion has large, fang-like, white features extending from its mouth. Its body is composed of many violet-to-lavender body segments which ends with a tail with two stingers. It has huge claws, which have a blue circular marking on the undersides. Carnivore.

**Habitat:**

- Forest, Marsh, Rainforest

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4

---

**TM/HM Move List**

- 05 Rear - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool

---

**36  Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough**

**39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**

**40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool**

**41  Torment - Dark - Tough**

**42  Facade - Normal - Cute**

**43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart**

**44  Rest - Psychic - Cute**

**45  Attract - Normal - Cute**

**46  Chief - Dark - Tough**

**54  False Swipe - Normal - Cool**

**56  Fling - Dark - Tough**

---

**351. CROAGUNK**

**Vital Information**

- **Type:** Poison / Fighting
- **Abilities:** Dry Skin / Anticipation

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 4 Days

**Biology:** Croagunk is a dark blue bipedal amphibian, with a white band around its waist and red and black markings on its hands and feet. It has black around its eyes. Its cheeks have orange pouches. Herbivore.

**Habitat:**

- Freshwater, Marsh

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4

---

**Move List**

- 05 Rear - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool

---

**350. DRAPION**

**Vital Information**

- **Type:** Poison / Dark
- **Abilities:** Battle Armor / Sniper

**Evolution:**

- 1 - Skorupi
- 2 - Drapion Minimum 40

---

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height:** 4' 3" 1.3m
- **Weight:** 135.6 lbs. 61.5kg

---

**351. CROAGUNK**

**Vital Information**

- **Type:** Poison / Fighting
- **Abilities:** Dry Skin / Anticipation

**Evolution:**

- 1 - Croagunk
- 2 - Toxicroak Minimum 35

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height:** 2' 4" 0.7m
- **Weight:** 50.7 lbs. 23kg

---

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 4 Days

**Biology:** Croagunk is a dark blue bipedal amphibian, with a white band around its waist and red and black markings on its hands and feet. It has black around its eyes. Its cheeks have orange pouches. Herbivore.

**Habitat:**

- Freshwater, Marsh

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4

---

**Move List**

- 05 Rear - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
22 Revenge - Fighting - Tough
24 Swagger - Normal - Cute
29 Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
31 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
36 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
38 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
43 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
45 Flatter - Dark - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

352. TOXICROAK

Egg Move List
Bulldash - Steel - Smart
Cross Cut - Fighting - Cool
Dynamic punch - Fighting - Cool
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Feint - Normal - Beauty
Headbutt - Normal - Tough
Me First - Normal - Cute
Mediate - Psychic - Beauty
Smellingsalt - Normal - Smart
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Wake-Up Slap - Fighting - Smart

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spit - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Super Fang - Normal - Tough

Vital Information
Type: Poison / Fighting
Abilities: Dry Skin / Anticipation
Evolution:
1 -> Creepup
2 -> Toxicroak Minimum 35

Pokédex Information
Height: 4' 3" 1.3m
Weight: 97.9 lbs. 44.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Biography: Toxicroak is a large bipedal amphibian. Its main body color is a dark blue. Its head bears an upward curling spike. Its eyes are bright yellow. Underneath its chin is a bulbous red vocal sack.

Toxicroak has three fingers and one large red claw on the back of each hand. Toxicroak has thick black lines running down the sides of its body and surrounding its limbs. The black lines go up into its face and surround the eyes. Heribirove.

Habitat: Freshwater, Marsh

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 5, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
1 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
3 Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
8 Poison Sting - Poison - Smart
10 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
17 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
22 Revenge - Fighting - Tough
24 Swagger - Normal - Cute
29 Mud Bomb - Ground - Smart
31 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
36 Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
41 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
49 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
54 Flatter - Dark - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
09 Solar Beam - Flying - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ocean Habitat:

- **353. FINNEON**
  - **Biology:** Lumineon's body has a round shape. Lumineon has pectoral fins that resemble wings, with a wavy patterning of dark blue on them. Lumineon has teardrop-shaped pelvic fins that can allow it to crawl along the sea floor. Herbivore.
  - **Habitat:** Ocean

  - **Vital Information**
    - **Type:** Water
    - **Abilities:** Swift Swim / Storm Drain
  - **Pokedex Information**
    - **Egg Group:** Water 2
    - **Evolution:**
      - 1 - Finneon
      - 2 - Lumineon Minimum 30
    - **Breeding Information**
      - **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
      - **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days
    - **Weight:** 15.4 lbs. 7kg
    - **Height:** 1' 4" 0.4m
    - **Capabilities:**
      - Overland 1, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Gilled

  - **Move List**
    - **Level Up Move List**
      - 1: Pound - Normal - Tough
      - 6: Water Gun - Water - Cute
      - 10: Attract - Normal - Cute
      - 13: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
      - 17: Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
      - 22: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
      - 26: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
      - 29: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
      - 33: Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
      - 38: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
      - 42: U-Turn - Bug - Cute
      - 45: Bounce - Flying - Cute
      - 49: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
    - **TM/HM Move List**
      - 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
      - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
      - 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
      - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
      - 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Ice
      - 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
      - 17: Protec - Normal - Cute
      - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
      - 20: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
      - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
      - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
      - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
      - 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
      - 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
      - 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
      - 45: Attract - Normal - Cute
      - 55: Brine - Water - Smart
      - 58: Endure - Normal - Tough
      - 62: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
      - 66: Payback - Dark - Cool
      - 70: Flash - Normal - Beauty
      - 77: Psysh Up - Normal - Smart
      - 78: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
      - 82: Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
      - 83: Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
      - 87: Swagger - Normal - Cute
      - 89: U-Turn - Bug - Cute
      - 90: Substitute - Normal - Smart
      - 95: Surf - Water - Beauty
      - 97: Defog - Flying - Beauty
      - 99: Waterfall - Water - Tough
      - 101: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
    - **Egg Move List**
      - 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
      - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
      - 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
      - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
      - 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Ice
      - 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
      - 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
      - 17: Protec - Normal - Cute
      - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
      - 20: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
      - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
      - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
      - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
      - 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
      - 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
      - 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
      - 45: Attract - Normal - Cute
      - 55: Brine - Water - Smart
      - 58: Endure - Normal - Tough
      - 62: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
      - 66: Payback - Dark - Cool
      - 68: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
  - **TM/HM Move List**
    - 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
    - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
    - 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
    - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
    - 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Ice
    - 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
    - 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
    - 17: Protec - Normal - Cute
    - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
    - 20: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
    - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
    - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
    - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
    - 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
    - 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
    - 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
    - 45: Attract - Normal - Cute
    - 55: Brine - Water - Smart
    - 58: Endure - Normal - Tough
    - 62: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
    - 66: Payback - Dark - Cool
    - 68: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty

  - **Egg Information**
    - **Group:** Water 2
  - **Breeding Information**
    - **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
  - **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

  - **Abilities:** Swift Swim / Storm Drain
  - **Move List**
    - **Level Up Move List**
      - 1: Pound - Normal - Tough
      - 6: Water Gun - Water - Cute
      - 10: Attract - Normal - Cute
      - 13: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
      - 17: Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
      - 22: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
      - 26: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
      - 29: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
      - 33: Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
      - 38: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
      - 42: U-Turn - Bug - Cute
      - 45: Bounce - Flying - Cute
      - 49: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
  - **TM/HM Move List**
    - 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
    - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
    - 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
    - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
    - 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Ice
    - 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
    - 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
    - 17: Protec - Normal - Cute
    - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
    - 20: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
    - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
    - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
    - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
    - 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
    - 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
    - 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
    - 45: Attract - Normal - Cute
    - 55: Brine - Water - Smart
    - 58: Endure - Normal - Tough
    - 62: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
    - 66: Payback - Dark - Cool
    - 68: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty

- **354. LUMINEON**
  - **Evolution:**
  - **Abilities:** Swift Swim / Storm Drain
  - **Type:** Water
  - **Vital Information**
    - **Height:** 3' 11" 1.2m
    - **Weight:** 52.9 lbs. 24kg
  - **Pokedex Information**
    - **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
    - **Egg Group:** Water 2
  - **Breeding Information**
    - **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days
  - **Capabilities:** Overland 1, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Gilled
  - **Move List**
    - **Level Up Move List**
      - 1: Pound - Normal - Tough
      - 1: Water Gun - Water - Cute
      - 6: Water Gun - Water - Cute
      - 10: Attract - Normal - Cute
      - 13: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
      - 17: Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
      - 22: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
      - 26: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
      - 29: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
      - 33: Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
      - 38: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
      - 42: U-Turn - Bug - Cute
      - 45: Bounce - Flying - Cute
      - 49: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
  - **TM/HM Move List**
    - 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
    - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
    - 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
    - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
    - 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Ice
    - 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
    - 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
    - 17: Protec - Normal - Cute
    - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
    - 20: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
    - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
    - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
    - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
    - 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
    - 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
    - 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
    - 45: Attract - Normal - Cute
    - 55: Brine - Water - Smart
    - 58: Endure - Normal - Tough
    - 62: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
    - 66: Payback - Dark - Cool
    - 68: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty

- **Vital Information**
  - **Type:** Water
  - **Abilities:** Swift Swim / Storm Drain
  - **Move List**
    - **Level Up Move List**
      - 1: Attract - Normal - Cute
      - 1: Water Gun - Water - Cute
      - 6: Water Gun - Water - Cute
      - 10: Attract - Normal - Cute
      - 13: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
      - 17: Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
      - 22: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
      - 26: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
      - 29: Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
      - 33: Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
      - 38: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
      - 42: U-Turn - Bug - Cute
      - 45: Bounce - Flying - Cute
      - 49: Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Tutor Move List
    Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
    Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
    Bounce - Flying - Cute
    Dive - Water - Beauty
    Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
    Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
    Snore - Normal - Cute
    Swift - Normal - Cool
    Twister - Dragon - Cool
    Tailwind - Flying - Smart

---

355. SNOVER

Breeding Information
    Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
    Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Snover is a white and brown creature that resembles a snow-covered evergreen tree. It has two, legless feet that slightly resemble tree roots. Snover has a short, stubby tail and two small spikes on its back that resemble mountains. Its hands are green with four fingers. Phototroph.

Habitat: Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Chilled, Icestep

Move List
    Level Up Move List
    1  Leer - Normal - Cool
    1  Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
    5  Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
    9  Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
    13 Grasswhistle - Grass - Smart
    17 Swagger - Normal - Cute
    21 Mist - Ice - Beauty
    26 Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
    31 Ingrain - Grass - Smart
    36 Wood Hammer - Grass - Tough
    41 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
    46 Sheer Cold - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
    03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
    06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
    07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
    09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
    10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
    13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
    14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
    16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
    17 Protect - Normal - Cute
    18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
    19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
    20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
    21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
    22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
    23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
    27 Return - Normal - Cute
    30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
    32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
    42 Facade - Normal - Cute

356. ABOMASNOW

Breeding Information
    Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
    Egg Group : Monster / Plant

Biology: Abomasnow are large, white creatures covered in thick, white fur. Their feet and hands are dark green and they have short, dark green tails. It has bushy mustaches covering their mouths, light-purple eyes and large, bushy eyebrows that stick out like antennae. Phototroph.

Habitat: Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Chilled, Freezer, Icestep

Move List
    Level Up Move List
    1  Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
    1  Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
    1  Leer - Normal - Cool
    1  Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
    5  Razor Leaf - Grass - Cool
    9  Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
    13 Grasswhistle - Grass - Smart
    17 Swagger - Normal - Cute
    21 Mist - Ice - Beauty
    26 Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
    31 Ingrain - Grass - Smart
    36 Wood Hammer - Grass - Tough
    41 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
    46 Sheer Cold - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
    01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
    03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
    06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
    07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
    09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
    10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
25 Return - Normal - Cute
26 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
27 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
28 Double Team - Normal - Cool
29 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
30 Facade - Normal - Cute
31 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
32 Rest - Psychic - Cute
33 Attract - Normal - Cute
34 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
35 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
36 Fling - Dark - Tough
37 Endure - Normal - Tough
38 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
39 Flash - Normal - Beauty
40 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
41 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
42 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
43 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
44 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
45 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
46 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
47 Swagger - Normal - Cute
48 Double Team - Normal - Cool
49 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
50 Facade - Normal - Cute
51 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
52 Rest - Psychic - Cute
53 Attract - Normal - Cute
54 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
55 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Endure - Normal - Tough
58 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
59 Flash - Normal - Beauty
60 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
61 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
62 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
63 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
64 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
65 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
66 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
67 Swagger - Normal - Cute
68 Double Team - Normal - Cool
69 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
70 Facade - Normal - Cute
71 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
72 Rest - Psychic - Cute
73 Attract - Normal - Cute
74 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
75 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
76 Fling - Dark - Tough
77 Endure - Normal - Tough
78 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
79 Flash - Normal - Beauty
80 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
81 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
82 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
83 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
84 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
85 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
88 Double Team - Normal - Cool
89 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
90 Facade - Normal - Cute
91 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
92 Rest - Psychic - Cute
93 Attract - Normal - Cute
94 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
95 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
96 Fling - Dark - Tough
97 Endure - Normal - Tough
98 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
99 Flash - Normal - Beauty
100 Avalanche - Ice - Cool

Tutor Move List
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cute
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

357. MIME JR.

Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Soundproof / Filter
Evolution:
1 - Mime Jr.
2 - Mr. Mime Learn Mimic

Pokédex Information
Height : 2’ 0” 0.6m
Weight : 28.7 lbs. 13kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Bioalogy : Mime Jr. is a small pink humanoid with a black torso. Mime Jr. has a red bump on its stomach and a round red nose on its face. Mime Jr. appears to be wearing a black, crooked hat with a white ball on it. Omnivore.

Habitat :
Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Barrier - Psychic - Cool
1  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1  Tickle - Normal - Cute
4 Copycat - Normal - Cool
8 Meditate - Psychic - Beauty
11 Encore - Normal - Cute

100  Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Charm - Normal - Cute
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
Healing Wish - Psychic - Cute
Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Teeter Dance - Normal - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Wake-Up Slam - Fighting - Smart

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Upmao - Normal - Cute
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

358. MR. MIME
Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Soundproof / Filter
Evolution:
1 - Mime Jr.
2 - Mr. Mime

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 3" 1.3m
Weight : 120.2 lbs. 54.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Humanshape

Biography : Mr. Mime has a round, white body with a red cheeks and blue, frizzy hair. Omnivore.

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Urban
Habitat  : Taiga, Tundra, Urban

SMOOCHUM
Evolution:
Abilities: Oblivious / Forewarn
Type     : Ice / Psychic

Vital Information
Type : Ice / Psychic
Abilities: Oblivious / Forewarn
Evolution:
1 - S m o o c h u m
2 - Jynx Minimum 30

Egg Move List
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
50 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

Egg Move List
Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
50 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

Evolution:
1 - Smoochum
2 - Jynx Minimum 30

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 0% M 100% F
Egg Group : Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology : Smoochum is a small humanoid. It has a large head with blonde hair, pink colored skin, large eyes, and a pair of large lips. It has a light colored chest, arms and feet and a purple colored abdomen, giving it the appearance of wearing pants. Omnivore.

Habitat : Taiga, Tundra, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Barrier - Psychic - Cool
1 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1 Guard Swap - Psychic - Cute
1 Magical Leaf - Grass - Beauty
1 Power Swap - Psychic - Beauty
4 Copycat - Normal - Cool
8 Meditate - Psychic - Beauty
11 Encore - Normal - Cute
15 Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
18 Mimic - Normal - Cute
22 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
22 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
25 Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
29 Substitute - Normal - Smart
32 Recycle - Normal - Smart
36 Trick - Psychic - Smart
39 psychic - Psychic - Smart
43 Role Play - Psychic - Cute
46 Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
50 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Jynx Minimum 30
5 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
Vital Information
Type: Ice / Psychic
Abilities: Oblivious / Forewarn
Evolution:
1 - Smoochum
2 - Jynx Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height: 4' 7" 1.4m
Weight: 89.5 lbs. 40.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
Egg Group: Humanshape

 Biology: Jynx is a humanoid that resembles a bulky woman. Jynx appears to wear a red gown that hides its feet, has white arms and purple hands. Jynx has a purple face, pink lips, saucer-like eyes and long blonde hair. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Taiga, Tundran, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 5, Freezer, Icestep

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Lick - Ghost - Tough
1 Lovely Kiss - Normal - Beauty
1 Pound - Normal - Tough
1 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
5 Lick - Ghost - Tough
8 Lovely Kiss - Normal - Beauty
11 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
15 Doubleslap - Normal - Tough
18 Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
21 Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
25 Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
28 Wake-Up Slap - Fighting - Smart
32 Avalanch - Ice - Cool
39 Body Slam - Normal - Tough
44 Ring Out - Normal - Smart
49 Perish Song - Normal - Beauty
55 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
50 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
72 Avalanch - Ice - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Capture - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Thick Fat / Pickup
Evolution:
1 - Munchlax
2 - Snorlax Minimum 25
**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 2’ 0” 0.6m
- **Weight**: 231.5 lbs. 105kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group**: Monster
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 25 Days

**Biography**: Munchlax has a teal-colored body with a cream-colored spot on its chest. Its round head is teal in the top half and cream on the bottom half. It has big, round eyes and large pointy ears. It has five-fingered hands and cream-colored feet with three clawed toes. Omnivore.

**Habitat**:
- Forest, Mountain, Taiga, Urban

**Capabilities**: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 3, Tracker

**Move List**

1. Metronome - Normal - Cute
2. Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
4. Rollout - Rock - Tough
5. Body Slam - Normal - Tough
6. Stockpile - Normal - Tough
7. Screech - Normal - Smart
8. Recycle - Normal - Smart
9. Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
10. Rest - Psychic - Cute
11. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
12. Facade - Normal - Cute
13. Fling - Dark - Tough
14. Endure - Normal - Tough
15. Recycle - Normal - Smart
16. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
17. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
18. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
19. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
20. Swagger - Normal - Cute
21. Substitute - Normal - Smart
22. Areawash - Water - Beauty
23. Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**

- **Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty**
- **Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Cool**

**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Normal
- **Abilities**: Immunity / Thick Fat
- **Evolution**:
  1. Munchlax
  2. Snorlax Minimum 25

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 6’ 11” 2.1m
- **Weight**: 1014.1 lbs. 460kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F

**Biography**: Snorlax’s body is composed of mostly its belly. Its head is also large, and it has two poinyed teeth. Its feet, with three claws and a circular brown paw pad, are extremely large. Its arms and foreclaws are short. It is usually dark blue or green in color. Omnivore.

**Habitat**:
- Forest, Mountain, Taiga, Urban

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 1, Power 7, Intelligence 4, Tracker

**Move List**

1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
2. Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
3. Amnesia - Psychic - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**

- **Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty**
- **Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Cool**
- **Uproar - Normal - Cute**
- **Belly Drum - Normal - Cute**
- **Yawn - Normal - Cute**
- **Earthquake - Ground - Tough**
- **Return - Normal - Cute**
- **Amnesia - Psychic - Cute**
- **Stockpot - Normal - Cool**
- **Move List**

1. Metronome - Normal - Cute
2. Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
4. Rollout - Rock - Tough
5. Body Slam - Normal - Tough
6. Stockpile - Normal - Tough
7. Screech - Normal - Smart
8. Recycle - Normal - Smart
9. Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
10. Rest - Psychic - Cute
11. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
12. Facade - Normal - Cute
13. Fling - Dark - Tough
14. Endure - Normal - Tough
15. Recycle - Normal - Smart
16. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
17. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
18. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
19. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
20. Swagger - Normal - Cute
21. Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Charm - Normal - Cute
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Fissure - Ground - Tough
Lick - Ghost - Tough
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
Vital Information
Type : Rock
Abilities: Sturdy / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Bonsly
2 - Sudowoodo Minimum Learn Mimic

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight : 33.1 lbs. 15kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Mineral
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Bonsly is a brown Pokémon with a round body. Bonsly has a rim around the middle of its body and has three yellow spots on its face. It has three green spheres above its head. Phototroph.

Habitat : Forest, Grassland, Taiga
Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Copycat - Normal - Cool
1 Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
6 Flail - Normal - Cute
9 Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
14 Rock Throw - Rock - Tough
17 Mimic - Normal - Cute
22 Block - Normal - Cute

25 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
30 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
33 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
38 Slam - Normal - Tough
41 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
46 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Harden - Normal - Tough
Headbut - Normal - Tough
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Upgrow - Normal - Cute - Cool
Block - Normal - Cute

1 Copycat - Normal - Cool
1 Flail - Normal - Cute
1 Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
1 Rock Throw - Rock - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Rock
Abilities: Sturdy / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Bonsly
2 - Sudowoodo Minimum Learn Mimic

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight : 83.8 lbs. 38kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Mineral

Biology : Sudowoodo has a brown, log-shaped body with some yellow spots on it. It has green, club shaped hands. Sudowoodo has a forked branch on top of its head. Despite its plant-like appearance, its body is made of rock. Phototroph.

Habitat : Forest, Taiga
Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Copycat - Normal - Cool
1 Flail - Normal - Cute
1 Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
1 Rock Throw - Rock - Tough

Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

363. BONSLY
364. SUDOWOODO
1 Wood Hammer - Grass - Tough
6 Flail - Normal - Cute
9 Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
14 Rock Throw - Rock - Tough
17 Mimic - Normal - Cute
22 Block - Normal - Cute
25 Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
30 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
33 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
38 Slam - Normal - Tough
41 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
46 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
49 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
64 Explosion - Normal - Beauty
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’0” 0.6m
Weight: 30.9 lbs. 14kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Wynaught is a small, cyan-colored Pokémon with a balloon-shaped body. Wynaught has a black tail with an eye-spot on it. It has a pair of flipper-like appendages on the sides of its head. There is a round, bulbous growth on Wynaught’s forehead. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charm - Normal - Cute
1 Encore - Normal - Cute
1 Splash - Normal - Cute
15 Counter - Fighting - Tough
15 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
15 Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
15 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Psychic
Abilities: Shadow Tag / Unaware
Evolution:
1 - Wynaught
2 - Wobbuffet Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’3” 1.3m
Weight: 62.8 lbs. 28.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Indeterminate

Biology: Wobbuffet is a tall, cyan-colored blob-like creature with a black tail that has two eye-spots on it. Wobbuffet has flipper-like arms and a crooked expression on its face. It also walks on four legs at its base. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 5

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Counter - Fighting - Tough
1 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
1 Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
1 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

Egg Move List
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Harden - Normal - Tough
Headbutt - Normal - Tough
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
Selfdestruct - Normal - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Thunder Punch - Electric - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Block - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Psychic
Abilities: Shadow Tag / Unaware
Evolution:
1 - Wynaught
2 - Wobbuffet Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’3” 1.3m
Weight: 62.8 lbs. 28.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Indeterminate

Biology: Wobbuffet is a tall, cyan-colored blob-like creature with a black tail that has two eye-spots on it. Wobbuffet has flipper-like arms and a crooked expression on its face. It also walks on four legs at its base. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 5

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Counter - Fighting - Tough
1 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
1 Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
1 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Psychic
Abilities: Shadow Tag / Unaware
Evolution:
1 - Wynaught
2 - Wobbuffet Minimum 15

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’0” 0.6m
Weight: 30.9 lbs. 14kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Wynaught is a small, cyan-colored Pokémon with a balloon-shaped body. Wynaught has a black tail with an eye-spot on it. It has a pair of flipper-like appendages on the sides of its head. There is a round, bulbous growth on Wynaught’s forehead. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Charm - Normal - Cute
1 Encore - Normal - Cute
1 Splash - Normal - Cute
15 Counter - Fighting - Tough
15 Destiny Bond - Ghost - Smart
15 Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
15 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Psychic
Abilities: Shadow Tag / Unaware
Evolution:
1 - Wynaught
2 - Wobbuffet Minimum 15
Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Levitate / Serene Grace

Evolution:
1 - Chingling
2 - Chimecho Minimum 15 Night

Pokedex Information
Height : 0’8” 0.2m
Weight : 1.3 lbs. 0.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology : Chingling looks like an yellow bell with small, round limbs, and an opening representing a mouth. It also has two red and white tassels. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Wrap - Normal - Tough
6 Growl - Normal - Cute
9 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
14 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
17 Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
22 Last Resort - Normal - Cute

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Wrap - Normal - Tough
6 Growl - Normal - Cute
9 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
14 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
17 Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
22 Take Down - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
368. CHIMECHO

Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Levitate / Serene Grace

Evolution:
1 - Chingling
2 - Chimecho Minimum 15 Night

Pokedex Information
Height : 2’0” 0.6m
Weight : 2.2 lbs. 1kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Indeterminate

Biology : Chimecho is a light-blue Pokémon with a round body and three stubby feet. Chimecho has a red stripe running across the horizontal length of its body and has yellow suction-cup-like growth on top. It has a ribbon tail which appears to be underneath Chimecho’s body, ending with a red tip. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Wrap - Normal - Tough
6 Growl - Normal - Cute
9 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
14 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
17 Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
22 Take Down - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
38 Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
41 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
46 Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
49 Healing Wish - Psychic - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Disable - Normal - Smart
Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
Disable - Normal - Smart
Curse - Special Case - Tough
TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
38 Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
41 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
46 Extrasensory - Psychic - Cool
49 Healing Wish - Psychic - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
67 Recycle - Normal - Smart
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
92 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute

Egg Move List
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Disable - Normal - Smart
Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
Disable - Normal - Smart
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
Wish - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty

Biology: Riolu is a small, blue, bipedal humanoid. Its legs and torso are colored black. Riolu’s tail is blue and it has a yellow collar. There are rounded bumps on the backs of Riolu’s forepaws. Riolu has a black mask. Omnivore.

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Endure - Normal - Tough
1  Foresight - Normal - Smart
1  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
6  Counter - Fighting - Tough
11 Force Palm - Fighting - Cool
15  Feint - Normal - Beauty
19 Reversal - Fighting
24  Screech - Normal - Smart
29 Copycat - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
08  Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty

80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84 Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Agility - Psychic - Cool
Bite - Dark - Tough
Blaze Kick - Fire - Beauty
Bullet Punch - Steel - Smart
Cross Chop - Fighting - Cool
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Detect - Fighting - Cool
High Jump Kick - Fighting - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
Sky Uppercut - Fighting - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart

Vital Information
Type: Fighting / Steel
Abilities: Inner Focus / Steadfast
Evolution:
1 - Riolu
2 - Lucario Minimum 20 Day

Pokedex Information
Height: 2’ 4” 0.7m
Weight: 44.5 lbs. 20.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group: Field / Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Lucario is bipedal humanoid. Its forepaws are black and have one white spike on each arm on the upper-side of its wrists. In addition, there’s a third spike on Lucario’s chest. It has a furry yellow torso, and its thighs are in the shape of what looks like blue shorts. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Cave, Forest, Mountain

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
1 Detect - Fighting - Cool
1 Foresight - Normal - Smart
1 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
1 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attract</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Confuses the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter</td>
<td>Fighting</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Deals damage equal to the user's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fling</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deals damage equal to the user's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supersonic</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Increases own speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String Shot</td>
<td>Bug</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Randomly selects a target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakout</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic Bomb</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Increases own speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Boom</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Increases own speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Power</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Ball</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounce</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Randomly selects a target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dive</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Increases own speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock Slide</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>Psychic</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Restores the user's HP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attract</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Confuses the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Boost</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Increases the user's HP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Curl</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String Shot</td>
<td>Bug</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Randomly selects a target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tincoke</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyper Beam</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Increases own speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willough</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Bullet</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Randomly selects a target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock Slide</td>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Ball</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Ball</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Ball</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Ball</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Ball</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Ball</td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Deals damage to the target.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
372. OCTILLERY

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Suction Cups / Sniper
Evolution:
1 - Remoraid
2 - Octillery Minimum 25

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight : 62.8 lbs. 28.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Water 2

Biology : Octillery are red spherical Pokémon with turret-like mouths, yellow bumps on their heads, and yellow suction cups on each of its eight tentacles. Omnivore.

Habitat : Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Amorphous

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty
1  Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
3  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
5  Octazooka - Water - Tough
9  Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
55 Brine - Water - Smart
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty

373. MANTYKE

Vital Information
Type : Water / Flying
Abilities: Water Absorb / Swift Swim
Evolution:
1 - Mantyke
2 - Mantine Join with a Remoraid

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 3” 1m
Weight : 143.3 lbs. 65kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1

Biology : Mantyke has two large fins on the side of its oval body. Its fins are wide, and it has a completely flat body. On its back is a pattern with two red spots with white outlines and a white curve underneath. Herbivore.

Habitat : Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 4, Underwater 2, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 2, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bubble - Water - Cute
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
4  Supersonic - Normal - Smart
10 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
13 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
19 Agility - Psychic - Cool
22 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
28 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
31 Take Down - Normal - Tough
37 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
40 Bounce - Flying - Cute
46 Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
49 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
55 Brine - Water - Smart
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Slam - Normal - Tough
Splash - Normal - Cute
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Water Sport - Water - Cute

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool

Vital Information
Type : Water / Flying
Abilities: Water Absorb / Swift Swim
Evolution:
1 - Mantyke
2 - Mantine Join with a Remoraid

Pokedex Information
Height : 6' 11" 2.1m
Weight : 485 lbs. 220kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1

Mantine is large, has wide fins, and has two ring-shaped marks on its back. Its grey, and its back is a darker blue. It has a wavy outline on its wings. It has a streamer-like tail. Omnivore.

Habitat:
Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 6, Underwater 3, Sky 1, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Bubble - Water - Cute
1 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
1 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
1 Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
1 Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
1 Supersonic - Normal - Smart
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
4 Supersonic - Normal - Smart
10 Bubblebeam - Water - Beauty
13 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
19 Agility - Psychic - Cool
22 Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
28 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
31 Take Down - Normal - Tough
37 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
40 Bounce - Flying - Cute
46 Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
49 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute

55 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Slam - Normal - Tough
Splash - Normal - Cute
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Water Sport - Water - Cute

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
String Shot - Bug - Smart
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Electric
Abilities: Plus / Static
Evolution:
1 - Plusle

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’ 4” 0.4m
Weight : 9.3 lbs. 4.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Plusle are mostly a shade of cream with red accentuation. The accentuation of red are on its large ears, cheeks, forepaws, and tails. Plusle’s short tails have flat plus signs on the end of them, while their red cheeks are circular with plus signs voided in the middle. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Zapper

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
3 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
7 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
10 Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
15 Spark - Electric - Cool
17 Encore - Normal - Cute
21  Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
24  Copycat - Normal - Cool
29  Swift - Normal - Cool
31  Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
35  Charge - Electric - Smart
38  Thunder - Electric - Cool
42  Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
44  Agility - Psychic - Cool
48  Last Resort - Normal - Cute
51  Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute

Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart

TM/ HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Sing - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
Wish - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty

376. MINUN

Vital Information
Type : Electric
Abilities: Minus / Static
Evolution: 1 - Minun

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight: 9.3 lbs. 4.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Plusey are mostly a shade of cream with blue accentuation. The accentuation of blue are on its large ears, cheeks, forepaws, and tails. Plusey's short tails have flat minus signs on the end of them, while their red cheeks are circular with minus signs voided in the middle. Herbivore.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland, Urban
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Zapper

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
3  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
7  Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
10  Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
15  Spark - Electric - Cool
17  Encore - Normal - Cute
21  Charm - Normal - Cute
24  Copycat - Normal - Cool
29  Swift - Normal - Cool
35  Charge - Electric - Smart
38  Thunder - Electric - Cool
42  Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
44  Agility - Psychic - Cool
48  Trump Card - Normal - Cool
51  Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute

TM/ HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart

377. VOLBEAT

Vital Information
Type : Bug
Abilities: Illuminate / Swarm
Evolution: 1 - Volbeat

Egg Move List
Sing - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
Wish - Normal - Cute
Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 4" 0.7m
Weight : 39 lbs. 17.7kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 100% M 0% F
Egg Group : Bug / Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate : 7 Days

Biography : Volbeat’s body, wings, and face are blue, and its body has two yellow stripes. Its back as well as its arms and legs are black. Its long, curly antennae are yellow with black stripes. It has a red protrusion surrounding its neck and limbs. Volbeat’s tail glows. Herbivore.

Habitat :
Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Glow, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Flash  - Normal - Beauty
1  Tackle  - Normal - Tough
5  Double Team  - Normal - Cool
9  Confuse Ray  - Ghost - Smart
13  Moonlight  - Normal - Beauty
17  Quick Attack  - Normal - Cool
21  Tail Glow  - Bug - Beauty
25  Signal Beam  - Bug - Beauty
29  Protect  - Normal - Cute
33  Helping Hand  - Normal - Smart
37  Zen Headbutt  - Psychic - Beauty
41  Bug Buzz  - Bug - Cute
45  Double-Edge  - Normal - Tough

Egg Move List
Baton Pass  - Normal - Cute
Bug Buzz  - Bug - Cute
Encore  - Normal - Cute
Silver Wind  - Bug - Beauty
Trick  - Psychic - Smart

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter  - Flying - Cool
Helping Hand  - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch  - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap  - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind  - Ghost - Smart
Signal Beam  - Bug - Beauty
Snore  - Normal - Cute
Swift  - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch  - Electric - Cool
Zen Headbutt  - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam  - Normal - Tough
Counter  - Fighting - Tough
Dynamicpunch  - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick  - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch  - Normal - Tough
Metronome  - Normal - Cute
Mimic  - Normal - Cute
Seismankick  - Fighting - Tough
Bug Bite  - Bug - Tough
String Shot  - Bug - Smart
Tailwind  - Flying - Smart

30  Shadow Ball  - Ghost - Smart
31  Brick Break  - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team  - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave  - Electric - Cool
40  Aerial Ace  - Flying - Cool
42  Facade  - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power  - Normal - Smart
44  Rest  - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract  - Normal - Cute
46  Thief  - Dark - Tough
51  Roost  - Flying - Cool
56  Fling  - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam  - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure  - Normal - Tough
62  Silver Wind  - Bug - Beauty
70  Flash  - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave  - Electric - Cool
77  Sleep Talk  - Normal - Cute
82  Natural Gift  - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger  - Normal - Cute
89  U-Turn  - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute  - Normal - Smart

378. ILLUMISE

Vital Information
Type : Bug
Abilities: Oblivious / Tinted Lens
Evolution:
1 - Illumise

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 39 lbs. 17.7kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 0% M 100% F
Egg Group : Bug / Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate : 7 Days

Biography : Illumise’s body, wings, and face are blue, and its body has one yellow design on its front. Its back as well as its arms and legs are black. Its short, straight antennae are yellow. It has a purple protrusion surrounding its neck and limbs. Illumise’s tail glows. Herbivore.

Habitat :
Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Glow, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Tackle  - Normal - Tough
5  Sweet Scent  - Normal - Cute
9  Charm  - Normal - Cute
13  Moonlight  - Normal - Beauty
17  Quick Attack  - Normal - Cool
21  Wish  - Normal - Cute
25  Encore  - Normal - Cute
29  Flatter  - Dark - Smart
33  Helping Hand  - Normal - Smart
37  Zen Headbutt  - Psychic - Beauty
41  Bug Buzz  - Bug - Cute
45  Covet  - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch  - Fighting - Tough
03  Water Pulse  - Water - Beauty
06  Toxic  - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power  - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day  - Fire - Beauty
16  Light Screen  - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect  - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance  - Water - Tough
19  Gigawatt  - Grass - Smart
21  Fletchling  - Electric - Cool
22  Solarbeam  - Grass - Cool
24  Thunderbolt  - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder  - Electric - Cool
27  Return  - Normal - Cute
29  Flash  - Normal - Beauty
32  Double Team  - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave  - Electric - Cool
40  Aerial Ace  - Flying - Cool
42  Facade  - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power  - Normal - Smart
44  Rest  - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract  - Normal - Cute
46  Thief  - Dark - Tough
51  Roost  - Flying - Cool
56  Fling  - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam  - Electric - Beauty
62  Silver Wind  - Bug - Beauty
70  Flash  - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave  - Electric - Cool
77  Sleep Talk  - Normal - Cute
82  Natural Gift  - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger  - Normal - Cute
89  U-Turn  - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute  - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Baton Pass  - Normal - Cute
Bug Buzz  - Bug - Cute
Encore  - Normal - Cute
Silver Wind  - Bug - Beauty
Flatter  - Dark - Smart
Growth  - Normal - Beauty
Silver Wind  - Bug - Beauty
**379. ZANGOOSE**

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1. Leer - Normal - Cool
2. Scratch - Normal - Tough
5. Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
9. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
14. Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
18. Slash - Normal - Cool
22. Pursuit - Dark - Smart
27. Embargo - Dark - Cute
31. Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
35. Taunt - Dark - Smart
40. Detect - Fighting - Cool
44. False Swipe - Normal - Cool
48. X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
53. Close Combat - Fighting - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**

01. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05. Roar - Normal - Cool
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25. Thunder - Electric - Cool

**Egg Move List**

Counter - Fighting - Tough
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Double Hit - Normal - Smart
Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
Flail - Normal - Cute
Fury Swipes - Normal - Tough
Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
Razor Wind - Normal - Cool
Roar - Normal - Cool

**Egg Move List**

01. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05. Roar - Normal - Cool
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
22. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25. Thunder - Electric - Cool

**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Normal
- **Abilities**: Immunity / Vital Spirit
- **Evolution**: 1 - Zangoose

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 4' 3" 1.3m
- **Weight**: 88.8 lbs. 40.3kg
Biology : Seviper are large serpentines. They are mostly black, but have several markings on their body. Seviper have yellow hexagon markings that protrude from the mouth and a partially red-colored, bladelike tail. Carnivore.

Habitat :
Desert, Forest, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Burrow 2, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Wrap - Normal - Tough
7  Lick - Ghost - Tough
10  Bite - Dark - Tough
16  Poison Tail - Poison - Smart
19  Screech - Normal - Smart
25  Glare - Normal - Tough
28  Crunch - Dark - Tough
34  Poison Fang - Poison - Smart
37  Swagger - Normal - Cute
43  Haze - Ice - Beauty
46  Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
48  Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
55  Wring Out - Normal - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
79  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
81  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Assurance - Dark - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
Scary Face - Normal - Tough
Spit Up - Normal - Tough
Stockpile - Normal - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Rock / Psychic
Abilities: Levitate / Solid Rock
Evolution:
1 - Lunatone

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 3”
Weight : 370.4 lbs. 168kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : No Gender
Egg Group : Mineral
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology : Lunatone resembles a crescent moon. It has red eyes on the side it’s body and has an unusual beak like structure in front of it. Phototroph.

Habitat :
Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Sky 4, Jump 1, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker, Telekinetic

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
9  Rock Throw - Rock - Tough
12  Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
20  Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
23  Psywave - Psychic - Smart
31  Embargo - Dark - Cute
34  Cosmic Power - Psychic - Cool
42  Heal Block - Psychic - Cute
45  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
53  Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
56  Explosion - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
04  Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
33  Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
48  Payback - Normal - Tough
49  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
60  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
79  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

381. LUNATONE

TM/HM Move List
04  Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16  Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
33  Reflect - Psychic - Smart
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
48  Payback - Normal - Tough
49  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
60  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
79  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
**Solrock**

- **Type**: Rock / Psychic
- **Abilities**: Levitate / Solid Rock
- **Evolution**: 1 → Solrock

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 3' 11" 1.2m
- **Weight**: 339.5 lbs. 154kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: No Gender
- **Egg Group**: Mineral
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 13 Days

**Biological Information**
- **Biology**: Solrock is an orange, spherical Pokémon. Solrock has eight yellow spines extending from the sides of its body. Multiple, small, yellow stony portions present on the front and back of its body form a vertical pattern. On its back are dual mounds, situated to the sides of the ringing pattern. Phototroph.

- **Habitat**: Cave, Mountain
- **Capabilities**: Sky 4, Jump 1, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sink, Telekinesis

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  2. Harden - Normal - Tough
  3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  4. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
  5. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  6. Explosion - Normal - Beauty
  7. Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
  8. Psywave - Psychic - Smart
  9. Embargo - Dark - Cute
  10. Cosmic Power - Psychic - Cool
  11. Heal Block - Psychic - Cute
  12. Rock Throw - Rock - Tough
  13. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  14. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**
- **04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart**
- **06 Toxic - Poison - Smart**
- **10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart**
- **11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty**
- **15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool**
- **16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty**
- **17 Protect - Normal - Cute**
- **18 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty**
- **19 Frustration - Normal - Cute**
- **22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool**
- **23 Earthquake - Ground - Tough**
- **24 Return - Normal - Cute**
- **25 Psychic - Psychic - Smart**
- **28 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart**
- **29 Double Team - Normal - Cool**
- **30 Reflect - Psychic - Smart**
- **31 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty**
- **32 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough**
- **33 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty**
- **34 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **35 Facade - Normal - Cute**
- **36 Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
- **37 Rest - Psychic - Cute**
- **38 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart**
- **39 Overheat - Fire - Beauty**
- **40 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty**
- **41 Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **42 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty**
- **43 Embargo - Dark - Cute**
- **44 Explosion - Normal - Beauty**
- **45 Recycle - Normal - Smart**
- **46 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough**
- **47 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough**
- **48 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough**
- **49 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool**
- **50 Earthquake - Ground - Tough**
- **51 Return - Normal - Cute**
- **52 Psychic - Psychic - Smart**
- **53 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart**
- **54 Double Team - Normal - Cool**
- **55 Reflect - Psychic - Smart**
- **56 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty**
- **57 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough**
- **58 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty**
- **59 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **60 Facade - Normal - Cute**
- **61 Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
- **62 Rest - Psychic - Cute**
- **63 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart**
- **64 Overheat - Fire - Beauty**
- **65 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty**
- **66 Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **67 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty**
- **68 Embargo - Dark - Cute**
- **69 Explosion - Normal - Beauty**
- **70 Recycle - Normal - Smart**
- **71 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough**
- **72 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough**
- **73 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty**
- **74 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **75 Facade - Normal - Cute**
- **76 Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
- **77 Rest - Psychic - Cute**
- **78 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart**
- **79 Overheat - Fire - Beauty**
- **80 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty**
- **81 Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **82 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty**
- **83 Embargo - Dark - Cute**
- **84 Explosion - Normal - Beauty**
- **85 Recycle - Normal - Smart**
- **86 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough**
- **87 Swagger - Normal - Cute**
- **88 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart**
- **89 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool**
- **90 Substitute - Normal - Smart**
- **91 Trick Room - Psychic - Cute**

**Tutor Move List**
- **Ancient Power - Rock - Tough**
- **Earth Power - Ground - Smart**
- **Helping Hand - Normal - Smart**
- **Iron Defense - Steel - Tough**
- **Iron Head - Steel - Tough**
- **Rollout - Rock - Tough**
- **Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty**
- **Snore - Normal - Cute**
- **Swift - Normal - Cool**
- **Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty**
- **Body Slam - Normal - Tough**
- **Defense Curl - Normal - Cute**
- **Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
- **Mimic - Normal - Cute**
- **Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough**
- **Gravity - Psychic - Beauty**
- **Pain Split - Normal - Smart**
- **Role Play - Psychic - Cute**

**Farfetch’d**

- **Type**: Normal / Flying
- **Abilities**: Inner Focus / Keen Eye
- **Evolution**: 1 → Farfetch’d

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 3' 11" 1.2m
- **Weight**: 33.1 lbs. 15kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Flying / Field
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

**Biological Information**
- **Biology**: Farfetch’d are avians. They have glossy brown plumage with a small crest. It also has black plumage on its forehead that resembles eyebrows. It comingly holds a leek. Herbivore.

- **Habitat**: Freshwater, Grassland, Marsh
- **Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 2, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
  2. Leer - Normal - Cool
  3. Peck - Flying - Cool
  4. Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
  5. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  6. Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
  7. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  8. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  9. Slash - Normal - Cool
  10. Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
  11. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
  12. Agility - Psychic - Cool
  13. Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
  14. Air Slash - Flying - Cool
  15. Feint - Normal - Beauty
  16. False Swipe - Normal - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**
- **06 Toxic - Poison - Smart**
- **10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart**
- **11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty**
- **17 Protect - Normal - Cute**
- **21 Frustration - Normal - Cute**
- **23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool**
- **27 Return - Normal - Cute**
- **32 Double Team - Normal - Cool**
- **40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool**
- **42 Facade - Normal - Cute**
- **43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
- **44 Rest - Psychic - Cute**
- **45 Attract - Normal - Cute**
- **46 Thief - Dark - Tough**
- **47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool**
- **48 False Swipe - Normal - Cool**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Rock / Psychic
- **Abilities**: Inner Focus / Keen Eye

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  2. Harden - Normal - Tough
  3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  4. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
  5. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  6. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  7. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
  8. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
  9. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  10. Protect - Normal - Cute
  11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  12. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  13. Iron Head - Steel - Tough
  14. Rollout - Rock - Tough
  15. Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
  16. Snore - Normal - Cute
  17. Swift - Normal - Cool
  18. Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
  20. Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
  21. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
  22. Mimic - Normal - Cute
  23. Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
  24. Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
  25. Pain Split - Normal - Smart
  26. Role Play - Psychic - Cute

**Farfetch’d**

- **Type**: Normal / Flying
- **Abilities**: Inner Focus / Keen Eye

**Move List**
- **Level Up Move List**
  1. Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
  2. Leer - Normal - Cool
  3. Peck - Flying - Cool
  4. Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
  5. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  6. Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
  7. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
  8. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  9. Slash - Normal - Cool
  10. Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
  11. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
  12. Agility - Psychic - Cool
  13. Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
  14. Air Slash - Flying - Cool
  15. Feint - Normal - Beauty
  16. False Swipe - Normal - Cool
Endure - Normal - Tough
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Captive - Normal - Beauty
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
Swagger - Normal - Cute
Pluck - Flying - Cute
U-Turn - Bug - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Cut - Normal - Cool
Fly - Flying - Smart
Defog - Flying - Beauty

Egg Move List
Covet - Normal - Cute
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Featherdance - Flying - Beauty
Flail - Normal - Cool
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
Steel Wing - Steel - Cool

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Early Bird / Scrappy
Evolution: 1 - Kangaskhan

Pokedex Information
Height: 7’ 3” 2.2m
Weight: 176.4 lbs. 80kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
Egg Group: Monster
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Kangaskhan is a mammalian biped. It is colored brown with cream on its horn-like ears and belly, with black on the helmet-like patch on its head. It also has various ridges and patches down its back and two spikes on its tail. It has a pouch on its stomach. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Comet Punch - Normal - Tough
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
7 Fake Out - Normal - Cute
10 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
13 Bite - Dark - Tough
19 Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
22 Rage - Normal - Cool
25 Dizzy Punch - Normal - Cool
31 Crunch - Dark - Tough
34 Endure - Normal - Tough
37 Outrage - Dragon - Cool
43 Double Hit - Normal - Smart
46 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
49 Reversal - Fighting

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
25 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
26 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
Disable - Normal - Smart
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool
Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
Stomp - Normal - Tough
Substitute - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spide - Ghost - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Upavor - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Evolution:
Abilities: Early Bird / Scrappy
Type: Normal
Vital Information
Weight: 176.4 lbs. 80kg
Height: 7’ 3” 2.2m
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 0% M 100% F
Egg Group: Monster
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Kangaskhan is a mammalian biped. It is colored brown with cream on its horn-like ears and belly, with black on the helmet-like patch on its head. It also has various ridges and patches down its back and two spikes on its tail. It has a pouch on its stomach. Herbivore.

Habitat: Grassland, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Comet Punch - Normal - Tough
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
7 Fake Out - Normal - Cute
10 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
13 Bite - Dark - Tough
19 Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
22 Rage - Normal - Cool
25 Dizzy Punch - Normal - Cool
31 Crunch - Dark - Tough
34 Endure - Normal - Tough
37 Outrage - Dragon - Cool
43 Double Hit - Normal - Smart
46 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
49 Reversal - Fighting

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
25 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
26 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72 Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
Disable - Normal - Smart
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool
Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
Stomp - Normal - Tough
Substitute - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spide - Ghost - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Upavor - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Vital Information
Type: Bug
Abilities: Hyper Cutter / Mold Breaker

Evolution:
1 - Pinsir

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’11” 1.5m
Weight: 121.3 lbs. 55kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Pinsir has a brown body with a large pair of white horns that are dotted with small spikes. Pinsir has short legs with three toes each and skinny, three-clawed arms. Its mouth has long, flat teeth that are arranged vertically rather than horizontally. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Forest, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Grassland

Move List
Power 3, Intelligence 4
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
52 Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
54 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
Close Combat - Fighting - Smart
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
False Swipe - Normal - Cool
Flail - Normal - Cute
Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
String Shot - Bug - Smart

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 100% M
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biological: Tauros is a three-tailed brown quadruped with a dark brown mane, silver-colored horns and three silver studs on his forehead. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
3 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
5 Rage - Normal - Cool
8 Horn Attack - Normal - Cool
11 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
15 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
19 Rest - Psychic - Cute
24 Payback - Dark - Cool
29 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
35 Take Down - Normal - Tough
41 Swagger - Normal - Cute
48 Thrash - Normal - Tough
55 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
29 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
31 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Attract - Normal - Cute
48 Highway - Normal - Cool
53 Wild Charge - Normal - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
False Swipe - Normal - Cool
Flail - Normal - Cute
Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
Quick Attack - Normal - Cool

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Intimidate / Anger Point

Evolution:
1 - Tauros

Pokedex Information
Height: 4’7” 1.4m
Weight: 194.9 lbs. 88.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 100% M 0% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biological: Tauros is a three-tailed brown quadruped with a dark brown mane, silver-colored horns and three silver studs on his forehead. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Grassland

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4
**Pokedex Information**

1 - **Miltank**

**Evolution:**

- Abilities: Thick Fat / Scrappy
- **Type:** Normal

**Vital Information**

- **Weight:** 166.4 lbs. 75.5kg
- **Height:** 3' 11" 1.2m

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 0% M 100% F
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

**Biological:** Miltank is a mostly pink colored biped with blue eyes, small horns and a long, cream-colored tail with a black ball in the end. It has a cream colored belly with four udders. There are black spots on her back as well as a black hood. Herbivore.

**Habitat:**

- **Grassland**

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4

**Move List**

- **Level Up Move List:**
  - Tackle - Normal - Tough
  - Growl - Normal - Cute
  - Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
  - Milk Drink - Normal - Cute
  - Bide - Normal - Tough
  - Rollout - Rock - Tough
  - Body Slam - Normal - Tough
  - Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
  - Captivate - Normal - Beauty
  - Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
  - Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
  - Wake-Up Slap - Fighting - Smart

- **TM/HM Move List:**
  - Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
  - Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  - Toxic - Poison - Smart
  - Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
  - Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  - Protect - Normal - Cute
  - Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  - Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
  - Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
  - Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
  - Thunder - Electric - Cool
  - Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  - Return - Normal - Cute
  - Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart

**Tutor Move List**

- **Endeavor - Normal - Tough**
- **Helping Hand - Normal - Smart**
- **Ice Wind - Ice - Beauty**
- **Iron Head - Steel - Tough**
- **Outrage - Dragon - Cool**
- **Snore - Normal - Cute**
- **Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty**
- **Attract - Normal - Cute**
- **Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool**
- **Flying - Dark - Tough**
- **Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty**
- **Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool**
- **Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty**
- **Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool**
- **Psych Up - Normal - Smart**
- **Captivate - Normal - Beauty**
- **Rock Slide - Rock - Tough**
- **Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute**
- **Natural Gift - Normal - Cool**
- **Swagger - Normal - Cute**
- **Substitute - Normal - Smart**
- **Surf - Water - Beauty**
- **Strength - Normal - Tough**
- **Surf - Water - Beauty**
- **Rock Slide - Rock - Tough**
- **Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute**

**Egg Move List**

- **Curse - Special Case - Tough**
- **Dizzy Punch - Normal - Cool**
- **Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
- **Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool**
- **Helping Hand - Normal - Smart**
- **Present - Normal - Cute**
- **Psych Up - Normal - Smart**
- **Punishment - Dark - Smart**
- **Reversal - Fighting**
- **Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough**
- **Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute**

**Vital Information**

- **Type:** Water
- **Abilities:** Water Absorb / Shell Armor
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Lapras

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height:** 3’ 11” 1.2m
- **Weight:** 485 lbs. 220kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Monster / Water 1
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 25 Days

**Biological:** Lapras is a large, blue sea creature. It has four flippers, however its front ones are notably larger than its hind flippers. It has a long neck, and large black eyes. Lapras has unusual curled ears and a short horn in the middle of its forehead. It has a heavy grey shell on its back, which is largely dotted with blunt knobs. Omnivore.

**Habitat:**

- Arctic, Ocean
Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Sing - Normal - Cute
1  Water Gun - Water - Cute
4  Mist - Ice - Beauty
7  Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
10  Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
14  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
18  Body Slam - Normal - Tough
22  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
27  Perish Song - Normal - Beauty
32  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
37  Brine - Water - Smart
43  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
49  Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
55  Sheer Cold - Ice - Beauty
TM/HM Move List
03  Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
07  Hail - Ice - Beauty
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustation - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
36  Facade - Normal - Cute
39  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
55  Brine - Water - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
72  Avalanche - Ice - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
Egg Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
Fissure - Ground - Tough
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Horn Drill - Normal - Cool
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Tickle - Normal - Cute
Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Block - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Normal / Psychic
Abilities: Inner Focus / Early Bird
Evolution:
1  Girafarig

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Girafarig are hoofed quadrupeds. Their front halves are yellow with black spots while their back halves are black with yellow spots. In the front they have a long neck with pink spikes running down the back. Its tail end possesses a head of its own. Herbivore.

Habitat : Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1  Confusion - Psychic - Smart
1  Growl - Normal - Cute
1  Guard Swap - Psychic - Cute
1  Power Swap - Psychic - Beauty
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
3  Tackle - Normal - Tough
5  Odor Sleuth - Normal - Smart
10  Stomp - Normal - Smart
14  Agility - Psychic - Cool
19  Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
23  Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
28  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
32  Double Hit - Normal - Smart
37  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
41  Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
46  Crunch - Dark - Tough
47  Crunch - Dark - Tough
### Pokedex Information

- **Name:** Dunsparce
- **Evolution:**
  - **Abilities:** Serene Grace / Run Away
- **Type:** Normal

### Vital Information

- **Height:** 4' 11" (1.5m)
- **Weight:** 30.9 lbs. (14kg)
- **Gender Ratio:** 1:1
- **Egg Group:** Field
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

### Tutor Move List

- **Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute**
- **Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty**
- **Snore - Normal - Cute**
- **Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart**
- **Swift - Normal - Cool**
- **Trick - Psychic - Smart**
- **Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool**

### Egg Move List

- **Wish - Normal - Cute**
- **Take Down - Normal - Tough**
- **Psych Up - Normal - Smart**
- **Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty**
- **Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty**
- **Future Sight - Normal - Smart**
- **Foresight - Normal - Smart**
- **Double Kick - Fighting - Cool**
- **Beat Up - Dark - Smart**
- **Amnesia - Psychic - Cute**

### TM/HM Move List

- **Flail - Normal - Cute**
- **Endeavor - Normal - Tough**
- **Roll Out - Rock - Tough**
- **Ghost - Normal - Tough**
- **Pursuit - Dark - Smart**
- **Screech - Normal - Smart**
- **Roost - Flying - Cool**
- **Take Down - Normal - Tough**
- **Ancientpower - Rock - Tough**
- **Dig - Ground - Smart**
- **Endeavor - Normal - Tough**
- **Rest - Psychic - Cute**
- **Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart**
- **Facade - Normal - Cute**
- **Secret Power - Normal - Smart**
- **Rest - Psychic - Cute**
- **Attract - Normal - Cute**
- **Thief - Dark - Tough**
- **Roost - Flying - Cool**
- **Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty**
- **Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool**
- **Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty**
- **Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool**
- **Psych Up - Normal - Smart**
- **Captivate - Normal - Beauty**
- **Rock Slide - Rock - Tough**
- **Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute**
- **Natural Gift - Normal - Cool**
- **Poison Jab - Poison - Smart**
- **Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart**
- **Swagger - Normal - Cute**
- **Substitute - Normal - Smart**
- **Strength - Normal - Tough**
- **Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough**

### Breeding Information

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Field
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

### Biology

- **Dunsparce are pale yellow, serpentine-like creatures with two small, white-colored wings. They also possess a drill on the end of their tail. They have accentuations of blue, such as the ring patterning encircling their eyes, the thick stripes on the pattern on its back, and its underside, and beige, such as its eyelids and back. Herbivore.**

### Pokeddex Information

- **Height:** 4' 11" (1.5m)
- **Weight:** 30.9 lbs. (14kg)
- **Evolution:**
  - **1 - Dunsparce**

---

### Pokedex Information

- **Name:** Qwilfish
- **Evolution:**
  - **Abilities:** Swift Swim / Poison Point
- **Type:** Water / Poison

### Vital Information

- **Height:** 1' 8" (0.5m)
- **Weight:** 8.6 lbs. (3.9kg)
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Water 2
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

### Tutor Move List

- **Counter - Fighting - Tough**
- **Double-Edge - Normal - Tough**
- **Mimic - Normal - Cute**
- **Pain Split - Normal - Smart**
- **Role Play - Psychic - Cute**

### Egg Move List

- **Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough**
- **Astonish - Ghost - Smart**
- **Bide - Normal - Tough**
- **Bite - Dark - Tough**
- **Curse - Special Case - Tough**
- **Headbutt - Normal - Tough**
- **Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty**
- **Rock Slide - Rock - Tough**
- **Snore - Normal - Cute**
- **Trump Card - Normal - Cool**

### TM/HM Move List

- **Fly - Flying - Cool**
- **Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty**
- **Endure - Normal - Tough**
- **Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool**
- **Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty**
- **Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool**
- **Psych Up - Normal - Smart**
- **Captivate - Normal - Beauty**
- **Rock Slide - Rock - Tough**
- **Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute**
- **Natural Gift - Normal - Cool**
- **Poison Jab - Poison - Smart**
- **Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart**
- **Swagger - Normal - Cute**
- **Substitute - Normal - Smart**
- **Strength - Normal - Tough**
- **Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough**

### Breeding Information

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Water 2
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

### Biology

- **Qwilfish is a small, round Pokémon covered in many sharp spines. It has a paddle-shaped tail which is about half of its body length, colored with a bluish line around the perimeter and two markings in the center of the pattern. The top of its body is a bluish color, while its underbelly is a pale cream color. Herbivore.**

### Pokeddex Information

- **Height:** 1' 8" (0.5m)
- **Weight:** 8.6 lbs. (3.9kg)
- **Evolution:**
  - **1 - Qwilfish**
### Level Up Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Poison Sting</td>
<td>Poison - Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Spikes - Ground</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Tackle - Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Harden</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Minimize - Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Water Gun - Water</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Rollout - Rock</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Toxic Spikes</td>
<td>Poison - Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Spit Up - Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Stockpile - Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Revenge - Fighting</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Brine - Water</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 Pin Missile</td>
<td>Bug - Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 Take Down - Normal</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 Aqua Tail - Water</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 Poison Jab - Poison</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 Destiny Bond</td>
<td>Ghost - Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 Hydro Pump - Water</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TM/HM Move List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03 Water Pulse - Water</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 Toxic - Poison</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07 Hail - Ice</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Hidden Power</td>
<td>Normal - Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Taunt - Dark</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Ice Beam - Ice</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Blizzard - Ice</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Protect - Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Rain Dance - Water</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Frustration - Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Return - Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Shadow Ball - Ghost</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Double Team - Normal</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 Shock Wave</td>
<td>Electric - Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 Sludge Bomb - Poison</td>
<td>Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 Facade - Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 Secret Power</td>
<td>Normal - Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 Rest - Psychic</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 Attract - Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 Brine - Water</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58 Endure Endure</td>
<td>Normal - Tough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 Explosion - Normal</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66 Payback - Dark</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 Thunder Wave</td>
<td>Electric - Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 Gyro Ball - Steel</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78 Captivate - Normal</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82 Sleep Talk - Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 Natural Gift</td>
<td>Normal - Cool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 Poison Jab - Poison</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 Swagger - Normal</td>
<td>Cute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Substitute - Normal</td>
<td>Smart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pokedex Information

- **Height:** 2' 0" 0.6m
- **Weight:** 45.2 lbs. 20.5kg

### Breeding Information

- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 10 Days

### Vital Information

- **Type:** Bug / Rock
- **Abilities:** Sturdy / Gluttony
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Shuckle
**393. HERACROSS**

- **Type**: Bug / Fighting
- **Abilities**: Guts / Swarm
- **Evolution**: 1 - Heracross

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 4’ 11” 1.5m
- **Weight**: 119 lbs. 54kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Bug
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 13 Days

**Biological Description**
Heracross are large insectoids covered in a blue exoskeleton. It has a large, pronged horn protruding out of its forehead. Heracross has two antennae with spherical tips to the sides of the horn. Heracross has small spiky extensions on the forearm segments of its exoskeleton, and two claws on its hands. Herbivore.

**Habitat**:
- Forest, Rainforest

**Capabilities**:
- Overland 4, Surface 2, Sky 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Gilled

**394. CORSOLA**

- **Type**: Water / Rock
- **Abilities**: Natural Cure / Hustle

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 2’ 0” 0.6m
- **Weight**: 11 lbs. 5kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 25% M 75% F
- **Egg Group**: Water 1 / Water 3
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

**Biological Description**
Corsola is a small, pink, roundish Pokémon with branch-like growths on its back. It has a white underside with four stubby legs. Corsola also has a pair of pink, stubby arms. Phototroph.

**Habitat**:
- Ocean

**Capabilities**:
- Overland 2, Surface 3, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Gilled
395. DELIBIRD

Vital Information
Type : Ice / Flying
Abilities: Hustle / Vital Spirit
Evolution:
1 - Delibird

Pokedex Information
Height : 2’11” 0.9m
Weight : 35.3 lbs. 16kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Delibird is a red flightless avian with a sack-like tail. It has a patch of fluffy feathers on its chest that resembles a beard, and crests on its head. Delibird has a white face with black rings around its eyes. Delibird’s beak and feet are light-yellow. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Mountain, Taiga, Tundra

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 4, Jump 5, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Chilled, Icestep

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Present - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart

396. SKARMORY

Vital Information
Type : Steel / Flying
Abilities: Sturdy / Keen Eye
Evolution:
1 - Skarmory

Pokedex Information
Height : 5’7” 1.7m
Weight : 111.3 lbs. 50.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Flying
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Skarmory are tall avians with long necks and long legs. They have red feathers under sheaths that cover their very sharp wings. Skarmory are silver-gray except for their red feathers, yellow eyes, and metallic-blue neck, talons, and tail. Carnivore.

Habitat:
Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 2, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Peck - Flying - Cool
6 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
91  Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
88  Pluck - Flying - Cute
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
81  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
79  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
74  Taunt - Dark - Smart
73  Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
72  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
70  Air Slash - Flying - Cool
69  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
68  Disable - Normal - Smart
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
65  Flash - Normal - Beauty
64  Cut - Normal - Cool
63  Fly - Flying - Smart
60  Defog - Flying - Beauty
58  Double Team - Normal - Cool
56  Endure - Normal - Tough
55  Attract - Normal - Cute
54  Rest - Psychic - Cute
53  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
51  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
50  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
49  Tox recalled! - Normal - Cute
48  Disable - Normal - Smart
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
45  Night Slash - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
42  Swagger - Normal - Cute
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
38  Calm Mind - Psychic - Beauty
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
36  Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
35  Tailwind - Flying - Smart
34  Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
33  Role Play - Psychic - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
31  Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
28  Tackle - Normal - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
25  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
20  Roost - Flying - Cool
19  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
16  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
15  Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
13  Stomp - Normal - Tough
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
11  Protect - Normal - Cute
10  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
9  Swift - Normal - Cool
8  Double Team - Normal - Cool
7  Substitute - Normal - Smart
6  Pluck - Flying - Cute
5  Cut - Normal - Cool
4  Fly - Flying - Smart
3  Leer - Normal - Cool
2  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough

Vital Information

Type : Normal
Abilities: Intimidate / Frisk
Evolution: 1 - Stantler

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biological Information:
A Stantler is antlered quadrupeds. Each leg ends in a black hoof. The pelts of a Stantler are tan colored with a cream-colored belly and a few cream-colored spots on the back. They have large, brown noses and a pair of pale cream-colored antlers, each with a black orb in the center.

Habitation:
- Forest, Taiga

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Tracker

Level Up Move List

1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
3  Leer - Normal - Cool
7  Attract - Normal - Cute
10  Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
13  Stomp - Normal - Tough
16  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
20  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
24  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
25  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
29  Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
33  Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
48  Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
53  Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
77  Psyh Up - Normal - Smart
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
95  Defog - Flying - Beauty
96  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Pokedex Information

Height : 4' 7" 1.4m
Weight : 157 lbs. 71.2kg

TM/HM Move List

05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagga - Normal - Cute
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
94 Fly - Flying - Smart
95 Tackle - Normal - Tough
96 Endure - Normal - Tough
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List

Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Egg Move List

Assurance - Dark - Beauty
Brave Bird - Flying - Cute
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Drill Peck - Flying - Cool
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

TM/HM Move List

05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51 Roost - Flying - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagga - Normal - Cute
88 Pluck - Flying - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
94 Fly - Flying - Smart
95 Tackle - Normal - Tough
96 Endure - Normal - Tough
97 Defog - Flying - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List

Assurance - Dark - Beauty
Brave Bird - Flying - Cute
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Drill Peck - Flying - Cool
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Egg Move List

Assurance - Dark - Beauty
Brave Bird - Flying - Cute
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Drill Peck - Flying - Cool
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart
**398. SMEARGLE**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Normal
- **Abilities**: Own Tempo / Technician

**Evolution:**
1 - Smeargle

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 3' 11" (1.2m)
- **Weight**: 127.9 lbs. (58kg)

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Field
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 10 Days

**Biology**: Smeargle are bipedal white and brown humanoids, possessing a long tail with an end that resembles a paintbrush. Smeargle also has a round structure on its head with a point that resembles a beret in shape, with floppy, brown colored ears and a brown colored collar on its neck. Omnivore.

**Habitat**: Cave, Forest, Mountain, Urban

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1 Sketch - Normal - Smart
  11 Sketch - Normal - Smart
  21 Sketch - Normal - Smart
  31 Sketch - Normal - Smart
  41 Sketch - Normal - Smart
  51 Sketch - Normal - Smart

**Level Up Move List**
1 Sketch - Normal - Smart
61 Sketch - Normal - Smart
71 Sketch - Normal - Smart
81 Sketch - Normal - Smart
91 Sketch - Normal - Smart

**399. SABLEYE**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Dark / Ghost
- **Abilities**: Keen Eye / Stall

**Evolution:**
1 - Sableye

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 1' 8" (0.5m)
- **Weight**: 24.3 lbs. (11kg)

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group**: Humanshape
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 13 Days

**Biology**: Sableye are humanoids with dark purple bodies. They have gemstone-like eyes. They have gemstones on their chests. Terravore.

**Habitat**: Cave, Mountain

**Capabilities**: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Amorphous, Invisibility, Stealth

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1 Leer - Normal - Cute
  1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
  4 Foresight - Normal - Smart

**Level Up Move List**
1 Leer - Normal - Cute
61 Leer - Normal - Cute
71 Leer - Normal - Cute
81 Leer - Normal - Cute
91 Leer - Normal - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**
- 01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
- 03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- 04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
- 06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Thief - Dark - Tough
- 49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
- 56 Fling - Dark - Tough
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
- 63 Embargo - Dark - Cute
- 65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
- 78 Capture - Normal - Beauty
- 79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool

**Egg Move List**
- Flatter - Dark - Smart
- Moonlight - Normal - Beauty
- Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
- Psyich Up - Normal - Smart
- Recover - Normal - Smart

**Tutor Move List**
- Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
- Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
- Ice Pulse - Ice - Beauty
- Icey Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Knock Off - Dark - Smart
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
- Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Spite - Ghost - Tough
- Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
- Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
- Trick - Psychic - Smart
- Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Counter - Fighting - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
- Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
- Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
- Metronome - Normal - Cute
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
- Gravity - Psychic - Beauty
- Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart
- Role Play - Psychic - Cute
400. MAWILE

Vital Information
Type     : Steel
Abilities: Intimidate / Hyper Cutter
Evolution:
1 - Mawile

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 25.4 lbs. 11.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio  : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group     : Field / Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Mawile are short yellow and black Pokémon. Their legs have yellow coverings that give the appearance of a dress, and their feet and arms are black. There is a pair of huge, black, toothy jaw-like horns with a yellow spot on its surface that grow from the backs of their heads. Carnivore.

Habitat : Cave, Forest, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Astonish - Ghost - Smart
 6  Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
11  Bite - Dark - Tough
16  Sweet Scent - Normal - Cute
21  Vicegrip - Normal - Tough
26  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
31  Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
36  Crunch - Dark - Tough
41  Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
46  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
51  Spit Up - Normal - Tough
56  Iron Head - Steel - Tough
51  Stockpile - Normal - Tough
51  Swallow - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02  Aim - Fighting - Tough
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
17  Return - Normal - Cute
20  Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
21  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
22  Double Team - Normal - Cool
23  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
26  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
31  Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
36  Crunch - Dark - Tough
41  Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
46  Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
51  Spit Up - Normal - Tough
56  Iron Head - Steel - Tough

Egg Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
False Swipe - Normal - Cool
Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
Poison Fang - Poison - Smart
Psych Up - Normal - Smart
Punishment - Dark - Smart
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
Tickle - Normal - Cute

401. TORKOAL

Vital Information
Type     : Fire
Abilities: White Smoke / Shell Armor
Evolution:
1 - Torkoal

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight : 177.3 lbs. 80.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio  : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group     : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Torkoal are small, retilians with large black rock-like shells with holes that glow red. Their skin is a reddish brown in color with gray-black bands on their legs and neck. They have long necks. They are usually blowing out smoke from their nostrils and the tops of their backs. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Desert, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Heater, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Ember - Fire - Beauty
4  Smog - Poison - Tough
7  Withdraw - Water - Cute
12  Curse - Special Case - Tough
17  Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
20  Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
31  Ember - Fire - Beauty
36  Smog - Poison - Tough
41  Water Pulse - Water - Tough
46  Scald - Water - Tough
51  Snow Flurry - Ice - Tough
56  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
61  Thunderbolt - Electric - Tough
66  Thunder Wave - Electric - Tough
71  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
76  Toxic - Poison - Tough
81  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
86  Geomancy - Ground - Tough
91  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
96  Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
101  Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
106  Icicle Crash - Ice - Tough
111  Iceberg - Ice - Beauty
116  Torrent - Water - Tough
121  Earth Power - Ground - Tough
126  Thunder Shock - Electric - Tough
131  Thunderclap - Electric - Tough
136  Water Gun - Water - Tough
141  Waterfall - Water - Tough
146  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
151  Snow Storm - Ice - Tough
156  Snow Quill - Ice - Tough
161  Thunder - Electric - Tough
166  Thunderbolt - Electric - Tough
171  Thunder Wave - Electric - Tough
176  Lightning Strike - Electric - Tough
181  Thunderbolt - Electric - Tough
186  Thunder Shock - Electric - Tough
191  Thunderclap - Electric - Tough
196  Thunder - Electric - Tough
201  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
206  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
211  Fireblast - Fire - Beauty
216  Inferno - Fire - Beauty
221  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
226  Fireblast - Fire - Beauty
231  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
236  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
241  Inferno - Fire - Beauty
246  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
251  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
256  Fireblast - Fire - Beauty
261  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
266  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
271  Inferno - Fire - Beauty
276  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
281  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
286  Fireblast - Fire - Beauty
291  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
296  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
301  Inferno - Fire - Beauty
306  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
311  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
316  Fireblast - Fire - Beauty
321  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
326  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
331  Inferno - Fire - Beauty
336  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
341  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
346  Fireblast - Fire - Beauty
351  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
356  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
361  Inferno - Fire - Beauty
366  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
371  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
376  Fireblast - Fire - Beauty
381  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
386  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
391  Inferno - Fire - Beauty
396  Flame Wheel - Fire - Beauty
401  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty

Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Fissure - Ground - Tough
Eruption - Fire - Beauty
Endure - Normal - Tough
Earthquake - Ground - Tough

Egg Move List
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
89  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
81  Swagger - Normal - Cute
80  Substitute - Normal - Smart
79  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
76  Strength - Normal - Tough
75  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Habitat: Forest, Grassland

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Own Tempo / Tangled Feet
Evolution: 1 - Spinda

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’ 7” 1.1m
Weight: 11 lbs. 5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field / Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 7 Days

Biography: No Spinda is the same as another. All Spinda have different red spots and red spin patterns on their head and torso. Spinda is a small, bipedal mammal cream-colored. Their eyes look like spirals. Herbivore.

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
36  Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
50  Overheat - Fire - Beauty
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
59  Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
60  Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
61  Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
64  Explosion - Normal - Beauty
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
74  Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85  Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Assist - Normal - Cute
Batton Pass - Normal - Cute
Disable - Normal - Smart
Encore - Normal - Cute
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Psycho Cut - Psychic - Cool
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
Smellingsalt - Normal - Smart
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Wish - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List
Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
Protect - Normal - Cute
Rain Dance - Water - Tough
Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
Frustration - Normal - Cute
Return - Normal - Cute
Dig - Ground - Smart
Psychic - Psychic - Smart
Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
Double Team - Normal - Cool
Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
Facade - Normal - Cute
Secret Power - Normal - Smart
Rest - Psychic - Cute
Attract - Normal - Cute
Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
Tackle - Normal - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
403. CASTFORM

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Forecast / Levitate

Evolution:
1 - Castform

Pokedex Information
Height: 1’ 0” 0.3m
Weight: 1.8 lbs. 0.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Fairy / Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Castform is small, gray sphere with a lower body that resembles a cloud. Depending on the weather, its body can drastically change appearance to resemble the weather surrounding it. Phototroph.

Habitat:
Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 3, Sky 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Guster, Weathershape

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Ember - Fire - Beauty
10 Powder Snow - Ice - Beauty
10 Water Gun - Water - Cute
20 Hail - Ice - Beauty
20 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
30 Weather Ball - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Dynamic Smash - Normal - Tough

404. KECLEON

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Color Change / Filter

Evolution:
1 - Kecleon

Pokedex Information
Height: 3’ 3” 1m
Weight: 48.5 lbs. 22kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Field
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Kecleon is a greenish reptilian. It has yellow rings around the eyes as well as having yellow lips and frills. Kecleon has small ridges on its shoulders and a red zigzag stripe about its midsection. It also has a long skinny tail that is usually curled in a helix shape. Herbivore.

Habitat:
Forest

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Blender

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart

TM/HM Move List
01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
48 Skill Swap - Psychic - Smart
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
56 Fling - Dark - Tough
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
60 Drain Punch - Fighting - Beauty
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
67  Recycle - Normal - Smart
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78  Capture - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
92  Trick Room - Psychic - Cute
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
96  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
98  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute

Egg Move List
Disable - Normal - Smart
Dizzy Punch - Normal - Cool
Fake Out - Normal - Cute
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
Trick - Psychic - Smart

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rollout - Rock - Tough
Snore - Normal - Cute
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Dynamicpunch - Fighting - Cool
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mega Punch - Normal - Tough
Metronome - Normal - Cute
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough

Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Vital Information
Type: Grass / Flying
Abilities: Chlorophyll / Solar Power
Evolution:
1 - Tropius

Pokedex Information
Height: 6' 7" 2m
Weight: 220.5 lbs. 100kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Monster / Plant
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology: Tropius are large reptilians with brown and green bodies. They possess large, broad green leaves on their backs. They have long necks and also grow fruits of their own on their necks. Their feet have toenails the same color as their fruit. Herbivore, Phototroph.

Habitat: Forest, Marsh, Rainforest

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump 5, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Guster

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Gust - Flying - Smart - Smart
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
7  Growth - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxie - Poison - Smart
09  Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
53  Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
62  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Beauty
75  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Curse - Special Case - Tough
Headbutt - Normal - Tough
Leaf Blade - Grass - Cool
Leaf Storm - Grass - Cute
Leech Seed - Grass - Smart
Nature Power - Normal - Beauty
Razor Wind - Normal - Cool
Slam - Normal - Tough
Synthesis - Grass - Smart

Tutor Move List
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Synthesis - Grass - Smart
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Tailwind - Flying - Smart
Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

Vital Information
Type: Dark
Abilities: Pressure / Super Luck
Evolution:
1 - Absol

Pokedex Information
Height: 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight: 103.6 lbs. 47kg
Breed Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biography : Absol is a quadrupedal mammalian. Its dark blue to gray body is covered in white fur, with a ruff around its neck and chest, and a tuft on the top of its head adorned with a single blue-black oval. It has a scythe-like tail and a sickle-shaped growth on the side of its head. Spikes protrude from the heels of its hind legs and the elbows of its anterior legs. Omnivore.

Habitat : Forest, Grassland, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Aura, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Scratch - Normal - Tough
1 Feint - Normal - Beauty
4 Leer - Normal - Cool
9 Taunt - Dark - Smart
12 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
17 Razor Wind - Normal - Cool
20 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
25 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
28 Bite - Dark - Tough
33 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Slash - Normal - Cool
41 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
44 Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
49 Detect - Fighting - Cool
52 Night Slash - Dark - Beauty
57 Me First - Normal - Cute
60 Psycho Cut - Psychic - Cool
65 Perish Song - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41 Torment - Dark - Tough
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
54 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
57 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List
Assurance - Dark - Beauty
Baton Pass - Normal - Cute
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Double Edge - Normal - Tough
Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

Me First - Normal - Cute
Mean Look - Normal - Beauty
Punishment - Dark - Smart
Substitute - Normal - Smart
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Smoke Screen - Normal - Cute
Spine - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Water 2
Average Hatch Rate: 25 Days

Biography : Relicanth are stocky cylindrical Pokemon. It is mostly brown with patches of tan on its body and a tan skull-like head. It has a red spot on each side of its body. Its scales are as craggy as rock. It also possess many pairs of fins. Herbivore.

Habitat : Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 4, Underwater 2, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Harden - Normal - Tough
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
8 Water Gun - Water - Cute
15 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
22 Yawn - Normal - Cute
29 Take Down - Normal - Tough
36 Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
43 Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
50 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
57 Dive - Water - Beauty
64 Rest - Psychic - Cute
71 Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
78 Head Smash - Rock - Tough

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Water / Rock
Abilities: Swift Swim / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Relicanth

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’’7” 1m
Weight : 51.6 lbs. 23.4kg
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
55  Brine - Water - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69  Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
77  Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Magnitude - Ground - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Skull Bash - Normal - Tough
Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Water Sport - Water - Cute

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
 Mimic - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Water Veil
Evolution:
1 - Luvdisc

Pokedex Information
Height : 2"0" 0.6m
Weight : 19.2 lbs. 8.7kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 25% M 75% F
Egg Group : Water 2
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biography: Luvdisc are pink Pokémon that are shaped much like a heart. Their lips and cheeks are a lighter shade of pink. Herbivore.

Habitat : Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 1, Surface 4, Underwater 3, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
4 Charm - Normal - Cute
7 Water Gun - Water - Cute
9 Agility - Psychic - Cool
14 Take Down - Normal - Tough
17 Lucky Chant - Normal - Cute
22 Attract - Normal - Cute
27 Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
31 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty

408. LUVDISC

47  Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
48  Flail - Normal - Cute
51  Safeguard - Normal - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
55 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Aqua Ring - Water - Beauty
Captivate - Normal - Beauty
Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
Supersonic - Normal - Cool
Water Sport - Water - Cute

Tutor Move List
Bounce - Flying - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swiftness - Normal - Cool
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Vital Information
Type : Electric
Abilities: Run Away / Pickup
Evolution:
1 - Pachirisu

Pokedex Information
Height : 1"4" 0.4m
Weight : 8.6 lbs. 3.9kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Field / Fairy
Average Hatch Rate: 4 Days

Biography: Pachirisu are small mammals. Their fur is white with a blueish tint and have a light blue stripe which starts from their forehead and goes all the way down to the tip of the tail. A large white tooth grows out of their mouth. Their cheeks are yellow. Pachirisu have tails that are almost twice as big as they are. Herbivore.

Habitat : Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Bide - Normal - Tough
1 Growl - Normal - Cute
5 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
9 Charm - Normal - Cute
13 Spark - Electric - Cool

409. PACHIRISU
17  Endure - Normal - Tough
21  Swift - Normal - Cool
25  Sweet Kiss - Normal - Cute
29  Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart
33  Super Fang - Normal - Tough
37  Last Resort - Normal - Cute

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
16  Rain Dance - Psychic - Cute
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
21  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
41  Featherdance - Flying - Beauty
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
57  Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
70  Flash - Normal - Tough
73  Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86  Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List
   Bite - Dark - Tough
   Covet - Normal - Cute
   Defense Curl - Normal - Cute
   Fake Tears - Dark - Smart
   Flail - Normal - Cute
   Flatter - Dark - Smart
   Rollout - Rock - Tough

Tutor Move List
Gunk Shot - Poison - Cool
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Peck - Flying - Cool
5  Growl - Normal - Cute
9  Mirror Move - Flying - Smart
13  Sing - Normal - Cute
17  Fury Attack - Normal - Cool
21  Chatter - Flying - Smart
25  Taunt - Dark - Smart
29  Mimic - Normal - Cute
33  Roost - Flying - Cool
37  Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
41  Featherdance - Flying - Beauty
45  Hyper Voice - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
27  Return - Normal - Cute
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
88  Pluck - Flying - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
94  Pluck - Flying - Cool
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty

Egg Move List
   Agility - Psychic - Cool
   Encore - Normal - Cute
   Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
   Night Shade - Ghost - Smart
   Supersonic - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Up roar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Sky Attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
   Type : Normal / Flying
   Abilities: Keen Eye / Tangled Feet
   Evolution: 1 - Chatot

Pokedex Information
   Height : 1’8" 0.5m
   Weight : 4.2 lbs. 1.9kg

Breeding Information
   Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
   Egg Group : Flying
   Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Chatot is an avian that has a head similar to a musical eighth note as well as a tail like a metronome. It is brightly colored with blue wings, a yellow bib and a green stomach. It also possess a white collar similar to a ruff. Omnivore.

Habitat : Forest, Rainforest
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 1, Sky 4, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Vital Information
   Type : Ghost / Dark
   Abilities: Pressure / White Smoke
   Evolution: 1 - Spiritomb

Pokedex Information
   Height : 3’3” 1m
   Weight : 238.1 lbs. 108kg

Breeding Information
   Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
   Egg Group : Indeterminate
   Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days

Biology : Spiritomb resembles a swirling, purple vortex with green, varrying in size orbs of light circling the face. It has a green mouth with a crooked expression and two green eyes shaped like half-crescents. One of the eyes has a spiral-shaped pupil. Spiritomb is attached to a light-brown stone. Nullivore.
Habitat: Cave, Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 2, Sky 2, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 5, Aura, Invisibility, Plasging, Sinker

Move List

**Level Up Move List**

1. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
2. Curse - Special Case - Tough
3. Pursuit - Dark - Smart
4. Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
5. Spite - Ghost - Tough
6. Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
7. Hypnosis - Psychic - Smart
8. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
9. Thief - Dark - Tough
10. Attract - Normal - Cute
11. Rest - Psychic - Cute
12. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
13. Facade - Normal - Cute
14. Torment - Dark - Tough
15. Return - Normal - Cute
16. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
17. Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
18. Shadow Sneak - Ghost - Smart
19. Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
20. Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
21. Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
22. Nasty Plot - Dark - Cute
23. Memento - Dark - Tough
24. Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
25. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
26. Smokescreen - Normal - Smart
27. Protect - Normal - Cute
28. Return - Normal - Cute
29. Psychic - Psychic - Smart
30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
31. Double Team - Normal - Cool
32. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
33. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
34. Torment - Dark - Tough
35. Facade - Normal - Cute
36. Frustration - Normal - Cute
37. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
38. Rest - Psychic - Cute
39. Attract - Normal - Cute
40. Thief - Dark - Tough
41. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
42. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
43. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
44. Taunt - Dark - Smart
45. Pitty - Normal - Cute
46. Attract - Normal - Cute
47. Rest - Psychic - Cute
48. Thief - Dark - Tough
49. Memento - Dark - Tough
50. Curse - Special Case - Tough
51. Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
52. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
53. Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
54. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
55. Belly Dance - Normal - Beauty
56. Fling - Dark - Tough
57. Endure - Normal - Tough
58. Payback - Dark - Cool
59. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
60. Flash - Normal - Beauty
61. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
62. Capture - Normal - Beauty
63. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
64. Roost - Normal - Beauty
65. Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
66. Beautiful Day - Water - Beauty
67. Maui - Grass - Beauty
68. Swallow - Normal - Tough
69. Stockpile - Normal - Tough
70. Spit Up - Normal - Tough
71. Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
72. Pain Split - Normal - Smart
73. Power Whip - Grass - Beauty
74. Leech Life - Grass - Beauty
75. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
76. Grass Knot - Grass - Beauty
77. Poison Gas - Poison - Tough
78. Toxics - Poison - Smart
79. Muck - Poison - Tough
80. Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
81. Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
82. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
83. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
84. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
85. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
86. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
87. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
88. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
89. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
90. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
91. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
92. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
93. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
94. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
95. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
96. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
97. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
98. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
99. Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
100. Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
- Toxie - Poison - Smart
- Solar Beam - Normal - Tough
- Leaf Storm - Normal - Tough
- Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- Taunt - Dark - Smart
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Psychic - Psychic - Smart
- Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- Torment - Dark - Tough
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Snatch - Dark - Smart
- Endure - Normal - Tough
- Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
- Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
- Embargo - Dark - Cute
- Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- Flash - Normal - Beauty
- Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
- Capture - Normal - Beauty
- Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
- Roost - Normal - Beauty
- Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
- Beautiful Day - Water - Beauty
- Maui - Grass - Beauty
- Swallow - Normal - Tough
- Stockpile - Normal - Tough
- Spit Up - Normal - Tough
- Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
- Pain Split - Normal - Smart
- Power Whip - Grass - Beauty
- Leech Life - Grass - Beauty
- Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
- Grass Knot - Grass - Beauty
- Poison Gas - Poison - Tough
- Muck - Poison - Tough
- Stun Spore - Grass - Smart
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Smart
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Beauty
- Sleep Powder - Grass - Tough
- Sleep Powder - Gras
Vital Information
Type : Fighting
Abilities: Guts / Steadfast

Evolution:
1 - Tyrogue
2 - Hitmontop

Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 4'' 0.7m
Weight : 46.3 lbs. 21kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 100% M 0% F
Egg Group : Humanshape
Average Hatch Rate: 13 Days

Biology : Tyrogue are medium-sized humanoids. It is predominantly purple in color with a brown bottom and feet which resemble short pants and shoes. There are white lines on its torso which resemble bandages. It has three spikes on top of its head which resembles a crest. Omnivore.

Habitat : Mountain, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 4, Mountain, Urban

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Fake Out - Normal - Cute
1 Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Foresight - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Bullet Punch - Steel - Smart
Counter - Fighting - Tough
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
High Jump Kick - Fighting - Cool
Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart

Tutor Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Up Roar - Normal - Cute
Vacuum Wave - Fighting - Smart
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
Magic Coat - Psychic - Beauty

46 Thief - Dark - Tough
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Fighting
Abilities: Limber / Reckless

Evolution:
1 - Tyrogue
2 - Hitmonlee Superior Attack

Minimum 20

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 11'' 1.5m
Weight : 109.8 lbs. 49.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 100% M 0% F
Egg Group : Humanshape

Biology : Hitmonlee is a brown colored, humanoid. It has three-fingered hands and three claw-like toes. Hitmonlee has segmented, cream-colored arms and legs. Hitmonlee has almond-shaped eyes with black rings around them, and its feet have yellow coloration on their ankles and soles. Omnivore.

Habitat : Mountain, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Aura

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
1 Revenge - Fighting - Tough
5 Meditate - Psychic - Beauty
9 Rolling Kick - Fighting - Cool
13 Jump Kick - Fighting - Cool
17 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
21 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
25 Feint - Normal - Beauty
29 High Jump Kick - Fighting - Cool
33 Mind Reader - Normal - Smart
37 Foresight - Normal - Smart
41 Blaze Kick - Fire - Beauty
45 Endure - Normal - Tough
49 Mega Kick - Normal - Cool
53 Close Combat - Fighting - Smart
57 Reversal - Fighting

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxics - Poison - Smart
08 Bulk Up - Fighting - Beauty
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute

10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
**Vital Information**

**Type:** Fighting

**Abilities:** Keen Eye / Iron Fist

**Evolution:**
1. Tyrogue
2. Hitmonchan Superior Defense Minimum 20

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height:** 4' 7" 1.4m
- **Weight:** 110.7 lbs. 50.2kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio:** 100% M 0% F
- **Egg Group:** Humanshape

**Biological Information:** Hitmonchan is a tan colored, humanoid. Its body resembles a light purple tunic with a skirt, with a spike on it. Its enlarged shoulders give the appearance of shoulder pads. Its enlarged shoulders give the appearance of shoulders pads. Omnivore.

**Habitat:**
- Mountain, Urban

**Capabilities:** Overland 4, Surface 4, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Aura

---

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Comet Punch - Normal - Tough
2. Revenge - Fighting - Tough
3. Agility - Psychic - Cool
4. Pursuit - Dark - Smart
5. Bullet Punch - Steel - Smart
6. Mach Punch - Fighting - Cool
7. Feint - Normal - Beauty
8. Frustration - Normal - Cute
9. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
10. Protect - Normal - Cute
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12. Protect - Normal - Cute
13. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
14. Double Team - Normal - Cool
15. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
16. Facade - Normal - Cute
17. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
18. Rest - Psychic - Cute
19. Thief - Dark - Tough
20. Attract - Normal - Cute
21. Rest - Psychic - Cute
22. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
23. Facade - Normal - Cute
24. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
25. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
26. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27. Return - Normal - Cute
28. Dig - Ground - Smart
29. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
30. Double Team - Normal - Cool
31. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
32. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
33. Return - Normal - Cute
34. Protect - Normal - Cute
35. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
36. Protect - Normal - Cute
37. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
38. Double Team - Normal - Cool
39. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
40. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
41. Return - Normal - Cute
42. Protect - Normal - Cute
43. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
44. Protect - Normal - Cute
45. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
46. Protect - Normal - Cute
47. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
48. Protect - Normal - Cute
49. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
50. Protect - Normal - Cute
51. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
52. Protect - Normal - Cute
53. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
54. Protect - Normal - Cute
55. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
56. Protect - Normal - Cute
57. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
58. Protect - Normal - Cute
59. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
60. Protect - Normal - Cute
61. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
62. Protect - Normal - Cute
63. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
64. Protect - Normal - Cute
65. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
66. Protect - Normal - Cute
67. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
68. Protect - Normal - Cute
69. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
70. Protect - Normal - Cute
71. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
72. Protect - Normal - Cute
73. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
74. Protect - Normal - Cute
75. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
76. Protect - Normal - Cute
77. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
78. Protect - Normal - Cute
79. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
80. Protect - Normal - Cute
81. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
82. Protect - Normal - Cute
83. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
84. Protect - Normal - Cute
85. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
86. Protect - Normal - Cute
87. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
88. Protect - Normal - Cute
89. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
90. Protect - Normal - Cute
91. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
92. Protect - Normal - Cute
93. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
94. Protect - Normal - Cute
95. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
96. Protect - Normal - Cute
97. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
98. Protect - Normal - Cute
99. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
100. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
**Tutor Move List**
- **Endeavor** - Normal - Tough
- **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
- **Mud-Slap** - Ground - Cute
- **Snore** - Normal - Cute
- **Sucker Punch** - Dark - Smart
- **Swift** - Normal - Cool
- **Twister** - Dragon - Cool
- **Vacuum Wave** - Fighting - Smart
- **Body Slam** - Normal - Tough
- **Double-Edge** - Normal - Tough
- **Mega Kick** - Normal - Cool
- **Mimic** - Normal - Cute
- **Seismic Toss** - Fighting - Tough
- **Low Kick** - Fighting - Tough
- **Magic Coat** - Psychic - Beauty

**Vital Information**

**Eevee (417)**

- **Type**: Normal
- **Abilities**: Run Away / Adaptability
- **Evolution**:
  - 1 - Eevee
  - 2 - Vaporeon (Water Stone)
  - 2 - Jolteon (Thunderstone)
  - 2 - Flareon (Fire Stone)
  - 2 - Espeon (Dawn Stone)
  - 2 - Umbreon (Dusk Stone)
  - 2 - Leafeon (Leaf Stone)
  - 2 - Glaceon (Shiny Stone)

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 1' 0" 0.3m
- **Weight**: 14.3 lbs. 6.5kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group**: Field
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 20 Days

**Egg Move List**

- **Charm** - Normal - Cute
- **Covet** - Normal - Cute
- **Curse** - Special Case - Tough
- **Endure** - Normal - Tough
- **Fake Tears** - Dark - Smart
- **Flail** - Normal - Cute
- **Tickle** - Normal - Cute
- **Wish** - Normal - Cute
- **Yawn** - Normal - Cute

**Tutor Move List**

- **Last Resort** - Normal - Cute
- **Mud-Slap** - Ground - Cute
- **Snore** - Normal - Cute
- **Swift** - Normal - Cool
- **Body Slam** - Normal - Tough
- **Double-Edge** - Normal - Tough
- **Mimic** - Normal - Cute
- **Heal Bell** - Normal - Beauty

**Vaporeon (418)**

- **Type**: Water
- **Abilities**: Water Absorb / Swift Swim
- **Evolution**:
  - 1 - Eevee
  - 2 - Vaporeon (Water Stone)

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 3' 3" 1m
- **Weight**: 63.9 lbs. 29kg

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group**: Field

**Tutor Move List**

- **Last Resort** - Normal - Cute
- **Mud-Slap** - Ground - Cute
- **Snore** - Normal - Cute
- **Swift** - Normal - Cool
- **Body Slam** - Normal - Tough
- **Double-Edge** - Normal - Tough
- **Mimic** - Normal - Cute
- **Heal Bell** - Normal - Beauty

**Vital Information**

- **Egg Move List**
  - **Charm** - Normal - Cute
  - **Covet** - Normal - Cute
  - **Curse** - Special Case - Tough
  - **Endure** - Normal - Tough
  - **Fake Tears** - Dark - Smart
  - **Flail** - Normal - Cute
  - **Tickle** - Normal - Cute
  - **Wish** - Normal - Cute
  - **Yawn** - Normal - Cute

**TM/HM Move List**

- **03 Water Pulse** - Water - Beauty
- **05 Roar** - Normal - Cool
- **06 Toxic** - Poison - Smart
- **07 Hail** - Ice - Beauty
- **10 Hidden Power** - Normal - Smart
- **11 Sunny Day** - Fire - Beauty
- **17 Protect** - Normal - Cute
- **18 Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
- **21 Frustration** - Normal - Cute
- **22 Quick Attack** - Normal - Cool
- **29 Bite** - Dark - Tough
- **36 Aurora Beam** - Ice - Beauty
- **43 Aqua Ring** - Water - Beauty
- **50 Last Resort** - Normal - Cute
- **57 Haze** - Ice - Beauty
- **64 Acid Armor** - Poison - Tough
- **71 Hydro Pump** - Water - Beauty
- **78 Muddy Water** - Water - Tough

**Capabilities**:
- Overland 3, Surface 5, Underwater 2, Jump 2, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Amorphous, Gilled, Tracker

**Move List**

- 1 - **Helping Hand** - Normal - Smart
- 1 - **Tackle** - Normal - Tough
- 1 - **Tail Whip** - Normal - Cute
- 8 - **Sand-Attack** - Ground - Cute
- 15 - **Growl** - Normal - Cute
- 22 - **Quick Attack** - Normal - Cool
- 36 - **Baton Pass** - Normal - Cute
- 43 - **Take Down** - Normal - Tough
- 50 - **Last Resort** - Normal - Cute
- 57 - **Trump Card** - Normal - Cool
- **TM/HM Move List**
  - **06 Toxic** - Poison - Smart
  - **10 Hidden Power** - Normal - Smart
  - **11 Sunny Day** - Fire - Beauty
  - **17 Protect** - Normal - Cute
  - **18 Rain Dance** - Water - Tough
  - **21 Frustration** - Normal - Cute
  - **22 Quick Attack** - Normal - Cool
  - **29 Bite** - Dark - Tough
  - **36 Aurora Beam** - Ice - Beauty
  - **43 Aqua Ring** - Water - Beauty
  - **50 Last Resort** - Normal - Cute
  - **57 Haze** - Ice - Beauty
  - **64 Acid Armor** - Poison - Tough
  - **71 Hydro Pump** - Water - Beauty
  - **78 Muddy Water** - Water - Tough

**Biology**

- Eevee is a mammalian with brown fur, a bushy tail that has a cream-colored tip, and a furry collar that is also cream-colored. Eevee has brown eyes, big ears, and pink paw pads. Herbivore.

- Vaporeon's body is light-blue and has a white collar. Vaporeon has yellow ears made of webbing and has a fin on its head resembling its ears. Vaporeon has a pointed pattern of dark blue on its head that encompasses the backs of its ears and head-fin. It also has blue ridges that run down the length of its spine and on to its tail-fin. Omnivore.

**Habitat**

- Eevee: Forest, Grassland, Urban
- Vaporeon: Forest, Freshwater
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
55  Brine - Water - Smart
78  Endure - Normal - Tough
58  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Dive - Water - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

419. JOLTEON

Vital Information
Type : Electric
Abilities: Volt Absorb / Motor Drive
Evolution:
1 - Eevee
2 - Jolteon Thunderstone

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
8  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
15 Thundershock - Electric - Cool
22 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
29 Double Kick - Fighting - Cool
36 Pin Missile - Bug - Cool
43 Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
50 Last Resort - Normal - Cute
57 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
64 Agility - Psychic - Cool
71 Thunder - Electric - Cool
78 Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart

TM/HM Move List
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cool
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
48 Endure - Normal - Tough
57 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
68 Flash - Normal - Beauty
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

420. FLAREON

Vital Information
Type : Fire
Abilities: Flash Fire / Flame Body
Evolution:
1 - Eevee
2 - Flareon Fire Stone

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
8  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
15 Ember - Fire - Beauty
22 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
29 Bite - Dark - Tough
36 Fire Spin - Fire - Beauty
43 Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
50 Last Resort - Normal - Cute
57 Smog - Poison - Tough
64 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
71 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
78 Lava Plume - Fire - Tough

TM/HM Move List
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
50 Overheat - Fire - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
61 Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Swift - Normal - Cool
Leer - Normal - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

421. ESPEON

Vital Information
Type : Psychic
Abilities: Synchronize / Trace
Evolution:
1 - Eevee
2 - Espeon Dawn Stone

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight : 58.4 lbs. 26.5kg

Biology : Espeon has lavender fur, large ears with dark purple ear insides and long tufts of fur below them, a red gem on its forehead and a pair of pupilless eyes with white irises. Its tail is forked. Omnivore.

Habitat : Forest, Grassland, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 5, Telekinetic, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
1 Tackle - Normal - Tough
1 Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
8 Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
15 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
22 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
29 Swift - Normal - Cool
36 Psybeam - Psychic - Beauty
43 Future Sight - Psychic - Smart
50 Last Resort - Normal - Cute
57 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
64 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
71 Morning Sun - Normal - Beauty
78 Power Swap - Psychic - Beauty

TM/HM Move List
04 Calm Mind - Psychic - Smart
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough

422. UMBREON

Vital Information
Type : Dark
Abilities: Synchronize / Trace
Evolution:
1 - Eevee
2 - Umbreon Dusk Stone

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 3" 1m
Weight : 59.5 lbs. 27kg

Biology : Umbreon has a black body with a pair of crimson eyes and yellow bands on its ears and tail. Umbreon's forehead and legs have yellow rings on them. Omnivore.

Habitat : Cave, Forest, Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 4, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Tracker, Stealth

Move List
Level Up Move List
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
Role Play - Psychic - Cute
423. **LEAFÉON**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Grass
- **Abilities**: Leaf Guard / Chlorophyll
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Eevee
  - 2 - Leafeon Leaf Stone

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 3' 3'' 1m
- **Weight**: 56.2 lbs. 25.5kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group**: Field

**Biography**: Leafeon’s body is tan colored. It has one shade of dark brown that is carried out on the tip of its paws, as its eye color, and in the center of the ear. It has sprouts growing all over it, making it look more like a plant. It has a longer sprout of its forehead. Leafeon ears and tail both share a leaf-like quality. Herbivore, Phototroph.

**Habitat**: Forest, Grassland, Rainforest

**Capabilities**: Overland 4, Surface 2, Jump 5, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Sprouter, Tracker

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  - 1 Helping Hand - Normal - Smart

**TM/HM Move List**
- 06 Toxid - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 41 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 42 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 49 Snatch - Dark - Smart
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 66 Payback - Dark - Cool
- 68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
- 77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 79 Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 85 Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 93 Cut - Normal - Cool

**Tutor Move List**
- Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
- Last Resort - Normal - Cute
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Spite - Ghost - Tough
- Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
- Swift - Normal - Cool
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

**Mimic - Normal - Cute**
- Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty
- Role Play - Psychic - Cute

424. **GLACEON**

**Vital Information**
- **Type**: Ice
- **Abilities**: Snow Cloak / Ice Body
- **Evolution:**
  - 1 - Eevee
  - 2 - Glaceon Shiny Stone

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height**: 2’ 7” 0.8m
- **Weight**: 57.1 lbs. 25.9kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group**: Field

**Biography**: Glaceon’s light blue fur is frozen into very sharp quills. Its head has a three-sectioned crest with two long hanging rhombus-shaped protrusions. Glaceon’s ears, two spots on its back, tail end and cap-endings are all rhombus-shaped. Omnivore.

**Habitat**: Taiga, Tundra
Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 3, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 4, Freezer, Icestep, Tracker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
8  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
15 Ice Wind - Ice - Beauty
22 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
29 Bite - Dark - Tough
36 Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
43 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
50 Last Resort - Normal - Cute
57 Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
64 Hail - Ice - Beauty
71 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
78 Barrier - Psychic - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Rock / Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Shell Armor
Evolution:
1 - Omanyte
2 - Omastar Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 4" 0.4m
Weight : 16.5 lbs. 7.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Water 1 / Water 3
Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days

Biography: Omanyte has a large, pale-yellow shell on its back. Its main body is sky-blue with ten tentacles. Omanyte has saucer-like eyes. Herbivore.

Habitat :
Cave, Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
1  Tail Whip - Normal - Cute
8  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
15 Ice Wind - Ice - Beauty
22 Quick Attack - Normal - Cool
29 Bite - Dark - Tough
36 Ice Shard - Ice - Beauty
43 Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
50 Last Resort - Normal - Cute
57 Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
64 Hail - Ice - Beauty
71 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
78 Barrier - Psychic - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
46 Thief - Dark - Tough
47 Brine - Water - Smart
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
74 Gyro Ball - Steel - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Vital Information
Type : Rock / Water
Abilities: Swift Swim / Shell Armor
Evolution:
1 - Omanyte
2 - Omastar Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 3" 1m
Weight : 77.2 lbs. 35kg

Egg Move List
Aurora Beam - Ice - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Helping Hand - Normal - Smart
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Last Resort - Normal - Cute
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Heal Bell - Normal - Beauty

425. OMANYTE

426. OMASTAR
427. KABUTO

TM/HM Move List
- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hail - Ice - Beauty
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hail - Ice - Beauty
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough
- Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
- Toxic - Poison - Smart
- Hail - Ice - Beauty
- Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- Protect - Normal - Cute
- Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- Frustration - Normal - Cute
- Return - Normal - Cute
- Double Team - Normal - Cool
- Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- Facade - Normal - Cute
- Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- Rest - Psychic - Cute
- Attract - Normal - Cute
- Thief - Dark - Tough

Vital Information
- Type: Rock / Water
- Abilities: Battle Armor / Swift Swim
- Evolution:
  - 1: Kabuto
  - 2: Kabupot's Minimum 40

Pokémon Information
- Height: 1' 8" 0.5m
- Weight: 25.4 lbs. 11.5kg

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F

Egg Group: Water 1 / Water 3

Level Up Move List
- 1: Bite - Dark - Tough
- 1: Constrict - Normal - Tough
- 1: Withdraw - Water - Cute
- 7: Bite - Dark - Tough
- 10: Water Gun - Water - Cute
- 16: Rollout - Rock - Tough
- 19: Leer - Normal - Cool
- 25: Mud Shot - Ground - Tough
- 28: Brine - Water - Smart
- 34: Protect - Normal - Cute
- 37: Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
- 40: Spike Cannon - Normal - Cool
- 48: Tickle - Normal - Cute
- 56: Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
- 67: Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
- Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
- Dive - Water - Beauty
- Earth Power - Ground - Smart
- Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
- Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
- Knock Off - Dark - Smart
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Rollout - Rock - Tough
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute
- Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F

Egg Group: Water 1 / Water 3

Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days

Biography: Kabuto has two small black dots, which are a second pair of eyes, on the front of its shell. Underneath its shell is mostly black, with two red eyes, which glow in the dark, and four yellow-tan legs. Herbivore.

Habitat: Ocean

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Ocean

Weight: 25.4 lbs. 11.5kg

Height: 1' 8" 0.5m

Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days

Egg Group: Water 1 / Water 3

Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
1. Kabuto

- **Evolution:**
  - 1: Kabuto
  - 2: Kabutops Minimum 40

- **Pokedex Information**
  - **Height:** 4’3” 1.3m
  - **Weight:** 89.3 lbs. 40.5kg

- **Breeding Information**
  - **Gender Ratio:** 87.5% M 12.5% F
  - **Egg Group:** Water 1 / Water 3

- **Vital Information**
  - **Type:** Rock / Water
  - **Abilities:** Battle Armor / Swift Swim

- **Biology:** Kabutos, an insectoid biped, has two long sharp claws that extend from its exoskeleton and several plates close the opening that used to be there. There are six hard spikes going down from the back of its neck. Its head is covered in a hard, semicircular shape armor. Omnivore.

- **Habitat:** Cave, Ocean

- **Capabilities:** Overland 5, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Gilled

- **Move List**
  - Level Up Move List
    - 1: Absorb - Grass - Smart
    - 1: Harden - Normal - Tough
    - 1: Scratch - Normal - Tough
    - 1: Feint - Normal - Beauty
    - 1: Leer - Normal - Cool
    - 16: Mud Shot - Ground - Tough

- **TM/HM Move List**
  - 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
  - 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
  - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
  - 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
  - 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  - 17: Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  - 19: Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
  - 28: Dig - Ground - Smart
  - 31: Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 37: Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
  - 39: Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  - 40: Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  - 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
  - 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  - 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
  - 45: Attract - Normal - Cute
  - 46: Thief - Dark - Tough
  - 55: Brine - Water - Smart
  - 58: Endure - Normal - Tough
  - 68: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
  - 69: Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
  - 71: Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
  - 75: Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
  - 76: Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
  - 78: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
  - 80: Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
  - 81: X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
  - 82: Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  - 83: Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  - 87: Swagger - Normal - Cute
  - 90: Substitute - Normal - Smart
  - 93: Cut - Normal - Cool
  - 95: Surf - Water - Beauty
  - 98: Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
  - 99: Waterfall - Water - Tough
  - 100: Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
  - 101: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

2. Aerodactyl

- **Evolution:**
  - 1: Kabuto
  - 2: Kabutops Minimum 40

- **Pokedex Information**
  - **Height:** 5’11” 1.8m
  - **Weight:** 130.1 lbs. 59kg

- **Breeding Information**
  - **Gender Ratio:** 87.5% M 12.5% F
  - **Egg Group:** Flying

- **Vital Information**
  - **Type:** Rock / Flying
  - **Abilities:** Pressure / Rock Head

- **Biology:** Aerodactyl possesses serrated, saw-bladed like fangs. Its wings have skin stretched from its side to its arms. The triangular-shaped tip of its tail is gray, like the tail itself which is connected to its oval body. Aerodactyl have dark green eyes. Carnivore.

- **Habitat:** Cave, Mountain

- **Capabilities:** Overland 2, Sky 6, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Gilled

- **Move List**
  - Level Up Move List
    - 1: Bite - Dark - Tough
    - 1: Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
    - 1: Ice Fang - Ice - Cool
    - 1: Scary Face - Normal - Tough
    - 1: Supersonic - Normal - Smart
    - 1: Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart
    - 1: Wing Attack - Flying - Cool
    - 9: Roar - Normal - Cool
    - 17: Agility - Psychic - Cool
    - 25: Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
    - 33: Crunch - Dark - Tough
    - 41: Take Down - Normal - Tough
    - 49: Iron Head - Steel - Tough
    - 57: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
    - 65: Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
    - 73: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty

- **TM/HM Move List**
  - 02: Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
  - 05: Roar - Normal - Cool
  - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
  - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 11: Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  - 12: Taunt - Dark - Smart
  - 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  - 17: Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 23: Iron Tail - Steel - Tough
  - 26: Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
  - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 35: Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
  - 37: Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
  - 38: Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
  - 39: Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  - 40: Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  - 41: Torment - Dark - Tough

3. Kabuto

- **Evolution:**
  - 1: Kabuto
  - 2: Kabutops Minimum 40

- **Pokedex Information**
  - **Height:** 4’3” 1.3m
  - **Weight:** 89.3 lbs. 40.5kg

- **Breeding Information**
  - **Gender Ratio:** 87.5% M 12.5% F
  - **Egg Group:** Water 1 / Water 3

- **Vital Information**
  - **Type:** Rock / Water
  - **Abilities:** Battle Armor / Swift Swim

- **Biology:** Kabutos, an insectoid biped, has two long sharp claws that extend from its exoskeleton and several plates close the opening that used to be there. There are six hard spikes going down from the back of its neck. Its head is covered in a hard, semicircular shape armor. Omnivore.

- **Habitat:** Cave, Ocean

- **Capabilities:** Overland 5, Surface 4, Underwater 1, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Gilled

- **Move List**
  - Level Up Move List
    - 1: Absorb - Grass - Smart
    - 1: Harden - Normal - Tough
    - 1: Scratch - Normal - Tough
    - 1: Feint - Normal - Beauty
    - 1: Leer - Normal - Cool
    - 16: Mud Shot - Ground - Tough

- **TM/HM Move List**
  - 03: Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
  - 06: Toxic - Poison - Smart
  - 07: Hail - Ice - Beauty
  - 10: Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  - 13: Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
  - 14: Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
  - 15: Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  - 17: Protect - Normal - Cute
  - 18: Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  - 19: Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
  - 21: Frustration - Normal - Cute
  - 27: Return - Normal - Cute
  - 28: Dig - Ground - Smart
  - 31: Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  - 32: Double Team - Normal - Cool
  - 37: Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
  - 39: Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  - 40: Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  - 42: Facade - Normal - Cute
  - 43: Secret Power - Normal - Smart
  - 44: Rest - Psychic - Cute
  - 45: Attract - Normal - Cute
  - 46: Thief - Dark - Tough
  - 55: Brine - Water - Smart
  - 58: Endure - Normal - Tough
  - 68: Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
  - 69: Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
  - 71: Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
  - 75: Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
  - 76: Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
  - 78: Captivate - Normal - Beauty
  - 80: Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
  - 81: X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
  - 82: Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  - 83: Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  - 87: Swagger - Normal - Cute
  - 90: Substitute - Normal - Smart
  - 93: Cut - Normal - Cool
  - 95: Surf - Water - Beauty
  - 98: Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
  - 99: Waterfall - Water - Tough
  - 100: Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
  - 101: Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
Egg Move List
Assurance - Dark - Beauty
Curse - Special Case - Tough
Dragon breath - Dragon - Cool
Foresight - Normal - Smart
Pursuit - Dark - Smart
Steel wing - Steel - Cool
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Heat wave - Fire - Beauty
Iron head - Steel - Tough
Ominous wind - Ghost - Smart
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Double-edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Sky attack - Flying - Cool
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

VITAL INFORMATION
Type : Rock / Grass
Abilities: Suction Cups / Storm Drain
Evolution:
1 - Lileep
2 - Cradily Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 3’ 3” 1m
Weight: 52.5 lbs. 23.8kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Water 3
Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days

Biography:
Lileep has eight petal-like pink tentacles from the opening on its upper body. Its cup-shaped body has a set of yellow circular patterns. Its eyes, which are yellow, lie within the the opening. Phototroph.

Habitat :
Cave, Ocean

Capabilities:
Overland 1, Surface 2, Underwater 1,
Jump 1, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Gilled

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Astonish - Ghost - Smart
1 Constrict - Normal - Tough
8 Acid - Poison - Smart
15 Ingrain - Grass - Smart
22 Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
29 Amnesia - Psychic - Cute

36 Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
43 Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
50 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
57 Spit Up - Normal - Tough
57 Stockpile - Normal - Tough
57 Swallow - Normal - Tough
64 Wring Out - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
09 Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
19 Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
22 Solar Beams - Grass - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
53 Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
70 Flash - Normal - Beauty
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart

Egg Move List
Barrier - Psychic - Cool
Mirror Coat - Psychic - Beauty
Recover - Normal - Smart
Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
Tickle - Normal - Cute
Wring Out - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute

VITAL INFORMATION
Type : Rock / Grass
Abilities: Suction Cups / Storm Drain
Evolution:
1 - Lileep
2 - Cradily Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 4’ 11” 1.5m
Weight: 133.2 lbs. 60.4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Water 3

Biography:
Cradily has some markings on its green skin that looks like its eyes, but its true, yellow eyes are found in the black part of its head. It also has eight pink tentacles around its neck. Its body is a lump with four tubes, connected by a long stem to its head. Phototroph.

Habitat :
Cave, Ocean
Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 2, Underwater 1, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Gilled

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Acid - Poison - Smart
2. Constrict - Normal - Tough
3. Ingrain - Grass - Smart
4. Acid - Poison - Smart
5. Ingrain - Grass - Smart
6. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
7. Amnesia - Psychic - Cute
8. Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
9. Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
10. Energy Ball - Grass - Beauty
11. Spit Up - Normal - Tough
12. Stockpile - Normal - Tough
13. Swallow - Normal - Tough
14. Double Team - Normal - Cool
15. Return - Normal - Cute
16. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
17. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
18. Frustration - Normal - Cute
19. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
20. Protect - Normal - Cute
21. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
22. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
23. Protect - Normal - Cute
24. Attract - Normal - Cute
25. Rest - Psychic - Cute
26. Energize - Normal - Cute
27. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
28. Protect - Normal - Cute
29. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
30. Facade - Normal - Cute
31. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
32. Protect - Normal - Cute
33. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
34. Double Team - Normal - Cool
35. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
36. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
37. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
38. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
39. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
40. Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
41. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
42. Protect - Normal - Cute
43. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
44. Screech - Normal - Smart
45. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty

**Tutor Move List**

1. Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
2. Earth Power - Ground - Smart
3. Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
4. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
5. Seed Bomb - Grass - Smart
6. Snore - Normal - Cute
7. Synthesis - Grass - Smart
8. Body Slam - Normal - Tough
9. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
10. Mimic - Normal - Cute
11. Psyh Up - Normal - Smart
12. Block - Normal - Cute
13. Pain Split - Normal - Smart
14. String Shot - Bug - Smart
15. Worry Seed - Grass - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

1. Toxic - Poison - Smart
2. Bullet Seed - Grass - Cool
3. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
4. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
5. Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
6. Frustration - Normal - Cute
7. Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
8. Protect - Normal - Cute
9. Attract - Normal - Cute
10. Rest - Psychic - Cute
11. Protect - Normal - Cute
12. Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
13. Protect - Normal - Cute
14. Gastro Acid - Poison - Smart
15. Protect - Normal - Cute
16. Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
19. Protect - Normal - Cute
20. Protect - Normal - Cute
21. Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
22. Swagger - Normal - Cute
23. Subsitute - Normal - Smart
24. Strength - Normal - Tough
25. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

**Breeding Information**

- **Gender Ratio**: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- **Egg Group**: Water 3
- **Average Hatch Rate**: 16 Days

**Biology**: Anorith is an aquatic, greenish-gray insectoid which has eight flexible, white-and-red-tipped lobes on both sides of its body. In the middle of the head is a round black pattern with two red spots. Two large, segmented claws also protrude from its head. Omnivore.

**Habitat**: Cave, Ocean

**Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 2, Gilled**

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**

1. Harden - Normal - Tough
2. Scratch - Normal - Tough
3. Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
4. Water Gun - Water - Cute
5. Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
6. Protect - Normal - Cute
7. Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
8. Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
9. Slash - Normal - Cool
10. Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
11. Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
12. X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty

**TM/HM Move List**

1. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
2. Scratch - Normal - Tough
3. Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
4. Water Gun - Water - Cute
5. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
6. Protect - Normal - Cute
7. Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
8. Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
10. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
11. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
12. Snore - Normal - Cute
13. Body Slam - Normal - Tough
14. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
15. Mimic - Normal - Cute
16. String Shot - Bug - Smart

**Egg Move List**

1. Cross Poison - Poison - Cool
2. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
3. Rapid Spin - Normal - Cool
4. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
5. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
6. Screech - Normal - Smart
7. Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty

**Tutor Move List**

1. Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
2. Earth Power - Ground - Smart
3. Protect - Normal - Cute
4. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
5. Knock Off - Dark - Smart
6. Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
7. Snore - Normal - Cute
8. Body Slam - Normal - Tough
9. Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
10. Mimic - Normal - Cute
11. String Shot - Bug - Smart

---

432. ANORITH

**Vital Information**

- **Type**: Rock / Bug
- **Abilities**: Battle Armor / Rock Head
- **Evolution**: 1 - Anorith
- **2 - Armaldo Minimum 40**

**Pokedex Information**

- **Height**: 2’ 4” 0.7m
- **Weight**: 27.6 lbs. 12.5kg

---

433. ARMALDO
Vital Information
Type : Rock / Bug
Abilities: Battle Armor / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Anorith
2 - Armaldo Minimum 40

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 11" 1.5m
Weight : 150.4 lbs. 68.2kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Water 3

Biological Description:
- Cranidos is a gray, reptilian biped. The back half of Cranidos’s body has a large, spiky pattern of blue and it has a short tail.
- Cranidos has stubby arms with three claws. Cranidos has a head that is colored blue with four spikes on its back.

Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days
Egg Group : Monster

Capabilities:
- Overland 3
- Surface 3
- Underwater 1
- Jump 3
- Power 4
- Intelligence 4
- Gilled

Intelligence 3, Sinker
Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 3, Sinkner

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Harden - Normal - Tough
1  Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
1  Scratch - Normal - Tough
1  Water Gun - Water - Cute
7  Mud Sport - Ground - Cute
13  Water Gun - Water - Cute
19  Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
25  Protect - Normal - Cute
31  Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
37  Fry Cutter - Bug - Cool
46  Slash - Normal - Cool
55  Rock Blast - Rock - Tough
67  Crush Claw - Normal - Cool
73  X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
Knock Off - Dark - Smart
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Seismic Toss - Fighting - Tough
Block - Normal - Cute
Low Kick - Fighting - Tough
String Shot - Bug - Smart

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
434. CRANIDOS

Vital Information
Type : Rock
Abilities: Mold Breaker / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Cranidos
2 - Rampardos Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 11" 0.9m
Weight : 69.4 lbs. 31.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster

Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days
Egg Group : Monster

Biological Description:
- Rano isados is a gray, reptilian biped. The back half of Cranidos’s body has a large, spiky pattern of blue and it has a short tail. Cranidos also has stubby arms with three claws. Cranidos has a hooked beak, red irises, and a hard, dome-shaped head that is colored blue with four spikes on its back. Herbivore.

Habitat:
- Cave
- Mountain

Capabilities:
- Overland 3, Jump 4, Power 3, Intelligence 3, Sinkner

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Headbust - Normal - Tough
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
1  Fucus Energy - Normal - Cool
10 Pursuit - Dark - Smart

Take Down - Normal - Tough
15  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
24  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
28  Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
33  Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
37  Screech - Normal - Smart
43  Head Smash - Rock - Tough

TM/HM Move List
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27 Return - Normal - Cute
28 Dig - Ground - Smart
31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42 facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
54 False Swipe - Normal - Cool
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
68 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
81 X-Scissor - Bug - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
89 Pedest - Normal - Tough
89 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
89 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
91 Flash Cannon - Steel - Smart
93 Cut - Normal - Cool
96 Strength - Normal - Tough
98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Payback - Dark - Cool
66 Payback - Dark - Cool
69 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71 Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
75 Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
89 Pedest - Normal - Tough
89 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
89 Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
100 Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
Egg Move List
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool
Leer - Normal - Cool
Slam - Normal - Tough
Stomp - Normal - Tough
Trash - Normal - Tough
Whirlwind - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty

435. RAMPARDOS

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster

Biography : Rampardos is a large, dark-gray reptilian biped. Rampardos has a blue stripe on its tail and one blue stripe on each of its knees and wrists. Rampardos also has a spike on each knee. Rampardos has a blue collar on its neck with two spikes on it. Two of Rampardos’s head spikes are bigger than the other two. Its red eyes are obstructed by its dome-shaped head. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Headbutt - Normal - Tough
1  Leer - Normal - Cool
6  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
10  Pursuit - Dark - Smart
15  Take Down - Normal - Tough
19  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
24  Assurance - Dark - Beauty
28  Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
30  Endeavor - Normal - Tough
36  Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
43  Screech - Normal - Smart
52  Head Smash - Rock - Tough

TM/HM Move List
01  Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14  Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24  Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25  Thunder - Electric - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
34  Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
46  Thief - Dark - Tough
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56  Ping - Dark - Tough
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69  Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
72  Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73  Swords Dance - Normal - Beauty
76  Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
93  Cut - Normal - Cool
95  Surf - Water - Beauty
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
100  Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List
Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Endeavor - Normal - Tough
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Uproar - Normal - Cute
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

436. SHIELDON

Vital Information
Type : Rock / Steel
Abilities: Sturdy / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Shieldon
2 - Bastiodon Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
Height : 1’ 8” 0.5m
Weight : 125.7 lbs. 57kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 87.5% M 12.5% F
Egg Group : Monster
Average Hatch Rate: 16 Days

Biography : Shieldon is a small, quadrupedal biped with a yellow body. It has white toes and bears a white bump on its back. Shieldon has a dark-gray oval-shaped face, with a prominent brow that is white in coloration and a white rim on their black snout. Herbivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 3, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Protect - Normal - Cute
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
6  Taunt - Dark - Smart
10  Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
15  Take Down - Normal - Tough
Egg Move List
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Curse - Special Case - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 24 Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 25 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 29 Return - Normal - Cute
- 30 Block - Normal - Cute
- 31 Block - Normal - Cute
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
- 38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
- 39 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
- 40 Torment - Dark - Tough
- 41 Facade - Normal - Cute
- 42 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 46 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 47 Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
- 48 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 49 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 50 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 51 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 52 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 53 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 54 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 55 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 56 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 57 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 58 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 59 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 60 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 61 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 62 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 63 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 64 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 65 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 66 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 67 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 68 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 69 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 70 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 71 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 72 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 73 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 74 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 75 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 76 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 77 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 78 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 79 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 80 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 81 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 82 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 83 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 84 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 85 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 86 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 87 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 88 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 89 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 90 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 91 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 92 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 93 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 94 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 95 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 96 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 97 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 98 Roar - Normal - Cool

Tutor Move List
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 24 Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 25 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough

Vital Information
- Type: Rock / Steel
- Abilities: Sturdy / Rock Head
- Evolution:
  1. Shieldon
  2. Bastiodon Minimum 30

Pokedex Information
- Height: 4’ 3” 1.3m
- Weight: 329.6 lbs. 149.5kg

Breeding Information
- Gender Ratio: 87.5% M 12.5% F
- Egg Group: Monster

Biography: Bastiodon is a quadrupedal reptile. It bears a large shield on its head, with yellow spot patterns on it. On its feet, smaller, shield-like growths sprout upward to protect the Pokémon's legs. There are also small gray spikes on a ridge of black along Bastiodon's back. Bastiodon's tail is also black in coloration. Herbivore.

Habitat:
- Cave, Mountain

Capabilities:
- Overland 3, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Sinker

Move List
- Level Up Move List:
  1. Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
  2. Protect - Normal - Cute
  3. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  4. Taunt - Dark - Smart
  5. Taunt - Dark - Smart
  6. Taunt - Dark - Smart
  7. Metal Sound - Steel - Smart
  8. Take Down - Normal - Tough
  10. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  11. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  12. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  13. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  15. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  17. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  18. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  20. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  22. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  23. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  24. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  25. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  27. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  28. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  29. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  30. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  31. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  32. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  33. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  34. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  35. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  36. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  37. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  38. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  39. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  40. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  41. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  42. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  43. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  44. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  45. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  46. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  47. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  48. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  49. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  50. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  51. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  52. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  53. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  54. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  55. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  56. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  57. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  58. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  59. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  60. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  61. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  62. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  63. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  64. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  65. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  66. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  67. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  68. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  69. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  70. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  71. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  72. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  73. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  74. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  75. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  76. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  77. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  78. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  79. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  80. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  81. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  82. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  83. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  84. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  85. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  86. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  87. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  88. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  89. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  90. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  91. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  92. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  93. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  94. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  95. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  96. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  97. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  98. Iron Defense - Steel - Tough

TM/HM Move List:
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxie - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 12 Taunt - Dark - Smart
- 13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
- 14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
- 24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
- 25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
- 26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
- 27 Return - Normal - Cute
- 28 Dig - Ground - Smart
- 32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
- 35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough

Role Play - Psychic - Cute
438. DITTO

Vital Information
Type: Normal
Abilities: Limber / Sturdy
Evolution:
1 - Ditto

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight: 8.8 lbs. 4kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Ditto
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: In its natural state, Ditto is a purplish gelatinous blob with vestigial facial features. However, it can take the form of any other Pokemon. Herbivore. Diet changes with its form.

Habitat: Forest, Grassland, Urban
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Amorphous

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Transform - Normal - Smart

439. UNOWN

Vital Information
Type: Psychic
Abilities: Levitate / Forewarn
Evolution:
1 - Unown

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 8" 0.5m
Weight: 11 lbs. 5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 25 Days

Biology: Unown are floating, flat, eye-shaped Pokemon with appendages that make them resemble letters. They are black all over. Nullivore.

Habitat: Cave, Urban
Capabilities: Surface 1, Sky 3, Power 1, Intelligence 5, Invisibility

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart

440. DRATINI

Vital Information
Type: Dragon
Abilities: Shed Skin / Swift Swim
Evolution:
1 - Dratini
2 - Dragonair Minimum 30
3 - Dragonite Minimum 50

Pokedex Information
Height: 5’ 11” 1.8m
Weight: 7.3 lbs. 3.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 25 Days

Biology: Dratini are blue and white serpentines. They possess fins on the sides of their heads as well as a large, round silver nose on their face. They also have purple-colored eyes and a small circular feature on their head. Omnivore.

Habitat: Cave, Freshwater
Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Underwater 1, Jump 2, Power 1, Intelligence 3

Move List
Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Wrap - Normal - Tough
5 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
11 Twister - Dragon - Cool
15 Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
21 Slam - Normal - Tough
25 Agility - Psychic - Cool
31 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
35 Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
41 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
45 Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
51 Outrage - Dragon - Cool
55 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Egg Move List
Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
Haze - Ice - Beauty
Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
Mist - Ice - Beauty
Supersonic - Normal - Smart
441. DRAGONAIR

Biology: Dragonair are long, serpentine. They have a small horn on their foreheads. On the side of their heads are small wings. It is covered in blue scales, except for their bellies, which are a bright white. There are small blue orbs that appear under their necks and on the ends of their tails. Omnivore.

Egg Group: Water 1 / Dragon
Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F

Breeding Information

Weight: 36.4 lbs. 16.5kg
Height: 13’ 1” 4m

Pokedex Information

3 - Dragonite Minimum 50
2 - Dragonair Minimum 30
1 - Dratini

Evolution:
Abilities: Shed Skin / Swift Swim
Type: Dragon

Vital Information

82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
95 Surf - Water - Beauty
99 Waterfall - Water - Tough
101 Whirlpool - Water - Beauty

Tutor Move List

Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
1 Twist - Dragon - Cool
1 Wrap - Normal - Tough
5 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
11 Twister - Dragon - Cool
15 Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
21 Slam - Normal - Tough
25 Agility - Psychic - Cool
33 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
39 Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
47 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
53 Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
61 Outrage - Dragon - Cool
67 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List

03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty

442. DRAGONITE

Biology: Dragonite are orange and possess arms and legs. It has a horn on its forehead. It has a pair of little green-colored wings that can increase in size while flying. Dragonite also possess S-shaped yellow antennae and a cream-colored, striated underbelly. Omnivore.

Habitat: Cave, Freshwater, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 4, Underwater 2, Sky 6, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Aura

Move List

Level Up Move List
1 Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
1 Leer - Normal - Cool
1 Roost - Flying - Cool
1 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
1 Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
1 Twist - Dragon - Cool
1 Wrap - Normal - Tough
5 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
11 Twister - Dragon - Cool
15 Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
21 Slam - Normal - Tough
25 Agility - Psychic - Cool
33 Aqua Tail - Water - Cute
39 Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
47 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
53 Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
61 Outrage - Dragon - Cool
73 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List

01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty

Vital Information

Type: Dragon / Flying
Abilities: Inner Focus / White Smoke
Evolution:
1 - Dratini
2 - Dragonair Minimum 30
3 - Dragonite Minimum 50

Pokedex Information

Height: 7’ 3” 2.2m
Weight: 463 lbs. 210kg

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Water 1 / Dragon

TM/HM Move List

01 Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
03 Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05 Roar - Normal - Cool
06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
07 Hail - Ice - Beauty
10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13 Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14 Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17 Protect - Normal - Cute
18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
20 Safeguard - Normal - Beauty
21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
23 Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24 Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25 Thunder - Electric - Cool
27 Return - Normal - Cute
32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
34 Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
42 Facade - Normal - Cute
43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
45 Attract - Normal - Cute
58 Endure - Normal - Tough
59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
73 Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Dive - Water - Beauty
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart

Tutor Move List

101  Whirlpool - Water - Beauty
99  Waterfall - Water - Tough
98  Rock Smash - Rock - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
96  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
92  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
87  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
79  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
69  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
68  Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
66  Payback - Dark - Cool
65  Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
64  Ice Wind - Ice - Beauty
63  Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
62  Ice Attack - Ice - Beauty
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
57  Attract - Normal - Cute
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
55  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
52  Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
48  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
46  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
41  Torment - Dark - Tough
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
37  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
36  Body Slam - Normal - Tough
29  Brutal Smash - Fighting - Tough
28  Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
27  Surf - Water - Beauty
26  Fly - Flying - Smart
25  Dive - Water - Beauty
24  Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
23  Body Slam - Normal - Tough
22  Tackle - Normal - Tough
21  Stomp - Normal - Tough
20  Shadow Ball - Dark - Smart
19  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
18  Frustration - Normal - Cute
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
16  Superpower - Fighting - Tough
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
14  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
13  Ground Punch - Ground - Tough
12  Taunt - Dark - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
10  Screech - Normal - Smart
9  Scary Face - Normal - Tough
8  Swagger - Normal - Cute
7  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
6  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
5  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
4  Ice Punch - Ice - Beauty
3  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
2  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
1  Leer - Normal - Cool

Egg Move List

98  Rock Smash - Rock - Tough
97  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
96  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
95  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
94  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
93  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
92  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
91  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
90  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
89  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
88  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
87  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
86  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
85  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
84  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
83  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
82  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
81  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
80  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
79  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
78  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
77  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
76  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
75  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
74  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
73  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
72  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
71  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
70  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
69  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
68  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
67  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
66  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
65  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
64  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
63  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
62  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
61  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
60  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
59  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
58  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
57  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
56  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
55  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
54  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
53  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
52  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
51  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
50  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
49  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
48  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
47  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
46  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
45  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
44  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
43  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
42  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
41  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
40  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
39  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
38  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
37  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
36  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
35  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
34  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
33  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
32  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
31  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
30  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
29  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
28  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
27  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
26  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
25  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
24  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
23  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
22  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
21  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
20  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
19  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
18  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
17  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
16  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
15  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
14  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
13  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
12  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
11  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
10  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
9  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
8  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
7  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
6  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
5  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
4  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
3  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
2  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
1  Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute

Evolution:
443. Larvitar
444. Pupitar

Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 1, Power 2, Intelligence 3, Sinker

Habitat:
Cave, Mountain

Vital Information
Type : Rock / Ground
Abilities: Guts / Inner Focus
Evolution:
1 - Larvitar
2 - Pupitar Minimum 30
3 - Tyrannitar Minimum 50

Pokédex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 158.7 lbs. 72kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster
Average Hatch Rate: 25 Days

Biology: Larvitar are small dark green reptilians with rocky skin. They have a spine on top of their
heads, angular black streak markings below and on the upper corners of their red-colored eyes, and
several holes or ports on the sides of their bodies. It has a sealed red rhombus-shaped belly. Terravore.

Vital Information
Type : Rock / Ground
Abilities: Shed Skin / Rock Head
Evolution:
1 - Larvitar
2 - Pupitar Minimum 30
3 - Tyrannitar Minimum 50
445. TYRANITAR

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1. Bite - Dark - Tough
2. Leer - Normal - Cool
3. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
4. Screech - Normal - Smart
5. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
10. Screech - Normal - Smart
14. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
19. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
23. Thrash - Normal - Tough
28. Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
34. Payback - Dark - Cool
41. Crunch - Dark - Tough
47. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
54. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
60. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**

06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
26. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27. Return - Normal - Cute
28. Dig - Ground - Smart
31. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
37. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
41. Torment - Dark - Tough
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
66. Payback - Dark - Cool
69. Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
76. Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79. Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
98. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

**Tutor Move List**

Ancientpower - Rock - Tough
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Superpower - Fighting - Tough
Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute

**Vital Information**

**Type** : Rock / Dark
**Abilities** : Sand Stream / Intimidate
**Evolution:**
1. Larvitar
2. Pupitar Minimum 30
3. Tyrannitar Minimum 50

**Breeding Information**

**Gender Ratio** : 50% M 50% F

**Egg Group** : Monster

**Biological**

- Pupitar are somewhat large cylindrical Pokemon that are encased inside a thick shell made of grayish-blue rock. They have several spikes and holes for eyes and what appears to be eyebrows, but are actually triangular openings. Terravore.

**Habitat**

- Cave, Mountain
- Capabilities: Overland 2, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

**Capabilities:**

- Overland 2, Jump 2, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

**Breeding Information**

- Habitat : Cave, Mountain
- Capabilities: Overland 4, Jump 3, Power 5, Intelligence 4, Sinker

**Move List**

**Level Up Move List**
1. Bite - Dark - Tough
2. Leer - Normal - Cool
3. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
4. Screech - Normal - Smart
5. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
10. Screech - Normal - Smart
14. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
19. Scary Face - Normal - Tough
23. Thrash - Normal - Tough
28. Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
34. Payback - Dark - Cool
41. Crunch - Dark - Tough
47. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
54. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
60. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

**TM/HM Move List**

01. Focus Punch - Fighting - Tough
02. Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
03. Water Pulse - Water - Beauty
05. Roar - Normal - Cool
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
12. Taunt - Dark - Smart
13. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
14. Blizzard - Ice - Beauty
15. Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
23. Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25. Thunder - Electric - Cool
26. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27. Return - Normal - Cute
28. Dig - Ground - Smart
31. Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
37. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
45. Attract - Normal - Cute
49. Focus Blast - Fighting - Cool
56. Fling - Dark - Tough
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
59. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
65. Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
66. Payback - Dark - Cool
68. Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
69. Rock Polish - Rock - Tough
71. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
72. Avalanche - Ice - Cool
73. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
76. Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
78. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
79. Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
80. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart
93. Cut - Normal - Cool
95. Surf - Water - Beauty
96. Ice Beam - Ice - Beauty
Vital Information
Type : Ground
Abilities: Hyper Cutter / Arena Trap
Evolution:
1 - Trapinch
2 - Vibrava Minimum 35
3 - Flygon Minimum 45

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 4" 0.7m
Weight : 33.1 lbs. 15kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology : Trapinch is an orange, insectoid with a large jaw. Trapinch has a roundish body with a white underside and short, stump-like legs. Trapinch has a big head in proportion to the rest of its body. Carnivore.

Habitat : Desert

Capabilities: Overland 3, Burrow 3, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Bite - Dark - Tough
9  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
17  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
25  Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
33  Crunch - Dark - Tough
41  Dig - Ground - Smart
49  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
57  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
65  Earth Power - Ground - Smart
73  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
81  Feint - Normal - Beauty
89  Fissure - Ground - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough

446. TRAPINCH

Vital Information
Type : Ground
Abilities: Levitate / Sand Veil
Evolution:
1 - Trapinch
2 - Vibrava Minimum 35
3 - Flygon Minimum 45

Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight : 33.7 lbs. 15.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug

Biology : Vibrava is an insectoid. It has a skinny, yellow body, and green, rhombus-shaped wings along with two similar-looking shapes at the end of its tail. Vibrava has green eyes and skinny black legs. Carnivore.

Habitat : Desert

Capabilities: Overland 2, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 3, Power 1, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
9  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
17  Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
25  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
33  Crunch - Dark - Tough
41  Dig - Ground - Smart
49  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
57  Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
65  Earth Power - Ground - Smart
73  Screech - Normal - Smart
81  Feint - Normal - Beauty
89  Fissure - Ground - Tough

TM/HM Move List
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough

447. VIBRA V A
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
32  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
62  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Bite - Dark - Tough
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Fire Punch - Fire - Beauty
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Snore - Normal - Cute
Swift - Normal - Cool
Thunderpunch - Electric - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool
Bite - Dark - Tough
Crunch - Dark - Tough
Body Slam - Normal - Tough
Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
Mimic - Normal - Cute
Bug Bite - Bug - Tough
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

Vital Information
Type : Ground / Dragon
Abilities: Levitate / Sand Veil
Evolution:
1 - Trapinch
2 - Vibrava Minimum 35
3 - Flygon Minimum 45

Pokedex Information
Height : 6' 7" 2m
Weight : 180.8 lbs. 82kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Bug

Biography : Flygon is a large, light green, insectoid dragon Pokémon. Flygon’s tail has several dark green stripes and three green rhombus shapes at the end. Flygon has a pair of green rhombus-shaped wings, toothless hind legs and three-clawed hands. Flygon has red-lensed goggles covering its eyes and a pair of green antennae. Carnivore.

Habitat : Desert, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 5, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
1  Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
1  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
1  Sonicboom - Normal - Cool
4  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
17  Faint Attack - Dark - Smart
25  Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
33  Supersonic - Normal - Smart
35  Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
38  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
42  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
49  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
57  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
02  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Tough
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
17  Protect - Normal - Cute
19  Giga Drain - Grass - Smart
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute
22  Solarbeam - Grass - Cool
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough
27  Return - Normal - Cute
28  Dig - Ground - Smart
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
37  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
42  Facade - Normal - Cute
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute
45  Attract - Normal - Cute
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool
51  Roost - Flying - Cool
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
62  Silver Wind - Bug - Beauty
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute
89  U-Turn - Bug - Cute
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart
94  Fly - Flying - Smart
96  Strength - Normal - Tough
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Vital Information
Type : Dragon
Abilities: Rock Head / Vital Spirit
Evolution:
1 - Bagon
2 - Shelgon Minimum 30
3 - Salamence Minimum 50

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m
Weight : 92.8 lbs. 42.1kg
Breed Information

Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Dragon
Average Hatch Rate: 25 Days

Biology: Bagon are small, blue, reptilian bipeds. Their heads are as hard as steel, and possess a large, round snout and triangular eyes. The head also sports a crest-like formation of three thick gray ridges that continue as a slope down their back. Carnivore.

Habitat:
- Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 3, Power 2, Intelligence 3

Move List

Level Up Move List
- 1 Rage - Normal - Cool
- 5 Bite - Dark - Tough
- 10 Leer - Normal - Cool
- 16 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
- 20 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
- 25 Ember - Fire - Beauty
- 31 Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
- 35 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- 40 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
- 46 Crunch - Dark - Tough
- 50 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
- 55 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
- 02 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute

Vital Information

Type: Dragon
Abilities: Rock Head / Battle Armor
Evolution:
1. Bagon
2. Shelgon Minimum 30
3. Salamence Minimum 50

Pokedex Information

Height: 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight: 243.6 lbs. 110.5kg

Egg Move List

- Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
- Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- Swagger - Normal - Cute
- Substitude - Normal - Smart
- Cut - Normal - Cool
- Strength - Normal - Tough
- Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Egg Move List

- Dragon Dance - Dragon - Cool
- Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
- Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
- Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
- Hydro Pump - Water - Beauty
- Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- Thrash - Normal - Tough
- Twister - Dragon - Cool

Tutor Move List

- Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart
- Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
- Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
- Outrage - Dragon - Cool
- Snore - Normal - Cute
- Twister - Dragon - Cool
- Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Mimic - Normal - Cute

Tutor Move List

- 59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
- 65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
- 93 Cut - Normal - Cool
- 96 Strength - Normal - Tough
- 98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Dragon

Biology: Shelgon's bone structures form all around its body, becoming a shell with two openings: one in front, leaving only its yellow eyes visible, and one in back. Carnivore.

Habitat:
- Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 2, Jump 2, Power 4, Intelligence 3

Move List

Level Up Move List
- 1 Bite - Dark - Tough
- 1 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
- 1 Leer - Normal - Cool
- 1 Rage - Normal - Cool
- 5 Bite - Dark - Tough
- 10 Leer - Normal - Cool
- 16 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
- 20 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
- 25 Ember - Fire - Beauty
- 30 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 32 Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
- 37 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- 43 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
- 50 Crunch - Dark - Tough
- 55 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
- 61 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List

- 02 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute

Breeding Information

Gender Ratio: 50% M 50% F
Egg Group: Dragon

Abilities: Rock Head / Battle Armor
Evolution:
1. Bagon
2. Shelgon Minimum 30
3. Salamence Minimum 50

Pokedex Information

Height: 3' 7" 1.1m
Weight: 243.6 lbs. 110.5kg

Egg Move List

- 98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
- 96 Strength - Normal - Tough
- 93 Cut - Normal - Cool
- 90 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
- 83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
- 80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 78 Captivate - Normal - Beauty
- 65 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- 59 Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
- 58 Endure - Normal - Tough
- 52 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 50 Return - Normal - Cute
- 43 Secret Power - Normal - Smart
- 44 Rest - Psychic - Cute
- 45 Attract - Normal - Cute
- 40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
- 39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 38 Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
- 35 Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
- 33 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
- 31 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
- 29 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
- 27 Ember - Fire - Beauty
- 25 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- 20 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 19 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
- 12 Double Team - Normal - Cool
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 9 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
- 8 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
- 7 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
- 6 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
- 5 Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
- 4 Frustration - Normal - Cute
- 3 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 2 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
- 1 Frustration - Normal - Cute

Move List

Level Up Move List
- 1 Bite - Dark - Tough
- 1 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
- 1 Leer - Normal - Cool
- 1 Rage - Normal - Cool
- 5 Bite - Dark - Tough
- 10 Leer - Normal - Cool
- 16 Headbutt - Normal - Tough
- 20 Focus Energy - Normal - Cool
- 25 Ember - Fire - Beauty
- 30 Protect - Normal - Cute
- 32 Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
- 37 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
- 43 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
- 50 Crunch - Dark - Tough
- 55 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
- 61 Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List

- 02 Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
- 05 Roar - Normal - Cool
- 06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
- 10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
- 11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
- 17 Protect - Normal - Cute
451. SALAMENCE

Vital Information
Type     : Dragon / Flying  
Abilities: Intimidate / White Smoke  
Evolution:
1 - Bagon  
2 - Shelgon Minimum 30  
3 - Salamence Minimum 50

Pokedex Information
Height : 4' 11" 1.5m  
Weight : 226.2 lbs. 102.6kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio  : 50% M 50% F  
Egg Group     : Dragon

Biology : Salamence are blue quadrupedal reptilians with large, red wings. It has gray portions including its lower jaw and its belly, the latter of which appears armored. Salamence has three spiky extensions splayed from the sides of its face. Carnivore.

Habitat :  Cave, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Surface 3, Sky 6, Jump 4, Power 4, Intelligence 4

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Thunder Fang - Electric - Smart  
5  Bite - Dark - Tough  
10  Leer - Normal - Cool  
16  Headbutt - Normal - Tough  
20  Focus Energy - Normal - Cool  
25  Ember - Fire - Beauty  
30  Protect - Normal - Cute  
32  Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool  
37  Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty  
43  Scary Face - Normal - Tough  
50  Fly - Flying - Smart  
53  Crunch - Dark - Tough  
61  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool  
70  Double-Edge - Normal - Tough

TM/HM Move List
02  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool  
05  Roar - Normal - Cool  
06  Toxic - Poison - Smart  
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart  
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty  
15  Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool  
17  Protect - Normal - Cute  
18  Rain Dance - Water - Tough  
21  Frustration - Normal - Cute  
23  Iron Tail - Steel - Cool  
26  Earthquake - Ground - Tough  
27  Return - Normal - Cute  
31  Brick Break - Fighting - Cool  
32  Double Team - Normal - Cool  
35  Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty  
38  Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty  
39  Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart  
40  Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool  
42  Facade - Normal - Cute  
43  Secret Power - Normal - Smart  
44  Rest - Psychic - Cute  
45  Attract - Normal - Cute  
47  Steel Wing - Steel - Cool  
51  Roost - Flying - Cool  
58  Endure - Normal - Tough  
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart  
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute  
68  Giga Impact - Normal - Beauty  
71  Stone Edge - Rock - Tough  
78  Captivate - Normal - Beauty  
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough  
82  Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute  
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool  
87  Swagger - Normal - Cute  
90  Substitute - Normal - Smart  
93  Cut - Normal - Cool  
94  Fly - Flying - Smart

96  Strength - Normal - Tough  
97  Defog - Flying - Beauty  
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Tutor Move List
Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart  
Air Cutter - Flying - Cool  
Aqua Tail - Water - Cute  
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool  
Heat Wave - Fire - Beauty  
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute  
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart  
Outrage - Dragon - Cool  
Rollout - Rock - Tough  
Snore - Normal - Cute  
Swift - Normal - Cool  
Twister - Dragon - Cool  
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty  
Body Slam - Normal - Tough  
Defense Curl - Normal - Cute  
Mimic - Normal - Cute  
Tailwind - Flying - Smart

452. BELDUM

Vital Information
Type     : Steel / Psychic  
Abilities: Clear Body / Lightning Rod
Evolution:
1 - Beldum  
2 - Metang Minimum 20  
3 - Metagross Minimum 45

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio  : No Gender  
Egg Group     : Mineral

Average Hatch Rate: 25 Days

Biology : Belbud has one large red eye in the center of its nearly-round head, which is set into a ball-and-socket joint at its front end. It has a short crest above its head, projecting from its body. Omnivore.

Habitat :  Cave

Capabilities: Sky 4, Jump 1, Power 3, Intelligence 5, Magnetic, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Take Down - Normal - Tough

Tutor Move List
Iron Defense - Steel - Tough  
Iron Head - Steel - Tough  
Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty

453. METANG

Vital Information
Type     : Steel / Psychic  
Abilities: Clear Body / Lightning Rod
Evolution:
1 - Beldum  
2 - Metang Minimum 20  
3 - Metagross Minimum 45

Pokedex Information
Height : 2' 0" 0.6m  
Weight : 209.9 lbs. 95.2kg
Pokedex Information
Height : 3' 11" 1.2m
Weight : 446.4 lbs. 202.5kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : No Gender
Egg Group : Mineral

Biology : Metang has a disc-shaped body with a pair of appendages that resemble its pre-evolution, Beldum. It has two red eyes and a pointy nose. Omnivore.

Habitat : Cave
Capabilities: Sky 4, Jump 1, Power 4, Intelligence 6, Magnetic, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
  1 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  1 Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
  1 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
  1 Take Down - Normal - Tough
  20 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  20 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
  24 Scary Face - Normal - Tough
  28 Pursuit - Dark - Smart
  32 Bullet Punch - Steel - Smart
  36 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
  40 Iron Defense - Steel - Tough
  40 Agility - Psychic - Cool
  48 Meteor Mash - Steel - Cool
  52 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
  56 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool

TM/HM Move List
  06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  27 Return - Normal - Cute
  29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
  30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart

Move List
Level Up Move List
  1 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  1 Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
  1 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
  1 Take Down - Normal - Tough
  20 Confusion - Psychic - Smart

Metagross Information

Vital Information
Type : Steel / Psychic
Abilities: Clear Body / Lightning Rod
Evolution:
1 - Beldum
2 - Metang Minimum 20
3 - Metagross Minimum 45

Pokedex Information
Height : 5' 3" 1.6m
Weight : 1212.5 lbs. 550kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : No Gender
Egg Group : Mineral

Biology : Metagross has the appearance of a tremendous, quadrupedal tank. Its turquoise, discus-shaped main body lies at the center point where its legs branch out. Metagross has a metallic cross adorning its face diagonally between its two red eyes, often viewed as the letter X. Omnivore.

Habitat : Cave, Mountain
Capabilities: Overland 3, Sky 4, Jump 4, Power 8, Intelligence 7, Magnetic, Sinker

Move List
Level Up Move List
  1 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  1 Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
  1 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
  1 Take Down - Normal - Tough
  20 Confusion - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
  06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  27 Return - Normal - Cute
  29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
  30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
  36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
  37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
  39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  42 Facade - Normal - Cute
  43 Secret Power - Normal - Cool
  44 Agility - Psychic - Cool
  45 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool
  53 Meteor Mash - Steel - Cool
  62 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
  71 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  74 Icy Wind - Ice - Beauty
  76 Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
  77 Psych Up - Normal - Smart
  80 Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
  82 Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
  83 Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
  86 Grass Knot - Grass - Smart
  87 Swagger - Normal - Cute
  90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
  93 Cut - Normal - Cool
  96 Strength - Normal - Tough
  98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough

Move List
Level Up Move List
  1 Confusion - Psychic - Smart
  1 Magnet Rise - Electric - Cute
  1 Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
  1 Take Down - Normal - Tough
  20 Confusion - Psychic - Smart

TM/HM Move List
  06 Toxic - Poison - Smart
  10 Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  11 Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  15 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  16 Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
  17 Protect - Normal - Cute
  18 Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  21 Frustration - Normal - Cute
  26 Earthquake - Ground - Tough
  27 Return - Normal - Cute
  29 Psychic - Psychic - Smart
  30 Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
  31 Brick Break - Fighting - Cool
  32 Double Team - Normal - Cool
  33 Reflect - Psychic - Smart
  36 Sludge Bomb - Poison - Tough
  37 Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
  39 Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
  40 Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
  42 Facade - Normal - Cute
  43 Secret Power - Normal - Cool
  44 Agility - Psychic - Cool
  45 Hammer Arm - Fighting - Cool
  53 Meteor Mash - Steel - Cool
  62 Zen Headbutt - Psychic - Beauty
  71 Hyper Beam - Normal - Cool
  90 Substitute - Normal - Smart
  93 Cut - Normal - Cool
  96 Strength - Normal - Tough
  98 Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
**455. GIBLE**

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Monster / Dragon
- **Average Hatch Rate:** 25 Days

**Biography:** Gible is a small, pudgy reptile with a big mouth filled with sharp teeth. It is dark blue, with a red underbelly that covers its abdomen to the bottoms of its jaws. Gible has two horns that look like jet engines each with a light blue stripe in the middle. Carnivore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Desert

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Burrow 2, Jump 1, Power 1, Intelligence 3, Sinker

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  2. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  3. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  4. Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
  5. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
  6. Take Down - Normal - Tough
  7. Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
  8. Slash - Normal - Cool
  9. Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
 10. Dig - Ground - Smart
11. Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool

- TM/HM Move List
  1. Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
  2. Roar - Normal - Cool
  3. Toxix - Poison - Smart
  4. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
  5. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
  6. Protect - Normal - Cute
  7. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
  8. Frustration - Normal - Cute
  9. Earthquake - Ground - Tough
10. Return - Normal - Cute
11. Dig - Ground - Smart
12. Double Team - Normal - Cool
13. Flamethrower - Fire - Beauty
14. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
15. Fire Blast - Fire - Beauty
16. Rock Tomb - Rock - Smart
17. Aerial Ace - Flying - Cool
18. Facade - Normal - Cute
19. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
20. Rest - Psychic - Cute
21. Attract - Normal - Cute
22. Endure - Normal - Tough
23. Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
24. Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
25. Stone Edge - Rock - Tough
26. Stealth Rock - Rock - Cool
27. Captivate - Normal - Beauty
28. Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
29. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
30. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
31. Swagger - Normal - Cute
32. Substitute - Normal - Smart
33. Cut - Normal - Cool
34. Strength - Normal - Tough
35. Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
36. Rock Climb - Normal - Cool

**Egg Move List**
- Body Slam - Normal - Tough
- Double-Edge - Normal - Tough
- Dragonbreath - Dragon - Cool
- Iron Head - Steel - Tough
- Metal Claw - Steel - Cool
- Outrage - Dragon - Cool
- Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
- Scary Face - Normal - Tough
- Thrash - Normal - Tough
- Twister - Dragon - Cool

**456. GABITE**

**Vital Information**
- **Type:** Dragon / Ground
- **Abilities:** Sand Veil / Intimidate
- **Evolution:**
  1. Gible
  2. Gabite Minimum 25
  3. Garchomp Minimum 50

**Pokedex Information**
- **Height:** 4’ 7” 1.4m
- **Weight:** 123.5 lbs. 56kg

**Breeding Information**
- **Gender Ratio:** 50% M 50% F
- **Egg Group:** Monster / Dragon

**Biography:** Gabite are dark blue, with red underbellies that cover from the middle of their abdomens to the bottoms of their jaws, and the rest of their undersides being a light blue. Gabite have appendages that look like jets, its four fins and horns resemble jet engines rest on their heads. Carnivore.

**Habitat:** Cave, Desert

**Capabilities:** Overland 3, Burrow 3, Jump 3, Power 3, Intelligence 4, Sinker

**Move List**
- Level Up Move List
  1. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  2. Tackle - Normal - Tough
  3. Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
  4. Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
  5. Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Iron Head - Steel - Tough
Fury Cutter - Bug - Cool
Earth Power - Ground - Smart
Draco Meteor - Dragon - Smart

Tutor Move List
100  Rock Climb - Normal - Cool
98  Rock Smash - Fighting - Tough
93  Rock Tomb - Ground - Smart
87  Sand Tomb - Rock - Tough
84  Poison Jab - Poison - Smart
83  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
82  Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
80  Rock Slide - Rock - Tough
70  Substitute - Normal - Smart

TM/HM Move List
02  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxie - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13  Take Down - Normal - Tough
15  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
19  Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
28  Slash - Normal - Cool
33  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
39  Dig - Ground - Smart
49  Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
55  Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
54  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
52  Facade - Normal - Cute
50  Crunch - Dark - Tough
55  Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool

Vital Information
Type : Dragon / Ground
Abilities: Sand Veil / Intimidate
Evolution:
1 - Gible
2 - Gabite Minimum 25
3 - Garchomp Minimum 50

Pokedex Information
Height : 6' 3" 1.9m
Weight : 209.4 lbs. 95kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio : 50% M 50% F
Egg Group : Monster / Dragon

Biology : Garchomp are dark blue, with a red underbelly that covers from the middle of its abdomen, to its jaws, and then to the undersides of its arms. Underneath the red is a gold diamond shape as well a gold cross on its snout. It has appendages that resemble jets its four fins, one on each arm, one dorsal fin and another on its tail; horns that resemble jet engines rest on its head, resembling a hammerhead. Carnivore.

Habitat :
Cave, Desert, Mountain

Capabilities: Overland 3, Sky 2, Burrow 4, Jump 3, Power 4, Intelligence 4, Sinker

457. GARCHOMP

458. ROTOM Normal Form

Outrage - Dragon - Cool
Swift - Normal - Cool
Twister - Dragon - Cool

Move List
Level Up Move List
1  Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
1  Fire Fang - Fire - Beauty
1  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
1  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
1  Tackle - Normal - Tough
3  Sand-Attack - Ground - Cute
7  Dragon Rage - Dragon - Cool
13  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
15  Take Down - Normal - Tough
19  Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
28  Slash - Normal - Cool
33  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
40  Dig - Ground - Smart
48  Crunch - Dark - Tough
55  Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool

TM/HM Move List
02  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
05  Roar - Normal - Cool
06  Toxie - Poison - Smart
10  Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11  Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
13  Take Down - Normal - Tough
15  Sandstorm - Rock - Tough
19  Sand Tomb - Ground - Smart
28  Slash - Normal - Cool
33  Dragon Claw - Dragon - Cool
39  Dig - Ground - Smart
49  Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
55  Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool
65  Shadow Claw - Ghost - Cute
59  Dragon Pulse - Dragon - Smart
58  Endure - Normal - Tough
56  Fling - Dark - Tough
54  False Swipe - Normal - Cool
52  Facade - Normal - Cute
50  Crunch - Dark - Tough
55  Dragon Rush - Dragon - Cool

Vital Information
Type : Electric / Ghost
Abilities: Levitate / Pressure
Evolution: 1 - Rotom

Pokedex Information
Height : 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight : 0.7 lbs. 0.3kg

Evolution:
Abilities: Levitate / Pressure

Type     : Dragon / Ground
Vital Information
Weight : 209.4 lbs. 95kg
Height : 6' 3" 1.9m
Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: Rotom has a body of plasma. It also has teeth, which are often seen. Rotom also have unique eyes that have a dividing line across them. Rotom themselves are shaped like lightning rods, while the blue aura of electricity around them takes the appearance of lightning. Nullivore.

Habitat: Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Glow, Phasing, Wired, Zapper

Move List

Level Up Move List
1. Astonish - Ghost - Smart
2. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
3. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
4. Thundershock - Electric - Cool
5. Trick - Psychic - Smart
6. Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
7. Double Team - Normal - Cool
8. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
9. Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
10. Substitute - Normal - Smart
11. Charge - Electric - Smart
12. Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart

TM/HM Move List
6. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25. Thunder - Electric - Cool
27. Return - Normal - Cute
30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
33. Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
49. Snatch - Dark - Smart
57. Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
58. Endure - Normal - Tough
61. Will-O-Wisp - Fire - Beauty
70. Flash - Normal - Beauty
73. Dark Pulse - Dark - Cool
79. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
82. Sleep Talk - Normal - Cute
83. Natural Gift - Normal - Cool
85. Dream Eater - Psychic - Smart
87. Swagger - Normal - Cute
90. Substitute - Normal - Smart

Tutor Move List
Mud-Slap - Ground - Cute
Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
Signal Beam - Bug - Beauty
Snore - Normal - Cute
Spite - Ghost - Tough
Sucker Punch - Dark - Smart
Swift - Normal - Cool
Trick - Psychic - Smart
Pain Split - Normal - Smart

458. ROTOM Mechanical Forms

Vital Information
Type: Electric / Ghost
Abilities: Levitate / Pressure
Evolution:
1 - Rotom

Pokedex Information
Height: 1' 0" 0.3m
Weight: 0.7 lbs. 0.3kg

Breeding Information
Gender Ratio: No Gender
Egg Group: Indeterminate
Average Hatch Rate: 10 Days

Biology: When Rotom posses an electric device, its shape takes that of the device and augments its shape with protruding limbs and adds its face to the machine. Nullivore.

Habitat: Urban

Capabilities: Overland 4, Surface 1, Sky 3, Jump 4, Power 1, Intelligence 4, Glow, Phasing, Wired, Zapper

Move List
Level Up Move List
1. Astonish - Ghost - Smart
2. Confuse Ray - Ghost - Smart
3. Thunder Wave - Electric - Cool
4. Thundershock - Electric - Cool
5. Trick - Psychic - Smart
6. Uproar - Normal - Cute - Cool
7. Double Team - Normal - Cool
8. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
9. Ominous Wind - Ghost - Smart
10. Substitute - Normal - Smart
11. Charge - Electric - Smart
12. Discharge - Electric - Cool - Smart

TM/HM Move List
06. Toxic - Poison - Smart
10. Hidden Power - Normal - Smart
11. Sunny Day - Fire - Beauty
16. Light Screen - Psychic - Beauty
17. Protect - Normal - Cute
18. Rain Dance - Water - Tough
21. Frustration - Normal - Cute
24. Thunderbolt - Electric - Cool
25. Thunder - Electric - Cool
27. Return - Normal - Cute
30. Shadow Ball - Ghost - Smart
32. Double Team - Normal - Cool
33. Reflect - Psychic - Smart
34. Shock Wave - Electric - Cool
42. Facade - Normal - Cute
43. Secret Power - Normal - Smart
44. Rest - Psychic - Cute
46. Thief - Dark - Tough
49. Snatch - Dark - Smart
57. Charge Beam - Electric - Beauty
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